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1.1 INTRODUCTION
Overview
The feasibility study is being undertaken to analyze the
best op•on for the Town of Danvers and the Danvers
School District to solve concerns regarding the exis•ng
Ivan G. Smith Elementary School. Speciﬁcally, the exis•ng
condi•ons of the school itself, the lack of capacity of the
building to support the ongoing educa•onal programs
there, and concerns about the overall capacity of the District as a whole for grades K – 5.
Statement of Interest - Iden!ﬁca!on of Facility
Deﬁciencies
The Statement of Interest iden•ﬁes a number of deﬁciencies in the exis•ng building. The building was constructed
in 1973 and has received only limited upgrades since that
•me. Issues of note include con•nuing ﬂooding of the
basement, original single glazed window systems, failing
exterior metal panel cladding, boilers and roof top units
that are beyond their useful life, very li"le technology infrastructure, and ceiling •les that are falling out of the
grid. These considera•ons have subsequently been conﬁrmed by the design team as ongoing issues.
The SOI notes that the programs and opera•ons of the
building are of equal concern to the District. The building was designed to have an open classroom concept in
1973 and this layout s•ll exists at the school. Therefore,
there is no acous•c separa•on between classrooms and
this situa•on impacts on day to day teaching and learning
for all students. In addi•on there is a lack of small group
areas for instruc•on or tes•ng as well as support spaces
for both students and staﬀ. There is no performance area
within in the school and the music room is in an isolated
basement loca•on.
The Smith School has signiﬁcantly undersized classrooms,
which along with a lack of support spaces and the acous•cal issues related to the open classroom environment,
has led the District to limit the enrollment at this loca•on.
This circumstance, along with increasing overall district
enrollment and the implementa•on of full day Kindergarten, is pu$ng capacity pressure not only on the Smith Elementary School but on all ﬁve of the Districts K-5 schools.
Summary of Process Undertaken
The study process to date has included an exis•ng condi•ons analysis of the Smith School including walk-throughs
TAPPÉ ARCHITECTS

and reviews by structural, mechanical, electrical and
plumbing engineers as well as the Architect. The site has
also been analyzed by the Landscape Architect and Civil
Engineer and tes•ng at the building has been completed
for hazardous materials (ACM). Geo-technical explora•on
has taken place and a geo-technical and geo-environmental report with preliminary recommenda•ons completed.
The traﬃc engineer has also made preliminary observa•ons related to the exis•ng condi•ons at the site.
The Town of Danvers has provided informa•on on all
available proper•es that could be used for a school located within the speciﬁc geographical district within the
Town where the Smith School is located. None of these
proper•es are either available or developable. Therefore,
the conclusion of the Town is that any project that is advanced out of the PDP phase will involve the exis•ng site
where the school is currently located.
Two educa•onal visioning sessions have taken place to
discuss the goals for the project and how to develop a
program and design that best supports the District’s vision for the future of grade K-5 educa•on in Danvers.
These mee•ngs had par•cipants that included Smith
educators, educators from other schools within the district, students, parents and administrators. Also during
the PDP phase the Design team held ﬁve mee•ngs with
senior District staﬀ including administrators, the Smith
School principal, K-12 and K-5 curriculum directors, student services director and technology director. These detailed discussions led directly to the development of the
space template, the Educa•onal Program and the preliminary op•ons.
In addi•on, a third visioning mee•ng was held with district staﬀ to discuss District wide goals and planning to
ensure that the proposed Smith School educa•onal program and template are consistent with overall district
goals across all of the elementary schools and that there
is generally equity among all of the schools in terms of
space alloca•on and facili•es. To assist in this exercise the
Design Team worked with the District to develop capacity diagrams for all ﬁve elementary schools along with a
District wide map to understand how the Town may want
to district the student popula•on in the future to get an
even distribu•on of students across all of the buildings
including an updated and enlarged Smith School. This
approach also looked at poten•al future modiﬁca•ons to
the other schools to bring them into a consistent level of
programming.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION (CONT)
Preliminary schemes have been developed by the Design
Team for a renova•on op•on, an addi•on and renova•on
op•on and mul•ple approaches to replacement schools.
These have been discussed with the Districts educa•onal
team, the Town’s Working Group Sub-Commi•ee and the
School Building Commi•ee. Generally, the approach has
been to limit development on the lower por•ons of the
site which are prone to ﬂooding and have high ground
water which makes for more challenging construc•on
logis•cs. These op•ons were reviewed by the Architect’s
es•mators to develop order of magnitude cost budgets.
Date of Invita•on to Conduct a Feasibility Study
An invita•on to enter into a feasibility study was issued
by the MSBA Board of Directors on November 9, 2016.
The Board Ac•on Le•er is a•ached to this PDP as an appendix.
Agreed Upon Design Enrollment
The proposed design enrollment for a grade K – 5 Elementary School is 465 Students. The Enrollment Le•er
dated 10-13-2016 is a•ached to this PDP as an appendix.

where addi•onal incen•ve points may be available.
The local share of the debt service associated with this
project is planned to be funded via the Town’s School
Construc•on Stabiliza•on Fund, pending approval from
Town Mee•ng in 2019. As the Town of Danvers has never
approved a Proposi•on 2 ½ Override or Debt Exclusion,
the School Construc•on Stabiliza•on Fund was established to allow for large school projects to be completed
and paid for by non-excluded debt service. The fund is
used to mi•gate the budget impact of the “peak years”
of debt service, when a project is ini•ally bonded. As of
June 30, 2017, the balance of this fund was $4.3 million,
with current ﬁnancial planning calling for an increase of
the balance to $6.0 million by June 30, 2019.
In addi•on to the Smith Elementary School Project, the
Town of Danvers has a rolling 5-year capital improvement plan (FY2018-2022) for capital costs supported by
the general fund and water/sewer enterprise funds. The
Town has made a concerted eﬀort to fund the majority
of its capital needs through cash and reserve balances,
preserving its borrowing capacity for large school building projects (most recently the High School, with Smith
School next).

Capital Budget Statement Summary
Originally, the OPM Request for Services reﬂected an es•mated total project cost (ETPC) in the range of $40m to
$50m, and the Architect Request for Services reﬂected an
es•mated construc•on cost (ECC) in the range of $32m
to $40m. The current preliminary ETPC (including construc•on, site costs, con•ngencies, and all so! costs) is
capped at $50m. Given the preliminary square footage of
the New Construc•on and Add/Reno op•ons, it is an•cipated that all $50m will be expended.

The Town’s budget policy calls for conserva•ve assump•ons in annual revenue projec•ons to generate Free Cash
on a year-to-year basis, helping to support the 5-Year CIP.
In the past few years, the Town has funded an average
of $1.4 million per year in capital projects through Free
Cash-supported Warrant Ar•cles, and $700,000 per year
for equipment purchases throughout the Town, namely the vehicle replacement schedules of Department of
Public Works and the Police Department.
Project Par•cipants and Updated Project Schedule

Currently, before incen•ves, the Town of Danvers school
district’s reimbursement rate is 50.58%, as originally reﬂected in Exhibit C of the MSBA Feasibility Study Agreement and as reconﬁrmed for 2018 via email with the
MSBA Project Coordinator. The Town of Danvers acknowledges that this pre-incen•ve reimbursement rate is subject to change if a project scope and budget agreement is
not in place with the MSBA by 2019. Tappe Architects and
PMA Consultants have reviewed the poten•al addi•onal
incen•ve points, and believe that Danvers may have an
opportunity to obtain 1 to 5 addi•onal incen•ve points.
Danvers intends to provide addi•onal documenta•on required to pursue the maximum reimbursement possible
TAPPÉ ARCHITECTS

Inserted into this sec•on of the PDP is a preliminary list of
project par•cipants as well as an updated schedule. The
schedule indicates that the proposed MSBA Board Meeting for approval to proceed to Schema•c Design will be
8/29/18. The Board Mee•ng for Project Scope and Budget is an•cipated to be 12/12/18 and the projected Town
vote to approve borrowing for the project is projected for
January of 2019.
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Role

School Committee

Eric Crane
Arthur Skarmeas
David Thomson

Member
Member
Member

Print Date: 1/18/2018

Jeffrey Kay
Mary Beth Verry

Secretary

Keelin Dawe

Town Meeting Member / Former
Smith School Parent / Neighbor

Chair

Todd Cormier

978-777-1255

Paul Pawlak

Town Meeting Member / Future
Smith School Parent

978-774-4800

Keith Taverna

Thomas Flannagan, Esq.

978-774-1350

Tracey Mara

Member of Ad Hoc Elementary
School Facilities Subcommittee /
Former Smith School Parent /
Neighbor

978-774-0550

William H. Clark, Jr.

978-777-8158
978-774-2661
978-774-1669

978-750-4792

978-777-6258

978-979-1680

508-414-0743

617-365-0557

978-804-8682

978-777-0001

David Lane

Mike Perham

978-777-0001
978-777-0001
978-774-1669
978-774-4539

Fax No.

-

-

-

-

-
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2432

-

3015 978-777-1025

3069 978-777-1025
2431

3003 978-777-1025

Phone No. Ext.

Robin Stein

Name

Steve Bartha
David Thomson
Lisa Dana

School Building Committee

Firm

Member of the community with
architecture, engineering, or
construction experience
(Professional Engineer)

SBC Vice Chair / Asst. Town
Manager
SBC Chair / Town Manager
School Committee Chair
Superintendent of Schools
DPW Director / Local Official
responsible for Building
Maintenance
Board of Selectmen /
Representative of Office
authorized by law to construct
school buildings
Smith School Principal
School Business Manager /
Member knowledgeable in
educational mission and function
of facility
Finance Committee Member /
Neighbor / Local budget official
or member of local finance
Committee

OWNER/CLIENT

Ericcrane@danvers.org
Arthurskarmeas@danvers.org
Davidthomson@danvers.org

Marybethverry@danvers.org

Jeffreykay@danvers.org

Keelin.dawe@gmail.com

Todd.a.cormier@gmail.com

T.flannagan@verizon.net

Mperham@mcbrie.com

Conpaulpawlak@verizon.net

Taverna@danvers.org

Mara@danvers.org

WHClarkjr@verizon.net

Dlane@danversma.gov

Sbartha@danversma.gov
Davidthomson@danvers.org
Dana@danvers.org

Rstein@danversma.gov

E-Mail

Cell

1 Sylvan Street, Danvers MA 01923

1 Sylvan Street, Danvers MA 01923

1 Sylvan Street, Danvers MA 01923

Address

13 Trinity Street, Danvers MA 01923
10 Thomas Road, Danvers MA 01923
9 Drummond Court, Danvers MA 01923

26 Roosevelt Avenue, Danvers MA 01923

9 Congress Avenue, Danvers MA 01923

10 Orrantia Circle, Danvers MA 01923

11 Bridle Spur Road, Danvers MA 01923

12 Autumn Street, Danvers MA 01923

16 Donegal Circle, Danvers MA 01923

60 Summer Street, Danvers MA 01923

64 Cabot Road, Danvers MA 01923

15 Lobao Drive, Danvers MA 01923

163R Hobart Street, Danvers MA 01923
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Firm
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Project Executive
Project Director
Project Manager
Assistant Project Manager
Clerk of the Works
ARCHITECT + FF&E +
Library/Media
Principal in Charge / Managing
Principal
Design Principal
Technical Principal
Construction Administration /
FF&E Director
Project Architect
Library Design Director

PROJECT MANAGER

Sr. Project Coordinator
Project Manager
Project Manager

Tappe Architects

PMA Consultants

MSBA

David Lane

Town Director of Public Works

617-451-0200
617-451-0200
617-451-0200
617-451-0200
617-451-0200
617-451-0200

Chris Blessen
Cesar Dedios
Jen Littlefield
Matthew Barnhart
Jeffery Hoover

781-519-1060
781-519-1073
781-519-1069
781-794-1404

Charles Hay

Christopher Carroll
Kevin Nigro
Paul Queeney
Joseph DeSantis
TBD

617-720-4466
617-720-4466
617-720-4466

Robert Pyburn
Patrick Ambrose
Robert Pyburn
Georgia Wilson
Lief Rochna

Jess Deleconio
Fenton Bradley
Brittany Gomes

978-777-0001
978-762-0247
978-744-1212
978-762-0247
978-777-0001
978-777-0001

Steve Bartha

978-777-0001

978 777-0001
978-777-0001
978-777-0001
978 777-0001
978-774-4539
978-774-4800
978-774-1350

Emergency Management
Director
EOC/Response
Police Chief
Fire Chief
ConCOM
Building Supervisor (DPW)

978-777-0001

Cory Grace
Steve Bartha
Robin Stein
Ann Freitas
Lisa Dana
Keith Taverna
Tracey Mara

978-777-0001

E-Mail

ccarroll@pmaconsultants.com
knigro@pmaconsultants.com
pqueeney@pmaconsultants.com
jdesantis@pmaconsultants.com

617-451-3899 mbarnhart@tappe.com
617-451-3899 jhoover@tappe.com

617-451-3899 jlittlefield@tappe.com

617-451-3899 cblessen@tappe.com
617-451-3899 cdedios@tappe.com

617-451-3899 chay@tappe.com
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781-794-1405
781-794-1405
781-794-1405
781-794-1405

617-720-5260 Jess.Deleconio@MassSchoolBuildings.org
617-720-5260 Fenton.Bradley@MassSchoolBuildings.org
617-720-5260 Brittany.Gomes@MassSchoolBuildings.org

978-762-0246

Rpyburn@danversma.gov
Pambrose@danversma.gov
978-762-0246 Rpyburn@danversma.gov
3065 978-777-1025 Gwilson@danversma.gov
lrochna@danversma.gov

Sbartha@danversma.gov

978-777-1025 Dlane@danversma.gov

lking@danversma.gov
Tahern@danversma.gov and
978-777-1025
Jcollins@danversma.gov
978-777-1025 Cgrace@danversma.gov
978-777-1025 Sbartha@danversma.gov
978-777-1025 Rstein@danversma.gov
978-777-1025 Afreitas@danversma.gov
978-777-8931 Dana@danvers.org
978-777-8931 Taverna@danvers.org
978-774-1351 Mara@danvers.org

Fax No.

3069 978-777-1025

3041/
3051
3033
3069
3003
3069
2431
2432

Phone No. Ext.

Lee King

Name

Travis Ahern/Joe Collins

Town

Accounting Manager
Finance Director & Treasurer/
Collector
Town Accountant
Town Manager
Assistant Town Manager
Town Manager's Assistant
Superintendent of Schools
School Business Manager
Smith ES Principal

Role

781-964-9260
781-964-9560
857-233-8198
781-307-7467

Cell

1 Sylvan Street, Danvers MA 01923

1 Sylvan Street, Danvers MA 01923

Address

6 Edgerly Place
Boston, MA 02116

35 Braintree Hill Office Park, Suite 300
Braintree, MA 02184

64 High Street, Danvers, MA 01923
120 Ash Street, Danvers, MA 01923
64 High Street, Danvers, MA 01923
1 Sylvan Street, Danvers MA 01923
1 Sylvan Street, Danvers MA 01923
40 Broad Street, Suite 500
Boston, MA 02109

1 Sylvan Street, Danvers MA 01923

1 Sylvan Street, Danvers MA 01923

1 Sylvan Street, Danvers MA 01923
1 Sylvan Street, Danvers MA 01923
1 Sylvan Street, Danvers MA 01923
1 Sylvan Street, Danvers MA 01923
60 Cabot Street, Danvers, MA 01923
60 Cabot Street, Danvers, MA 01923
15 Lobao Drive, Danvers MA 01923
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CONSULTANTS:
Hazardous Materials
Principal
CONSULTANTS:
Food Service
President

Crabtree Mcgrath
Associates

Universal Environmental
Consultants

John Sousa

Ammar Dieb

Elizabeth Peart

David Warner
Ti Johnson

CONSULTANTS:
Landscape Architect
Principal in Charge
Project Manager
CONSULTANTS:
Traffic Engineering

Howard Stein Hudson

Christopher Palmer

Geotechnical Eng. Team Leader

Warner Larson, Inc.

Frank Ricciardi

Weston & Sampson

Douglas Faria

Geo Environntal Consulting

CONSULTANTS:
Geotechnical &
Geoenvironmental Engineering

Edvance Technology
Design, Inc.

Bala Consulting Engineers
Kevin Caddle

Nick Ferzacca

CONSULTANTS:
HVAC
Senior HVAC Engineer
CONSULTANTS:
Data/Comm/Technology/AV
Principal

Electrical Engineering & Lighting

Architectural Engineers

Mehul Dhuruv

Mike Doyle

Engineer's Design Group

Mark Viollette

Aaron Gallagher

Frank Locker

Name

CONSULTANTS:
Structural Eng.
Principal in Charge
CONSULTANTS:
Fire Protection, Plumbing,
Electrical/Lighting
Plumbing/FP Engineering

Land Surveying Project Manager

Nitsch Engineering, Inc.

Firm

Frank Locker Educational
Planning

Role

CONSULTANTS:
Educational Programming
President
CONSULTANTS:
Civil Engineer, Enviromental
Permitting, Site Surveying
Civil Engineering &
Environmental Permitting
Principal in Charge & Project
Manager

978-352-8500

508-628-5486

617-482-7080

617-464-1440
617-464-1440

978-532-1900

978-532-1900

978-256-9900

617-357-6060

617-542-0810

617-542-0810

781-396-9007

617-338-0063

617-338-0063

617-412-7444

508-628-5488

Fax No.
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jsousa@crabtree-mcgrath.com

adieb@uec-env.com

epeart@hshassoc.com

DWarner@warnerlarson.com
TJohnson@warnerlarson.com

palmerc@wseinc.com

ricciarf@wseinc.com

dfaria@edvancetech.com

KJC@Bala.com

nferzacca@arcengrs.com

MDoyle@arcengrs.com

mdhruv@edginc.com

mviolette@nitscheng.com

agallagher@nitscheng.com

fl@franklocker.com

E-Mail

Cell
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161 West Main Street
Georgetown, MA 01833

12 Brewster Road
Framingham, MA 01702

11 Beacon Street, Suite 1010
Boston, MA 02108

130 West Broadway
Boston, MA 02127

5 Centennial Drive
Peabody, MA 01960

300 Brickstone Square, #201
Andover, MA 01810

52 Temple Place, #201
Boston, MA 02111

63 Franklin Street
Boston, MA 02110

350 Main Street
Malden, MA 02148

2 Center Plaza, Suite 430
Boston, MA 02108

306c Dover Point Road
Dover, NH 03820

Address
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TBD

DVS Security Consulting

R.W. Sullivan Engineering

Project Management &
Cost (PM&C)

Andelman and Lelek
Engineering

Lund Associates, Inc.

Firm

Cavanaugh Tocci
Associates, Inc.

Role

CONSULTANTS:
Acoustics Consulting
Acoustical Consultant
Project Manager
CONSULTANTS:
Specifications Consultant
President
CONSULTANTS:
Sustainable Design
Principal
CONSULTANTS:
Cost Estimating
Principal
CONSULTANTS:
Code Consultant / Accessibility
Consultant
Project Code / Accessibility
Consultant
CONSULTANTS:
Security Consultant
Security Consultant
CM / GC
Al Palumbo

Dan Contois III

Peter Bradley

M. Magda Lelek

David Lund

Lincoln Berry
Kent McKelvie

Name

203-288-6490

617-337-9319

781-740-8007

781-769-8773

978-468-5141

978-639-4112
978-639-4112

Fax No.
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bcoulombe@dvssecurity.com

dec@rwsullivan.com

peterbradley@pmc-ma.com

magda@andelmanlelek.com

david@lundassociates.com

lberry@cavtocci.com
kmckelvie@cavtocci.com

E-Mail

Cell
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1020 Sherman Avenue
Hamden, CT 06514

The Schrafft Center
529 Main Street, Suite 203
Boston, MA 02129-1107

20 Downer Avenue, Suite 1C
Hingham, MA 02043

1408 Providence Highway
Norwood, MA 02062

51 Monument Street
Wenham, MA 01984-1310

327F Boston Post Road
Sudbury, MA 01776

Address

DATED
1/18/2018
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INDEX
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.
Q.
R.
S.

Grade and School Conﬁgura•on Policies
Class-Size Policies
School Scheduling Method
Teaching methodology and structure
Teacher planning and room assignment policies
Pre-kindergarten program
Kindergarten program
Lunch programs
Technology policies/program requirements
Art programs
Music and performing arts programs
Physical educa•on programs
Special educa•on programs
Nurses Suite
Voca•onal and technology programs
Transporta•on policies
Func•onal and spa•al requirements
Key programma•c adjacencies
Security and visual access requirements

INTRODUCTION
The Ivan G. Smith School (Smith) was oﬃcially opened to the en•re Kindergarten popula•on of Danvers on Tuesday,
February 26, 1974. The $1.7 million facility, located on 15 Lobao Drive in Danvers, housed only Kindergarten students
for the remainder of that year. When school opened in September of 1974, the new building became home to students
in Kindergarten through sixth grade. Smith School was built in an “open plan” model and the ﬁrst students there found
a modern facility with a central open area inside the school’s entrance. There were two “pods,” or instruc•onal areas,
opening oﬀ of each side of the central area, which is presently used as the Media Center. Although not completely
ﬁnished at the •me of its opening, the lower ﬂoor would eventually include a gym, cafeteria, a music room, and an art
room. The American Ins•tute of Steel Construc•on recognized the design of the school by bestowing it with its Architectural Award of Excellence in 1975.
Smith School has a long history of fostering collabora•on and teacher leadership. Faculty Forum, a teacher led professional learning community was started here by former principal, Susan Ambrozavitch. Monthly mee•ngs focused
on teacher led learning around a topic to improve student learning. While the teachers are engaged in their monthly
mee•ng, students par•cipate in a cultural enrichment program. These programs are organized and funded by the Smith
School Parent Advisory Council. This model of collabora•on and teacher leadership has been replicated in the other
four elementary schools in Danvers.
This school year, all schools in Danvers are par•cipa•ng in Coaching High Impact Teacher Teams, a course facilitated by
Research for Be%er Teaching. The focus of this course is to foster teacher teams that work collabora•vely to determine
learning targets, criteria for success, implement forma•ve assessment, analyze forma•ve assessment and determine
the next steps for students. This work is based on John Ha&e’s research that eﬀec•ve teacher collabora•on has the
greatest eﬀect on student achievement. This work will build on the strong founda•on of collabora•on and teacher leadership at Smith.
In prepara•on of the PDP, the District worked with the Architect and OPM to develop the educa•onal program as well
as the proposed space template. This process included two visioning sessions with educa•onal planner Frank Locker
and school staﬀ and administra•on from across the District as well as parents, Town Oﬃcials, and elementary and high
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school students. In addi•on a third visioning mee•ng was held with Frank Locker and senior District administra•ve staﬀ
to discuss the impact of the Smith School project on the other four exis•ng elementary schools and how best to bring
the educa•onal ideas envisioned for the Smith to the other loca•ons.
A.

GRADE AND SCHOOL CONFIGURATION POLICIES

The Ivan G. Smith School (Smith) serves students in grades Kindergarten through 5. Classrooms are organized into three
pods by grade level. Kindergarten, First and Second grades are organized within Pod A. Third grade, Fourth grade and
special educa•on classroom are organized within Pod B. Fi!h grade and the reading specialist are organized in Pod
C. Conﬁguring grades into similar range groupings allows for stronger collabora•on between grade level teachers and
specialists. Currently, Smith has iden•ﬁed a need for re-teaching, re-grouping and re-engaging with students based on
forma•ve assessments in mathema•cs. The conﬁgura•on of the classrooms allows for this ﬂexible grouping to occur
two to three •mes per week.
The classrooms for Kindergarten through Fourth grade are self-contained, where students stay with their homeroom
teachers for all core content subjects throughout the course of the academic day. In order to be$er meet the demands
of the Massachuse$s Curriculum Frameworks, Fi!h grade has been departmentalized for three years. One teacher
teaches reading, wri•ng and social studies and the other teacher teaches mathema•cs and science. Students in ﬁ!h
grade travel between the two classrooms for their instruc•on.
Special Educa•on services in this school are provided through a full or par•al inclusion model, There are provisions for
related services (OT, PT, Speech) and specialized academic instruc•on to be delivered in either a pull out or a push in
model depending on student need. The Smith School also houses a program for students with social/emo•onal needs,
third through ﬁ!h grade, which works primarily as an inclusionary program but, at •mes, can be sub-separate depending on student need.
The proposed grade conﬁgura•on for Smith is K-5 with four classes at each grade level. During the visioning sessions the
ideal grade conﬁgura•on for the school was discussed at length. It was agreed that the primary goal is ﬂexibility to allow
for diﬀerent teaming opportuni•es. The preferred approach iden•ﬁed was K-2 and 3-5 learning communi•es which
would allow for variable teaming opportuni•es within lower elementary and upper elementary se%ngs. Each grade
level grouping would have a large ﬂexible learning environment. This environment would include spaces for: Group
discussion, wet/messy STEM projects and makerspace innova•on, mul•media projects and presenta•ons, storytelling,
book room similar to a tradi•onal library space, small project room, and a “reading nook” for quiet individual learning.
B.

CLASS-SIZE POLICIES

Smith Elementary School has the same K-5 teaching methodology as Danvers’ four other elementary schools. K-4 students have one teacher for the four main content areas (ELA, Math, Science and Social Studies). Fi!h grade students are
taught by 2-3 teachers who specialize in one of the content areas. All students have weekly art, music, PE and library
class with a specialist. The class size guidelines have a Kindergarten maximum of 22 students and grades 1-5 have an
average of 25 students in each class. The Smith Elementary School has teams of two teachers at each grade-level. Smith
School is limited to teams of two teachers at a grade-level due to space constraints limi•ng the number of physical classrooms at the school. The norm at three of the ﬁve schools in the district is to have three classrooms per grade-level. The
Smith elementary School, with its increasing enrollment, will be planned as a four classroom per grade facility.
The proposed space template for grades K–5 includes four classrooms per grade. At an enrollment projec•on of 465
students, this would translate into approximately 78 students per grade or approximately 20 students per classroom,
which is in line with the District’s target class size.
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C.

SCHOOL SCHEDULING METHOD

Teachers at the Smith School build their own schedules based on district wide expecta•ons for the core curriculum
areas.
The expecta•ons for Kindergarten, First and Second grades are below:
On the Daily Level:
●
Reading Workshop - 45 minutes
●
Wri•ng Workshop- 45 minutes
●
Mathema•cs Lesson - 60 minutes
●
Mathema•cs Classroom Rou•ne - 10 minutes
●
Word Study - 30 minutes
Total: 3 hours and 10 minutes
On the Weekly Level:
●
Science lesson twice a week - 2 hours total
●
Olweus/Open Circle- 15 minutes, once a week
The expecta•ons for Third, Fourth and Fi!h grades are below:
On the Daily Level:
●
Reading Workshop - 45 minutes
●
Wri•ng Workshop- 45 minutes
●
Mathema•cs Lesson - 60 minutes
●
Ten Minute Math- 10 minutes
●
Word Study - 15 minutes
Total: 2 hours and 55 minutes
On the Weekly Level:
●
Science lesson three •mes a week - 3 hours total
●
Olweus/Open Circle- 15 minutes, once a week
All students have 65 minutes of art, music and physical educa•on on a weekly basis. In addi•on, all students have 35
minutes of weekly library •me.
The classroom teachers build their academic day around their specialists schedule (see schedule grid below). All of our
core academic programs are based on the philosophy that student needs drive our instruc•on. For example, during
reading and wri•ng workshop, students are instructed in small groups or one-to-one on teaching points that will help
them move forward as readers and writers. In addi•on, we meet three •mes a year to discuss student progress and
determine the interven•on needs of students. Interven•on is provided by the classroom teacher, reading teacher or
special educa•on teacher.
In mathema•cs, teachers are addressing student needs in small ﬂexible groups. Each team has dedicated a minimum
of two blocks a week to these diﬀeren•ated groups. During this •me addi•onal staﬀ helps to provide direct, focused
instruc•on as determined by the analysis of forma•ve assessment through the methods provided by Coaching High
Impact Teacher Teams.
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School year 2018-2019 will mark a change in scheduling for the elementary schools. We will begin to schedule using
PowerSchool. This process is currently u•lized by both Danvers High School and The Holten-Richmond Middle School.
This would allow for an increase in common planning •mes for grade level teams and scheduling to be built around
student needs.

D.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY AND STRUCTURE

Classroom instruc•on at Smith is driven by forma•ve assessment and the Massachuse!s Curriculum Frameworks.
Teachers u•lize mul•ple curriculums to support student learning to meet the frameworks. During literacy, we u•lize the
model of Reading and Wri•ng Workshop, Kindergarten through Fi"h grade. Over the past three years, Teachers College
Reading Wri•ng Project, from Columbia University, has worked with the teachers to implement the Lucy Calkins Reading
and Wri•ng Units of Study. As indicated by the data below, this methodology of teaching reading and wri•ng increased
student achievement in the state of New York.
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The professional development from Teachers College has driven the student learning goal work at Smith. During the
2016-2017 school year, Smith set the following goal:
Student Learning Goal: Using the Scaled Score system, 80% of students at Smith School will improve by a half point in
the categories of structure, development, and language conven•ons between Pre and Post On-Demand wri•ng tasks by
June 2017.
Student Learning Goal Results: Using the Scaled Score system, 90% of students at Smith School improved by at least a
half point in the categories of structure, development, and language conven•ons between Pre and Post On-Demand
wri•ng tasks by June 2017. The most impac•ul strategy u•lized by all grade levels was focusing instruc•on on the elements outlined in the Elabora•on and Cra• por•on of the Wri•ng Pathways rubrics.
In addi•on to our recent focus on Reading and Wri•ng Workshop, we have con•nued our implementa•on of the Inves•ga•ons Curriculum wri•en by TERC in Cambridge, Massachuse•s. The Inves•ga•ons Curriculum brings to life our belief
that students come to us with their own understandings of mathema•cs and it is our job as teachers to engage students
in work that allows them to move their thinking further and deeper into the mathema•cs content at each grade level.
In order to engage students in 21st Century Learning Skills, we believe that our science instruc•on should be hands on,
rigorous, relevant and ask students to engage in real world problem solving. We are in the process of pilo•ng a new science curriculum, Amplify, which aligns with our beliefs about science instruc•on and engages students by u•lizing both
hands on work in addi•on to virtual simula•ons on their chromebooks. We are hoping that we will implement this new
science curriculum in all classrooms, K-5, in the 2018-2019 school year. If we move forward with this science curriculum,
increased technology will be necessary in grades 3, 4 and 5.
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Technology has been an important focus in the Danvers Public Schools over the last three years. At the elementary level,
we u•lize chromebooks and iPads to support instruc•on and address challenges for student learning in both mathematics and science. Meaningful integra•on of technology with our curriculum is a priority at the elementary level. Teachers
u•lize The G Suite for Educa•on to collaborate with each other and support student growth throughout the curriculum.
The ELL students at the Smith School are serviced in a hybrid model with •me for pull out ESL instruc•on and only an
hour each week for push in academic support in the general educa•on classroom.
During the 2013-14 school year, the Danvers Public Schools went through the DESE Coordinated Program Review (CPR).
From the CPR results, the District needed to develop plans to comply with the targeted number of service hours we provide to our English Language Learners. Two plans were developed to move our district to compliance - the ﬁrst provided
for progressively adding •me to our 0.5 FTE ESL teacher in order to service ELL students. The second plan involved developing an ESL program at one of our elementary schools. The district ul•mately chose to progressively bring our 0.5 FTE
teacher to full •me. However, if the district did not have space constraints, housing the ESL program at one elementary
school in the district would be op•mal for full compliance of ESL hours for our entering and developing ELL students.
As a result of the building project, it is an•cipated that the teaching methodology currently in place at the Smith School
will shi• to a more collabora•ve and inclusive model to ensure that high level instruc•on is available to all learners.
E.

TEACHER PLANNING AND ROOM ASSIGNMENT POLICIES

Classrooms are organized into three pods by grade level. Kindergarten, First and Second grades are organized within
Pod A. Third grade, Fourth grade and special educa•on classroom are organized within Pod B. Fi•h grade and the reading specialist are organized in Pod C. Conﬁguring grades into similar range groupings allows for stronger collabora•on
between grade level teachers and specialists. Currently, Smith has iden•ﬁed a need for re-teaching, regrouping and
re-engaging with students based on forma•ve assessments in mathema•cs. The conﬁgura•on of the classrooms allows
for this ﬂexible grouping to occur two to three •mes per week.
Each week, teachers have three 65 minute prepara•on blocks when students are at Art, Music and Physical Educa•on,
and one 35 minute prepara•on block when students are at Library. This prepara•on •me is u•lized for grade level planning, special educa•on consulta•ons, reading teacher consulta•on •me, or any other necessary conversa•ons
about student learning. These •mes will be reviewed as part of the 2018-2019 change in scheduling for the elementary
schools.
In addi•on to the daily prepara•on block, teachers also u•lize Professional Learning Community (PLC) planning blocks: a
monthly, during-school PLC block enables teachers to work together on collabora•vely developed student learning and
professional prac•ce goals. Furthermore, teachers meet weekly with special educa•on teachers, the reading teacher
and other interven•onists to plan for mee•ng the needs of all learners at Smith. Most PLC and grade-level mee•ngs
occur in a classroom due to lack of mee•ng space within the school.
Currently, there is no room for teachers to make photocopies. The photocopy machines are housed in a hallway outside
of a kindergarten classroom. The photocopier loca•on can be distrac•ng for student learning.
To address these shortcomings, the proposed space template proposes two staﬀ collabora•on spaces, one for the lower
elementary learning community and one for the upper level learning community previously described (K-2, 3-5). Having
two staﬀ planning rooms will enhance professional collabora•on to again support a more inclusive model of instruc•on.
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F.

PREKINDERGARTEN PROGRAM

The Danvers Public Schools has ﬁve Preschool classrooms, four integrated Preschool classrooms and one intensive Preschool classroom. Currently, these ﬁve classrooms are housed at the Riverside School. Descrip•ons of these programs
are below.
Intensive Preschool: Children in this program are all those who require signiﬁcant a!en•on to developmental func•onal
skills. All the children in this program are children with IEPs. Currently, this program u•lizes a co-teaching model with
two cer•ﬁed, highly qualiﬁed special educa•on teachers and paraprofessionals for the program and individual students
as their IEP requires.
Integrated Preschool: The pre-school program in the Danvers Public Schools follows an integrated model as it includes
both students with and without disabili•es. Class size is limited to no than 16 students with one teacher and two paraprofessionals in each classroom.
G.

KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM

Currently, Smith houses two full-day kindergarten classrooms. Kindergarten in Danvers has been full day and tui•on free
for twelve years. Kindergarten classrooms across the district implement the same curriculum as ﬁrst grade through ﬁ"h
grade. All of our curriculums begin in kindergarten and con•nue through ﬁ"h grade. This year, all kindergarten teachers
are in their ﬁrst year of implemen•ng the FUNda•ons Wilson Language Training. Every kindergarten classroom is staﬀed
with a full-•me paraprofessional.
Smith’s kindergarten classrooms share two bathrooms. Students come in and out of the bathrooms all day long, crea•ng
unnecessary distrac•ons for our youngest learners. In addi•on, one kindergarten classroom serves as a hallway for a
neighboring second grade classroom.
The proposed kindergarten classrooms would be larger than the other grade level classroom spaces. This addi•onal space would allow teachers the ﬂexibility to integrate more movement opportuni•es into their instruc•on for our
youngest learners.
In addi•on, the proposed grade-level groupings will allow for less distrac•ons for our youngest learners and addi•onal
opportuni•es for collabora•on and peer-modeling with ﬁrst grade.
H.

LUNCH PROGRAMS

Four lunch blocks are scheduled every day at Smith with four servings in the cafeteria. The lunch blocks are divided into
twenty minute increments. The ﬁrst twenty minutes is for kindergarten, followed by ﬁrst and third grades. Then second
and fourth grade eat together, followed by ﬁ"h grade. Lunches begin at 11:20am and conclude at 12:50pm. Addi•onally, students par•cipate in a 20-minute recess block either before or a"er their scheduled lunch •me. Breakfast is served
to approximately 20 students on a daily basis.
The kitchen equipment at Ivan G. Smith Elementary School is over 25-years old, and is in need of replacement, it is not
uncommon for equipment to lose func•onality for long periods of •me while an outdated part is located an installed.
Currently, the Cafeteria consists of a serving line space that adjoins the cafeteria, a small produc•on area that contains
an oven, food warmer, warewashing sink, and a hand wash sink. There is no proper food prepara•on sink or room for
any food prepara•on or work tables. The kitchen does not contain a designated dishwasher, therefore cooking implements are washed by hand in the sink area. This area contains a large mixer which is not currently in use due to the fact
that much of the food purchased is pre-processed and frozen, requiring that it be baked in the ovens before serving. As
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the kitchen was originally designed as a “receiving kitchen” it is also lacking suﬃcient storage space for dry, frozen and
refrigerated foods.
The proposed school would include a full-service kitchen. In addi•on, the cafeteria space would include round tables
instead of rectangular tables. Round tables promote opportuni•es for student conversa•ons and appropriate peer interac•ons. The school is being planned for two lunch blocks a day, K-2 and 3-5.
I.

TECHNOLOGY POLICIES/PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Danvers has commi!ed to u•lizing technology to provide students with 21st century learning skills. Both the Holten-Richmond Middle School and the Danvers High School are 1:1 learning environments with Chromebooks.
Currently, at Smith there are three chromebook carts. They are u•lized by third, fourth and ﬁ#h grade students. The
number of Chromebooks allows for one chromebook per ﬁ#h grade students. Given the departmentalized model in
ﬁ#h grade, this provides students with opportunity to engage in the curriculum with their Chromebooks as a tool, u•lizing The G Suite for Educa•on.
In school year 2018-2019, 900 Chromebooks from the Holten-Richmond Middle School will be redistributed to the elementary schools. As a result, Smith will receive over one hundred addi•onal Chromebooks to be u•lized by the third
and fourth graders. All ﬁ#h graders will receive new Chromebooks for the 2018-2019 school year.
Network Infrastructure:
All schools in the DPS are connected via a 1Gb ﬁber network through a central switch shared with the Town of Danvers.
There is a direct 1Gb ﬁber internet connec•on to the Danvers High School which is then distributed via a hub to all other schools in the district. All internet traﬃc and content is ﬁltered through a physical ﬁrewall and content ﬁlter. Each
school building in the district has both a l Gb wired network and 801.11 ac wireless network. There are approximately 80
switches and 20 servers throughout the district. The Smith School presents some major networking challenges. Due to
its older electrical system and lack of space for IDF closets we are limited in the placement of IDF closets and the number
of switches that can be installed at this site. With no IDFs on the lower ﬂoor we have a limited number of placements
for wireless access points. As the district moves to a 1:1 computer program in the elementary schools this limita•on will
aﬀect the ability to operate a 1:1 program at all grade levels at Smith.
MEDIA CENTER/LIBRARY
The Media Center at Smith is located centrally between Pods A, B and C. It serves students in Kindergarten through
Grade 5 and is o#en referred to as the “heart” of Smith. The Media Center includes library space and a small gathering
spot o#en referred to as the “well.” Read alouds o#en take place in the well as it is a comfortable spot for children to
gather.
Over the past ﬁve years, the libraries in the Danvers Public Schools have begun to move from a space for just distribu•ng
books to a Learning Commons model that provides a community- learning place. Three of our libraries now incorporate
an informa•on-rich and technology-rich environment. This space is used for storytelling and presenta•ons, large and
small group collabora•ve work and one-to-one services such as ESL, reading support, and special educa•on. The current
space design at the Smith library has limited the types of collabora•on and ﬂexible spaces, and has no areas for quiet
one to one or small group services.
The Media Center conﬁgura•on was reorganized with the hire of an Instruc•onal Technology Specialist. The role of the
Instruc•onal Technology teacher is to provide direct instruc•on to students in the use of technology in learning, and to
support classroom teachers as they integrate technology into classroom instruc•on and learning. Students come to lab
weekly to learn a variety of skills supported by The G Suite for Educa•on and web-based products.
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The library component of the Media Center is staﬀed by a full-•me paraprofessional who manages the general circula•on and provides lessons for students in Kindergarten through ﬁ•h grade that support the classroom curriculum. Based
on the current building conﬁgura•on, the Media Center at Smith is the only gathering space for district elementary
teacher professional development. However, this space reduces the ability for authen•c collabora•on between elementary teachers.
In the proposed school, in addi•on to a Media Center each grade level grouping would have a large ﬂexible learning
environment. This environment would include spaces for: Group discussion, wet/messy STEM projects and makerspace
innova•on, mul•media projects and presenta•ons, storytelling, book room similar to a tradi•onal library space, small
project room, and a “reading nook” for quiet individual learning.
J.

ART PROGRAMS

Ivan G. Smith Elementary School has a strong visual arts program that involves students in expressing their ideas and
feelings while working to develop crea•ve thinking and problem solving skills. The Danvers Public Schools strives to
have all students become ar•s•cally literate as they journey from Kindergarten through to High School. All students in
Kindergarten through Grade 5 are oﬀered an art class each week; classes are designed to be project based with a ﬁnished product realized at the end of an instruc•onal unit. As a district, the visual arts teachers ask elementary students
to use a variety of methods, materials, and techniques in their classes, with a focus on mediums such as pain•ng, drawing, printmaking, collage, and sculpture. The Danvers Public Schools visual arts program emphasizes art elements such
as line, shape, color, value, form, texture, and space. Addi•onally, the program teaches the principles of design such as
balance, contrast, emphasis, movement, pa!ern, rhythm, and unity. Students in Danvers are taught the design process
and follow the following steps - dra•ing, revising, and exhibi•ng. The visual arts teachers use art vocabulary throughout
the grades with a formal assessment of vocabulary in the spring of the 5th grade year.
Each year the Smith School hosts an art show to present the varied art work done by students throughout the school
year. The community is invited to the school to celebrate the ar•s•c products that students produced.
In order to truly realize the goals for the visual arts program at the Smith School, there are needed changes to the design
of the art room. The highest need is for storage space in the classroom to store student work both 2D and 3D. Addi•onally, having a greater classroom space to accommodate larger class sizes will be necessary. The art room requires large
tables for students to work at along with a LCD projector and screen to display in-the-moment visuals and videos for
students. Currently, the LCD and SmartBoard are retroﬁ!ed into the room. Finally, the current art room has a kiln which
is used by every grade-level throughout the school year. The new Smith School art room will also need a kiln in order to
con•nue the implementa•on of sculpture in the curriculum using the medium of clay.
K.

MUSIC AND PERFORMING ARTS PROGRAMS

DPS elementary general music program is modeled a•er the Orﬀ Schulwerk method of music and movement. Crea•vity
is threaded throughout this model with students engaging in ac•vi•es focused on singing, playing instruments, speech,
and movement. Currently, the Smith School music teacher teaches four days a week at the school and travels on the
ﬁ•h day to another elementary school. As the enrollment increases at the Smith School, the teacher will transi•on to
full-•me teaching in the building. With the four day model, all Smith School students par•cipate in music class one day
per week. Addi•onally, some of the fourth and ﬁ•h grade students also visit the music room for instrumental music
lessons and band.
Ideally, the new Smith School music room would be a large space that can be divided into two spaces. The space will be
designated for the general music curriculum following the Orﬀ Schulwerk method of music and movement. This general
music room/space should be spacious and have ﬂexible sea•ng for students so the room can be open for movement or
have sea•ng when learning music/choral concepts. Percussion instruments are also part of the Orﬀ Schulwerk method
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of music and movement so there will be a need for ample storage space to accommodate this equipment. There will
also be a second room that will be a small ensemble music space that accommodates the schools fourth and ﬁ•h grade
band prac•ces, which is currently organized in groups of 6 to 7 students. The current music room lacks storage space for
student instruments so the new music room will need to accommodate instrument storage for students.
L.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The elementary physical educa•on curriculum in Danvers is focused on motor skills and movement pa!erns. The district believes that physical educa•on at the elementary level should be inclusionary and be appropriately challenging
for students both physically and mentally. As the students move through the grades, the curriculum grows from individual mastery of skill and movement toward a team-oriented, skill applica•on approach. As skills are developed and
mastered, the curriculum requires that students apply the skills in real-•me through game play. In addi•on, integrated
into the motor skills and movement pa!erns curriculum is adventure learning and social-emo•onal skill training. The
Danvers Public Schools recently partnered with Project Adventure to help physical educa•on teachers integrate team
building and collabora•on ac•vi•es into the exis•ng curriculum. The goal of adventure learning at the elementary level
is to develop leadership ability, enhance problem-solving skills and learn to work as a member of a team. Thus, the physical educa•on teachers will become one of the lead educators of social-emo•onal skills in the school. In working with
Project Adventure, the elementary physical educa•on teachers are also building in more adventure learning ac•vi•es for
each grade level. This new approach will require addi•onal equipment and space in the gymnasium.
The current gymnasium at Smith School is the size of one basketball court with li!le room beyond the court on all sides.
Storage space is very limited in the current gymnasium therefore much of the equipment needed for the K-5 physical
educa•on curriculum is stored in the hallway. Addi•onally, there is no oﬃce space or desk space for the physical educa•on teacher. It will be important that the new Smith School gymnasium have storage space for the equipment and
oﬃce space so that the physical educa•on teacher can use a computer to communicate and educate. The wall space is
used extensively in the Smith School gymnasium and will need to have the same func•onality in the new gymnasium. As
part of the district’s adventure learning curriculum, a por•on of one wall will need to be an indoor climbing wall. Ideally,
the new gymnasium will have a ceiling-mounted LCD projector and screen to project visuals and videos needed to teach
skills and drills to students. This will also be an important feature since the space will also be used as a performance and
professional development space.
The new Smith School gymnasium will be a gathering space for the school community. Addi•onally, the gymnasium
will be a place to host teacher workshops for the district since the gymnasium will be able to hold over 100 teachers at
tables in the space. The district envisions a ﬂexible staging in the gymnasium, and possibly adjoining the cafeteria space,
for school performances. In the stage area, a ceiling-mounted LCD projector and screen are needed to support school
performances, professional learning workshops for teachers, and physical educa•on classes.
M.

SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Special Educa•on services in this school are currently provided through a par•al inclusion model. There are provisions
for related services (OT, PT, Speech, Counseling, Behavior Support) and specialized academic instruc•on to be delivered
in either a pull out or a push in model depending on student need. Addi•onally, Smith School has a part •me school psychologist who conducts evalua•ons, facilitates Team Mee•ngs, consults with staﬀ, parents, administra•on and writes
reports.
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Basic Skills/Therapeu•c Learning Center (TLC)
Basic Skills is the specialized instruc•on dictated by individual IEPs. Depending on a student’s strengths and needs, this
service can be delivered within the general educa•on se•ng or as a “pull-out” service. Two highly qualiﬁed cer•ﬁed
special educators deliver the basic skills instruc•on in a 1.5 FTE mode. Both special educators share a space to deliver
instruc•on. The space also doubles as their oﬃce space.
The Smith School also houses a program for students with social/emo•onal needs. This inclusionary program is led by a
special educa•on teacher and support staﬀ.
Speech and Language
Speech and Language services are provided by a licensed Speech Pathologist. The services are delivered in the general
educa•on se•ng when the student is learning to generalize directly instructed skills previously learned. Services are
also delivered in a small group or individually as a “pull-out” as dictated by the student’s IEP. The pathologist’s oﬃce
space doubles as the small group instruc•on space.
Occupa•onal Therapy/Physical Therapy
Occupa•onal Therapy and Physical Therapy services are provided in ﬂexible spaces. Each year, placement of OT/PT
service space is re-evaluated, based upon the exis•ng needs of students who require these services as well as space
constraints. Currently, Occupa•onal Therapy services are conducted by a licensed Occupa•onal Therapist and a licensed
Occupa•onal Therapy Assistant. Physical Therapy services are conducted by a licensed Physical Therapist and a licensed
Physical Therapy Assistant.
Behavior Support and Applied Behavioral Analysis (ABA) Services
Danvers Public Schools currently employs two full-•me licensed, board-cer•ﬁed, behavior analysts who serve as district-wide consultants for the social/emo•onal/behavioral needs of students. The Board Cer•ﬁed Behavior Analysts
(BCBA) have a cubical space at the Student Services Oﬃce located in Danvers High School. There is no designated space
at any of the schools for the BCBA. Which can be challenging when the BCBA needs to consult with staﬀ, parents, and
students.
Counseling
Counseling services are provided by a licensed School Adjustment Counselor, who maintains addi•onal creden•als as
a Licensed Independent Clinical Social Worker (LICSW). Counseling services are provided for students whose IEP goals
center around emo•onal adjustment concerns. Individual and small group counseling takes place throughout the school
day for those students who require this addi•onal support.
Addi•onally, the School Social Worker conducts “lunch bunch/snacks groups” that are designed to oﬀer social skills and
counseling support to students. Due to building space constraints, counseling services are currently provided in a small
oﬃce with no windows. This current conﬁgura•on poses challenges when the School Social Worker needs to have conﬁden•al conversa•ons.
The proposed plan for Smith School includes mul•ple shi"s in district wide programs. The kindergarten through second
grade classroom for students with social/emo•onal needs (TLC) is currently located at the Thorpe School and will be
moved to the Smith School to provide con•nuity of services for students, appropriate inclusion opportuni•es and prevent students from having to move between schools for third grade.
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2.1 EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM (CONT)
Currently, the 4th-5th grade Language Based Learning Disabili•es (LBLD) program that is now at Highlands School would
also be moved to the Smith School. In addi•on, a 2nd-3rd grade LBLD program will be developed within the next year
(2018-19 school year an•cipated). Both classrooms will be housed in the new Smith School building. These classes have
10 or fewer students with one lead special educa•on teacher and two trained paraprofessionals for each class.
The space for the School Social Work should include an area for small group counseling services as well as a small oﬃce
area where conﬁden•al conversa•ons can take place. In addi•on, a designated oﬃce for the school psychologist is
necessary for the evalua•on of students, consulta•on mee•ngs, Team Mee•ngs and conﬁden•al conversa•ons. Also, a
designated OT/PT space is important in order to provide appropriate skill instruc•on with required equipment.
As noted, providing four self-contained full sized classrooms (LBLD 2-3, LBLD 4-5; TLC K-2, TLC 3-5) addresses the needs
of each of the learning communi•es an•cipated in the proposed facility
N.

NURSE’S SUITE

The Nurse’s Oﬃce at Smith School is staﬀed by a licensed RN School Nurse. The scope of services provided by the
Nurse’s Oﬃce currently includes: Administering medica•ons; evalua•ng student health needs; triaging immediate student illnesses and health concerns; communica•ng with families and other health care providers around speciﬁc student health needs; maintenance of student health records; screening students for height, weight, hearing and vision;
collabora•ng with the counseling staﬀ around student emo•onal needs; and overseeing the comple•on of injury incident reports. Addi•onally, the school nurse collaborates with district nursing staﬀ to ins•tute and take data for student
learning goals around health issues and the ﬁ"h grade puberty program.
Currently, the Nurse’s Oﬃce consists of one very small suite of rooms where the school nurse services students, receives
and places telephone calls, evaluates student health issues, and conducts record keeping. The larger of the rooms is just
big enough to hold a desk, a cabinet for locked storage, several student chairs for wai•ng, and a small refrigerator. The
smaller rooms are only large enough to hold a medical couch. A bathroom is also housed in this suite. Ideally, the new
school should have a spacious Nurse’s Suite which includes a segregated service area, two large bathrooms, a wai•ng
area and an oﬃce space for the nurse. In addi•on, the Nurse’s Suite should include a small, private room for staﬀ to take
care of personal medical needs and contain a fridge and shelf space for storage.
O.

VOCATIONAL AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS

Each grade level grouping (K-2 and 3-5) would have a large ﬂexible learning environment. This environment would
include spaces for: Group discussion, wet/messy STEM projects and makerspace innova•on, mul•media projects and
presenta•ons, storytelling, book room similar to a tradi•onal library space, small project room, and a “reading nook”
for quiet individual learning.
In addi•on, the new school should have a dedicated STEM classroom. The space for STEM projects will be especially
cri•cal as we implement a new science program, K-5. Speciﬁcally, the engineering units within each grade level require
addi•onal and ﬂexible space for students to work in small groups on projects. For example, the kindergarten students
compare eﬀects of diﬀerent strengths or diﬀerent direc•ons of pushes and pulls on the mo•on of an object by becoming
pinball game engineers. In ﬁrst grade, students generate mul•ple solu•ons to a design problem and make a drawing
(plan) to represent one or more of the solu•ons, as they design a puppet theater. In second grade, students analyze
data from tests of two objects designed to solve the same design problem to compare the strengths and weaknesses
of how each object performs. In third grade, students generate several possible solu•ons to a given design problem, by
designing a robot that removes invasive plants. In fourth grade, students plan and carry out tests of one or more design
features of a given model or prototype by construc•ng devices that convert energy from one form to another. Finally, in
ﬁ"h grade, students use informa•onal text to provide examples of improvements to exis•ng technologies (innova•ons)
and the development of new technologies (inven•ons) by designing, tes•ng, and reﬁning fresh water collec•on systems.
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2.1 EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM (CONT)
P.

TRANSPORTATION POLICIES

Students who a•end Smith can ride a bus, walk or be driven to school. Danvers Public Schools provides free bus transporta•on for students who live more than a mile and a half away from the school. Families who live within the mile and
a half of the school may elect to take the bus on a fee based model. Danvers Public Schools provides fee waivers for any
students who qualify for the free or reduced federal lunch program. Families of special educa•on students work with
the Oﬃce of Student Support Services and the Business Oﬃce in iden•fying speciﬁc transporta•on based upon their
individualized needs.
Three school busses transport the students to and from Smith School each day. In the future, with an increased enrollment, three addi•onal busses will be needed to transport all students. Ensuring safe pickup and drop oﬀ at the school
presents a challenge. There is only one road in and out of the site with no dedicated bus or car lanes. Cones are used to
control traﬃc ﬂow to a single lane. The bus stop lights are used to stop traﬃc during bus embarking and disembarking.
Morning drop oﬀ for families choosing to drive their students is completed as part of the normal traﬃc ﬂow. However,
for a!ernoon pick up, cars are directed to a parking lot behind the school (adjacent to the playground) to wait for their
children to be dismissed.
The parking lot at Smith contains 44 parking spaces available for both families and staﬀ. This parking lot extends behind
the building and down the hill to the loading dock access area connected to the kitchen. The lower parking area is part of
the school’s recess area and adjacent to the play structure. This layout presents a logis•cal challenge for food deliveries,
which need to be scheduled around arrival, dismissal and recess •mes.
Smith School provides unique challenges with the layout of the site. The school is only accessible from one street, Lima
St, which runs through a densely populated residen•al zone. The site then ﬂows in one direc•on to a single access road
oﬀ site with no dedicated bus lane or pick up / drop oﬀ lane. This traﬃc conges•on is exacerbated in winter months
when snow removal by the DPW further limits available parking spaces and restricts site lines based on snow piling.
Given the large increase in student popula•on at the Smith School, the proposed plan needs to provide for a safer and
more eﬃcient traﬃc ﬂow during arrival and dismissal. The addi•on of more parking spaces and dedicated pick up and
drop oﬀ lanes would signiﬁcantly increase the safety of the parking lot and relieve some of the conges•on of the parking
lot during arrival and dismissal as well as events during the school day.
Q.

FUNCTIONAL AND SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS

All common areas, art classroom, music classroom, gymnasium/mul•-purpose room, and the ﬂexible learning environments should be centrally located, so as to provide equal access for all students. Grade level classrooms should be
grouped together by K-2 and 3-5. A space for special educa•on services would also be included for each grade level
grouping. The proximity of these spaces to their grade level classrooms will help to increase con•nuity of learning between the general educa•on classroom and the special educa•on instruc•on. This conﬁgura•on of space for each grade
level grouping will allow for an increase in the co-teaching model.
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2.1 EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM (CONT)
R.

KEY PROGRAMMATIC ADJACENCIES

Programma•c adjacencies that would further support collabora•on, ﬂexibility of space and increased opportuni•es for
interac•ve learning would include:
Administra•ve Area
●
Administra•on to be located at the front of the building to greet families and ensure that adequate
safety protocols are in place; the administra•ve area includes the general oﬃce/wai•ng room, room for
cumula•ve folders/student data, the principal’s oﬃce and an assistant principal’s oﬃce.
●
Nurse’s Suite to be located near the administra•ve oﬃce area, psychologist’s oﬃce and social worker
oﬃce. This adjacency oﬀers the school nurse addi•onal support when necessary.
●
Social Worker’s Oﬃce is to be connected to the administra•on area to support the nurse, the
psychologist and administra•on
●
Psychologist’s Oﬃce is to be connected to the administra•on area to support nurse, social worker and
administra•on.
Commonly Shared Community Areas
●
The Mul•-Purpose Room/Gymnasium is located centrally to promote equity of access for student
programming as well as greater community involvement during a•er school hours through
community-based sports events and performing arts events. The mul•-purpose room/gymnasium
contains a staﬀ oﬃce and two bathrooms for adults and students. The mul•-purpose room/gymnasium
will be u•lized for physical educa•on classes, whole-school mee•ngs, professional development, and
cultural enrichment presenta•ons.
●
The Dining Room is located within the shared community area to encourage greater student access
from all academic wings of the building. Addi•onally, the dining room is used a•er school hours by the
Danvers Recrea•on Fun Club. Student bathrooms are located next to the Dining Room.
●
The Conference Room is a space to accommodate parent/teacher mee•ngs, data mee•ngs, interviews,
and team mee•ngs. The space should be large enough to accommodate 15-20 people.
●
The Flexible Learning Environments are adjacent to each grade level classroom groupings.
Academic Learning Communi•es
The goal is to have two academic learning communi•es: K-2 and 3-5. Each wing would include:
●
A large ﬂexible learning environment. This environment would include spaces for: Group discussion,
wet/messy STEM projects and makerspace innova•on, mul•media projects and presenta•ons, story
telling, book room similar to a tradi•onal library space, small project room, and a “reading nook” for
quiet individual learning.
●
A support area for reading specialists and special educators to provide support to individuals and small
groups.
●
A teacher workroom to house a copier, paper cu!er, supplies, etc.
In addi•on, the K-2 wing would house the Therapeu•c Learning Center classroom and the Language Based Learning
Disabili•es Program for our youngest learners. The 3-5 wing would house the Therapeu•c Learning Center classroom
and the Language Based Learning Disabili•es Program for our older learners.
The proximity of the support space, the Therapeu•c Learning Center classrooms as well as the Language Based Learning
Disabili•es Program would support inclusion teaching at the new Smith School, ensuring that all students have access
to grade-level instruc•on.
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2.1 EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM (CONT)
S.

SECURITY AND VISUAL ACCESS REQUIREMENTS

Smith has a long tradi•on of having a friendly and welcoming entrance to the building. The current set up provides challenges for ensuring safe entrance for its students, faculty and visitors. The entrance to the school should be designed to
include a ves•bule that doubles as a safety check in, where visitors to the school are welcomed, screened and buzzed
into the building. They should then proceed directly to the main oﬃce of the school to be screened through our visitor
management system and provided with a visitor pass.
In the new Smith School building we an•cipate separate bus and car drop-oﬀ areas to maximize student safety. Crosswalks will be strategically located to promote safe pedestrian crossing. A road will circle the perimeter of the building
to provide emergency vehicle access.
Parking lots should be monitored by digital cameras for safety. The parking areas should be well lit and have direct access to the main building.
Inside the administra•ve area, a bank of monitors will provide visual access to exterior doors. Strategically placed cameras will monitor movement inside and outside of the building. These digital cameras will provide 24:7 monitoring of
the school building. This model aligns with the security strategies already in place at Danvers High School and Holten
Richmond Middle School. These same strategies will be phased into the other elementary schools in the district.
Also, the play areas adjacent to the Primary and Upper Elementary Learning Communi•es will be monitored by digital
cameras that record ac•vi•es.
In addi•on to our ongoing work with the Danvers Police Department, Danvers Fire Department and Department of
Public Works, an annual mee•ng is held to formally review all safety and security policies. Enhanced lockdown and ﬁre
drills are prac•ced mul•ple •mes a year at each school. A common video security system is u•lized town wide to allow
for greater eﬃciencies by the Danvers Police Department. The Smith School Medical Emergency Response Plan was
updated this year with ESE. As the project proceeds into more detailed design Danvers Police and Fire will be consulted
on planning security features and that input will be integrated into the ﬁnal design.
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3.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Narra•ve Descrip•on of Variances

Special Educa•on

Introduc•on

The special educa•on category exceeds the MSBA template by 80 NSF. This overage is a cumula•ve increase in
area based on accommoda•ng District goals that include
providing four self-contained classrooms. The District is
focused on an inclusionary model for special educa•on
and requires “pull out” spaces for the specialists who are
already oﬀering academic support services at the exis•ng
school.

The MSBA has issued an approved enrollment for the Ivan
Smith School of 465 students Grades K – 5. The proposed
dra• space template included within the PDP submission
dated 2-16-18 was developed with the Danvers School
District in a series of mee•ngs with the senior curriculum
leadership team as well as three visioning sessions with
faculty and staﬀ. The template reﬂects the goals that are
established by the District in their Educa•onal Program
document.

The art and music category is consistent with the MSBA
guidance. The three prac•ce rooms have been combined
into a single ensemble room.

Core Academic
The core academic category exceeds the MSBA template
by 6,300 NSF. This overage is due in part to the proposed
increase from the sixteen grade 1 – 5 classrooms indicated in the template to a total of twenty proposed classrooms. While four kindergarten classrooms are included
in the template, the sixteen 1-5 rooms divided over the
5 grades results in an odd number of sec•ons. The District needs an even number of rooms per grade across
all grade levels year over year. This approach will result
in four rooms per grade for 1-5 or twenty classrooms. At
an enrollment of 465 students this will result in a typical
student popula•on in each room of 20 students which is
consistent with enrollments at the other four elementary
schools in the District. This approach also allows for any
future increase in K – 5 student enrollment above the increase of 218 students by 2025 that is already an•cipated
in the MSBA enrollment projec•on.
In addi•on, the template has a Steam classroom included in the core academic category at 1,500 NSF. From the
outset of planning for the project, the District has been
clear in their commitment to oﬀer stem and steam programming at all ﬁve elementary schools. An ini•a•ve to
increase this programming within the District is underway and will include conver•ng exis•ng computer labs at
the other schools into stem spaces. For the Smith School,
the District an•cipates a dedicated space near the upper
academic learning community (3-5) that oﬀers similar
curriculum opportuni•es as those that will be oﬀered at
their other district elementary schools.
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Art & Music

Health & Physical Educa•on
The proposed template is consistent with the MSBA
guideline. The loca•on of the pla"orm is to be determined however the District is interested in looking at loca•ng it in the gym, or possibly having it face into both
the gym and the cafeteria.
Media Center
The media center is consistent with MSBA guidelines. The
District is interested in analyzing whether some of the
NSF allocated to this space is distributed to project spaces within the classroom wings. However, it is an•cipated
that a por•on of the iden•ﬁed area will remain as a centralized media center / learning commons.
Dining & Food Service
This area is 21 NSF below the MSBA template guideline.
Chair storage is below the guideline and faculty dining
above the guideline.
Medical
The proposed area exceeds the template guideline by 10
NSF. This overage is due to the requirement for two toilets within the nurse’s suite.
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3.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION (CONT)
Administra•on & Guidance
This category exceeds the template guideline by 440 NSF.
This overage is largely due to the requirement for two
teacher planning centers at 400 NSF instead of one as is
shown in the guideline. The current approach to the new
Smith School is to have a lower elementary school and an
upper elementary school. The Districts intent is to have
a planning center at each of these two learning communi•es. The planning centers provide space for common
planning •me and professional collabora•on. They also
can act as copy centers limi•ng required travel in the
building. Finally, these spaces create greater ﬂexibility
in the classroom wings, allowing teachers to s•ll have a
place to work if they leave their classroom because the
room is being used for another purpose.
Custodial & Maintenance
This area is 15 NSF below guideline. Some adjustments
have been made in the proposed template that vary from
MSBA guidelines. Un•l the project proceeds into a more
detailed design phase it is diﬃcult to establish the exact
requirements for this category. The Design team will work
with the District prior to the submission of the PSR to develop a more detailed program for back of house requirements at the proposed school.
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2

1

Version
10.30.2017

Architect Certification

Remaining

Total Building Gross Floor Area (GFA)

Individual Room Net Floor Area (NFA)

Grossing factor (GFA/NFA)

Total Building Gross Floor Area (GFA)

2

Proposed Student Capacity / Enrollment

Total Building Net Floor Area (NFA)

OTHER
Other (specify)

CUSTODIAL & MAINTENANCE
Custodian's Office
Custodian's Workshop
Custodian's Storage
Recycling Room / Trash
Receiving and General Supply
Storeroom
Network / Telecom Room

ADMINISTRATION & GUIDANCE
General Office / Waiting Room / Toilet
Teachers' Mail and Time Room
Duplicating Room
Records Room
Principal's Office w/ Conference Area
Principal's Secretary / Waiting
Assistant Principal's Office
Supervisory / Spare Office
Conference Room
Guidance Office
Guidance Storeroom
Teachers' Work Room

MEDICAL
Medical Suite Toilet
Nurses' Office / Waiting Room
Examination Room / Resting

DINING & FOOD SERVICE
Cafeteria / Dining
Stage
Chair / Table / Equipment Storage
Kitchen
Staff Lunch Room

MEDIA CENTER
Media Center / Reading Room

HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Gymnasium
Gym Storeroom
Health Instructor's Office w/ Shower & Toilet

ART & MUSIC
Art Classroom - 25 seats
Art Workroom w/ Storage & kiln
Music Classroom / Large Group - 25-50 seats
Music Practice / Ensemble

Self-Contained SPED - Language Based LBLD
Self Contained SPED - Learning Center (TLC)
Self-Contained SPED - toilet
Resource Room
Small Group Room / Reading
Small Group / Math
Small Group Speech
OTPT
ESL Classroom
Office

SPECIAL EDUCATION
(List rooms of different sizes separately)

Pre-Kindergarten w/ toilet
Kindergarten w/ toilet
Kindergarten
General Classrooms - Range 643 - 918 (avg)
Steam Classroom
Science Lab

CORE ACADEMIC SPACES
(List classrooms of different sizes separately)

ROOM TYPE

Ivan G Smith Danvers

16-Feb-18

2
1
1
1

90
246
144
208

1

1

249

1.44

38,999

27,173

0

154

154

208

180
246
144

249

1,311
284

293
43
162
88

431

2,784
2,353

3,490
3,490

3,559
3,496
63

972
84

2,112
1,056

202

525
595
321
199
91

541

2,474

485

1,356
955
8,200

10,996

area totals

#DIV/0!

Centralized and Distributed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

area totals

4 CR x grades 1-5

# OF RMS

10 students 2/3 & 4/5
10 students K-2, 3-5
at TLC classrooms only

1

NFA

ROOM

Existing to Remain/Renovated

1

120

150
300
350
400
250
300
300

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
2
1
2

1
1
1

150
100
250

250
200
200
400

1

2
1
2

1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

20
1

4

# OF RMS

500

60
200
100

3,488
1,000
300
1,765
250

2,760

6,000
150
150

1,000
150
1,200
225

900
600
60
300
300
300
300
500
300
200

1,000
1,500

1,200

1

NFA

ROOM

New

PROPOSED

1.50

83,547

55,698

0

2,050
150
300
350
400
250
300
300

250
400
200
800

120

150
100
250

2,770
500

520
120
200
200

6,803
3,488
1,000
300
1,765
250

2,760
2,760

6,300
6,000
150
150

2,575
1,000
150
1,200
225

1,800
1,200
120
600
300
300
300
500
300
200

5,620

20,000
1,500

4,800

26,300

area totals
1

NFA

ROOM
# OF RMS

Total

#DIV/0!

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

area totals

0

150
375
375
400
255
310
200

383
100
150
110
375
125
120
120
250
150
35
383

60
250
100

3,488
1,000
355
1,765
216

2,763

6,000
150
150

1,000
150
1,200
75

60
500
500

950

950

1,200
1,200

1

NFA

ROOM

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
2
1
1

1
1
2

1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
3

4
2
1

4

16

4

20

# OF RMS

1.53

74,749

465

48,906

0

2,065
150
375
375
400
255
310
200

2,330
383
100
150
110
375
125
120
250
300
35
383

510
60
250
200

6,824
3,488
1,000
355
1,765
216

2,763
2,763

6,300
6,000
150
150

2,575
1,000
150
1,200
225

240
1,000
500

3,800

5,540

15,200

4,800

20,000

area totals

Comments

20 SF/Occupant

1600 SF for first 300 + 1 SF/student Add'l

2 seatings - 15SF per seat

6000 SF Min. Size

assumed schedule 2 times / week / student

assumed schedule 2 times / week / student

1/2 size Genl. Clrm.

1/2 size Genl. Clrm.

900-1,300 SF equal to surrounding classrooms

900 SF min - 1,000 SF max

1,100 SF min - 1,300 SF max

1,100 SF min - 1,300 SF max

Date:

Signature of Principal Architect:

Name of Principal Architect:

Name of Architect Firm:

Elementary School Space Summary

I hereby certify that all of the information provided in this "Proposed Space Summary" is true, complete and accurate and, except as agreed to in writing by the Massachusetts School Building Authority, in accordance with the guidelines, rules, regulations and policies
of the Massachusetts School Building Authority to the best of my knowledge and belief. A true statement, made under the penalties of perjury.

Includes exterior walls, interior partitions, chases, and other areas not listed above. Do not calculate this area, it is assumed to equal the difference between the Total Building Gross Floor Area and area not accounted for above.

Includes the entire building gross square footage measured from the outside face of exterior walls

Enter Submittal

MSBA Guidelines
(refer to MSBA Educational Program & Space Standard Guidelines)

Date: Enter Date

Includes the net square footage measured from the inside face of the perimeter walls and includes all specific spaces assigned to a particular program area including such spaces as non-communal toilets and storage rooms.
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1
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1
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2
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44

1

1

1
1

2,353

3,490

3,496
63

1
2

972
42

1

202

1

1
1
3
1
1

525
595
107
199
91

1,056

1

1

485

541

1
1
10

1,356
955
820

1

NFA

# OF RMS

Existing Conditions

ROOM

PDP SUBMISSION
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4.1 SUMMARY - EVALUATION OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
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4.1 SUMMARY - EVALUATION OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
District Title to Property
The Smith School is located on property acquired by the Town for the purposes of erec•ng a school building in 1971.
Following this introduc•on under tab 4.1 is the deed to the property as well as a plot plan indica•ng Ownership.
Property Available for Development
The exis•ng school is on a fully developed property including roadways and u•li•es. The Town has no restric•ons against
the future con•nued use of the property for educa•onal purposes.
Historic Registra!ons
The property is not in a Historic District. In addi•on, the property and school is not inventoried by the Massachuse!s
Historical Commission (MHC). As the project will receive state funding under the MSBA grant program, the project will
submit a Project No•ﬁca•on Form (PNF) to the MHC in a later phase of development.
Development Restric!ons
There are no known restric•ons to use of the property for school purposes.
Need for Soils Explora!on
A preliminary geo-technical inves•ga•on has been completed. Test borings were located in the parts of the site that
would most logically accommodate a building expansion project or a building replacement project. The ini•al data indicates a high ground water table on the lower part of the site and ﬁll overlaying na•ve bearing soils that will most likely
need to be removed at any new construc•on of founda•ons. It is an•cipated that once a ﬁnal op•on is selected by the
District and funding has been approved by the Town, addi•onal geo-technical explora•on will be required to establish
more detailed parameters for building and site development.
Ini!al Evalua!on of Exis!ng Condi!ons
Following this introduc•on are the following documents represen•ng the ini•al evalua•on of the site:
•
•
•
•
•

Code and Accessibility Evalua•on
Exis•ng Building Evalua•on
Structural Evalua•on of Exis•ng Building
Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing Evalua•ons of Exis•ng Building
Hazardous Materials Report

In addi•on, a!ached to the PDP as Appendix are the following documents related to building and site evalua•on:
•
•
•
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Phase 1 ESA Report
Preliminary Geo-Technical Report
Preliminary Exis•ng Traﬃc Observa•ons
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4.3 CODE & ACCESSIBILITY ANALYSIS
The exis•ng building does not fully comply with all ADA and AAB requirements. The main entrance into the building appears to be compliant although it does not have an automa•c door opener. The building is mul•-story and the elevator
from the main ﬂoor to the lower ﬂoor does not have a cab size that meets code requirements. On the lower level the
music room is inaccessible as there is stepped ﬂooring that can’t be accessed from above and there are stairs required
to go down to the front of the room and exit to the exterior. Major program spaces on the lower level include cafeteria,
gymnasium and music. In addi•on, the lower level is also the only way to reach the lower exterior site that has playground equipment and play area. Someone in a wheel chair would be required to pass through either the art or music
room to reach the outside as the basement corridor connects to the exterior with a half ﬂight of stairs.
Currently a majority of toilet rooms within the building are non-compliant with inadequate clearances and non-compliant ﬁxtures. These spaces would need to be renovated to meet required clear ﬂoor space, turning radius and other
necessary dimensional requirements. The nurse’s suite has res•ng and exam rooms that are so small that they do not
accommodate adequate turning radius for wheelchair accessibility.
The building contains original hardware and therefore hardware is generally not compliant and certain doors do not
have appropriate push and pull clearances. Built-in cabinets and counters are original and do not comply with current
accessibility standards in many cases.
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4.4 EXISTING BUILDING CONDITIONS
The Ivan G Smith School was originally constructed in
1973. Since that •me there have been only limited improvements and modiﬁca•ons to the building, systems
and layout.
The original building is a steel frame structure with metal
deck and concrete slabs. The exterior envelope consists
of metal panels and single glazed curtain wall. The roof is
a ﬂat EPDM roof replaced in 1991. The interior is an open
classroom plan with limited interior par••ons. Finishes
are generally original.
The exterior skin consists of painted composite steel wall
panels on metal framing. The panel system is showing visible signs of deteriora•on including rust and corrosion.
Corners have been reinforced at high wear loca•ons with
steel L angles bolted into the wall to keep the corners
from failing further. The exterior walls have limited insula•ng value as they are a thin prefabricated modular
system. This condi•on also means that there is no interior wall cavity to run systems through limi•ng the ability
to distribute power and technology at exterior walls. The
exterior was originally constructed with the extensive use
of single glazed metal curtain wall which remains in place.
The wall system and the window systems do not meet either the base energy code associated with the MA Building Code or any sustainable design measures. In general,
it is assumed that any renova•on to this building would
require the complete replacement of the building envelope including both wall panels and exterior window systems. The exis•ng roof has an EPDM rooﬁng system that
is 25 years old. This indicates a roof that is at the end of its
useful life and well past warranty. A visual inspec•on of
the roof does not indicate any obvious failures however
it does show waves and bubbles within the roof system
that are most likely an indicator of future problems. It is
assumed that a renova•on of the building would include
both the removal and replacement of the roof and also
the installa•on of adequate and code compliant insula•on.
A signiﬁcant issue for the exis•ng school is ﬂooding at the
lower level. Test borings have indicated high ground water on site. In addi•on, the school is located very close
to a wetland with standing water. Water ﬂoods into the
lower level of the school periodically crea•ng damage
to ﬁnishes, restric•ng use and raising concerns about
the growth of mold and other contaminants. One source
of water inﬁltra•on is high water levels on the exterior
during and following storm events coming through door
TAPPÉ ARCHITECTS

openings into the building. However, it also appears possible that high ground water is actually penetra•ng the
slab and entering the building from below. If this is the
case then the only apparent solu•on to this condi•on
is the par•al removal of lower level slabs to install free
draining material and pumps and slab replacement that
poten•ally includes waterprooﬁng on the underside of
the slab. It is assumed that a renova•on of the building
would require signiﬁcant work related to limi•ng water
inﬁltra•on at the lower level.
The PDP includes a preliminary geo-technical report with
limited test borings. The results of these borings indicates high ground water at most loca•ons, conﬁrming
that there is a likelihood of water entering the building
from the exterior and possibly from below. As the project proceeds to later phases and a preferred op•on is
established it is an•cipated that another set of borings
should be completed that are related directly to the ﬁnal
selected op•on. It appears that any construc•on ac•vity
on site may need to include construc•on dewatering and
the probability of removing unsuitable soils and importing structural material for any new construc•on.
Interior ﬁnishes within the school are generally original and •red a!er 45 years of service. The ceilings are a
unique coﬀered ceiling system with a track system originally designed to accommodate movable par••ons. This
system is failing with units falling out of the ceiling. Given the unique design of this system, it is no longer possible to replace damaged components. The exterior walls
are prefabricated panels and interior par••ons are thin
movable panels intended for an open classroom design
concept. Generally doors and hardware as well as builtin cabinetry does not meet accessibility codes nor does
the exis•ng elevator. The lower level music room has a
•ered ﬂoor that is also not accessible and a majority of
bathrooms do not have adequate clearances to meet accessibility codes.
The unique layout of the exis•ng school with very few
walls between classrooms creates challenges for teaching due to a lack of acous•cal separa•on between spaces.
It also leads to addi•onal security challenges given the
inability of the staﬀ to implement any kind of lock down
procedure. The building is without any signiﬁcant security system making monitoring of the exterior and interior
diﬃcult.
Technology infrastructure is limited at the school. Due to
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4.4 EXISTING BUILDING CONDITIONS (CONT)
a lack of wall space associated with the open plan concept, there is limited wall space at most rooms. Either
walls need to be installed or technology and power would
need to be brought through the ﬂoor in order to provide
teaching spaces with adequate connec•vity.
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Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
Danvers, Massachusetts

Structural Assessment
December 27, 2017

STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT
The purpose of this report is to describe, in broad terms, the structure of the existing building; to
comment on the condition of the existing building; and on the feasibility of renovation and expansion of
the school.
Scope
1.
2.
3.

Description of existing structure.
Comments on the existing condition.
Comments on the feasibility of renovation and expansion.

Basis of the Report
This report is based on our visual observations during our site visit on December 19, 2017 and a review
of the available drawings of the original construction prepared by Caudill Rowlett Scott Architects,
dated December 8, 1972.
During our site visit, we did not remove any finishes or take measurements, so our understanding of
the structure is limited to the available drawings and observations of the exposed structure and the
exterior facade.
Building Description
The school is located on Lobao Drive in Danvers, Massachusetts. The entire school is a one and two
story steel and concrete structure. The school was constructed in 1972; and, no major renovations or
additions have been constructed since that time. The typical roof is a metal deck spanning between
open web steel joists which are supported on either open web joist girders or wide flange steel beams
supported on structural steel columns. The typical supported floor construction is concrete on metal
deck reinforced with welded wire fabric spanning between wide flange steel beams. The columns and
exterior walls are supported on reinforced concrete foundations. The lowest level slab is a concrete
slab-on-grade.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
Based on our observations, the school structure is performing well based on the age of the school. We
observed signs of water leakage at a few locations. We observed cracks in the interior masonry walls
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at some locations. We observed cracks in the exterior masonry façade and signs of past repairs. We
observed some minor spalling of concrete at the corners.
We did not observe any signs of foundation settlement. We did not observe any undue vibrations due
to footfall on the supported floor slab.

PROPOSED SCHEMES
Based on our observations and our analysis of the existing drawings, no structural upgrades are
required for any proposed scheme that has limited renovation scope and does not require any
structural modifications. The extent of the code required structural upgrades is dependent on the
extents of the proposed renovations. The following is a description of the compliance methods that
may be triggered depending on the extents of the proposed schemes as dictated by other disciplines.

GENERAL CODE CONSIDERATIONS
Primary Structural Code Issues Related To the Existing Structure
If any repairs, renovations, additions or change of occupancy or use are made to the existing
structures, a check for compliance with 780 CMR, Chapter 34 “Existing Building Code” (Massachusetts
Amendments to The International Existing Building Code 2015) of the Massachusetts Amendments to
the International Building Code 2015 (IBC 2015) and reference code “International Existing Building
Code 2015” (IEBC 2015) is required. The intent of the IEBC and the related Massachusetts
Amendments to IEBC is to provide alternative approaches to alterations, repairs, additions and/or a
change of occupancy or use without requiring full compliance with the code requirements for new
construction.
The IEBC provides three compliance methods for the repair, alteration, change of use or additions to
an existing structure. Compliance is required with only one of the three compliance alternatives. Once
the compliance alternative is selected, the project will have to comply with all requirements of that
particular method. The requirements from the three compliance alternatives cannot be applied in
combination with each other.
The three compliance methods are as follows:
1. Prescription Compliance Method.
2. Work Area Compliance Method.
3. Performance Compliance Method.
Comment
The approach is to evaluate the compliance requirements for each of the three methods and select
the method that would yield the most cost effective solution for the structural scope of the project.
The selection of the compliance method may have to be re-evaluated after the impact of the
selected method is understood and after analyzing the compliance requirements of the other
disciplines, Architectural, Mechanical, Fire Protection, Electrical and Plumbing.
Engineers Design Group, Inc.
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Since the existing building contains un-reinforced masonry wall structures, the anchorage of the
walls to the floor and roof structure will have to be evaluated if the work area of the project exceeds
50 percent of the aggregate floor and roof area of the building.
Prescriptive Compliance Method
In this method, compliance with Chapter 4 of the IEBC is required. As part of the scope of this report,
the extent of the compliance requirements identified are limited to the structural requirements of this
chapter.
Additions
Based on the project scope, the following structural issues have to be addressed:





All additions should comply with the code requirements for new construction in the IBC.
For additions that are not structurally independent of an existing structure, the existing
structure and its addition, acting as a single structure, shall meet the requirements of the Code
for New Construction for resisting lateral loads, except for the existing lateral load carrying
structural elements whose demand-capacity ratio is not increased by more than 10 percent,
these elements can remain unaltered.
Any existing gravity, load-carrying structural element for which an addition or its related
alterations causes an increase in the design gravity load of more than 5 percent shall be
strengthened, supplemented or replaced.

Alterations
 Any existing gravity, load-carrying structural element for which an addition or its related
alterations causes an increase in the design gravity load of more than 5 percent shall be
strengthened, supplemented or replaced.
 For alterations that would increase the design lateral loads or cause a structural irregularity or
decrease the capacity of any lateral load carrying structural element, the structure of the
altered building shall meet the requirements of the Code for New Construction, except for the
existing lateral load carrying structural elements whose demand-capacity ratio is not increased
by more than 10 percent, these elements can remain unaltered.
Work Area Compliance Method
In this method, compliance with Chapter 5 through 13 of the IEBC is required. As part of the scope of
this report, the extent of the compliance requirements identified are limited to the structural
requirements of these chapters.
In this method, the extent of alterations has to be classified into LEVELS OF WORK based on the
scope and extent of the alterations to the existing structure. The LEVEL OF WORK can be classified
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into LEVEL 1, LEVEL 2 or LEVEL 3 Alterations. In addition, there are requirements that have to be
satisfied for additions to the existing structure.
The extent of the renovations (includes Architectural, FP and MEP renovations) for this project exceeds
50 percent of the aggregate area of the building, thus, the LEVEL OF WORK for this project would be
classified as LEVEL 3 Alterations. This would require compliance with provision of Chapter 7, 8 and 9
of the IEBC. If the scope of the project includes new additions to the existing structure; this would
trigger compliance with provisions in Chapter 11 of the IEBC.
Level 3 Alterations
 Any existing gravity, load-carrying structural element for which an alteration causes an
increase in the design gravity load of more than 5 percent shall be strengthened,
supplemented or replaced.
 For alterations where more than 30 percent of the total floor area and roof areas of a building
or structure have been or proposed to be involved in structural alterations within a 12 month
period, the evaluation and analysis shall demonstrate that the altered building complies with
the full design wind loads as per the code requirements for new construction and with reduced
IBC level seismic forces.
 For alterations where not more than 30 percent of the total floor and roof areas of a building
are involved in structural alterations within a 12 month period, the evaluation and analysis shall
demonstrate that the altered building or structure complies with the loads at the time of the
original construction or the most recent substantial alteration (more than 30 percent of total
floor and roof area). If these alterations increase the seismic demand-capacity ratio on any
structural element by more than 10 percent, that particular structural element shall comply with
reduced IBC level seismic forces.
 Existing anchorage of all unreinforced masonry walls to the structure have to be evaluated.
Additions
 All additions shall comply with the requirements for the Code for New Construction in the IBC.
 Any existing gravity, load-carrying structural element for which an addition or its related
alterations cause an increase in design gravity load of more than 5 percent shall be
strengthened, supplemented or replaced.
 For additions that are not structurally independent of any existing structures, the existing
structure and its additions, acting as a single structure, shall meet the requirements of the
Code for New Construction in the IBC for resisting wind loads and IBC Level Seismic Forces
(may be lower than loads from the Code for New Construction in the IBC), except for small
additions that would not increase the lateral force story shear in any story by more than 10
percent cumulative. In this case, the existing lateral load resisting system can remain
unaltered.
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Performance Compliance Method
Following the requirements of this method for the alterations and additions may be onerous on the
project because this method requires that the altered existing structure and the additions meet the
requirements for the Code for New Construction in the IBC.
PARTICULAR REQUIREMENTS OF COMPLIANCE METHODS
For our project, in order to meet compliance with one of the two compliance methods “Prescriptive
Compliance Method” or the “Work Area Compliance Method”, we have to address the following:
Prescriptive Compliance Method
Additions
The proposed additions would be designed structurally independent of the existing structures, thus,
would not impart any additional lateral loads on the existing structure.
If the proposed alterations are such that the alterations increase the design lateral loads on the
existing building or cause any structural irregularity of decrease the lateral load carrying capacity of
the building, the structure of the altered building shall meet the requirements of the Code for New
Construction in the IBC.
If the proposed additions increase the design gravity load on portions of the existing roof members,
these members would have to be reinforced and this incidental structural alteration of the existing
structures would have to be accounted for in the scope of the alterations to the existing school and
would trigger requirements for alterations.
Alterations
Alterations that would increase the design gravity loads by more than 5 percent on any structural
members would have to be reinforced.
If the proposed alterations of the structure increases the demand-capacity ratio of any lateral load
resisting element by more than 10 percent, the structure of the altered building or structure shall
meet the requirements for the Code for New Construction.
Work Area Compliance Method
Level 3 Alterations
If the proposed structural alterations of an existing structure are less than 30 percent of the total
floor and roof areas of the existing structure, we have to demonstrate that the altered structure
complies with the loads applicable at the time of the original construction and that the seismic
demand-capacity ratio is not increased by more than 10 percent on any existing structural element.
Those structural elements whose seismic demand-capacity ratio is increased by more than 10
percent shall comply with reduced IBC level seismic forces.
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If the proposed structural alterations of an existing structure exceed 30 percent of the total floor
and roof areas of an existing structure, we have to demonstrate that the altered structure complies
with the IBC for wind loading and with reduced IBC level seismic forces.
Existing anchorage of all unreinforced masonry walls to the structure have to be evaluated. If the
existing anchorage of the walls to the structure is deficient, the tops of the masonry walls will
require new connections to the structure.
Additions
Any proposed additions would be designed structurally independent of the existing structures, thus,
they would not impart any additional lateral loads on the existing structures.
Comment
The compliance requirements of the two methods, in most respects, are very similar. The
Prescriptive Compliance Method would require that the existing lateral load resisting systems meet
the requirements of the Code for New Construction of the IBC, even for small increases of design
lateral loads. The requirements of both methods will require anchorage of all existing masonry
walls. Based on this, we would recommend the Work Area Compliance Method for the project.
SUMMARY
The existing school structure appears to be performing well. All of the structural components that are
visible appear in sound condition.
Any major, proposed renovations and additions would likely require that the structure be updated to
meet the requirements for Code for New Construction. This may require addition of some shear walls,
connecting the floor and roof diaphragms to the existing masonry walls and the clipping of nonstructural masonry walls to the structure. All of the existing masonry walls would have to be adequately
connected to the roof and floor structure.
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IVAN G. SMITH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
HEATING, VENTILATING, AND AIR CONDITIONING
EXISTING CONDITIONS

A.

General:
1.

B.

C.

D.

This building was constructed in 1973 and was originally heated by an electric heating
system. In 2000, the heating system was replaced with a natural gas heating system.
There have been no major physical building renovations or additions since the building
was built.

Heating System:
1.

The building primary heating system is a gas-fired hot water boiler system consisting of
two Fulton Pulse condensing boilers that were installed in 2015. These boilers replaced
boilers that were originally installed in 2000, which had failed due to extensive corrosion.
The boilers are not installed in a dedicated boiler room space. They are installed in the
receiving area in the back of the building. The installation is extremely confined and is
not in compliance with recommended installation clearances. The rear of the boilers are
essentially installed adjacent to the exterior wall without any clearance. Installation requirements specify that there should be at least two feet of clearance to access the gas
controls, gas valves, and combustion connections. The front of each the boiler is restricted by storage in the space. Both boilers are in good condition.

2.

The combustion air intake and gas vents for the boilers terminate through the exterior
wall outside the building at about 10 feet above grade. This appears to be in compliance
with the manufacturer’s installation requirements.

3.

There are two pumps installed in the same space as the boilers, which distribute hot water to perimeter hot water radiation throughout the building. The pumps are installed
close to a wall and very close to each other, which restricts access for servicing of the
pumps and motors. Space around the pumps is also restricted due to storage in the
space. The pumps appear to be in good condition.

Classrooms:
1.

Classrooms are heated by perimeter fin-tube radiation, which generally appears to be in
fair condition.

2.

Air conditioning and ventilation air is provided to the classrooms by rooftop units. Since
the classrooms are only separated by partitions that do not go up to structure they are
open to each other. Ductwork is distributed to each open classroom area serving several
classroom spaces, therefore there is no individual temperature control of each classroom
space.

Rooftop Units:
1.

60-17-442

There is a total of nine rooftop units that provide air conditioning and ventilation for the
building. Seven units are larger Trane Voyager units ranging in size for 12.5 tons to 25
tons. Two smaller units are 7.5 tons and 2 tons. The rooftop units were installed in 2000.
Each unit is installed on an adapter curb and curb cap arrangement to adapt the unit installation to the original rooftop curbs, which are much larger than the current units. The
curb caps are galvanized steel without weather protection and show some corrosion.
1
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There are signs of corrosion around the unit bases and along the bottom of the condensing coil.

E.

F.

G.

2.

The rooftop units each include a gas-fired heater with capacities ranging from 150 to 400
MBH input. There are visible signs of corrosion in the gas vent outlets of the units indicating that that the gas heaters may be failing.

3.

The units use R22 refrigerant, which is an HCFC with significant ozone depletion potential, therefore it is no longer manufactured. It may still be obtained from existing available
supplies at a relatively high cost. A replacement for R22 is available at lower cost, but it’s
use may not be a viable long-term solution for use in older units.

4.

The rooftop units are over 17 years old and have exceeded their normal expected useful
like of 15 years, therefore they are recommended to be replaced.

Stand-by Generator:
1.

There is a small stand-by generator located inside the building. The radiator exhaust is
connected to an exterior louver and the room has an intake vent from the exterior.

2.

The combustion exhaust for the generator terminates through an exterior wall at less than
10 feet above grade below a soffit. The exhaust termination also has a 90-degree downturned elbow and is over an outdoor seating area. The location and arrangement of the
vent termination does not comply with code.

3.

The fuel storage tank for the generator is in the same room as the generator. Fill and
vent connections for the storage tank terminate through the exterior wall. The height of
the vent is less than 12 feet above grade, which is not compliant with code.

Automatic Temperature Controls:
1.

Temperature controls are digital electronic using a Johnson Metasys system. The system is an early version of Metasys, which is now outdated. Service for the system is provided by Invensys ENE.

2.

The control system monitors basic function of the rooftop units including; supply air temperature, zone temperature, zone setpoint, outdoor air temperature, outside air damper
position, supply fan status, cooling and heating stages, and smoke detector status.

3.

Space carbon dioxide concentration is monitored for each rooftop unit zone. It is assumed that these sensors are used to modulate the unit outside air damper open whenever the CO2 concentration is elevated. Generally, these sensors require recalibration in
order to provide accurate control.

4.

In general, the automatic temperature control system is in need of updating and total replacement. The system is outdated, which makes it difficult to service.

Code Issues:
1.

The minimum outside ventilation air from the rooftop units serving the classrooms should
be verified to ensure that the code required ventilation air is being provided. The unit
outside air dampers should be calibrated and determined to be in good operating condition.

2.

The stand-by generator exhaust termination is not in compliance with MA DEP regulations and should be terminated above the roof.

60-17-445
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H.

I.

3.

The fuel oil storage tank vent termination is not in compliance with MA code and should
be extended to at least 12 feet above grade.

4.

The existing rooftop units do not meet efficiency requirements of the current MA energy
code. Whenever a unit is replaced it must meet the current efficiency requirements.

Phasing Considerations:
1.

Generally, phased construction should take the location of the boiler room into consideration in order to provide continuous service to the portions of the building that are to remain occupied. If it is not possible to maintain the boiler system during a phased construction, then provisions must be made for the installation of a temporary boiler.

2.

Since the rooftop units serve distinct areas, individual units may be taken out of service
as needed.

Base Renovation Summary:
1.

Provide a dedicated boiler room for the boilers and hot water heating equipment. Relocate the existing boilers to the new location and provide interconnection to the hot water
distribution as necessary.

2.

Replace the rooftop units with new units meeting the minimum efficiency requirements of
the current MA energy code.

3.

Replace the Metasys control system with a new system that complies with open protocol
standards.

H:\60-17-445\ADMIN - Ivan G. Smith Elementary\REPORTS\Feasibility Study - Existing Conditions\17-445-Ivan Smith Elementary Existing Conditions_180129.docx
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Ivan G. Smith School
Existing Conditions Assessment

Plumbing & Electrical
February 6, 2018

EXISTING CONDITIONS
GENERAL
This report is based on a December 19, 2017 site visit with Ivan G. Smith school facilities personnel,
taking into consideration the various systems viewed and current system conditions described by
them.
FIRE PROTECTION
A.

The existing building is not protected by a fire protection system at this time.

PLUMBING
A.

Plumbing Fixtures
1) Existing water closets throughout the building are predominantly wall mounted, flush valve
type fixtures. The water closets viewed during this site inspection do not appear to be low
flow type fixtures which are currently required per the state plumbing code.
2) Existing urinals throughout the building are predominantly wall mounted, flush valve type
fixtures. The urinals viewed during this site inspection do not appear to be low flow type
fixtures. Urinals in Boy’s and Girl’s bathrooms appeared to be installed at accessible
heights, but this condition should be verified and rectified if needed.
3) Existing lavatories throughout the building are predominantly wall hung type fixtures with
handle faucets for separate hot and cold-water control. The lavatories viewed during this
site visit do not appear to be provided with individual mixing valves to limit the temperature
of water provided at the fixture. Current plumbing code requirements limit the temperature
of hot water at public lavatories to 110°F. Based on the temperature of hot water being
stored and delivered (approximately 140°F) throughout the building, this requirement
doesn’t appear to be able to be met currently.
4) Janitor’s service sinks throughout the building are predominantly pedestal type fixtures with
wall mounted faucets. These fixtures appear to be in fair working order although all of these
fixtures are older models and showing signs of age.
5) Toilet rooms are located on both levels of the school. The current plumbing fixture
configurations of most of these toilet rooms appear to meet current ADA requirement for
fixture types.

B.

Domestic Cold Water System
1) The building is currently provided with a 2” domestic water service that resides in Custodian
room #225 on the upper floor. This 2" service is not equipped with any backflow prevention
device although it is equipped with a strainer valve to help stop the flow of large particles
that could harm the cold-water service as it feeds fixtures throughout the building. No
problems or issues have been reported with this size of service or the current water pressure
in the building.
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Domestic Hot Water System
1) Custodian room #225 also houses an existing electric water heater that provides
domestic hot water to all fixtures in the school, except for the three-pot sink in the kitchen.
This heater has 80-gallons of storage and is in good condition. The heater has been
replaced recently and the hot and cold-water piping connected to it appear to be
relatively new. The heater drains directly onto the floor. This room is not equipped with a
floor drain and this could present a problem if the water heater or the cold-water service
ever had any type of failure or leak.
2) This domestic hot-water piping system is not provided with a separate hot-water
recirculation system. Thus, the delivery of hot water to the fixtures on this system is not
immediate, as it should be.
3) There is an existing electric water heater located within the kitchen in a storage room that
feeds the kitchen’s three-pot sink only. This heater is a 50-gallon storage unit and sit on a
concrete housekeeping pad. The unit also drains directly to the floor only. A floor drain is
not present in this room as well.

D.

Sanitary and Vent System
1) The original plans indicate the sanitary system is a gravity system. The system appears to
exit the building below the slab of the lowest level but was not visible.
2) The sanitary and vent piping that could be viewed was cast iron. The existing piping
appears to be older and in poor condition.

E.

Storm Drainage
1) The building storm drainage system consists of roof drains located throughout the various
building roof heights. All roof drains observed appeared to be in fair condition. All roof
drains observed were clear of debris, however ponding on the roof was clearly visibly in
many places. Internal storm system piping was not visible. The storm system appears to
be adequate for the facility at present.

F.

Natural Gas System
1) A fairly new high-pressure gas service is located just outside of the lower level storage
room that houses the existing heating boilers. The gas service is equipped with in-line
regulators that reduce the gas pressure before entering the building.
2) This gas service currently feeds the existing heating boilers only. No other equipment
within the building is supplied by this gas service.
3) Any gas piping observed appeared to be in good condition.
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Piping Insulation
1) Hot and cold water piping that was in view is in fair condition. The pipe insulation
appears to be fiberglass. Overall, where insulation exists, it is in fair condition. Due to the
age of the building, it can reasonably be assumed that the insulation may contain
asbestos. Further testing would be needed.

H.

Hose Bibbs and Wall Hydrants
1) Hose bibbs are required in toilet rooms with two or more water closets or urinals. The
toilet rooms that were observed have hose bibbs installed, however these units appear to
be older and should be replaced.
2) Exterior wall hydrants were not observed on the outside of the building. It does not appear
that the building has access to water for cleaning purposes etc. on the exterior.

I.

Cross Connection Control
1) Currently cross connection control in the form of vacuum breakers for the protection of
the domestic water system is not in place. This should be corrected.

J.

Kitchen
1) All equipment in the kitchen is electric only. No equipment is fed from the existing gas
service.

Kitchen
2) The three-compartment sink is not connected to a code required grease interceptor. Thus,
any grease being drained from this unit discharges directly into the town’s waste water
system. This is a state plumbing code violation.
3) A dishwasher was not observed during this visit.
4) The kitchen does have two (2) floor drains within the center of the room. These drains are
subject to grease as well but drain directly to the town’s waste water system. This is also
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state plumbing code violation.
5) Visual inspection outside of the building did not the reveal the existence of an exterior
grease trap. Existing conditions drawings do not indicate one either. It is fair to assume
that the kitchen waste piping discharges directly to the town’s waste water system without
being treated.
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ELECTRICAL
A. Power Distribution
1) Utility primary feeders are extended overhead to a pole on Orrantia Circle where it drops
and extends underground approximately 300’ to a utility owned pad mounted
transformer located behind the building. Secondary service conductors are extended
underground from the transformer to a 2000A, 277/480V, 3φ, 4w switchboard. Branch
distribution panelboards are located throughout the building in electrical rooms and other
storage closets. With the exception of a few panelboards, all equipment is original to the
building and over 45 years old. The distribution equipment is manufactured by Federal
Pacific, which is no longer in existence and so reconditioned or custom parts are required
for repairs.

Federal Pacific switchboard

Typical Federal Pacific panelboard

2) The building has a 50kW/62.5kVA, 277/480V, 3φ, natural gas generator system and the
generator and automatic transfer switch (ATS) are located in the main electric room. The
generator has a single distribution panel and so life safety, such as emergency lighting,
and optional standby loads are mixed on the same panel. The generator is reported to be
operational but is original to the building and over 45 years old.
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Generator in shared electrical room
B. LIGHTING
1) Lighting consists primarily of fluorescent surface wraparounds or recessed troffers.
Recently fixtures have been retrofitted with LED lamps, but existing housings and lenses
are original to the installation of the fixtures. Lighting controls are primarily but some
areas have occupancy sensor controls. Selected fixtures are connected to the generator
for emergency egress lighting and illuminated exit signs are also connected to the
generator panels.

Retrofitted wraparound

LED retrofit lamp

C. FIRE ALARM
1) The building is protected by an addressable fire alarm system that has been installed
within the last 10 years. The system consists of a Firelite MS9200 fire alarm control panel
located in the main office with manual pull stations and horn/strobe units throughout the
building. An older set of heat detectors are also present in the building and it is unclear if
these are tied into the new system. A master box is located at the exterior of the main
entrance and municipal loop cabling is extended underground to the utility pole on
Orrantia Circle.

Old style heat detector

New addressable FACP
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D. Telephone/Data
1) There are two main distribution racks for telephone and data cabling located in shared
rooms with the electrical rooms. Category 5 cabling is utilized for both telephone and
data cabling and cabling is run exposed above ceilings. Wireless access points are
distributed throughout the building and classrooms in general have a single tel/data
outlet at the teachers stations in the front of the classroom.

Typical IDF rack adjacent to panelboard
in shared electrical room
E. Public Address/Class Change
1) The building does not utilize a class change signal. A public address system is located in
the main office and consist of an older Bogen rack relay based control switch. Ceiling
speakers are located throughout the building for one way, all call voice announcements.

PA speakers

PA main controller
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F. Classroom technology
1) Classrooms either have a ceiling mounted data projector with whiteboard or wall
mounted short throw data projector with Smartboard. The equipment was installed within
the last 10 years.

Ceiling mounted data projector with
whiteboard

Short throw data projector with Smartboard

2) Classrooms communications consists of a ceiling mounted public address speaker and
wall mounted administrative phone at the teachers desk. The public address speaker
does not have talk-back capability and is utilized for all school announcements. Teachers
are reached individually thru the wall mounted administrative phone, and if teachers need
to access office staff they must use the wall mounted administrative phone.
G. CCTV/Intrusion Detection/Door Access
1) There are a small number (less than 6) of IP cameras in selected locations. Cameras are
connected to the network and are displayed on a computer in the main office. It was not
known if the system has video storage and if so system capacity. Furthermore, it was not
known when the current system was installed, but it is assumed it was less than 10 years
old.
2) There is not a door access or card reader system. Visitors arriving at the main entrance
are required to announce their arrival through an intercom system connected to the main
office and the main office remotely unlocks the main entrance door. A small intrusion
detection system is present in the building. Magnetic door contacts were not observed in
the exterior doors but motion detectors were found in the corridors and other locations. A
keypad located in the facilities managers are enables and disables the system.

IP camera at entrance

Intrusion detection keypad and motion
detector
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND CODE UPGRADES
FIRE PROTECTION
1)
To comply with current codes, this building will require a complete sprinkler system
installation per the Massachusetts State Building Code, Chapter 34. The Fire Protection system
would be designed to meet the requirements of NFPA 13 “Installation of Sprinkler Systems” and
Chapter 9 of the Massachusetts State Building Code, 780 CMR, “Fire Protection Systems”. The
system would include the following.
1) A new dedicated 8" sprinkler service, connected to the town water system in the street,
should be brought into the building. The exact entrance location will need to be
coordinated with the Architect. As the sprinkler service enters the building a Massachusetts
approved double check valve backflow preventer assembly, complete with OS&Y valves
on the inlet and outlet, will be required.
2) The system alarm check valve for the sprinkler system will be installed on the riser after
the double check valve assembly in the water service entrance room. The alarm check
valve will be complete with a standard trim package including pressure gauges, retard
chamber, 2" main drain, water flow indicator and supervisory switches.
3) The main feeds out to the system from the alarm check valve will extend out to the
building through the lower level ceiling space. The piping will then extend to all areas of
the building to provide complete sprinkler coverage. Zoning of the sprinkler system, if
needed, when be coordinated with any fire compartment design of the building.
4) Due to the building being only two stories, the Massachusetts State Building Code does
not require a standpipe system throughout the School.
5) The sprinkler system risers will feed the sprinkler system at each floor level. Each floor will
be a separate zone. The floor’s control valve station will contain a flow switch and tamper
switch. An inspector’s test connection will be installed on the floor control valve station.
6) Sprinkler heads throughout the building, where gypsum or suspended ceilings are
installed, will be glass bulb, quick response, chrome plated semi-recessed type. In areas
where no ceilings are installed brass upright sprinklers will be installed. Where upright
sprinklers are subject to potential damage, such as in storage rooms, protective cages will
be installed. In areas where it is not possible to run piping above the ceiling the use of
sidewall sprinkler heads would be recommended.
7) Sprinkler piping for the system will be as follows: Piping 2" and smaller shall be schedule
40 black steel with cast iron fittings with threaded joints. Piping 2 ½” and larger shall be
Schedule 10 black steel with malleable iron fittings with rolled grooved joints.
8) All tamper and flow switches installed on the sprinkler system will be connected to the
building’s fire alarm system. Each tamper and flow switch will be a dedicated point on
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the fire alarm system.
9) The exterior fire department connection for the sprinkler system will be a flush type
mounted on the exterior of the building within 100’ of a fire hydrant. Final location of the
siamese connection would be coordinated with the Danvers Fire Department.
10) The hydraulic requirements for the building will be as follows:
a. All classrooms, offices, and corridors are considered Light Hazard and the
sprinkler system will provide 0.1 gpm per square foot over the most remote 1,500
square feet.
b. All storage rooms and mechanical rooms are considered Ordinary Hazard Group
I and the system will provide 0.15 gpm per square foot over the most remote
1,500 square feet.
PLUMBING
A.

Plumbing Fixtures
1) The majority of water closets, urinals and lavatories in the building are old and not current
water conserving type. Removal of all fixtures is recommended as the existing fixtures have
reached the end of their serviceable life. Water closets should be replaced with new lowflow flush valve fixtures (1.6 gpf or less). Urinals should be replaced with 0.25 gpf fixtures.
Lavatories should be replaced and new low-flow type faucets (0.5 gpm or less) added
with temperature limit stops which will deliver water with a maximum temperature of 110°F.
ADA requirements will also need to be met during a renovation to the toilet rooms.
2) The state plumbing code dictates the number of plumbing fixtures required in a building.
Minimum plumbing fixture requirements will be determined once the total building
occupancy numbers have been established.

B.

Domestic Cold Water System
1) The 2" domestic water service that enters the building in Custodian Room #225 is the
original service to the building. Although this 2” service appears to be adequate to meet
the current building water requirements, it is recommended that the sizing be re-evaluated
based on any addition of plumbing fixtures. The installation of a water meter and backflow
preventeron the service would also be recommended.

C.

Domestic Hot Water System
1) The existing electric water heaters in Custodian Room #225 and in the kitchen storage
room are in good condition. However, if the building is renovated, it is strongly
recommended to utilize the existing gas service and replace these units with a central
water heating system consisting of gas-fired equipment. A new hot water system should
be provided with a recirculation system to properly assist in delivering hot water to fixtures
without delay.
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Sanitary and Vent System
1) The sanitary system in the existing building appears to be in fair to poor condition.
Replacement is recommended and may be required because of a possible fixture count
change and probable relocation of fixtures in any renovation plan.

E.

Storm Drainage
1) The existing building roof drainage appears to be in fair condition. However, if the
building undergoes a major renovation, it is recommended that the roof drains and storm
water piping system be replaced.
2) Backwater valves should be installed on all interior storm system piping originating from
roof drains on lower roof sections as per the state plumbing code.
3) Opportunities for the management and /or re-use of the storm water drainage should be
explored with the civil engineer to determine if there could be any benefit to the school.

F.

Natural Gas System
1) Currently the existing gas service only serves the heating boilers. Consideration should be
given to connecting any new mechanical equipment and kitchen cooking equipment to
the existing gas service. Coordination with the local gas company will be required to
ensure proper gas supply to the building.

G.

Piping Insulation
1) The insulation that currently exists should be tested to determine the extent of any
hazardous materials. The insulation should be removed and replaced with new fiberglass
insulation with an all service jacket. Piping which is not currently insulated should have
new insulation installed.
2) Insulation will also need to be provided on waste and water piping below handicapped
lavatories and sinks.

H.

Hose Bibbs and Wall Hydrants
1) During any renovation done to the building, the existing hose bibbs in the toilet rooms
should be removed and new wall mounted hose bibbs with an integral vacuum breaker
and removable tee handle installed.
2) Consideration should be given to adding exterior wall hydrants during a renovation.
These will assist school maintenance personnel with any exterior water needs.

I.

Cross Connection Control
1) As stated previously, the addition of a new backflow preventer assembly on the cold water
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service would provide total building cross connection protection. Backflow devices should
also be integral to all new hose bibbs and wall hydrants installed during the renovation.
2) All service sink faucets installed during a renovation will also have integral vacuum
breakers.
J.

Kitchen
1) If kitchen renovations include the addition of new or replaced gas-fired equipment, this
equipment can be connected to the new gas service located outside the building as noted
above.
2) Any new gas equipment would be fed by gas piping connecting to a master shut-off valve
for the kitchen that would be interconnected with the kitchen hood and exhaust system.
Gas would only operate as long as the kitchen hood exhaust system is operating.
3) Additional floor sinks and/or floor drains would be added to any new equipment design
to ensure proper drainage throughout the kitchen.
4) A new three-compartment sink with new grease trap should be included per state code
requirements.
5) A new dishwasher with accompanying grease trap should also be provided per state code
requirements.
6) A new exterior grease trap, located underground, outside of the kitchen portion of the
building will also need to be considered as part of any new design or renovation to the
kitchen. Venting of this exterior grease trap should enter back into the school building and
exit to the atmosphere above the roof.

ELECTRICAL
A. Power Distribution
1) The existing electrical distribution system is over 45 years old. The manufacturer of the
existing equipment is no longer in existence and so repairs are problematic. The entire
system should be removed and replaced. The new system consists of a new 2000A,
277/480V, 3φ, 4w switchboard with new underground secondary service conductors
extended to the existing utility transformer in the back of the building. New electrical
branch circuit panelboards will be provided in dedicated electrical rooms. Lighting loads,
the elevator, large mechanical equipment and large kitchen electrical loads will be
connected to 277/480V panelboards and all other loads will be connected to 120/208V
panelboards.
2) The generator is reported to be operational but is original to the building and has
reached the end of its useful life. Furthermore, the generator system does not meet
current code requirements since it is not located in a 2hr rated, dedicated emergency
electrical room and emergency lighting and optional loads are mixed on the same
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panelboards. The entire system should be removed and replaced with a new diesel
generator system with separate optional standby and emergency distribution feeders from
the system. The exact size of the generator will depend on additional discussions with the
Town of Danvers regarding desired auxiliary power needs, but the generator size is
expected to be approximately 100kW. The generator will be pad mounted on the exterior
of the building. A dedicated 2hr emergency electrical room will be provided for the
emergency lighting panelboards and automatic transfer switch. The optional standby
panel and ATS can be located in the main electrical room. It is expected that optional
standby loads will include kitchen freezers/cooler, the building heating system, Tel/Data
and communications systems, and security systems.
B. LIGHTING
1) The lighting fixtures are operational and due to the lamp retrofits will continue to operate
in the near future. However, the original fixture housings and lenses remain. Existing
lenses are yellowed and some of the housings are blackened. To improve lighting
quality, it is recommended to replace all existing lighting fixtures with new LED fixtures.
2) Below are suggested lighting approaches
Location
Corridors

Illumination
Level
5-10 FC

Notes
1’x4’ or 2’x 2’ recessed “indirect” style
LED fixtures.

Private offices, small
conference rooms

35-45 FC

Suspended direct/indirect LED fixtures.

Gymnasium

35-45 FC

High bay linear LED fixtures.

Classrooms

30-35 FC

Suspended direct/indirect LED fixtures.

Bathrooms

10-20 FC

LED Slot fixtures over mirror
supplemented with recessed LED
downlights

Mechanical and electrical
rooms

30+ FC

LED strips, pendant or surface.

Stairway

10-15 FC

Wall-mounted direct/indirect LED
fixtures, high impact polycarb lens.

3) All lighting will be automatically controlled using a combination of ceiling occupancy
sensors in classrooms, offices and smaller spaces and network programmable relays for
larger spaces such as corridors and gymnasium. Perimeter spaces will have closed loop
light level sensors 12’ from window for 2 zone dimming control of primary and secondary
daylight zones. Selected fixtures in egress paths will be connected to emergency panels
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C. FIRE ALARM
3) The existing fire alarm system is operational, but does not meet 780 CMR 907 building
code requirements for voice evacuation. A new fire alarm and voice evacuation system is
recommended. The new system would consist of an addressable voice evacuation fire
alarm control panel, automatic smoke and heat detectors, manual pull stations, audible
and visible alarm signals, elevator recall, connections to automatic fire suppression
systems, and connection to the Fire Department. The new fire alarm system will report to
the Fire Department through the existing master box.
4) The fire alarm control panel will be located in the main electric room with a LCD remote
annunciator located at the Main entrance where the fire department responds to an alarm
condition.
5) Audio speakers and visual high intensity strobes alarm devices will be installed per NFPA72.
6) Since the building will be covered by a sprinkler system, full automatic detection is not
required. System type smoke detectors will be provided as a minimum in the main
electrical room, electrical closets, data/telephone rooms, elevator machine room, elevator
lobbies, along exit paths and at the top of the stairways. Fire suppression systems shall be
tied to the fire alarm control panel. Interface & control modules will be provided for
elevator recall, air handling unit shut down, gas shut off, door hold release, door
hardware bypass and any other systems requiring control under an alarm condition. The
building is K-12 and must follow the appropriate risk category requirements under the
IBC
D. Telephone/Data
1) The existing structured cabling system utilizes Category 5 cabling which is functional and
even though existing standards use Category 6 cabling, Category 5 cabling is sufficient
for most data needs. However, it is unlikely that any major renovation or upgrade to the
building will result in utilizing existing cabling outlets and IDF locations. Furthermore, the
existing number of telephone/data outlets is limited and restrictive. Lastly the IDF
locations are shared with electrical rooms and storage rooms which are difficult to
maintain and preclude additions of new cabling. A new structured cabling system is
recommended for long term technology use.
2) A new backbone system consisting of fiber optic cables and copper cables will be
extended to the main telephone/data room (MDF) and all intermediate closets (IDF). All
horizontal data, telephone, and CATV cabling will be extended from MDF and IDF rooms.
The MDF and IDF rooms will be provided with 19” racks, fiber optic and unshielded
twisted pair (UTP) patch panels. Ladder style cable tray will be provided for organizing
cabling distribution.
3) All wiring, outlets and terminations will be installed to comply with EIA/TIA 568.
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4) Horizontal cabling will consist of Category 6 UTP plenum rated cabling for telephone and
data connected to modular telephone and data jacks. While CATV service will be brought
to the building, horizontal distribution outlets is not anticipated at this time. In general,
cabling will be extended in conduit from outlets to the ceiling space, but will be routed
exposed above ceiling supported by J hooks.
5) Wireless Access Point points will be provided throughout building wide wireless network
access.
E. Public Address/Class Change/Master Clock
1) The existing public address system is original to the building and is reported to be
experiencing many nuisance failures. The system is beyond its useful life and should be
replaced.
2) A public address system consisting of amplifiers, ceiling mounted speakers located
throughout the corridors as well as in the gymnasium. The paging system will be
accessed through the telephone system, and “all call” paging will be accomplished via
telephone handsets. The new telephone switch (PBX) and PA control console will be
located in the MDF. The PA system can also incorporate talk back speakers if desired.
3) A master clock system will be provided and be connected to the PA system for
programmed class change signals. Clocks will be provided in all classrooms, shared
offices, conference rooms and administration rooms.
F. Classroom Technology
1) The existing classroom data projectors and imaging technologies are in operational
condition and will continue to function for the foreseeable future. However, whether this
technology meets the instructional needs and plans for the school is not known at this
time. It is assumed that for long term planning, classrooms will need to be fitout with new
teacher computers and imaging technologies. Additional technology needs will require
further discussions with the school.
G. CCTV/Intrusion Detection/Door Access
1) The existing security systems are operational but are reaching the end of their useful life.
Neither the intrusion detection system or CCTV system has expansion capability. New
CCTV and intrusion detection systems should be provided. Furthermore, the building
does not currently have a door access system. The recommended new system(s) should
consists if the following:
a. Intrusion detection for the exterior doors via door contacts
b. Intrusion detection in all first floor and basement corridors via motion detectors
c. Card access control points for main entrance.
d. CCTV surveillance system via POE (Power Over Ethernet) cameras connected to a
central digital video recorder system in the main telecoms room.
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2) The security video recording system shall be capable of recording a minimum of 30 days
archive capacity. Cameras are to be provided internally at each entrance location and
each stairwell and elevator lobby. Cameras externally will cover vehicle entrances, mains
entrances as well as the 4 corners of the building.
3) This security access control and intrusion detection system will consist of a security system
control panel, system operator keypads, door contact switches, and motion detectors.
System shall transmit an alarm signal to the central station upon detection of an
unauthorized building entry. The card access system will allow multiple levels of authority.
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Dear Mr. Hay:
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Enclosure

1.0

INTRODUCTION:

Universal Environmental Consultants (UEC) has been providing comprehensive asbestos services since 2001 and has
completed projects throughout New England. We have completed projects for a variety of clients including
commercial, industrial, municipal, and public and private schools. We maintain appropriate asbestos licenses and
staff with a minimum of thirty years of experience.
UEC was contracted by Tappe & Associates to conduct the following services at the Ivan Smith School, Danvers,
Massachusetts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asbestos Containing Materials (ACM) determination inspection and sampling;
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB’s)-Electrical Equipment and Light Fixtures inspection;
PCB’s Caulking Inspection;
Lead Based Paint (LBP) inspection;
Mercury in Rubber Flooring inspection and sampling;
Airborne Mold inspection and sampling;
Radon sampling;

The scope of work included the inspection of accessible ACM, collection of bulk samples from materials suspected to
contain asbestos, determination and quantities of types of ACM found and cost estimates for remediation. A
comprehensive survey per the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) NESHAP regulation would be required prior to
any renovation or demolition activities.
Bulk samples analyses for asbestos were performed using the standard Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM) Method in
accordance with EPA standard. Bulk samples were collected by a Massachusetts licensed asbestos inspectors Mr.
Jason Becotte (AI-034963) and analyzed by a Massachusetts licensed laboratory EMSL, Woburn, MA.
Mercury samples were analyzed by an EPA licensed laboratory, EMSL, Cinnaminson, NJ in accordance with EPA
method 7471B.
Airborne mold samples were analyzed by an EPA approved laboratory EMSL, Woburn, MA.
Radon samples were analyzed by an EPA licensed laboratory AccuStar, Medway, MA.
Samples results are attached.
2.0

FINDINGS:

Asbestos Containing Materials (ACM):
The regulations for asbestos inspection are based on representative sampling. It would be impractical and costly to
sample all materials in all areas. Therefore, representative samples of each homogenous area were collected and
analyzed or assumed.
All suspect materials were grouped into homogenous areas. By definition a homogenous area is one in which the
materials are evenly mixed and similar in appearance and texture throughout. A homogeneous area shall be
determined to contain asbestos based on findings that the results of at least one sample collected from that area
shows that asbestos is present in an amount greater than 1 percent in accordance with EPA regulations. Per the
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) any amount of asbestos found must be disposed as asbestos. No
additional suspect and accessible ACM were found during this survey.
Hidden ACM may be found during the renovation and demolition activities.
Number of Samples Collected:
Forty five (45) bulk samples were collected from materials suspected of containing asbestos, including:
UEC:\217 448.00\REPORT.DOC
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Type and Location of Suspect Material
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

Exterior window framing caulking
Exterior window framing caulking
Exterior window glazing caulking
Exterior window glazing caulking
Spray-on fireproofing above ceiling at Pod A
Spray-on fireproofing above ceiling at Art
Spray-on fireproofing above ceiling at Cafeteria
Generator exhaust insolation at generator room
Generator exhaust insolation at generator room
Generator exhaust insolation at generator room
Joint compound at basement hallway
Joint compound at pod B/C bathroom
White sink coating at art room sink
White sink coating at Pod B sink
Carpet glue at Pod B office
Carpet glue at media center
2’ x 4’ Suspended acoustical ceiling tile at Pod A
2’ x 4’ Suspended acoustical ceiling tile at cafeteria
2’ x 2’ Suspended acoustical ceiling tile at media center
2’ x 2’ Suspended acoustical ceiling tile at media center
Interior door frame caulking at basement
Interior door frame caulking at basement
Old beige 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at upper floor copy area
Old beige 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at art room
Mastic for old beige 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at upper floor copy area
Mastic for old beige 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at art room
Off white/black 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at cafeteria
Off white/black 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at cafeteria
Mastic for off white/black 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at cafeteria
Mastic for off white/black 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at cafeteria
White/blue 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at Pod C
White/blue 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at basement stairwell
Yellow glue for white/blue 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at Pod C
Yellow glue for white/blue 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at basement stairwell
Textured wall skim coat at upper floor electric room
Textured wall skim coat at upper floor electric room
Textured wall skim coat at lower floor electric room 115
Hard joint insulation at custodian closet 225
Hard joint insulation at custodian closet 225
Hard joint insulation at custodian closet 225
Gray duct sealant above ceiling of upper floor
Gray duct sealant above ceiling of upper floor
Textured soffit plaster on exterior soffit
Textured soffit plaster on exterior soffit
Textured soffit plaster on exterior soffit

Sample Results:
Type and Location of Suspect Material

Sample Result

1. Exterior window framing caulking
2. Exterior window framing caulking
3. Exterior window glazing caulking

No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

Exterior window glazing caulking
Spray-on fireproofing above ceiling at Pod A
Spray-on fireproofing above ceiling at Art
Spray-on fireproofing above ceiling at Cafeteria
Generator exhaust insolation at generator room
Generator exhaust insolation at generator room
Generator exhaust insolation at generator room
Joint compound at basement hallway
Joint compound at pod B/C bathroom
White sink coating at art room sink
White sink coating at Pod B sink
Carpet glue at Pod B office
Carpet glue at media center
2’ x 4’ Suspended acoustical ceiling tile at Pod A
2’ x 4’ Suspended acoustical ceiling tile at cafeteria
2’ x 2’ Suspended acoustical ceiling tile at media center
2’ x 2’ Suspended acoustical ceiling tile at media center
Interior door frame caulking at basement
Interior door frame caulking at basement
Old beige 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at upper floor copy area
Old beige 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at art room
Mastic for old beige 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at upper floor copy area
Mastic for old beige 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at art room
Off white/black 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at cafeteria
Off white/black 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at cafeteria
Mastic for off white/black 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at cafeteria
Mastic for off white/black 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at cafeteria
White/blue 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at Pod C
White/blue 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at basement stairwell
Yellow glue for white/blue 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at Pod C
Yellow glue for white/blue 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile at basement stairwell
Textured wall skim coat at upper floor electric room
Textured wall skim coat at upper floor electric room
Textured wall skim coat at lower floor electric room 115
Hard joint insulation at custodian closet 225
Hard joint insulation at custodian closet 225
Hard joint insulation at custodian closet 225
Gray duct sealant above ceiling of upper floor
Gray duct sealant above ceiling of upper floor
Textured soffit plaster on exterior soffit
Textured soffit plaster on exterior soffit
Textured soffit plaster on exterior soffit

No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
10% Asbestos
15% Asbestos
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
2% Asbestos
2% Asbestos
2% Asbestos
2% Asbestos
10% Asbestos
10% Asbestos
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
10% Asbestos
10% Asbestos
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected
No Asbestos Detected

Observations and Conclusions:
The condition of ACM is very important. ACM in good condition does not present a health issue unless it is
disturbed. Therefore, it is not necessary to remediate ACM in good condition unless it will be disturbed through
renovation, demolition or other activity.
Refer to the AHERA Management Plan for condition of ACM.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Generator exhaust insolation at generator room was found to contain asbestos.
Interior door frame caulking was found to contain asbestos.
Old beige 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile was found to contain asbestos.
Mastic for old beige 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile was found to contain asbestos.
Mastic for off white/black 12” x 12” vinyl floor tile was found to contain asbestos.
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Glue on foam insulation within the exterior metal walls was assumed to contain asbestos.
Damproofing/glue on steel columns and beams was assumed to contain asbestos.
Glue holding blackboard was assumed to contain asbestos.
Underground sewer pipes were assumed to contain asbestos.
Damproofing on foundation walls was assumed to contain asbestos. The demolition contractor will have to
segregate the ACM from non-ACM building surfaces for proper disposal in an EPA approved landfill that does not
recycle. A non-traditional abatement plan would have to be prepared and submitted to the DEP for approval.
11. Thru-wall flashing was assumed to contain asbestos. The demolition contractor will have to segregate the ACM
from non-ACM building surfaces for proper disposal in an EPA approved landfill that does not recycle. A nontraditional abatement plan would have to be prepared and submitted to the DEP for approval.
12. Roofing was assumed to contain asbestos. However, roofing does not have to be removed by a licensed
asbestos abatement contractor. Roofing material does not have to be removed by a licensed asbestos
contractor. However, the General Contractor must comply with OSHA regulation during demolition and with
state regulations for proper disposal. A non-traditional abatement plan would have to be prepared and
submitted to the DEP for approval.
13. All other suspect materials were found not to contain asbestos. Hidden ACM may be found during renovation
and demolition activities.
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB’s)-Electrical Equipment and Light Fixtures:
Observations and Conclusions
Visual inspection of various equipments such as light fixtures, thermostats, exit signs and switches was performed
for the presence of PCB’s and mercury. Ballasts in light fixtures were assumed not to contain PCB’s since there were
labels indicating that “No PCB’s” was found. Tubes in light fixtures, thermostats, signs and switches were assumed
to contain mercury. It would be very costly to test those equipments and dismantling would be required to access.
Therefore, the above mentioned equipments should be disposed in an EPA approved landfill as part of the
demolition project.
PCB’s in Caulking:
PCB’s are manmade chemicals that were widely produced and distributed across the country from the 1950s to 1977
until the production of PCB’s was banned by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) law which became
effective in 1978. PCB’s are a class of chemicals made up of more than 200 different compounds. PCB’s are nonflammable, stable, and good insulators so they were widely used in a variety of products including: electrical
transformers and capacitors, cable and wire coverings, sealants and caulking, and household products such as
television sets and fluorescent light fixtures. Because of their chemical properties, PCB’s are not very soluble in
water and they do not break down easily in the environment. PCB’s also do not readily evaporate into air but tend
to remain as solids or thick liquids. Even though PCB’s have not been produced or used in the country for more than
30 years, they are still present in the environment in the air, soil, and water and in our food. EPA requires that all
construction waste including caulking be disposed as PCB’s if PCB’s level exceed 50 mg/kg (ppm). An abatement plan
might also be required.
Observations and Conclusions:
Building materials and caulking were assumed to contain PCB’s.
Lead Based Paint (LBP):
Observations and Conclusions
LBP was assumed to exist on painted surfaces. A school is not considered a regulated facility. All LBP activities
performed, including waste disposal, should be in accordance with applicable Federal, State, or local laws,
ordinances, codes or regulations governing evaluation and hazard reduction. In the event of discrepancies, the most
protective requirements prevail. These requirements can be found in OSHA 29 CFR 1926-Construction Industry
Standards, 29 CFR 1926.62-Construction Industry Lead Standards, 29 CFR 1910.1200-Hazards Communication, 40
CFR 261-EPA Regulations. According to OSHA, any amount of LBP triggers compliance.
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Mercury in Rubber Flooring:
Number of Samples Collected
Two (2) bulk samples were collected from the following.
Type and Location of Material
1. Rubber flooring at gymnasium
2. Rubber flooring at gymnasium
Sample Results
Type and Location of Material

Sample Result

1. Rubber flooring at gymnasium
2. Rubber flooring at gymnasium

260 mg/kg
110 mg.kg

Observations and Conclusions:
Samples results indicated the presence of high level of mercury. Mercury was assumed to have leached into the
concrete slab. Sampling would be required to determine extent of contamination/leaching. Air sampling is also
recommended.
Airborne Mold:
Airborne mold testing was performed utilizing Zefon International Incorporated’s Air-O-Cell® sampling device
following all manufacturer supplied recommended sampling procedures. Air-O-Cell® is a direct read total particulate
air sampling device. It works using the inertial impaction principle similar to other spore trap devices. It is designed
for the rapid collection and analysis of airborne particulate including bioaerosols. The particulate includes fibers (e.g.
asbestos, fiberglass, cellulose, clothing fibers) opaque particles (e.g. fly ash, combustion particles, copy toner, oil
droplets, paint), and bioaerosols (e.g. mold spores, pollen, insect parts, skin cell fragments).1
The method involves drawing a known quantity of air through a sterile sampling cassette. Subsequent to sampling,
the cassette is sealed and transferred to a microbiology laboratory under chain of custody protocol for microscopic
analysis. This method counts both viable and nonviable mold spores.
Outside sample was collected by entrance.
AIRBORNE MOLD and PARTICULATE

1

Lab ID #

Location

Total Mold
Counts/M3

131800009-0001

A10

ND

ND

ND

ND

131800009-0002

Media Center

ND

ND

ND

ND

131800009-0003

B4

ND

ND

ND

ND

131800009-0004

Music Room

20

ND

ND

ND

131800009-0005

Art Room

ND

ND

ND

ND

131800009-0006

Outside

20

ND

ND

ND

Zefon International Inc. <www.zefon.com>
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Pollen

Insect
Fragment

Hyphal
Fragments

AIRBORNE MOLD and PARTICULATE
(Subjective Scales)
Lab ID #

Location

Skin Fragment
Density (SFD)

Fibrous
Particulates (FP)

Total Background
Particulate (TBP)

131800009-0001

A10

1

1

1

131800009-0002

Media Center

2

1

2

131800009-0003

B4

1

1

2

131800009-0004

Music Room

1

1

2

131800009-0005

Art Room

1

1

2

131800009-0006

Outside

1

1

2

Legend:
ND - Not Detected
Observations and Conclusions:
There are currently no guidelines or standards promulgated by a government agency or widely recognized scientific
organizations for the interpretation of airborne mold spore levels. The most commonly employed tool used to
assess if mold growth is occurring and there is amplification in a structure is to evaluate the indoor levels and species
as well as to compare levels and species of mold outdoors to indoors. Typically, if there were more molds indoors,
and/or if species were present indoors which were not present outdoors, then growth and amplification is likely
occurring and further evaluation and perhaps remediation is recommended.
Based on comparisons with historical data from projects of similar type, building utilization, geographic location and
season, the indoor airborne levels are considered very low. Indoor mold spore counts in the winter are typically in
the 500-1,500-spores/cubic meter range.
Breathing zone indoor and also outdoor samples indicated the presence of large quantities of several common types
of mold which are not considered to be hazardous. Pollen, insect fragments and Hyphal fragments were either not
present or low in the samples. Hyphal fragment is a non-reproductive part of the mold.
Total background particulate on all samples was assessed as “1-2” on a scale of 1-5 where 1 is low and 5 is high. Skin
fragment density on all samples was assessed as “1” on a scale of 1-4 where 1 is low and 4 is high. The total
background levels are measured to determine airborne dust not related to airborne mold. Skin fragments are
measured to determine proper housing cleaning.
No visible mold growth was found during the survey.
Radon:
Number of Samples Collected
Six (6) air samples were collected at the following locations:
Location of Material
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Basement Gymnasium
Basement Cafeteria
Basement Music Room
First Floor A3
First Floor Media Center
First Floor B3
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Location of Material
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sample Result

Basement Gymnasium
Basement Cafeteria
Basement Music Room
First Floor A3
First Floor Media Center
First Floor B3

0.7 pCi\L
0.6 pCi\L
1.0 pCi\L
0.8 pCi\L
0.9 pCi\L
0.8 pCi\L

Observations and Conclusions:
The measured radon concentrations of the samples were found to be lower than the EPA guideline of 4 picoCuris of
radon per liter of air (pCi/L). No further action is required.
3.0

COST ESTIMATES:

The cost includes removal and disposal of all accessible ACM, other hazardous material and an allowance for
removal of inaccessible or hidden ACM that may be found during renovation or demolition project
.
Location
Material
Approximate Quantity Cost Estimate ($)
Throughout

Vinyl Floor Tile and Mastic
Interior Door Caulking
Blackboards
Miscellaneous Hazardous Materials
Hidden ACM

Generator Room

Generator Insulation

Gymnasium

Rubber Flooring

Exterior

Glue on Foam Insulation
Roofing Materials
Transite Sewer Pipes
Thru-Wall Flashing
Damproofing on Steel/Walls

8,000 SF
100 LF
30 Total
Unknown
Unknown

32,000.00
5,000.00
6,000.00
15,000.00
10,000.00

10 LF

1,500.00

3,500 SF

70,000.00

10,000 SF
Unknown
Unknown1
Unknown1
Unknown1

60,000.00
35,000.00
25,000.00
15,000.00
150,000.00

Estimated costs for NESHAP Inspection and Testing Services
Estimated costs for Design, Construction Monitoring and Air Sampling Services

7,500.00
43,000.00
TOTAL:

$ 475,000.00

1

: Part of total demolition.
2
: Should results exceed EPA limit.

4.0

DESCRIPTION OF SURVEY METHODS AND LABORATORY ANALYSES:

Asbestos:
Asbestos samples were collected using a method that prevents fiber release. Homogeneous sample areas were
determined by criteria outlined in EPA document 560/5-85-030a. Bulk material samples were analyzed using PLM
and dispersion staining techniques with EPA method 600/M4-82-020.
Mercury in Rubber Flooring:
The bulk sample was analyzed in accordance with EPA method 7471B.
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Airborne Mold:
The samples were analyzed by an EPA approved laboratory EMSL, Woburn, MA.
Radon:
Radon samples were analyzed by an EPA licensed laboratory AccuStar, Medway, MA.

Inspected By:

Jason Becotte
Asbestos Inspector (AI-034963)
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5.0

LIMITATIONS AND CONDITIONS:

This report has been completed based on visual and physical observations made and information available at the
time of the site visits, as well as an interview with the Owner’s representatives. This report is intended to be used as
a summary of available information on existing conditions with conclusions based on a reasonable and
knowledgeable review of evidence found in accordance with normally accepted industry standards, state and federal
protocols, and within the scope and budget established by the client. Any additional data obtained by further review
must be reviewed by UEC and the conclusions presented herein may be modified accordingly.
This report and attachments, prepared for the exclusive use of Owner for use in an environmental evaluation of the
subject site, are an integral part of the inspections and opinions should not be formulated without reading the report
in its entirety. No part of this report may be altered, used, copied or relied upon without prior written permission
from UEC, except that this report may be conveyed in its entirety to parties associated with Owner for this subject
study.
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EMSL Order: 131800024

EMSL Analytical, Inc.

Customer ID: UEC63

5 Constitution Way, Unit A Woburn, MA 01801

Customer PO:

Tel/Fax: (781) 933-8411 / (781) 933-8412

Project ID:

http://www.EMSL.com / bostonlab@emsl.com

Attention: Ammar Dieb

Universal Environmental Consultants

Phone:

(617) 984-9772

Fax:

(508) 628-5488

12 Brewster Road

Received Date: 12/29/2017 12:45 PM

Framingham, MA 01702

Analysis Date:

01/03/2018

Collected Date:

12/28/2017

Project: Ivan Smith School - Danvers, MA

Test Report: Asbestos Analysis of Bulk Materials via EPA 600/R-93/116 Method using Polarized
Light Microscopy
Non-Asbestos
Description

Appearance

1

Exterior Window Wall
Unit - Window Frame
Caulk

Gray
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Exterior Window Wall
Unit - Window Frame
Caulk

Gray
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Exterior Window Wall
Unit - Window Glass
Glaze

Black
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Exterior Window Wall
Unit - Window Glass
Glaze

Black
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Above Ceiling Pod A Spray-on Fireproofing

Gray
Fibrous
Homogeneous

80% Min. Wool

20% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Above Ceiling Art Spray-on Fireproofing

Gray
Fibrous
Homogeneous

80% Min. Wool

20% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Above Ceiling
Cafeteria - Spray-on
Fireproofing

Gray
Fibrous
Homogeneous

80% Min. Wool

20% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Generator Room Generator Exhaust
Insulation

Gray
Fibrous
Homogeneous

15% Min. Wool

85% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Generator Room Generator Exhaust
Insulation

Gray
Fibrous
Homogeneous

15% Min. Wool

85% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Generator Room Generator Exhaust
Insulation

Gray
Fibrous
Homogeneous

90% Non-fibrous (Other)

10% Amosite

Generator Room Generator Exhaust
Insulation

White
Fibrous
Homogeneous

85% Non-fibrous (Other)

15% Amosite

Basement Hallway
Wall - Joint
Compound

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Pod B / C Bathroom
Wall - Joint
Compound

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Art Room Sink White Sink Coating

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Pod B Sink - White
Sink Coating

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Pod B Office - Carpet
Glue

Yellow
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

131800024-0001

2
131800024-0002

3
131800024-0003

4
131800024-0004

5
131800024-0005

6
131800024-0006

7
131800024-0007

8
131800024-0008

9-Lighter Insulation 1
131800024-0009

9-Darker Insulation 2
131800024-0009A

10
131800024-0010

11
131800024-0011

12
131800024-0012

13
131800024-0013

14
131800024-0014

15
131800024-0015

% Fibrous

Asbestos

Sample

% Non-Fibrous

% Type

Initial report from: 01/03/2018 12:50:32
ASB_PLM_0008_0001 - 1.78 Printed: 1/3/2018 12:50 PM
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Test Report: Asbestos Analysis of Bulk Materials via EPA 600/R-93/116 Method using Polarized
Light Microscopy
Non-Asbestos
Sample

Description

Appearance

16

Media Center - Carpet
Glue

Yellow
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

Pod A - 2 x 4 SAT
Original

Gray/White
Fibrous
Homogeneous

Cafeteria - 2 x 4 SAT
Original

% Fibrous

Asbestos
% Non-Fibrous

% Type

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

40% Cellulose
40% Min. Wool

20% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Gray/White
Fibrous
Homogeneous

40% Cellulose
40% Min. Wool

20% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Media Center - 2 x 2
SAT

Gray/White
Fibrous
Homogeneous

60% Cellulose
20% Min. Wool

20% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Media Center - 2 x 2
SAT

Gray/White
Fibrous
Homogeneous

60% Cellulose
20% Min. Wool

20% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Basement at Cement
Wall - Interior Door
Frame Caulk

Gray
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

98% Non-fibrous (Other)

2% Chrysotile

Basement at Cement
Wall - Interior Door
Frame Caulk

Gray
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

98% Non-fibrous (Other)

2% Chrysotile

Upper Floor Copy
Area - 12 x 12 VFT
Old Beige w/ Brown

Beige
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

98% Non-fibrous (Other)

2% Chrysotile

Beige
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

98% Non-fibrous (Other)

2% Chrysotile

131800024-0024

Art Room - 12 x 12
VFT Old Beige w/
Brown

25

On 23 - Black Mastic

Black
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

90% Non-fibrous (Other)

10% Chrysotile

On 24 - Black Mastic

Black
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

90% Non-fibrous (Other)

10% Chrysotile

Cafeteria - 12 x 12
VFT Off-White w/
Black

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

131800024-0028

Cafeteria - 12 x 12
VFT Off-White w/
Black

29

On 27 - Black Mastic

Black
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

90% Non-fibrous (Other)

10% Chrysotile

On 28 - Black Mastic

Black
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

90% Non-fibrous (Other)

10% Chrysotile

Pod C - 12 x 12 VFT
White w/ Blue

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

131800024-0032

Basement Stairwell 12 x 12 VFT White w/
Blue

33

On 31 - Yellow Glue

Yellow
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

On 32 - Yellow Glue

Yellow
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

131800024-0016

17
131800024-0017

18
131800024-0018

19
131800024-0019

20
131800024-0020

21
131800024-0021

22
131800024-0022

23
131800024-0023

24

131800024-0025

26
131800024-0026

27
131800024-0027

28

131800024-0029

30
131800024-0030

31
131800024-0031

32

131800024-0033

34
131800024-0034
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EMSL Order: 131800024

EMSL Analytical, Inc.

Customer ID: UEC63

5 Constitution Way, Unit A Woburn, MA 01801

Customer PO:
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Project ID:
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Test Report: Asbestos Analysis of Bulk Materials via EPA 600/R-93/116 Method using Polarized
Light Microscopy
Non-Asbestos
Description

Appearance

35

Upper Floor Electric
Room - Textured Wall
Skim Coat

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Upper Floor Electric
Room - Textured Wall
Skim Coat

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Lower Floor Electric
Room 115 - Textured
Wall Skim Coat

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Custodian Closet 225
- Hard Joint Insulation

Gray
Fibrous
Homogeneous

2% Cellulose
10% Min. Wool

88% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Custodian Closet 225
- Hard Joint Insulation

Gray
Fibrous
Homogeneous

2% Cellulose
10% Min. Wool

88% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Custodian Closet 225
- Hard Joint Insulation

Gray
Fibrous
Homogeneous

2% Cellulose
10% Min. Wool

88% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Above Ceiling Upper
Floor - Gray Duct
Sealant

Gray
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Above Ceiling Upper
Floor - Gray Duct
Sealant

Gray
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Exterior Soffit Textured Soffit Plaster

Beige
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Exterior Soffit Textured Soffit Plaster

Beige
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

Exterior Soffit Textured Soffit Plaster

Beige
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

131800024-0035

36
131800024-0036

37
131800024-0037

38
131800024-0038

39
131800024-0039

40
131800024-0040

41
131800024-0041

42
131800024-0042

43
131800024-0043

44
131800024-0044

45
131800024-0045

% Fibrous

Asbestos

Sample

% Non-Fibrous

% Type

Analyst(s)

Michael Mink (46)

Steve Grise, Laboratory Manager
or Other Approved Signatory

EMSL maintains liability limited to cost of analysis . This report relates only to the samples reported and may not be reproduced, except in full, without written approval by EMSL. EMSL bears no
responsibility for sample collection activities or analytical method limitations. Interpretation and use of test results are the responsibility of the client. This report must not be used by the client to claim
product certification, approval, or endorsement by NVLAP, NIST or any agency of the federal government . Non-friable organically bound materials present a problem matrix and therefore EMSL
recommends gravimetric reduction prior to analysis. Samples received in good condition unless otherwise noted. Estimated accuracy, precision and uncertainty data available upon request. Unless
requested by the client, building materials manufactured with multiple layers (i.e. linoleum, wallboard, etc.) are reported as a single sample. Reporting limit is 1%
Samples analyzed by EMSL Analytical, Inc. Woburn, MA NVLAP Lab Code 101147-0, CT PH-0315, MA AA000188, RI AAL-139, VT AL998919, Maine Bulk Asbestos LB-0039

Initial report from: 01/03/2018 12:50:32
ASB_PLM_0008_0001 - 1.78 Printed: 1/3/2018 12:50 PM
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OrderID: 011800017

Page 1 Of

1

EMSL Analytical, Inc.
200 Route 130 North, Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
Phone: (856) 303-2500

Attn:

Fax: (856) 858-4571

Email: EnvChemistry2@emsl.com

Ammar Dieb
Universal Environmental Consultants
12 Brewster Road
Framingham, MA 01702
Phone:
Fax:

1/8/2018

(508) 628-5486
(508) 628-5488

The following analytical report covers the analysis performed on samples submitted to EMSL
Analytical, Inc. on 1/3/2018. The results are tabulated on the attached data pages for the
following client designated project:
Ivan Smith School, Danvers, MA

The reference number for these samples is EMSL Order #011800017. Please use this reference
when calling about these samples. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact
me at (856) 303-2500.

Approved By:

Phillip Worby, Environmental Chemistry
Laboratory Director

The test results contained within this report meet the requirements of NELAP and/or
the specific certification program that is applicable, unless otherwise noted.

NELAP Certifications: NJ 03036, NY 10872, PA 68-00367, CA ELAP 1877

The samples associated with this report were received in good condition unless otherwise noted. This report relates only to those items tested
as received by the laboratory. The QC data associated with the sample results meet the recovery and precision requirements established by
the NELAP, unless specifically indicated. All results for soil samples are reported on a dry weight basis, unless otherwise noted. This report
may not be reproduced except in full and without written approval by EMSL Analytical, Inc.

Page 1 of 2

EMSL Order:
CustomerID:
CustomerPO:
ProjectID:

EMSL Analytical, Inc.
200 Route 130 North, Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
Phone/Fax:
(856) 303-2500 / (856) 858-4571
http://www.EMSL.com
EnvChemistry2@emsl.com

Attn:

Phone:
Fax:
Received:

Ammar Dieb
Universal Environmental Consultants
12 Brewster Road
Framingham, MA 01702

Project:

011800017
UEC63

(508) 628-5486
(508) 628-5488
01/03/18 9:50 AM

Ivan Smith School, Danvers, MA

Analytical Results
Client Sample Description

1

Collected:

12/27/2017

Lab ID:

011800017-0001

Rubber Flooring - Gym
Method
7471B

Parameter
Mercury

Client Sample Description

Result
260

2
Rubber Flooring - Gym

Method

Parameter

7471B

Mercury

RL Units
21 mg/Kg
Collected:

Result
110

RL Units
10 mg/Kg

Prep
Date
1/8/2018
12/27/2017
Prep
Date
1/8/2018

Analyst

Analysis
Date

Analyst

LY

1/8/2018

LY

Lab ID:

011800017-0002

Analyst

Analysis
Date

Analyst

LY

1/8/2018

LY

Definitions:
ND - indicates that the analyte was not detected at the reporting limit
RL - Reporting Limit (Analytical)

ChemSmplw/RDL/NELAC-7.44.3 Printed: 1/8/2018 6:16:53 PM
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OrderID: 131800009

Page 1 Of

1

EMSL Order: 131800009
Customer ID: UEC63
Customer PO:
Project ID:

EMSL Analytical, Inc.
5 Constitution Way, Unit A Woburn, MA 01801
Tel/Fax: (781) 933-8411 / (781) 933-8412
http://www.EMSL.com / bostonlab@emsl.com

Attn: Ammar Dieb

Phone:

Universal Environmental Consultants
12 Brewster Road
Framingham, MA 01702

(617) 984-9772

(508) 628-5488
12/26/2017
Received: 12/29/2017
Analyzed: 01/02/2018
Fax:

Collected:

Project: Ivan Smith School Danvers, MA
Test Report: Air-O-Cell(™) Analysis of Fungal Spores & Particulates by Optical Microscopy (Methods EMSL 05-TP-003, ASTM D7391)
131800009-0001
25317854
150
A10

Lab Sample Number:
Client Sample ID:
Volume (L):
Sample Location

131800009-0002
25317847
150
Media Center

131800009-0003
25317848
150
B4

Raw Count
-

Count/m³
-

% of Total
-

Raw Count
-

Count/m³
-

% of Total
-

Raw Count
-

Count/m³
-

% of Total
-

Ascospores
Aspergillus/Penicillium
Basidiospores
Bipolaris++
Chaetomium
Cladosporium
Curvularia
Epicoccum
Fusarium
Ganoderma
Myxomycetes++
Pithomyces
Rust
Scopulariopsis
Stachybotrys
Torula
Ulocladium
Unidentifiable Spores
Zygomycetes

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total Fungi
Hyphal Fragment
Insect Fragment
Pollen
Analyt. Sensitivity 600x
Analyt. Sensitivity 300x
Skin Fragments (1-4)
Fibrous Particulate (1-4)
Background (1-5)

-

None Detect

-

-

None Detect

-

-

None Detect

-

-

22
7*
1
1
1

-

-

22
7*
2
1
2

-

-

22
7*
1
1
2

-

Spore Types
Alternaria

Bipolaris++ = Bipolaris/Drechslera/Exserohilum
Myxomycetes++ = Myxomycetes/Periconia/Smut

High levels of background particulate can obscure spores and other particulates leading to underestimation. Background levels of 5 indicate an overloading of background particulates, prohibiting accurate detection and
quantification. Present = Spores detected on overloaded samples. Results are not blank corrected unless otherwise noted. The detection limit is equal to one fungal spore, structure, pollen, fiber particle or insect fragment. "*"
Denotes particles found at 300X. "-" Denotes not detected. Due to method stopping rules, raw counts in excess of 100 are extrapolated based on the percentage analyzed. EMSL maintains liability limited to cost of analysis. This
report relates only to the samples reported above and may not be reproduced, except in full, without written approval by EMSL. EMSL bears no responsibility for sample collection activities or analytical method limitations.
Interpretation and use of test results are the responsibility of the client. Samples received in good condition unless otherwise noted.
Samples analyzed by EMSL Analytical, Inc. Woburn, MA AIHA-LAP, LLC --EMLAP Accredited #180179

Initial report from: 01/02/2018 12:56:34
For information on the fungi listed in this report, please visit the Resources section at www.emsl.com

MIC_M001_0002_0001 1.71 Printed: 01/02/2018 12:56 PM
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EMSL Order: 131800009
Customer ID: UEC63
Customer PO:
Project ID:

EMSL Analytical, Inc.
5 Constitution Way, Unit A Woburn, MA 01801
Tel/Fax: (781) 933-8411 / (781) 933-8412
http://www.EMSL.com / bostonlab@emsl.com

Attn: Ammar Dieb

Phone:

Universal Environmental Consultants
12 Brewster Road
Framingham, MA 01702

(617) 984-9772

(508) 628-5488
12/26/2017
Received: 12/29/2017
Analyzed: 01/02/2018
Fax:

Collected:

Project: Ivan Smith School Danvers, MA
Test Report: Air-O-Cell(™) Analysis of Fungal Spores & Particulates by Optical Microscopy (Methods EMSL 05-TP-003, ASTM D7391)
131800009-0004
25317873
150
Music

Lab Sample Number:
Client Sample ID:
Volume (L):
Sample Location

131800009-0005
25317864
150
Art

131800009-0006
25317856
150
Outside

Raw Count
-

Count/m³
-

% of Total
-

Raw Count
-

Count/m³
-

% of Total
-

Raw Count
-

Count/m³
-

% of Total
-

Ascospores
Aspergillus/Penicillium
Basidiospores
Bipolaris++
Chaetomium
Cladosporium
Curvularia
Epicoccum
Fusarium
Ganoderma
Myxomycetes++
Pithomyces
Rust
Scopulariopsis
Stachybotrys
Torula
Ulocladium
Unidentifiable Spores
Zygomycetes

1
-

20
-

100
-

-

-

-

1
-

20
-

100
-

Total Fungi
Hyphal Fragment
Insect Fragment
Pollen
Analyt. Sensitivity 600x
Analyt. Sensitivity 300x
Skin Fragments (1-4)
Fibrous Particulate (1-4)
Background (1-5)

1

20

100

-

None Detect

-

1

20

100

-

22
7*
1
1
2

-

-

22
7*
1
1
2

-

-

22
7*
1
1
2

-

Spore Types
Alternaria

Bipolaris++ = Bipolaris/Drechslera/Exserohilum
Myxomycetes++ = Myxomycetes/Periconia/Smut

High levels of background particulate can obscure spores and other particulates leading to underestimation. Background levels of 5 indicate an overloading of background particulates, prohibiting accurate detection and
quantification. Present = Spores detected on overloaded samples. Results are not blank corrected unless otherwise noted. The detection limit is equal to one fungal spore, structure, pollen, fiber particle or insect fragment. "*"
Denotes particles found at 300X. "-" Denotes not detected. Due to method stopping rules, raw counts in excess of 100 are extrapolated based on the percentage analyzed. EMSL maintains liability limited to cost of analysis. This
report relates only to the samples reported above and may not be reproduced, except in full, without written approval by EMSL. EMSL bears no responsibility for sample collection activities or analytical method limitations.
Interpretation and use of test results are the responsibility of the client. Samples received in good condition unless otherwise noted.
Samples analyzed by EMSL Analytical, Inc. Woburn, MA AIHA-LAP, LLC --EMLAP Accredited #180179

Initial report from: 01/02/2018 12:56:34
For information on the fungi listed in this report, please visit the Resources section at www.emsl.com

MIC_M001_0002_0001 1.71 Printed: 01/02/2018 12:56 PM
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EVALUATION OF EXISTING CONDITIONS

4.9 METHODS & ASSUMPTIONS

TAPPÉ ARCHITECTS

MSBA PRELIMINARY DESIGN PROGRAM

IVAN G. SMITH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

4.9 METHODS & ASSUMPTIONS
Exis•ng Condi•ons Informa•on
For the purposes of the PDP submission the exis•ng condi•ons materials for the building consists of the original construc•on documents from the early 70’s of the Smith School. These drawings were supplemented by on site visual conﬁrma•on of dimensions and a review of the exis•ng condi•ons in the ﬁeld.
Building systems were inspected and reviewed by the applicable engineering trades and supplemented with discussions
with onsite personnel who operate the building.
The site has available satellite images and a par•al survey has been completed of the en•re site and a detailed survey
completed of the area where the exis•ng building is located and where an addi•on or replacement structure would
most likely be located. The survey also included a complete wetland ﬂagging by a Botanist and the delinea•on of wetlands is shown on the survey. The site was also inspected by the landscape and civil engineering team and discussions
occurred with the Town DPW regarding exis•ng u•li•es servicing the site.
Preliminary test borings were completed at the site at areas most likely to be considered for an addi•on or replacement
building. This data is included in the PDP as an appendix item. Soils have been analyzed for bearing capacity and ground
water levels monitored to establish general parameters for ground water on site.
Field tes•ng has occurred for ACM’s within the building including laboratory conﬁrma•on. The ACM report is included
with the PDP submission. A phase one and phase two geo-environmental study was also completed and the phase one
assessment is included as an appendix item to the PDP.
The Designer an•cipates making any further recommenda•ons on tes•ng and ﬁeld inves•ga•on based on the preferred
op•on that is established by the Town and the District as the project develops further. It is an•cipated at a minimum that
supplementary inves•ga•ons for geo-tech, survey, ACM and traﬃc inves•ga•on will be required if the project is funded
and moves beyond the Schema•c Design phase.
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SITE DEVELOPMENT

SECTION 5 SITE DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS
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SITE DEVELOPMENT

5.1 EXISTING SITE PLAN
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SITE DEVELOPMENT

5.2 SITE ANALYSIS PLAN
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5.3 SITE & ZONING ANALYSIS
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February 7, 2018
Ivan Smith Elementary School, Danvers, MA

PDP Landscape Narrative

3.1.4 Evaluation of Existing Conditions
Property Description
Parcel ID: Map 020 Lot 019
Parcel Size: Approximately 15 AC
15 Lobao Drive, Danvers, MA 01923
The adjacent 111-acre parcel on the north, west and south of the property is owned by St. Johns
Preparatory School. Remaining adjacent parcels are single family residential

The existing school building is located on the eastern half of the site transitioning from 1 story in front
to a 2-story height in back. The developed portion of the site includes a one-way driveway loop with
perpendicular parking connecting between Lima Street and Lobao Drive, a lower paved area accessed
by a driveway along the west side of the building and playground and fields to the west. The westerly
field is used by Town recreation programs. Low lying areas extending beyond the property to the
west and north have been delineated as bordering vegetated wetlands, but there are no floodplain
areas on site.

130 WEST BROADWAY, BOSTON MA 02127

T 617.464.1440

F 617.464.1442

www.warnerlarson.com

PDP Landscape Narrative
Ivan Smith Elementary School
Danvers, Massachusetts
February 7. 2018
Page 2 of 6

Physical Conditions
A 12-14 foot grade change separates the upper vehicular zone from the recreation areas below with
the building making the transition between the two. The soil conditions and groundwater elevation
described in the Geotechnical Report along with the change in elevation are primary factors in
locating new building construction.

View Looking West

View Looking East

PDP Landscape Narrative
Ivan Smith Elementary School
Danvers, Massachusetts
February 7. 2018
Page 3 of 6

3.1.5 Site Development Requirements
Structures and Fences
Fencing will be provided to separate pedestrian and play areas from vehicular areas. Fencing
will also be provided to buffer service/mechanical areas to the greatest extent possible. Fencing
owned by the Town of Danvers along the property line will be repaired or replaced as needed.
Retaining walls will be incorporated as required by the proposed building and site design to
negotiate grade changes and provide accessibility.
Site Access and Circulation
Trash and recycling pick-up area(s) need to be provided in a secure and clearly delineated
location. There also needs to be provisions for delivery access to the kitchen and cafeteria area.

Parking
Design of parking facilities will be driven by the new school’s programmatic needs.
Required Parking per Zoning:
Educational elementary/middle school. One space per each faculty plus one space for each 5
students. Places of assembly. One space for each 4 permeants seats or 8 LF of permanent bench
areas. Or if no permanent seats are used, 1 space for each 4 persons of max. occupancy.
Must comply with base parking plus place of assembly.

Paving
Paving and curbing will be specified per applicable Town of Danvers and/or state standards.
Asphalt paving of vehicular driveways and parking is typical. Walkway paving will include
different materials based on location and use such as asphalt, concrete and unit pavers.
Driveway curbing will include vertical granite along sidewalks and asphalt berm abutting
landscape areas.
Code Requirements
The preferred building solution and site design is anticipated to fully meet current accessibility
regulations and building code requirements. This includes compliant handrails at stairs and
ramps as well as compliant guard railings along pedestrian routes located above walls greater
than 30-inches high.

PDP Landscape Narrative
Ivan Smith Elementary School
Danvers, Massachusetts
February 7. 2018
Page 4 of 6

Zoning Setbacks and Limitations
The site is located in the Residential III zoning district with the following dimensional
requirements:
TABLE OF DIMENSIONAL AND DENSITY REGULATIONS
Minimum Lot Area (ft.)

30,000 SF

Minimum Lot Frontage (ft.)

125’

Minimum Lot Depth (ft.)

n/a

Minimum Yard Size
Front (ft.)

30’

Side (ft.)

20’

Rear (ft.)

20’

Maximum Bldg Height (ft.)

35’

Maximum Stories (no.)

n/a

Maximum Building Coverage(%) 25%
Min Open Space

25%

Table of Allowable uses requires Site Plan approval granted by the ZBA for a school in an R-III district.
Landscaping
Minimum square footage of landscape is 30% of total impervious surface
Foundation plantings 3 foot wide along entire length of building within view of
parking.
Streetscape – 5 foot wide planting strip long entrie length of frontage. One tree, 3”
cal. 15 feet on center.
Parking lots with 40 or more spaces: 15% of the interior of the parking lot should be
landscaped islands evenly distributed.
5 foot landscaped green buffer at all side and rear property lines where abutting
residential property.
Quantity : Landscaping even dispersed as follow: 50% max lawn or grass. 50% min.
plantings, 50% min natural area or 50% min combination of planting sand
undisturbed natural area.

PDP Landscape Narrative
Ivan Smith Elementary School
Danvers, Massachusetts
February 7. 2018
Page 5 of 6

Plant sizes. 6’ Ht min conifers., 3” cal min. shade trees, 2” cal min ornamental, shrubs
5 gal min.
All landscaping drought resistant and non-invasive.
Site Lighting
All luminaires shall have total cut off at 90 degress from vertical.
Freestanding poles shall not exceed 25’ height, walkway lighting shall not exceed 12’.
Wall packs: max cut off at 70 degrees to vertical not exceed 20’ in height.
Min. footcandle at grade is 1.0. Max is 8.0 in residential districts.
Loading Areas, Trash and Storage
Shall be screened by landscaping , walls, fences etc.
Signs
One sign not to exceed 20 SF, 6’ HT Max. Setback min 10’. (residential districts.)
Educational is an exempt use and therefore allows one sign on each street front.
Accessibility Requirements
Accessible parking is required within parking areas and accessible routes between parking and
accessible building entrances are required in conformance with 521CMR Rules and Regulations
of the Massachusetts Architectural Access Board and ADA. Accessible routes are also required
between the building and site program areas such as playgrounds and outdoor classrooms.
Emergency Vehicle Access
A 20-foot wide fire lane will be provided in the new site plan. Emergency access to the athletic
field will also be provided along a maintenance route.
Safety and Security Requirements
The existing one-way driveway loop, anticipated to remain, provides 2 means of site access for
emergency vehicles.
Athletic Fields/Outdoor Spaces
A full-size and a half size soccer field exist at the west side of the site. These fields are important to the
Town’s recreation program and also serve the Smith School’s physical education program. A small
woodland at the east end of the site is sloping has limited development potential, but could serve as a
natural play or outdoor learning environment. Adjacent wetland areas to the north and west are also

PDP Landscape Narrative
Ivan Smith Elementary School
Danvers, Massachusetts
February 7. 2018
Page 6 of 6

opportunities for outdoor learning. Structured and unstructured play areas will require convenient
access to the cafeteria for recess.

SITE DEVELOPMENT

5.4 SITE INFRASTRUCTURE & PERMITTING ANALYSIS
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Ivan G. Smith Elementary School Project
Danvers, Massachusetts
Nitsch Project #12422
Utility Infrastructure Narrative
February 7, 2018
Project Description:
The Town of Danvers (the Town) is proposing to either add/renovate to the existing Ivan G. Smith Elementary
School (the School) or possibly construct a new Elementary School to be located west of the existing building
(the Project). This narrative outlines existing utility infrastructure that serves the sites and potential utility
upgrades/new construction required as part of the Project.
Water Systems
The existing site appears to be fed by a water service entering the northeast corner of the building. The size,
material, and condition of the water services is unknown at this time. The water service is within a 20-foot
wide sewer easement that runs northeast of the site.
There are multiple fire hydrants located at various points around the existing building. The fire hydrants are
serviced by an 8-inch looped water main in Orrantia Circle. A hydrant flow test may need to be performed to
confirm pressures and flow volume at the site for the building. The existing building does not have a sprinkler
system.
Any new construction at this site may require upgrades to the existing water services to insure adequate
reliability of building water supply needs. Additionally, the existing water services to the existing building will
need to be maintained during any construction activities onsite.
Sanitary Sewer
The School is served by Town sewer. The building sewer services exits the northeastern face of the building,
and discharges to a manhole approximately 60 feet east of the building. The sewer flows east through the site
the sewer main located within the 20’ Sewer Easement. This sewer main continues to flow north and
eventually discharges to sewer pump station. There are 8-inch sewer mains in Orrantia Circle, Lobao Drive,
and Lima Street that discharge to this sewer system as well; these sewer mains appear to service residential
buildings on these streets.
Based on a conversation that Nitsch Engineering had with Leif Rochna of the Department of Public Works
(DPW), the sewer line routinely backs up in the basement bathrooms and basement kitchen/cafeteria. Mr.
Rochna indicated that the sewer backups occurred approximately three (3) times in the past year, regardless
of regular maintenance and cleaning. Nitsch Engineering notes that the existing sewer pipe that connects
from the existing manhole to the sewer main has a low slope of approximately 0.2%, which may contribute to
the sewer backups in the building. This sewer service would need to be further investigated as part of any
new construction onsite to determine if the existing sewer service would need to be redesigned and replaced
for connection to the expanded building. At this time, Nitsch Engineering recommends the new building
Project connect to the 8-inch sewer main in Orrantia Circle, which appears to have an adequate slope. The
sewer main in Orrantia Circle would need to be further investigated. A sewer pump station and a sewer
holding tank may be required as part of the construction. The sewer main in Orranita Circle may need to be
upgraded up to the manhole in sewer easement if the existing size and condition is not adequate for the new
connection.

Ivan G. Smith Elementary: Nitsch Project #12422
February 7, 2018
Page 2 of 3
Site Drainage
The site topography generally slopes from east to west and from south to north. The existing topography
directs runoff towards the existing building, which often results in stormwater flooding the building during and
after storm events, per conversations between Nitsch Engineering and the DPW. There is existing drainage
infrastructure intended to prevent stormwater runoff from flowing into the building. The drainage infrastructure
consists of catch basins in the driveway, parking lot, and drywells at the bases of stairs.
There are a series of wetlands northeast, northwest, and west of the site within the property. There is a
drainage channel that flows north between the two (2) athletic fields west of the existing building. There is
another drainage channel in the northeast portion of the site that discharges directly to a wetland. Stormwater
discharges from the site to these wetlands and to the drainage channel through multiple stormwater outfalls.
The DPW indicated that there are stormwater runoff issues and potential groundwater issues that impact the
basement and main floor. The DPW indicated that stormwater runoff flows down the concrete stairs on the
eastern face of the building to a trench drain and drywell; however, runoff overflows through the doorway into
the basement. The DPW indicated that there is typically ponding after storm events along the northern face of
the building. Nitsch Engineering observed large areas of ice where there was ponding after a storm event.
The DPW indicated that groundwater often seeps in through the basement floor after large storm events into
the music room at the southwest corner of the building.
Proposed drainage for the new school project will consist of updating the existing drainage system and
installing a new closed drainage system incorporating deep sump catch basins, with hoods and as many Low
Impact Development elements as possible, such as grassed swales, porous pavement, and biofiltration (if
appropriate). A retention/detention element will most likely need to be included as part of the proposed
stormwater design. This could be in the form of underground pipes/arch chambers or a surface detention
basin, should conditions allow. Water Quality will also need to be addressed as part of the stormwater design.
Proprietary Units such as Stormceptor or Vortechnics could be used, or more site integrated water quality
options can be implemented as part of the stormwater design.
The proposed stormwater management system will be designed according to Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection (MassDEP) standards, which require reductions in both stormwater discharge rates
and volumes for the 2-year, 10-year, 25-year, and 100-year 24-hour rainfall events at all the discharge points.
As such, the proposed work is expected to improve drainage conditions for the School site.
Sustainable Site Possibilities
A new or reconstructed building provides opportunities to incorporate sustainable features which may help
achieve Massachusetts Collaborative for High Performance Schools (MA-CHPS) points for funding.
Bio-Swales are grassed channels that capture runoff from parking lot and walkway that remove sediment
from stormwater. Bio-swales can be used throughout the site, primarily along parking lot edges and access
roads.
Rain Gardens use soils, plants, and microbes to treat stormwater before it is infiltrated and or discharged.
Rain gardens are shallow depressions filled with sandy soil topped with a thick layer of mulch and planted
with dense vegetation. Rain gardens can be utilized in parking islands and within the site to treat pavement
runoff.
Porous Pavement is a paved surface with a higher than normal percentage of air voids to allow water to pass
through it and infiltrate in the subsoil. Porous pavement, like all drainage systems, requires maintenance at
least twice per year.
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Subsurface Structures are underground systems that capture runoff (usually rooftop) and gradually infiltrate it
into the groundwater. This method of infiltrating stormwater saves space by placing the system under parking
lots or fields.
Opportunities for rainwater reuse are possible at a new school building. However, the initial capital required
for tanks, pumps, and dual plumbing may be prohibitive in providing payback for water reuse.

Other Utilities
Electric and Tel-Com service enters from the northwest corner of the building. The electric and telecom
service is routed underground from a light pole southwest of the site in Orrianta Circle to the transformer by
the loading zone along the western face of the building. Site lighting around the school includes six (6) light
poles around the building and parking area. The site lighting will require upgrading as part of the new building
construction. The site lighting may require upgrading as part of the renovation project. There is an existing
gas meter located at the northwestern corner of the building. Refer to the plumbing and electrical narratives
for additional utility information.

Ivan G. Smith Elementary School Project
Danvers, Massachusetts
Nitsch Project #12422
Permitting Narrative
February 7, 2018
Project Description:
The Town of Danvers (the Town) is proposing to either add/renovate to the existing Ivan G. Smith Elementary
School or possibly construct a new Elementary School to be located north of the existing building (the
Project). This narrative outlines the anticipated environmental permitting and other approvals that will likely be
needed for the Project.
Wetlands Protection Act (310 CMR 10.00)
The Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act (the Act) ensures the protection of Massachusetts' inland and
coastal wetlands, tidelands, great ponds, rivers, and floodplains. It regulates activities in coastal and wetlands
areas and contributes to the protection of ground and surface water quality, the prevention of flooding and
storm damage, and the protection of wildlife and aquatic habitat.
The existing site contains and is surrounded by one Bordering Vegetated Wetland (BVW), Isolated Vegetated
Wetlands (IVW), and a Stream. LEC and the Town Conservation Commission determined that the drainage
channel located west of the school between the athletic fields is not jurisdictional under the Town of Danvers
Wetlands Protections Bylaw (the Bylaw). LEC and the Town determined that the drainage channel located on
the northeast portion of the site which discharges directly into a wetland is jurisdictional as a stream under the
Bylaw. LEC determined that these drainage channels are not jurisdictional under the Act.
The Town Conservation Commission (the Commission) has a 25-foot “No-Disturbance” zone, a 35-foot “NoConstruct Zone,” and a 100-foot buffer zone to the resource areas. No activity is allowed in the NoDisturbance zone (25 feet) and building construction of any kind is prohibited in the No-Construct zone,
except as permitted by the Commission or stated in the Bylaw; no alteration or construction within the 100foot buffer zone to the stream or wetlands is permitted. This is above and beyond standard Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) regulations and should be considered when reviewing
potential siting options for new buildings, parking lots, and roadways.
A portion of the existing building lies within the 25-foot “No-Construct Zone.” A large portion of the existing
building and a small portion of Orrantia Circle and the northeastern parking stalls are located within the
100-foot buffer zone of the northern wetland. Due to the close proximity of the site development to the
resource area buffer zones, it should be assumed that a Notice of Intent (NOI) will need to be filed with the
Commission and the MassDEP. It should be assumed that an Abbreviated Notice of Resource Area
Delineation (ANRAD) will need to be filed with the Commission to determine the applicability/delineation of
the resource areas.
Site Plan Approval
The Project may require Site Plan Approval through the Town of Danvers Planning Board. If required, the
Submission will require the following documents for review: Existing Conditions Plan, Proposed Layout Plan,
Landscape Plan, Utility Plan, Grading Plan, Details, Building Elevations, and Lighting/Photometric Plan.
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Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program Designation
According to the Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program (NHESP) Massachusetts Natural
Heritage Atlas, the Site is not located within the Estimated and Propriety Habitat of Rare Species or Priority
Habitat of Rare Species.
Federal Emergency Management Agency Floodplain Designation
Based on the Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM), Community Panel Number 25009C0404F, dated
July 3, 2012, it appears that the site is not located within the 100-year floodplain. The site is located within
Zone X (Area of Minimal Flood Hazard).
Environmental Protection Agency (NPDES program)
Construction activities that disturb more than one (1) acre are regulated under the United States
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
Program. In Massachusetts, the EPA issues NPDES permits to operators of regulated construction sites.
Regulated projects are required to develop and implement Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plans (SWPPP)
in order to obtain permit coverage.
The Project will disturb more than one (1) acre and is anticipated to require this permit.
Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act
Development of this site does not appear to trigger any Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA)
thresholds and will likely not require an Environmental Notification Form (ENF) or Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) to be filed with MEPA. Further evaluation is required as the Project proceeds to the design
development phase.
Sewer Connection Permit (314 CMR 7.00)
New connections to sanitary sewers, increases in flow to existing sanitary sewers, and discharges from
businesses that are not considered to be “industrial wastewater” and are expected to not require a Sewer
Connection Permit through MassDEP, assuming that the sewer system has been designed to meet the
following:
1.

The sewer system has been designed in accordance with TR-16 and applicable Department policies;

2.

The sewer system has been permitted by the local or regional sewer authority and the permittee for
such extension is in compliance with the local or regional permit, including, where applicable, any
infiltration/inflow removal requirements contained therein;

3.

Where applicable, the permittee has complied with the requirements of MEPA and the Massachusetts
Historical Commission; and

4.

For a sewer system that includes a privately-owned pump station, the Owner of such pump station has
satisfied any requirements imposed by the local or regional sewer authority in its permit for the
ownership, operation, maintenance, and financial assurance for emergency repair and long-term
replacement, or other conditions applicable to the pump station.
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Table 1 – Permitting Schedule
Permit

Permitting Authority

Anticipated Filing
Date

Anticipated
Approval Date

Abbreviated Notice of Resource
Area Delineation (ANRAD)

Town of Danvers
Conservation
Commission

During Schematic
Design Phase

Prior to Design
Development Issuance

Notice of Intent (NOI) & Order of
Conditions

Town of Danvers
Conservation
Commission

During Design
Development Phase

Prior to Construction
Documents Issuance

Stormwater Management Permit

Town of Danvers DPW

During Design
Development Phase

Prior to Construction
Documents Phase

NPDES Notice of Intent (NOI)

NPDES/EPA

Two (2) weeks prior
to Construction

Start of Construction

Site Plan Approval

Town of Danvers
Planning Board

During Design
Development Phase

Prior to Construction
Documents Issuance
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
Analysis of School District Assignment Prac•ces
There are ﬁve elementary schools, one middle school, and one high school in the Town of Danvers. The Danvers Middle
School and Danvers High School serve the en•re grades 6-8 and grades 9-12 popula•on in Town and are close to their
design enrollments. Therefore the enrollments of the Danvers Middle School and Danvers High School will not change
as a result of this project.
The current total K-5 District enrollment is 1,638, divided as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Smith: 283 students
Great Oak: 379 students
Highlands: 379 students
Riverside: 355 students (includes District Pre-K enrollment)
Thorpe: 320 students

The Design Team has completed a capacity analysis of the exis•ng elementary schools. The Great Oak, Riverside and
Highlands Schools are currently all above desired capacity while the Thorpe School could accommodate a handful of addi•onal students. Therefore the district is already close to or above capacity at all loca•ons and can’t accommodate the
popula•on of the Smith School at any other loca•on through modiﬁca•ons to grade conﬁgura•on or school assignment
prac•ces if the Smith School were taken oﬀ line.
The MSBA enrollment projec•on provided to the District for the year 2025 – 2026 is 1,905 students grades K-5. In order
to accommodate this projected increase of 267 students the District must increase capacity. The expansion of the Smith
School will provide classroom space to accommodate the an•cipated increase in student popula•on over the next 10
years.
The Design Team is working with the Town to develop guidelines for upda•ng district maps to align future district popula•ons with the school capacity of each of the ﬁve elementary school loca•ons including the poten•al for a larger Smith
School.
Tui•on Agreements with Adjacent School Districts
Danvers Public Schools does not have tui•on agreements with other Districts. Students are able to a!end choice districts or charter schools. The projected short fall in K-5 capacity iden•ﬁed in the Statement of Interest and the MSBA’s
10 year enrollment projec•on could not be addressed by ini•a•ng tui•on agreements with other Districts.
Rental or Acquisi•on of Exis•ng Buildings Not in the System
Danvers has considered the poten•al for leased, rented, or alterna•ve spaces in town and has determined that these
op•ons are not ﬁnancially or logis•cally feasible. Any construc•on project will need to be both phased and occupied,
as no available buildings have been iden•ﬁed for use as swing space for the currently enrolled students. Please see the
alternate site evalua•on summary for addi•onal informa•on.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION (CONT)
Evalua•on of Poten•al Loca•ons
Representa•ves from the Town of Danvers Engineering Division provided the following list of all parcels in the Smith
School District that are greater than or equal to 15 acres in size (same size as the current Smith School parcel). The Smith
School district is indicated on the map that follows this Introduc•on.

Of the 12 parcels shown, 5 are owned and ac•vely operated by the Town of Danvers. The remaining 7 parcels include:
o
o
o
o
o

3 Parcels owned by St. John’s Preparatory School
12 College Pond Road – unbuildable
1 Parcel owned by the Salem and Beverly Water Supply Board
30 Valley Road – Robert D. Connors, TRS
36 Spring Street – James Har•gan

Of the 7 remaining parcels listed above, three (3) are ac•ve educa•onal facili•es, one (1) parcel is deemed unbuildable, and one (1) is owned and operated by the Salem/Beverly Water Supply Board. The two (2) remaining parcels
are privately owned. The parcel located at 30 Valley Road is owned by Robert D. Connors, TRS and is an ac•ve farm
and retail farm stand, Connors Farm. The last parcel is located at 36 Spring Street and is currently occupied by a three
family home owned by James Har•gan. A large majority if this parcel is covered with either a pond or wetlands.
Based on this analysis of the non-developed parcels, the Town of Danvers has determined that there are no viable
alterna•ve sites for the new Smith Elementary School other than the site that the current School occupies.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION (CONT)
Introduc•on of Op•ons
The goals of the Town of Danvers in assessing op•ons for the Smith Elementary School project include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select an op•on that best supports the educa•onal goals of the en•re District
Select an op•on that will allow the realiza•on of the Districts Educa•onal Program goals
Design a cost eﬀec•ve op•on for ini•al construc•on cost and long term life cycle costs
Improve exis•ng site vehicular pa•erns, pick-up and drop-oﬀ sequencing and increase parking
Select an op•on that maintains the exis•ng Town soccer ﬁeld
Avoid future building ﬂooding at the lower por•on of the site
Develop an expanded school op•on that limits disrup•on to abu•ers
Develop an op•on that minimizes disrup•on to the exis•ng school during construc•on

The process for developing the op•ons to date has included a mul• layered approach:
Three visioning sessions have been held with school administrators, District wide educa•onal staﬀ, students from mul•ple schools in the District and members of the community. These sessions were facilitated by Frank Locker and the
notes from the ﬁrst two sessions are included in the PDP as an appendix. The ﬁrst two sessions focused on a discussion
of 21st century educa•onal prac•ces as well as the speciﬁc goal of developing a design concept for the future Smith
School. The third session was focused on understanding how the ideas discussed in planning the Smith School could be
translated District wide. These sessions conﬁrmed the Districts goals of crea•ng smaller learning communi•es, oﬀering
ﬂexible project based spaces adjacent to classrooms, crea•ng a STEM space to support the curriculum and zoning a
future school to have a public zone and a classroom zone.
The op•ons that have been developed to date fall into three categories:
Upgrading and Renova•ng the Exis•ng Building: This op•on is R-1 and is a code renova•on op•on. Because the Smith
School is an open plan school, this op•on does an•cipate the addi•on of interior par••ons to develop actual classrooms
to assist with acous•cal separa•on. It should be noted that it is expected that this op•on would require the complete
replacement of the exterior closure and that some signiﬁcant remedia•on would be required on the lower level to attempt to reduce ﬂooding issues on the lower level.
Renova•ng the Exis•ng Building and Building an Addi•on: This op•on is AR-1 and includes the comprehensive renova•on of the exis•ng building combined with the construc•on of an addi•on in order to create adequate square footage
to accommodate the proposed space template for 465 students.
Construc•on of a Replacement School: There are four alterna•ve layouts for the replacement of the exis•ng school.
All the op•ons are on the same area of the site as issues related to surface ﬂooding, high ground water and poor soils
suggest that an op•on on the lower por•on of the site is not desired or warranted.
The following six preliminary op•ons have been developed for evalua•on:
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6.2 PRELIMINARY OPTIONS
R-1

“NO BUILD” CODE UPGRADE RENOVATION OPTION

This alterna•ve retains the exis•ng Smith School in its current conﬁgura•on without any addi•ons. The building has a
number of exis•ng condi•ons that require code upgrades. In addi•on, ﬁnishes are all original and •red. As noted elsewhere, the school is an open plan concept so there are very limited interior par••ons and this op•on assumes interior
construc•on to address this deﬁciency. ACM abatement would be included within the scope along with the replacement
of all mechanical systems and the addi•on of ﬁre protec•on as the building is currently without sprinklers. The exterior
envelope is a panelized system that is failing and would therefore be removed and replaced with a conven•onal wall
system mee•ng current energy codes. Remedia•on would also be required to resolve the ﬂooding of the lower level
that happens periodically.
Construc•on phasing is challenging for this op•on as students would need to vacate the building during renova•ons
and as of the submission of the PDP, the Town has not been able to iden•fy any available swing space to relocate the
school to for the dura•on of construc•on. It does not appear that installing modular classrooms on site for the dura•on
of construc•on is realis•c or desirable outcome.
The current school is half the size of the proposed space template for 465 students so it would not accommodate the
proposed student popula•on without any expansion.
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6.2 PRELIMINARY OPTIONS (CONT)
AR-1

ADDITION AND RENOVATION OPTION

This op•on would entail a comprehensive renova•on and internal reconﬁgura•on of the exis•ng school. In addi•on, an
expansion would be constructed that would double the size of the school to accommodate the proposed space template. The new expanded school would have a new entrance between the new construc•on and the exis•ng building.
New construc•on would connect to the exis•ng school on the upper ﬂoor and lower ﬂoor and would be built into the
exis•ng hill. Because the lower level will match ﬁnish ﬂoor of the exis•ng building, remedia•on and a strategy for dealing with ﬂooding and ground water would be required. This op•on requires a tall retaining wall for the en•re length of
the addi•on as it is a par•al ﬂoor that is built into the hill.
The phasing plan for this op•on an•cipates that the students would remain in the exis•ng school while the addi•on is
constructed. This will result in a long and circuitous access to exis•ng service and will severely limit and possibly eliminate outdoor play during the construc•on phase. Once the addi•on is complete students will be relocated to the new
building while the complete renova•on is undertaken. This approach is possible if the student popula•on of the Smith
does not grow during construc•on as there would be enough new classrooms to house the exis•ng popula•on. During
the second phase there will be no cafeteria and no administra•on. It is an•cipated that temporary measures will need
to be deployed to manage this shor•all in available space. The dura•on of construc•on is extended in this op•on as the
two phases are undertaken separately.
The proposed op•on would accommodate the rooms listed in the space template. However, most of the goals established by the District in its Educa•onal Program are not met in the proposed layout which does not provide a compact
and ﬂexible plan. Two grades are on the lower level and four grades are on the upper level which is not consistent with
the direc•on established by the District. The proposed plan is also elongated along the hillside leading to long travel
distances and the gym and cafeteria are at opposite sides of the school. It is also not possible in this op•on to zone
public spaces from private spaces. The overall size of this op•on along with an elongated construc•on dura•on have the
poten•al to increase costs above a stand-alone replacement op•on.
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6.2 PRELIMINARY OPTIONS (CONT)
N-1

NEW CONSTRUCTION – COURTYARD OPTION

This op•on envisions construc•on of a replacement school next to the exis•ng Smith School. The building is organized to
have a deﬁned classroom wing and a deﬁned public zone. These two programma•c components are separated by a narrow courtyard. The entrance would be at an upper level and upon entering you would go down half a level to reach the
lobby which would align with the lower level of the building. To access the second ﬂoor you would then go up a full ﬂoor
to the second level. The classroom wing does not oﬀer as much poten•al for ﬂexibility and teaming as other op•ons and
traveling between ﬂoors would be a full ﬂight of stairs instead of the split level op•on oﬀered in some of the other op•ons. Because the public space are separate from the classroom there is less integra•on between these program spaces.
Op•on N-1 is a spread out plan extending east to west on the site. This has the signiﬁcant drawback of placing new
construc•on very close to the exis•ng Smith School as well as extending onto exis•ng town soccer ﬁelds. The issue of
proximity to the exis•ng school during construc•on is signiﬁcant as it poten•ally limits service access to the lower level
of the exis•ng school as well as requiring the reloca•on of the exis•ng transformer on site to retain power to the existing school during the construc•on period. Students would remain in the exis•ng school while construc•on of the new
building took place next door. The plan also has more extensive perimeter closure due to the shape of the proposed plan
then some other op•ons which could impact on cost considera•ons.
This op•on accommodates the educa•onal template for 465 students and provides two classroom wings for grades k-2
and 3-5 which is consistent with District goals. However the goal of an integrated school as envisioned in the visioning
process is less likely with this op•on. Given the spread out nature of the plan, the full ﬂight of stairs instead of the split
level and the isolated classroom wing this was viewed by the Building Commi•ee and District as less desirable than
other op•ons.
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6.2 PRELIMINARY OPTIONS (CONT)
N-2

NEW BUILDING – SPLIT LEVEL OPTION

This new construc•on op•on is organized around having public spaces near the entrance surrounding a welcoming lobby connected directly to a classroom wing on two ﬂoors. From the lobby there is a half ﬂight of stairs to the upper ﬂoor
and a half ﬂight of stairs to the lower ﬂoor limi•ng •me to travel from the entry to the academic wings. The loca•on of
the academic wings allows for visual connec•on to the lobby but s•ll oﬀers the opportunity to zone the building from
private to public. The plan also oﬀers the opportunity for mul•ple teaming op•ons in each classroom wing with shared
program spaces in the center and classroom teams along the perimeter.
Op•on N-2 is a compact plan that reduces footprint and exterior closure. This approach limits impact during construc•on as it can be located between the exis•ng building and exis•ng soccer ﬁeld while limi•ng impact to both. In addi•on,
given that the site has high ground water and ﬁll that must be removed to accommodate new construc•on, a compact
ﬂoor plate will beneﬁt the project in terms of cost and constructability. Students would remain in the exis•ng school
during construc•on and then relocate to the new building once it is complete.
This op•on accommodates the educa•onal template for 465 students and provides two classroom wings for grades
K-2 and 3-5 which is consistent with District goals. This op•on also meets many of the goals established in the visioning
session with the poten•al for project spaces outside of classroom teams, central STEM and MEDIA loca•ons integrated
into the classroom wings and the opportunity to integrate the arts and performance in a public zone that could include
the lobby as well as the gym and café. This op•on was viewed as having a number of posi•ve features by the Building
Commi•ee and the District.
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6.2 PRELIMINARY OPTIONS (CONT)
N-3

NEW BUILDING – SPLIT LEVEL WITH SEPARATED K AND 5

This is a replacement op•on that has the public zone of the building at the main entrance and provides a public lobby
surrounded by art and music and gym and cafeteria along with administra•on. Similar to N-2, there is a half ﬂight up
and a half ﬂight down to reach the academic wings. Also like N-2 there is a visual connec•on between the lobby and the
academic wings and the building can be zoned public to private. The signiﬁcant diﬀerence between N-3 and N-2 is that
the classroom wings are organized with a separate kindergarten wing and separate 5th grade academy and then the
main por•on of the academic wing houses grades 1&2 and 3&4 on diﬀerent levels.
N-3 is less compact than N-2 and the wings extend to the north and to the east. Because of these features it is possible
that the building will have to move to the west in order to ﬁt and it so this may impact on the exis•ng soccer ﬁeld. In
addi•on, the northern wing will reduce available open space on the lower site for play area. Construc•on in the lower
part of the site is possible but poten•ally less desirable than the upper por•on of the site. Students would remain in the
exis•ng school during construc•on and then relocate to the new building once construc•on is complete.
This op•on accommodates the educa•onal template for 465 students. The crea•on of a dis•nct K and 5 wing is not
consistent with the visioning that took place with the District and would require further study. The plan otherwise
meets many of the goals established in the educa•onal programming process undertaken by the District. This op•on
was viewed as having posi•ve features although the extended classroom wings and the separa•on of K and 5 were seen
as poten•al drawbacks.
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6.2 PRELIMINARY OPTIONS (CONT)
N-4

NEW BUILDING – THREE STORY OPTION

This replacement op•on is similar to the N-3 op•on with the excep•on that the classroom wing is split into three levels.
While this approach reduces the footprint of the building it increases exterior closure which is a cost driver. In addi•on,
the small classroom wings substan•ally reduce ﬂexibility around organizing grade conﬁgura•ons and teaming opportuni•es. The third ﬂoor is also isolated both in terms of travel distance and connec•ons to the rest of the school and the
main lobby.
While N-4 reduces the length of the wing to the north and therefore has less impact on the lower ﬁeld to the north,
the classroom wing to the east s•ll poten•ally impacts on the exis•ng Smith School during the construc•on phase. As
is the case with all of the replacement op•ons, students would remain in the exis•ng school during construc•on before
reloca•ng to the new building when it is complete.
This op•on accommodates the educa•onal template of 465 students. However, the three story op•on compromises the
buildings ability to deliver the educa•onal goals that are detailed in the educa•onal program developed by the School
District. This op•on was therefore viewed as being compromised by the Building Commi•ee and the District.
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6.3 BUDGET & COST COMPARISON
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Ivan Smith Elementary School
Design Options

06-Feb-18

Danvers, MA
Feasibility Design Estimate
MAIN CONSTRUCTION COST SUMMARY
Construction
Gross
Start
Floor Area

$/sf

Estimated
Construction Cost

OPTION R1 RENOVATION ONLY
Jun-19
RENOVATIONS TO EXISTING SCHOOL

38,999

$231.62

$9,033,039

REMOVE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

$424,500

SITEWORK

$643,439

SUB-TOTAL

38,999

$259.01

$10,100,978

ESCALATION - (assumed 3% PA)

4.5%

$454,544

DESIGN AND PRICING CONTINGENCY

12%

$1,266,663

SUB-TOTAL

38,999

$303.14

$11,822,185

MTHS

$90,000

GENERAL CONDITIONS
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
BONDS
INSURANCE
PERMIT

4.0%
1.25%
1.80%

$1,440,000
$472,887
$147,777
$249,891
Waived

FEE
GMP CONTINGENCY

3.0%
2.5%

$423,982
$295,555

16

PHASING PREMIUM

Not Required

STUDENT RELOCATION

Not Included

TOTAL OF ALL CONSTRUCTION

Smith Elementary Feasibility Options 2.6.18 FINAL

38,999

Page 2

$380.84

$14,852,277

PMC - Project Management Cost

Ivan Smith Elementary School
Design Options

06-Feb-18

Danvers, MA
Feasibility Design Estimate

Construction
Gross
Start
Floor Area

$/sf

Estimated
Construction Cost

OPTION AR-1 RENOVATION + ADDITION
Feb-20
RENOVATIONS TO EXISTING SCHOOL

38,999

$258.85

$10,095,073

ADDITIONS

48,813

$308.73

$15,069,811

REMOVE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

$424,500

SITEWORK

$2,622,957

SUB-TOTAL

87,812

$321.28

$28,212,341

ESCALATION - (assumed 3% PA)

6.0%

$1,692,740

DESIGN AND PRICING CONTINGENCY

12%

$3,588,610

SUB-TOTAL

87,812

$381.42

$33,493,691

MTHS

$90,000

GENERAL CONDITIONS
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
BONDS
INSURANCE
PERMIT

4.0%
1.25%
1.80%

$3,060,000
$1,339,748
$418,671
$689,618
Waived

FEE
GMP CONTINGENCY

3.0%
2.5%

$1,170,052
$837,342

PHASING PREMIUM

3.00%

$1,004,811

34

TEMPORARY DINING/ADMIN SPACE

Not Included

TOTAL OF ALL CONSTRUCTION

Smith Elementary Feasibility Options 2.6.18 FINAL

87,812

Page 3

$478.45

$42,013,933

PMC - Project Management Cost

Ivan Smith Elementary School
Design Options

06-Feb-18

Danvers, MA
Feasibility Design Estimate

Construction
Gross
Start
Floor Area

$/sf

Estimated
Construction Cost

OPTION N-1 NEW BUILDING
Oct-19
NEW BUILDING

83,547

$304.16

$25,411,247

DEMOLISH EXISTING SCHOOL

38,999

$7.00

$272,993

REMOVE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

$424,500

SITEWORK

$2,772,957

SUB-TOTAL

83,547

$345.69

$28,881,697

ESCALATION - (assumed 3% PA)

5.0%

$1,444,085

DESIGN AND PRICING CONTINGENCY

12%

$3,639,094

SUB-TOTAL
26

83,547

$406.54

MTHS

$90,000

$33,964,876

GENERAL CONDITIONS
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
BONDS
INSURANCE
PERMIT

4.0%
1.25%
1.80%

$2,340,000
$1,358,595
$424,561
$685,585
Waived

FEE
GMP CONTINGENCY

3.0%
2.5%

$1,163,209
$849,122
Not Required

PHASING PREMIUM
TOTAL OF ALL CONSTRUCTION

Smith Elementary Feasibility Options 2.6.18 FINAL

83,547

Page 4

$488.18

$40,785,948

PMC - Project Management Cost

Ivan Smith Elementary School
Design Options

06-Feb-18

Danvers, MA
Feasibility Design Estimate

Construction
Gross
Start
Floor Area

$/sf

Estimated
Construction Cost

OPTION N-2 NEW BUILDING
Oct-19
NEW BUILDING

83,547

$296.98

$24,811,665

DEMOLISH EXISTING SCHOOL

38,999

$7.00

$272,993

REMOVE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

$424,500

SITEWORK

$2,615,939

SUB-TOTAL

83,547

$336.64

$28,125,097

ESCALATION - (assumed 3% PA)

5.0%

$1,406,255

DESIGN AND PRICING CONTINGENCY

12%

$3,543,762

SUB-TOTAL
26

83,547

$395.89

$33,075,114

MTHS

$90,000

GENERAL CONDITIONS
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
BONDS
INSURANCE
PERMIT

4.0%
1.25%
1.80%

$2,340,000
$1,323,005
$413,439
$668,728
Waived

FEE
GMP CONTINGENCY

3.0%
2.5%

$1,134,609
$826,878

PHASING PREMIUM

Not Required

TOTAL OF ALL CONSTRUCTION

Smith Elementary Feasibility Options 2.6.18 FINAL

83,547

Page 5

$476.16

$39,781,773

PMC - Project Management Cost

Ivan Smith Elementary School
Design Options

06-Feb-18

Danvers, MA
Feasibility Design Estimate

Construction
Gross
Start
Floor Area

$/sf

Estimated
Construction Cost

OPTION N-3 NEW BUILDING
Oct-19
NEW BUILDING

83,547

$307.39

$25,681,519

DEMOLISH EXISTING SCHOOL

38,999

$7.00

$272,993

REMOVE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

$424,500

SITEWORK

$2,772,957

SUB-TOTAL

83,547

$348.93

$29,151,969

ESCALATION - (assumed 3% PA)

5.0%

$1,457,598

DESIGN AND PRICING CONTINGENCY

12%

$3,673,148

SUB-TOTAL

83,547

$410.34

$34,282,715

MTHS

$90,000

GENERAL CONDITIONS
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
BONDS
INSURANCE
PERMIT

4.0%
1.25%
1.80%

$2,340,000
$1,371,309
$428,534
$691,606
Waived

FEE
GMP CONTINGENCY

3.0%
2.5%

$1,173,425
$857,068

26

PHASING PREMIUM

Not Required

TOTAL OF ALL CONSTRUCTION

Smith Elementary Feasibility Options 2.6.18 FINAL

83,547

Page 6

$492.47

$41,144,657

PMC - Project Management Cost

Ivan Smith Elementary School
Design Options

06-Feb-18

Danvers, MA
Feasibility Design Estimate

Construction
Gross
Start
Floor Area

$/sf

Estimated
Construction Cost

OPTION N-4 NEW BUILDING
Oct-19
NEW BUILDING

83,547

$314.23

$26,252,808

DEMOLISH EXISTING SCHOOL

38,999

$7.00

$272,993

REMOVE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

$424,500

SITEWORK

$2,772,957

SUB-TOTAL

83,547

$355.77

$29,723,258

ESCALATION - (assumed 3% PA)

5.0%

$1,486,163

DESIGN AND PRICING CONTINGENCY

12%

$3,745,131

SUB-TOTAL
30

83,547

$418.38

$34,954,552

MTHS

$90,000

GENERAL CONDITIONS
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
BONDS
INSURANCE
PERMIT

4.0%
1.25%
1.80%

$2,700,000
$1,398,182
$436,932
$710,814
Waived

FEE
GMP CONTINGENCY

3.0%
2.5%

$1,206,014
$873,864
Not Required

PHASING PREMIUM
TOTAL OF ALL CONSTRUCTION

Smith Elementary Feasibility Options 2.6.18 FINAL

83,547

Page 7

$506.07

$42,280,358

PMC - Project Management Cost
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6.4 EVALUATION MATRIX
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6.5 CONCLUSION
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6.5 CONCLUSION
ALTERNATIVES RECOMMENDED FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
Based on the preliminary evalua•on of the alterna•ve op•ons and review and discussion by the District and the Building
Commi•ee, the following four op•ons are recommended for further development and analysis during the PSR phase:
OPTION R-1

RENOVATION

This is the no build code upgrade op•on. The District will examine this alterna•ve and the challenges that it would pose
in light of the projected ongoing increase in enrollment faced by the District.
OPTION AR-1

RENOVATION ADDITION

This is the renova•on and addi•on op•on. More analysis will be performed to understand the constraints around this
approach. In par•cular whether there is a more eﬃcient ﬂoor plate possible that does not extend into the wetlands and
whether there is a more advantageous conﬁgura•on that responds be•er to the Districts Educa•onal Program. Even if
there are revisions, this op•on will have phasing and logis•cal challenges and poten•ally construc•on cost concerns.
OPTION N-2

NEW CONSTRUCTION

This new construc•on op•on does not require complex phasing and has a compact and eﬃcient ﬂoor plate. More study
of the classroom wing is required to understand whether the layout will fully support district goals for educa•on. Resolu•on of site planning is also required including loca•ons for play areas and outdoor learning loca•ons and a more robust
analysis of vehicular pa•erns and parking.
OPTION N-3

NEW CONSTRUCTION

This new construc•on op•on does not require complex phasing. The ﬂoor plan extends further into the site than N-2
which poses certain challenges around construc•on logis•cs and site planning that requires more study. In addi•on, the
District needs to examine the pros and cons of a ﬂoor plan that creates dedicated classroom zones for Kindergarten and
grade 5. The more expansive conﬁgura•on of this op•on also appears to have cost implica•ons that need to be further
analyzed.
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7.1 LOCAL ACTIONS & APPROVALS TEMPLATE
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January 2015

February 16, 2018
Ms. Diane Sullivan
Senior Capital Program Manager
40 Broad Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02109

Dear Ms. Sullivan:
The Town of Danvers Smith School Building Committee (“SBC”) has completed its
review of the Feasibility Study Preliminary Design Program for the Ivan G. Smith
Elementary School project (the “Project”), and on February 8, 2018, the SBC voted to
approve and authorize the Owner’s Project Manager to submit the Feasibility Study
related materials to the MSBA for its consideration. A certified copy of the SBC meeting
minutes, which includes the specific language of the vote and the number of votes in
favor, opposed, and abstained, are attached.
Since the MSBA’s Board of Directors invited the District to conduct a Feasibility Study on
November 15, 2016, the SBC has held four meetings regarding the proposed project, in
compliance with the state Open Meeting Law. Notice of these meetings is posted at the
Town Hall bulletin board (1 Sylvan Street, Danvers, MA), along with the Town of
Danvers website calendar, which can be found at https://www.danversma.gov/events/.
Notice is typically posted well in advance of 48 hours prior to each meeting. The Town is
also currently developing a project website where materials and updates will be
regularly provided, along with an option for residents to ask questions and/or provide
feedback. The project website link is the following: https://www.danversma.gov/ivan-gsmith-school-project/. Printed copies of any desired material is available for public
review upon request.
The four aforementioned Smith SBC meetings include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

June 23, 2017 – 9:00 AM – Danvers Town Hall
September 9, 2017 – 8:00 AM – Danvers Town Hall
November 3, 2017 – 8:00 AM – Danvers Town Hall
February 8, 2018 – 8:00 AM – Danvers Town Hall
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Smith School Building Committee Meetings:
June 23, 2017 – 9:00 AM – Danvers Town Hall
See attached agenda and meeting minutes.
ATTENDEES: (Absent in Italics)
Bldg. Cmte: - Steve Bartha
- Keelin Dawe
- Paul Pawlak
- David Thomson
PMA:
- Chris Carroll
-

Bill Clark
Tom Flannagan
Mike Perham

- Todd Cormier
- David Lane
- Robin Stein

- Tracey Mara

- Lisa Dana

Joe DeSantis

- Kevin Nigro

- Paul Queeney

- Keith Taverna

PMA Consultants was introduced to and then gave a presentation to the Danvers SBC.
The presentation consisted of two main parts:
1.) Working with the MSBA (review MSBA modules, MSBA grant program, and
discussion of required monthly submissions to MSBA).
2.) MSBA Module #2- Forming the Project Team. (Designer selection is the final step of
Module #2).
1.) PMA explained that the current MSBA base reimbursement rate is 50.58% (of
eligible items). PMA discussed the socio-economic factors driving this
reimbursement rate for Danvers. Potential incentive points were discussed. PMA
explained that MSBA cost caps and categorically ineligible project costs are
considered while estimating the maximum MSBA grant. Examples of cost caps
and ineligible project costs were given. Monthly submittals to the MSBA include
online OPM reports and ProPay Reimbursement Requests (pay-as-you-go
program).
2.) PMA distributed a 1-page handout summarizing the Designer Selection Process
with the MSBA. The draft Request for Services (RFS) was sent to the MSBA for
review on 6/15/17. RFS developed from a template, but additional evaluation
criteria was added specific to key project goals. Specific additional language PMA
and Danvers added to the RFS was discussed. Schedule for designer selection
was shown, including a few options for upcoming MSBA Designer Selection Board
meetings. PMA will create a total project schedule, and once the architect is
selected, PMA needs to verify the time frame of the feasibility study.
Meeting adjourned at 10:30 AM.
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September 12, 2017 – 8:00 AM – Danvers Town Hall
See attached agenda and meeting minutes.
ATTENDEES: (Absent in Italics)
Bldg. Cmte: - Steve Bartha
- Keelin Dawe
- Paul Pawlak
- David Thomson
PMA:
- Chris Carroll
Other:
- Ann Freitas

Bill Clark
Tom Flannagan
Mike Perham

- Todd Cormier
- David Lane
- Robin Stein

- Lisa Dana
- Tracey Mara
- Keith Taverna

Joe DeSantis

- Kevin Nigro

- Paul Queeney

PMA updated the SBC on the status of the designer procurement process:
The initial solicitation for designer services yielded proposals from 2 design firms –
Jonathan Levi Architects and Studio G Architects. We made the decision to resolicit
designer services in hopes of receiving more proposals. A second Designer RFS was
issued by PMA on August 9th, 2017, and a second pre-bid walkthrough was held on
August 21st, 2017. The second Designer RFS included an extended proposal due date of
September 7th, 2017 in an effort to receive as many proposals as possible.
From the time that the second RFS was issued to the proposal due date, PMA made
many phone calls to firms who attended the first and second walkthroughs, and other
firms who expressed interest in the project. On the proposal due date, 8 additional
proposals were received, including a resubmission by Studio G Architects. The new total
number of design firms who applied is now 9 firms.
PMA discussed the MSBA Designer Selection Process with the SBC. PMA emphasized that
the 3 Designer Selection Panel (DSP) representatives from Danvers will need to be able
to speak to each firm’s proposal, and need to avoid saying, “this is my first ranked firm”
before it is time to vote. PMA distributed a sample Pros & Cons matrix that was given to
Town representatives from a different project and explained that a similar document will
be provided to the 3 DSP Danvers representatives. PMA also handed out sample MSBA
deliverables (subconsultant matrices and reference checks).
The first MSBA DSP meeting will be held on October 3rd, 2017. At this meeting, all
designer proposals will be discussed. At the end of this meeting, the firms will be
ranked. The DSP will go around the table and ask each DSP member to assign 3 points
to their favorite proposal, 2 points to their 2nd favorite proposal, and 1 point to their 3rd
favorite proposal. It is typical that the top three or four design firms are interviewed,
unless there is one clear favorite and the Town decides not to interview. If interviews
are to occur, they will take place on October 17th (post-meeting note: date changed
from October 24th). At the end of this meeting the design firms will be ranked again,
and the Town will enter contract negotiations with the top-ranked firm.
PMA encouraged all SBC members to review all designer proposals and reminded the
SBC that the evaluation criteria for designer proposals can be found on pages 4 & 5 of
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the Designer RFS. A Dropbox link will be provided to the SBC by PMA with all proposals,
and with a copy of the Designer RFS for reference. PMA requested that all SBC members
forward their comments on the designer proposals to Joe DeSantis by 12PM on
September 25th, 2017.
An SBC member asked if the MSBA Designer Selection Process includes contract
negotiations. PMA informed them that it does not. Contract negotiations will take place
after the DSP identifies the most advantageous firm. If an agreement can not be made,
the Town can enter contract negotiations with the second-ranked firm.
PMA informed the SBC that we can expect to have a designer on board by November
1st, 2017. An SBC member inquired about who is on the DSP from the MSBA. PMA
agreed to send an email to the SBC with this information. PMA informed the SBC to feel
free to contact either Paul Queeney or Joe DeSantis with any questions they may have
as they review the design service proposals.
A working-group-style meeting was scheduled between PMA and the 3 Danvers DSP
representatives on Wednesday, September 27th at 11AM in the Toomey Room of the
Danvers Town Hall. The meeting will be open to the public, and all SBC members are
encouraged to come and be involved in the discussions.
Meeting adjourned at 8:45AM.
November 3, 2017 – 8:00 AM – Danvers Town Hall
See attached agenda and meeting minutes.
ATTENDEES (Absent in italics)
Building Committee
Steve Bartha
William Clark
Todd Cormier

Lisa Dana
David Lane
Keelin Dawe
Tracey Mara
Thomas Flannagan Paul Pawlak

Mike Perham
Robin Stein
Keith Taverna

David Thomson

PMA Consultants (Owner’s Project Manager)
Christopher Carroll

Joseph DeSantis

Kevin Nigro

Paul Queeney

Tappe Architects
Christopher Blessen

Charles Hay

1.) Designer Selection:
Steve Bartha, Robin Stein, and PMA briefed the Committee about the Designer Selection
Panel (DSP) meetings in Boston on 10/3/17 and 10/17/17, interviews with four
architectural firms, and the DSP’s selection of Tappe Architects of Boston, MA. Mr.
Bartha told the Committee about Tappe’s impressive proposal and interview and how
the selection of Tappe was a good result for Danvers. The Committee unanimously
approved the award of the architectural services contract to Tappe.
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2.) Tappe Introduction / Presentation:
Charles (Charlie) Hay, the architect in charge for Tappe, introduced his firm to the
Committee and presented the slides that Tappe presented to the DSP on 10/17/17. The
slides detailed specific project challenges including the tight site, wetlands, site
drainage, and sloping topography. Mr. Hay also talked about the Tappe team (both inhouse and consultants) and how various team members would contribute to a
successful building project. Mr. Hay explained how educational visioning, programming,
and the education plan would inform the design of the school and that the design would
follow the guidelines and policies of the Massachusetts School Building Authority
(MSBA). Mr. Hay indicated 3 important steps in the MSBA’s process: 1) the Preliminary
Design Program (PDP), 2) the Preferred Schematic Report (PSR), and 3) the Schematic
Design (SD). In the PDP phase the MSBA requires districts and their designer to consider
renovation, addition-renovation, and new-build.
3.) OPM Update:
PMA explained the MSBA process and a forthcoming kick-off meeting with the MSBA.
PMA discussed the project schedule for the PDP, PSR, and SD phases of design along
with key dates that include: delivery of the PDP to the MSBA in February of 2018,
submittal of the PSR in July of 2018, submittal of the SD in October, and an MSBA Board
vote on a Project Scope and Budget agreement in December of 2018. The MSBA
requires districts to approve and authorize funding for the project within 120 days after
the MSBA Board action.
Throughout the meeting there were discussions between the committee, the architect,
and the OPM about difficult building sites, effective communications during the design
phase, construction in residential areas, new-build often being the least expensive
option, limited alternative sites, how using swing space during construction can
influence education, and the contractor’s use of fields during construction.
Meeting adjourned at 9:15AM.
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February 8, 2018 – 8:00 AM – Danvers Town Hall
See attached agenda and draft meeting minutes. Note that official, SBC certified minutes
will be provided after the next SBC meeting.
ATTENDEES (Absent in italics)
Building Committee
Steve Bartha
Thomas Flannagan
Robin Stein

William Clark
David Lane
Keith Taverna

Todd Cormier
Tracey Mara
David Thomson

Lisa Dana
Paul Pawlak

Keelin Dawe
Mike Perham

PMA Consultants (Owner’s Project Manager)
Christopher Carroll

Joseph DeSantis

Kevin Nigro

Paul Queeney

Tappe Architects
Christopher Blessen

Charles Hay

Meeting called to order at 8:05 AM.
Keelin Dawe made a motion to approve the minutes from the 11/3/17 meeting, second
by Thomas Flannagan. Minutes were unanimously approved.
1.) Designer Update of Process Undertaken to Date:
Charlie Hay explained that the process undertaken to date is prescribed by the MSBA.
Existing conditions analyses (Fire protection/plumbing, electrical, material, structural,
ACM investigation) have been conducted and these reports will be included in the PDP.
They largely reiterate information that is already known by the Town. Existing conditions
plans have been developed showing square footage of various areas.
Site plans were shown to the SBC. Charlie explained that topography and utility surveys
have been completed. Charlie discussed the existing site conditions analyses (civil
engineer, landscape architects, site survey, geo-technical exploration, geo-environmental
exploration). There are three different wetland areas on site. The civil engineer met with
the DPW on site and had discussions around the sewer system and a current flooding
issue. Boring locations from the preliminary geotechnical investigations were shown.
Charlie explained that the ground water table is relatively high at the lower part of the
site, which poses challenges during construction (dewatering), and influences the design
footprint. No ledge was observed. There will be some costs associated with the
unsuitable soil that will need to be replaced with structural fill.
Traffic analysis was completed – traffic counts and visual observations. There are no
conclusions or recommendations currently, but they have all the data they need.
Steve Bartha – Does this preliminary traffic study include potential future
recommendations?
Charlie Hay – No, the next step is to project future traffic conditions, and provide future
recommendations.
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2.) District Educational Planning:
Charlie thanked the Town for their great work in putting together the educational plan
and coordinating the visioning sessions.
Charlie displayed the preliminary MSBA space template and explained what each column
means (current space, proposed space, MSBA guidelines). Charlie explained that the
proposed design is consistent with the MSBA template in terms of recommended square
footages. MSBA template gives recommendations based on number of students. We are
slightly above MSBA guidelines on classrooms; however, this is common practice on
MSBA elementary school projects.
Lisa Dana thanked everyone who was part of the visioning process. Lisa mentioned that
Frank Locker did a great job challenging the staff. Keith Taverna mentioned that Frank
Locker’s exercises challenged individuals to think critically, and it was encouraging that
many individuals had similar goals for the future.
Tracey Mara discussed the outcomes of the visioning sessions including a desire for 21st
century learning, student engagement, social emotional learning, and utilization of small
learning communities. Tracey discussed how these goals transformed into planning a
conceptual building. Highlights from the educational program were discussed, including
grouping K-2 and 3-5, having flexible learning areas, wet/messy STEM projects, maker
spaces, multimedia projects/presentations, etc.
Keith Taverna discussed how the educational program informs the building design.
Specifically, how the K-2 and 3-5 grouping leads to a 2-story building design. Keith also
mentioned the desire for oversized corridors that can be used as flexible learning areas.
Charlie showed the table of contents of the educational program to the SBC.
Charlie showed the district planning map that Tappe is currently developing. He
explained that it links to census data, and it can be used to create flex zones. The
capacity of each school has been analyzed, and Tappe is very comfortable that the
future enrollment is accounted for at the Smith School.
3.) Preliminary Options:
Tappe reviewed all preliminary options (listed below), and discussed the pros and cons
of each. Charlie explained that the MSBA requires the designer to consider alternative
sites and leasing space.
The options are the following:
• Option R-1: Renovation Only
• Option AR-1: Add/Reno
• Option N-1: New Construction
• Option N-2: New Construction
• Option N-3: New Construction
• Option N-4: New Construction
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Option R-1 is a renovation only. It involves adding walls, which would lower capacity
compared to today. Charlie explained that there is no way to accommodate the 465
students that the MSBA has approved, and there is no way to meet the educational
goals that the district has set forth. Option R-1 will be further studied in the PSR phase,
per MSBA requirements.
Option AR-1 is an addition/renovation. The location of the addition would be to the west
of the existing building. This option turns the existing gym into a cafeteria, turns the
existing art room into a kitchen, and provides separate mechanical room space. The
existing school would be operational while the addition is built, then the kids would be
moved into the addition, and the renovation of the existing Smith School could be
performed. This is majorly disruptive to students, and may leave times where there is no
space for administration and the kitchen. The building footprint will be large, causing
site issues. Option AR-1 will be further studied in the PSR phase, per MSBA
requirements.
Option N-1 is the first of four new construction options. All new construction options are
located at approximately the same location on site. Option N-1 is C-shaped, with a
centralized entrance. It is located closely to the existing building, which is a concern
during construction as it limits access to the existing school. It does not accommodate
the goals that were determined during the educational visioning.
Option N-2 is compact, less close to the existing building, and zones public spaces to the
front. Option N-2 is a two-story plan, which is ideal per the educational plan. It is a splitlevel plan. Hallways are oversized, providing shared pullout spaces for kids. Site
circulation needs further development.
Keelin Dawe – I am concerned that the music and gymnasium are right near each other
on most options.
Charlie Hay – The rationale behind the adjacency is because the instruments can be
staged in the gym.
Keeling Dawe – As long as there is appropriate sound proofing this will work.
Option N-3 is similar to N-2, with a less compact building footprint. It has longer
classroom wings, implying there are less collaboration spaces. Option N-3 is a two-story
plan. This option is less flexible than N-2 in terms of classroom arrangement.
Option N-4 is similar to N-3, but is a three-story plan. This provides a smaller building
footprint; however, three floors does not satisfy educational plan. There are also
concerns about a three-story building for young students.
Tappe displayed an evaluation matrix summarizing all pros and cons and weighing the
options against one another. The matrix is color coded, and out of an 85 point scale.
The evaluation matrix considers the following factors: site, education planning, concept
design, construction logistics & phasing.
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The renovation and addition/renovation scored the lowest overall. Out of the new
construction options, N-2 received the best score and N-1 received the worst score.
Options N-3 and N-4 received the same grade, but for different reasons. Options N-2
and N-3 appear to be the best options, and ultimately may be combined into one option.
As we move into the next phase, Tappe recommends that we rule our options N-1 and
N-4.
VOTE: Paul Pawlak made motion, second by Keelin Dawe, to continue
studying options R-1, AR-1, N-2, and N-3 in the next project phase. The
motion was approved unanimously. Vote: 9 – 0.
4.) Review of Preliminary Design Program Contents:
Tappe presented the table of contents of the PDP and discussed each item. PMA
mentioned that a Dropbox link will be sent to the SBC containing the final draft of the
PDP.
5.) OPM Update:
PMA distributed a preliminary project schedule showing high-level, key milestone dates
that are upcoming. PMA also distributed an OPM Status Update Report highlighting the
majority of tasks undertaken to date. The status report also shows the current cash
flow, and MSBA grant information. PMA explained that a school opening date of
September 2021.
Keith Taverna mentioned that a January 2019 special town meeting is planned.
6.) Vote to Submit PDP:
VOTE: Motion made by Keelin Dawe, and second by Thomas Flannagan, to
authorize PMA to submit the PDP package to MSBA, inclusive of the
preliminary work plan, educational plan/accompanying space summary,
preliminary options, local actions and approvals, and all reports contained
within. Motion passed unanimously. Vote: 9-0.

In addition to the SBC meetings listed above, the District held 17 public meetings, which
were posted in compliance with the state Open Meeting Law, at which the Project was
discussed.
These meetings include 14 School Committee Meetings, two educational visioning
sessions hosted by Dr. Frank Locker, and one public working-group-style meeting to
review the designer proposals. Notice of these meetings was posted at the Town Hall
bulletin board (1 Sylvan Street, Danvers, MA), along with the Town of Danvers website
calendar, which can be found at https://www.danversma.gov/events/. School
Committee notice was also posted at the following website:
(https://danverspublicschools.org/school-committee/). Notice is typically posted well in
advance of 48 hours prior to each meeting. As noted above, the Town is currently
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developing a project website where materials and updates will be regularly provided,
along with an option for residents to ask questions and/or provide feedback. The project
website link is the following: https://www.danversma.gov/ivan-g-smith-school-project/.
Printed copies of any desired material is available for public review upon request.
1.) School Committee Meeting on 12/12/16 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
2.) School Committee Meeting on 1/9/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
3.) School Committee Meeting on 2/28/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
4.) School Committee Meeting on 3/13/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
5.) School Committee Meeting on 4/10/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
6.) School Committee Meeting on 5/8/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
7.) School Committee Meeting on 6/12/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
8.) School Committee Meeting on 8/21/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
9.) School Committee Meeting on 9/11/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
10.) Public Meeting to Review Designer Proposals on 9/27/17 (Hosted by SBC) –
11:00 AM – Danvers Town Hall
11.) School Committee Meeting on 10/16/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
12.) School Committee Meeting on 11/13/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
13.) Educational Visioning Session with Frank Locker on 12/13/17 – 9:00 AM – Smith
Elementary School
14.) School Committee Meeting on 12/11/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
15.) School Committee Meeting on 1/8/18 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
16.) Educational Visioning Session with Frank Locker on 1/10/18 – 9:00 AM - Danvers
High School
17.) School Committee Meeting on 2/12/18 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School

Smith ES Project Public Meetings:
School Committee Meeting on 12/12/16 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
Please see the attached minutes showing who was present, all items discussed, and all
items voted on. The posted agenda is also attached for MSBA review. Note that the
following excerpt is related to the Smith Elementary School Project only.
IV. INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT:
D.) Dr. Dana and Mr. Taverna updated the committee on MSBA/Smith Project
stating that by January 2017 the request for owners’ project manager will go to
bid. A selection committee will then review and choose 3 finalists for the project.
At that time the finalists will be scheduled for an interview. Mr. Thomson
questioned if the expectation was to have interviews by February. Mr. Taverna
answered yes, with early March being the latest date.
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School Committee Meeting on 1/9/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
Please see the attached minutes showing who was present, all items discussed, and all
items voted on. The posted agenda is also attached for MSBA review. Note that the
following excerpt is related to the Smith Elementary School Project only.
IV. INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT:
E.) Facilities Update - Mr. Taverna gave an update on Smith School/MSBA project
stating we are working with MSBA to have the advertising for bids out between
January 19th and 25th. We are expecting responses by the end of February/early
March and will be conducting interviews in April. Mr. Taverna commented on the
lead/copper testing that was completed last summer. He shared there were 4
locations out of 110 tested with findings above the acceptable limits. A
preventative water flushing program was implemented. With this program in
place all four areas that were previously identified are now shown safe for
consumption. The DPW keeps a water flushing log for the district showing times
and results. Mr. Kay asked what minerals are being tested for and do we have
lead pipes. Mr. Taverna answered we are testing for both lead and copper and
said most of the lead was due to soldering of pipes.
School Committee Meeting on 2/28/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
Please see the attached minutes showing who was present, all items discussed, and all
items voted on. The posted agenda is also attached for MSBA review. Note that the
following excerpt is related to the Smith Elementary School Project only.
IV. INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT:
E.) Facilities Update - Mr. Taverna gave an update on Smith School/MSBA project
stating despite the weather the walk through has been completed. The proposals
for the operation project manager are due in early March gearing up for the
MSBA board meeting in May. The interview process will be completed by
working off the MSBA timeline. They will then proceed into negotiations with the
company that has the highest rating. Mr. Skarmeas asked if there would be
anything on Town Meeting regarding this process. Mr. Taverna answered not
this spring, that the allocations for this portion of the project was on last spring’s
Town Meeting agenda. This will lead us into next spring or possibly a special
Town Meeting next fall.
School Committee Meeting on 3/13/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
Please see the attached minutes showing who was present, all items discussed, and all
items voted on. The posted agenda is also attached for MSBA review. Keith Taverna,
who usually gives the School Committee updates on the Smith Elementary School
project, was not present at this meeting, so there is no excerpt provided for this
meeting.
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School Committee Meeting on 4/10/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
Please see the attached minutes showing who was present, all items discussed, and all
items voted on. The posted agenda is also attached for MSBA review. Note that the
following excerpt is related to the Smith Elementary School Project only.
IV. INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT:
C.) Facilities Update - Mr. Taverna gave an update on the Smith School Project.
In April, interviews for a Project Manager were conducted and a firm has been
selected. Reference are being checked. When that process in complete
negotiations will begin and then be sent to MSBA for their final approval in May
for their June board meeting. Mr. Thomson asked if we were looking for a
specific person and Mr. Taverna answered that we are hiring a firm. Mr. Crane is
glad that the project is on track.
School Committee Meeting on 5/8/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
Please see the attached minutes showing who was present, all items discussed, and all
items voted on. The posted agenda is also attached for MSBA review. Note that the
following excerpt is related to the Smith Elementary School Project only.
VOTED:

Election of Chairperson – Mr. Thomson nominated Jeff Kay as Chairman of
the committee. Mr. Crane seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Election of Secretary – Mrs. Skarmeas nominated Marybeth Verry as
Secretary.
Mr. Crane seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

IV. INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT:
F.) Facilities Update - Mr. Taverna updated the committee on the Smith School
project stating the project owner has been selected and they are awaiting
approval from MSBA. A formal announcement will take place in early June. He
also gave an update on lead and copper testing in the district. Initially 4
buildings were shown to have elevated results on the first draw but all locations
showed acceptable levels on the second draw. Flushing the lines will continue.
Mr. Crane asked if there is a permanent fix. Mr. Taverna answered Smith and
Thorpe would have to have piping replaced and DHS would need to undergo an
electricity re-grounding in the science wing which has copper piping.
School Committee Meeting on 6/12/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
Please see the attached minutes showing who was present, all items discussed, and all
items voted on. The posted agenda is also attached for MSBA review. Note that the
following excerpt is related to the Smith Elementary School Project only.
IV. INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT:
C.) FY17 District Wide Goals - In Dr. Dana’s stead, Mrs. Ambrozavitch reviewed
accomplishments related to FY17 District Wide Goals stating this was year 4 0f a
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5 year strategic plan. She summarized the accomplishments as: Theme I Academic Achievement- Accessibility, social media and digital apps., Theme II Family and Community Engagement- parent survey and mobile app, Theme III
Human Resources and Management -Holten Richmond , Off to a Great Start for
paraprofessional training and skillful teaching 3 for administrators, Theme IV Management and Operations, building project,direct look initiative at DHS and
safety planning. Mary Beth Verry said this was a testament to the teamwork of
Danvers Public Schools. Mr. Crane feels Danvers is above the curve in
technology while Mr. Thomson asked questions about the success of the therapy
dog at Riverside School. Mrs. Powers shared that the dog is a huge success.
Mr. Kay stated he feels our students are well prepared when graduating.
E.) Facilities Update - Mr. Taverna provided a update on the Smith School project
stating PMA was hired as Project manager and accepted at the June MSBA
meeting. A request for the architect for a feasibility study will be presented in
late August/early September. PMA will be on hand for all to meet at the next
building meeting. Mr. Kay asked about the completion date. Mr. Taverna
answered the expected date of completion to be for the 2021 opening of Smith
School.
School Committee Meeting on 8/21/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
Please see the attached minutes showing who was present, all items discussed, and all
items voted on. The posted agenda is also attached for MSBA review. Note that the
following excerpt is related to the Smith Elementary School Project only.
VOTED: 2017-2018 Danvers Public Schools District Goals – The Superintendent
recommended the approval of the proposed 2017-2018 Danvers Public
Schools District Goals for a 1st reading. Mr. Crane moved to approve. Mr.
Skarmeas seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.
VOTED: 2017-2018 K-12 School Improvement Plans – The Superintendent
recommended the approval of the proposed 2017-2018 K-12 School
Improvement Plans for a 1st reading. Mr. Crane moved to approve. Mrs. Verry
seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.
III. INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT:
4.) Smith School Update – Mr. Taverna updated the Committee on the progress
of the Smith School renovation. He stated the Town would be re-advertising for
an Architect. All proposals should be in by early September, with a MSBA
meeting in early October. When questioned by the board why the project was
being re-advertised Mr. Taverna answered that due to the large quantity of
projects available at this time, only 2 proposals were received.
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School Committee Meeting on 9/11/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
Please see the attached minutes showing who was present, all items discussed, and all
items voted on. The posted agenda is also attached for MSBA review. Note that the
following excerpt is related to the Smith Elementary School Project only.
VOTED: 2017-2018 Danvers Public Schools District Goals – The Superintendent
recommended the adoption of the proposed 2017-2018 Danvers Public
Schools District Goals. Mr. Crane moved to approve. Mr. Thomson seconded
the motion. The vote was unanimous.
VOTED: 2017-2018 K-12 School Improvement Plans – The Superintendent
recommended the adoption of the proposed 2017-2018 K-12 School
Improvement Plans. Mr. Thomson moved to approve. Mrs. Verry seconded
the motion. The vote was unanimous.
IV. INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT:
3.) Facilities Update – Mr. Taverna gave an update on facilities and the Smith
School project. He noted that 8 applicants sent in proposals for the architect
position adding the Project Committee will attend a MSBA meeting on October 2,
2017. The Technology Department is still fine tuning things as we move to digital
curriculum. Another GB will be added to the system for optimum speed. Mr.
Taverna also gave a summary of the annual safety meeting held at the end of
August.
Public Meeting to Review Designer Proposals on 9/27/17 – 11:00 AM –
Danvers Town Hall
See attached public posting. PMA met with members of the Smith School Building
Committee and Danvers School Committee to discuss their independent review of the
designer proposals that were received after re-soliciting for designer services. The
meeting was in an open, workshop-style format where each person gave feedback on
each proposal. All feedback was compiled into a Pros & Cons sheet after the meeting by
PMA, for the three DSP representatives from Danvers to reference while at the MSBA.
School Committee Meeting on 10/16/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
Please see the attached minutes showing who was present, all items discussed, and all
items voted on. The posted agenda is also attached for MSBA review. Note that the
following excerpt is related to the Smith Elementary School Project only.
IV. INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT:
4.) Curriculum and Instruction Priorities– Mrs. Wermers, Mrs. Posternack, Mrs.
Feerick and Mr. Maguire spoke and shared a presentation on the current
curriculum being utilized throughout the district stressing the importance of
independent learning. Each of the Curriculum Directors shared slides and
details regarding their work with the teachers and students. Mrs. Posternack
was very excited while describing the elementary curriculum of Fundations and
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Words Their Way and the difference between the two programs. Mrs. Feerick
went over data collection, authentic assessments and working with teachers on
21st century skills utilizing the Hawks Creation Station, the middle school
makerspace which allows students to explore the curriculum in both low-tech
and high-tech ways. Mr. Maguire’s said the High School is working on 21st
Century Learning and Interdisciplinary Teaching and Learning. He said this year’s
focus is on Project Based, Experiential Learning Opportunities - Internship, Global
Travel, Interdisciplinary Co-Taught Courses, Project Lead the Way, Writer’s
Workshop, Collaborative Common Planning. The directors then accepted
accolades on their work and commitment to the district from the Committee and
answered questions regarding balance and growth within the curriculum.
5.) Facilities Update - Mr. Taverna shared the exciting news that 2 weeks prior he
attended MSBA interviews and narrowed down the field to 4 finalists. Interviews
will be taking place on October 17, 2017 where hopefully an architect will be
chosen and the kick off meeting will be held the end of October/the beginning of
November.
School Committee Meeting on 11/13/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
Please see the attached minutes showing who was present, all items discussed, and all
items voted on. The posted agenda is also attached for MSBA review. Note that the
following excerpt is related to the Smith Elementary School Project only.
IV. INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT:
E.) MSBA/Smith School Update - Mr. Taverna gave an update on the progress for
the Smith School Building Project noting TAPPE Architect has been appointed. A
meeting was held with Town staff to discuss the best way to deliver educational
programs and instruction during construction.
School Committee Meeting on 12/11/17 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
Please see the attached minutes showing who was present, all items discussed, and all
items voted on. The posted agenda is also attached for MSBA review. Note that the
following excerpt is related to the Smith Elementary School Project only.
IV. INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT:
C.) MSBA/Smith School Update - Mr. Taverna gave an update on the Smith
School project looking forward to the 2 day visioning session with 35
administrators, employees, community members and students attending as well
as working with Frank Locker who is renowned for this type of work.
Educational Visioning Session #1, Hosted by Frank Locker, on 12/13/17 –
9:00 AM – Smith Elementary School
Please see the attached public posting. This was the first of two public educational
visioning sessions hosted by Dr. Frank Locker. The meeting was well-attended by
school/admin staff, educational planners, parents, students, and Town employees. Dr.
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Locker provided detailed written summaries of these sessions that are included in this
PDP submission.
School Committee Meeting on 1/8/18 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
Please see the attached minutes showing who was present, all items discussed, and all
items voted on. The posted agenda is also attached for MSBA review. Note that the
following excerpt is related to the Smith Elementary School Project only.
IV. INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT:
E.) Facilities Update – Mr. Taverna gave an update on the Smith School project
stating the first Educational Visioning Session went well and the second would be
held the following Wednesday with a submission of the Educational Profile being
processed in February. All are excited to see what the new school will look like.
Educational Visioning Session #1, Hosted by Frank Locker, on 1/10/18 – 9:00
AM – Danvers High School
Please see the attached public posting. This was the second of two public educational
visioning sessions hosted by Dr. Frank Locker. The meeting was well-attended by
school/admin staff, educational planners, parents, students, and Town employees. Dr.
Locker provided detailed written summaries of these sessions that are included in this
PDP submission.
School Committee Meeting on 2/12/18 – 7:00 PM – Danvers High School
Please note that due to the short window of time between when this meeting took place
and when the PDP was submitted, the minutes have not yet been fully drafted and/or
approved by the School Committee. The posted agenda is attached for MSBA review,
along with draft partial minutes that speak specifically to the educational plan vote.
VOTE: The Superintendent recommends the adoption of the educational plan
dated 2/8/18 and associated space summary for the Smith Elementary
School as approved by the Smith School Building Committee on 2/8/18 for
submittal to the Massachusetts School Building Authority within the PDP
package by the OPM and Designer on 2/16/18. Mr. Crane moved to approve.
Mrs. Verry seconded the motion. The vote to approve was unanimous (5 - 0).
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LOCAL ACTIONS & APPROVALS

7.2 MEETINGS, AGENDAS, MINUTES & ATTENDEES

TAPPÉ ARCHITECTS

MSBA PRELIMINARY DESIGN PROGRAM

IVAN G. SMITH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

School Building Committee Meeting Minutes
PROJECT:
LOCATION:

Ivan G. Smith Elementary School, Danvers
Danvers Town Hall

ATTENDEES: (Absent in Italics)
Bldg. Cmte: - Steve Bartha
- Keelin Dawe
- Paul Pawlak
- David Thomson
- Chris Carroll
PMA:

MEETING DATE: 6.23.17

- Bill Clark
- Tom Flannagan
- Mike Perham

- Todd Cormier
- Ann Freitas
- Robin Stein

- Lisa Dana
- David Lane
- Keith Taverna

- Joe DeSantis

- Kevin Nigro

- Paul Queeney

Meeting called to order at 9:05 AM.
PMA Introduction / Presentation
Item
Responsible
Due
6-23.01
PMA
Record

Notes
PMA Consultants was introduced to and then gave a presentation to the
Danvers SBC. The presentation is attached to these minutes, and some key
points are summarized below.
PMA Presentation:
1.) Working with the MSBA: MSBA Modules, MSBA Grant Program, and
Required Monthly Submittals were discussed.
Project currently in MSBA Module #2- Forming the Project Team. Designer
selection is the final step of Module #2.
Grant program- Current MSBA base reimbursement rate of 50.58% (of eligible
items) was discussed, along with the socio-economic factors driving this rate for
Danvers. Potential incentive points were discussed. PMA explained that MSBA
cost caps and categorically ineligible project costs are considered while estimating
the maximum MSBA grant. Examples of cost caps and ineligible project costs were
given.
Monthly submittals to the MSBA include online OPM reports and ProPay
Reimbursement Requests (pay-as-you-go reimbursal program).
2.) Designer Selection:
PMA distributed a 1-page handout summarizing the Designer Selection Process
with the MSBA. The draft Request for Services (RFS) was sent to the MSBA for
review on 6/15/17. RFS developed from a template, but additional evaluation
criteria was added specific to key project goals. Specific additional language PMA
and Danvers added to the RFS was discussed. Schedule for designer selection was
shown, including a few options for upcoming MSBA Designer Selection Board
meetings. PMA will create a total project schedule, and once the architect is
selected, PMA needs to verify the time frame of the feasibility study.
Miscellaneous Discussions:
•
•
•

Draft project advertisement sent by PMA to Danvers for review.
PMA to send R. Stein examples of other project websites.
SBC hopes to present project budget for approval at Town Meeting in
May of 2019.
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Meeting adjourned at ~10:30AM. Next meeting scheduled for Tuesday 8/8/2017 at 8:00AM in the Danvers
Town Hall.
Documents attached: PMA Presentation & 1-page DSP Process Summary Handout
PMA Construction Services assumes, to the best of our knowledge, that the above content of these Meeting Minutes depict all
that transpired during this Project meeting. All attendees are required to address by memo or via e-mail, any omissions, errors or
inconsistencies in the reporting of these Meeting Minutes, to the writer, within two (2) business days of receipt of these Meeting
Minutes.

Prepared By: PMA Construction Services
Signed: Joseph DeSantis

Date: 7.6.2017
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School Building Committee Meeting Minutes
PROJECT:
LOCATION:

Ivan G. Smith Elementary School, Danvers
Danvers Town Hall

ATTENDEES: (Absent in Italics)
Bldg. Cmte: - Steve Bartha
- Keelin Dawe
- Paul Pawlak
- David Thomson
PMA:
- Chris Carroll
Other:
- Ann Freitas

MEETING DATE: 9.12.17

- Bill Clark
- Tom Flannagan
- Mike Perham

- Todd Cormier
- David Lane
- Robin Stein

- Lisa Dana
- Tracey Mara
- Keith Taverna

- Joe DeSantis

- Kevin Nigro

- Paul Queeney

Meeting called to order at 8:04 AM. Minutes from 6-23-17 meeting approved unanimously.
Discussion Regarding Designer Service Proposals
Item
Responsible
Due
Notes
9-12.01
PMA/Town Record Paul Queeney (PMA): As an update to the SBC, the initial solicitation for designer
services yielded proposals from 2 design firms – Jonathan Levi Architects and
Studio G Architects. We made the decision to resolicit designer services in hopes
of receiving more proposals. A second Designer RFS was issued by PMA on
August 9th, 2017, and a second pre-bid walkthrough was held on August 21st, 2017.
The second Designer RFS included an extended proposal due date of September
7th, 2017 in an effort to receive as many proposals as possible.
From the time that the second RFS was issued to the proposal due date, PMA made
many phone calls to firms who attended the first and second walkthroughs, and
other firms who expressed interest in the project. On the proposal due date, 8
additional proposals were received, including a resubmission by Studio G
Architects. The new total number of design firms who applied is now 9 firms.
PMA discussed the MSBA Designer Selection Process with the SBC. PMA
emphasized that the 3 Designer Selection Panel (DSP) representatives from
Danvers will need to be able to speak to each firm’s proposal, and need to avoid
saying, “this is my first ranked firm” before it is time to vote. PMA distributed a
sample Pros & Cons matrix that was given to Town representatives from a different
project and explained that a similar document will be provided to the 3 DSP
Danvers representatives. PMA also handed out sample MSBA deliverables
(subconsultant matrices and reference checks).
The first MSBA DSP meeting will be held on October 3 rd, 2017. At this meeting,
all designer proposals will be discussed. At the end of this meeting, the firms will
be ranked. The DSP will go around the table and ask each DSP member to assign 3
points to their favorite proposal, 2 points to their 2nd favorite proposal, and 1 point
to their 3rd favorite proposal. It is typical that the top three or four design firms are
interviewed, unless there is one clear favorite and the Town decides not to
interview. If interviews are to occur, they will take place on October 17 th (postmeeting note: date changed from October 24th). At the end of this meeting the
design firms will be ranked again, and the Town will enter contract negotiations
with the top-ranked firm.
PMA encouraged all SBC members to review all designer proposals and reminded
the SBC that the evaluation criteria for designer proposals can be found on pages 4
& 5 of the Designer RFS. A Dropbox link will be provided to the SBC by PMA
with all proposals, and with a copy of the Designer RFS for reference. PMA
requested that all SBC members forward their comments on the designer proposals
to Joe DeSantis by 12PM on September 25th, 2017.
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An SBC member asked if the MSBA Designer Selection Process includes contract
negotiations. PMA informed them that it does not. Contract negotiations will take
place after the DSP identifies the most advantageous firm. If an agreement can not
be made, the Town can enter contract negotiations with the second-ranked firm.
PMA informed the SBC that we can expect to have a designer on board by
November 1st, 2017. An SBC member inquired about who is on the DSP from the
MSBA. PMA agreed to send an email to the SBC with this information. PMA
informed the SBC to feel free to contact either Paul Queeney or Joe DeSantis with
any questions they may have as they review the design service proposals.
A working-group-style meeting was scheduled between PMA and the 3 Danvers
DSP representatives on Wednesday, September 27 th at 11AM in the Toomey Room
of the Danvers Town Hall. The meeting will be open to the public, and all SBC
members are encouraged to come and be involved in the discussions.

Meeting adjourned at 8:45AM. Next meeting scheduled for Friday 11/3/2017 at 8:00AM in the Danvers Town
Hall.
Documents attached: n/a
PMA Construction Services assumes, to the best of our knowledge, that the above content of these Meeting Minutes depict all
that transpired during this Project meeting. All attendees are required to address by memo or via e-mail, any omissions, errors or
inconsistencies in the reporting of these Meeting Minutes, to the writer, within two (2) business days of receipt of these Meeting
Minutes.

Prepared By: PMA Construction Services
Signed: Joseph DeSantis

Date: 9.25.2017, rev 11.7.17
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IVAN G. SMITH SCHOOL BUILDING COMMITTEE
MEETING MINUTES
11.3.2017
LOCATION: Danvers Town Hall, Daniel J. Toomey Hearing Room
TIME: 8:00 AM
ATTENDEES (Absent in italics)
Building Committee
Steve Bartha
William Clark
Todd Cormier

Lisa Dana
Keelin Dawe
Thomas Flannagan

David Lane
Tracey Mara
Paul Pawlak

Mike Perham
Robin Stein
Keith Taverna

David Thomson

PMA Consultants (Owner’s Project Manager)
Christopher Carroll

Joseph DeSantis

Kevin Nigro

Paul Queeney

Tappe Architects
Christopher Blessen

Charles Hay

Other
None
OPM
SBC
MSBA
DSP

ACRONYMS USED WITHIN MINUTES
Owner’s Project Manager
PDP
Preliminary Design Program
School Building Committee
PSR
Preferred Schematic Report
Massachusetts School Building Authority
SD
Schematic Design
Designer Selection Panel

Meeting was called to order at 9:00 a.m. Minutes from the 9/12/17 meeting were unanimously approved.
DISCUSSION OF DESIGNER SELCTION PROCESS, INTRODUCTION OF ARCHITECT, & CONTRACT AWARD
Item
Responsible
Due
Date
11-03.01
Town/PMA
Record
11.03.17
Steve Bartha, Robin Stein, and PMA briefed the Committee about the Designer Selection Panel (DSP) meetings
in Boston on 10/3/17 and 10/17/17, interviews with four architectural firms, and the DSP’s selection of Tappe
Architects of Boston, MA. Mr. Bartha told the Committee about Tappe’s impressive proposal and interview and
how the selection of Tappe was a good result for Danvers. The Committee unanimously approved the award of
the architectural services contract to Tappe.
DESIGNER PRESENTATION
Item
Responsible
Due
Date
11-03.02
Tappe
Record
11.03.17
Charles (Charlie) Hay, the architect in charge for Tappe, introduced his firm to the Committee and presented
the slides that Tappe presented to the DSP on 10/17/17. The slides detailed specific project challenges including
the tight site, wetlands, site drainage, and sloping topography. Mr. Hay also talked about the Tappe team (both
in-house and consultants) and how various team members would contribute to a successful building project.
Mr. Hay explained how educational visioning, programming, and the education plan would inform the design
of the school and that the design would follow the guidelines and policies of the Massachusetts School Building
Authority (MSBA). Mr. Hay indicated 3 important steps in the MSBA’s process: 1) the Preliminary Design
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Program (PDP), 2) the Preferred Schematic Report (PSR), and 3) the Schematic Design (SD). In the PDP phase
the MSBA requires districts and their designer to consider renovation, addition-renovation, and new-build.
OPM UPDATE

Item
Responsible
Due
Date
11-03.03
PMA
Record
11.03.17
PMA explained the MSBA process and a forthcoming kick-off meeting with the MSBA. PMA discussed the
project schedule for the PDP, PSR, and SD phases of design along with key dates that include: delivery of the
PDP to the MSBA in February of 2018, submittal of the PSR in July of 2018, submittal of the SD in October, and
an MSBA Board vote on a Project Scope and Budget agreement in December of 2018. The MSBA requires
districts to approve and authorize funding for the project within 120 days after the MSBA Board action.
PROJECT DISCUSSION
Item
Responsible
Due
Date
11-03.04
All
Record
11.03.17
Throughout the meeting there were discussions between the committee, the architect, and the OPM about
difficult building sites, effective communications during the design phase, construction in residential areas,
new-build often being the least expensive option, limited alternative sites, how using swing space during
construction can influence education, and the contractor’s use of fields during construction.
Item
Responsible
11-03.05
SBC
No new business was discussed on 11/3/17

NEW BUSINESS

Due
Record

Date
11.03.17

MEETING ADJOURNED: 9:15 AM
The date for the next meeting will be determined and communicated to the Building Committee.
PMA Consultants assumes, to the best of our knowledge, that the above content of these Meeting Minutes depict
all that transpired during this Project meeting. All attendees are requested to communicate any omissions, errors
or inconsistencies in the reporting of these Meeting Minutes to the writer.
Prepared By: Paul Queeney

Date: 11.03.17
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IVAN G. SMITH SCHOOL BUILDING COMMITTEE
MEETING MINUTES
2.8.2018
LOCATION: Danvers Town Hall, Daniel J. Toomey Hearing Room
TIME: 8:00 AM
ATTENDEES (Absent in italics) (See sign-in sheet)
Building Committee
Steve Bartha
Thomas Flannagan
Robin Stein

William Clark
David Lane
Keith Taverna

Todd Cormier
Tracey Mara
David Thomson

Lisa Dana
Paul Pawlak

Keelin Dawe
Mike Perham

PMA Consultants (Owner’s Project Manager)
Christopher Carroll

Joseph DeSantis

Kevin Nigro

Paul Queeney

Tappe Architects
Christopher Blessen

Charles Hay

Other
None
OPM
SBC
MSBA
DSP

ACRONYMS USED WITHIN MINUTES
Owner’s Project Manager
PDP
Preliminary Design Program
School Building Committee
PSR
Preferred Schematic Report
Massachusetts School Building Authority
SD
Schematic Design
Designer Selection Panel

Meeting called to order at 8:05 AM.
Keelin Dawe made a motion to approve the minutes from the 11/3/17 meeting, second by Thomas Flannagan.
Minutes were unanimously approved.
DESIGNER UPDATE OF PROCESS UNDERTAKEN TO DATE
Item
Responsible
Due
Date
2-08.01
Tappe
Record
2.8.18
Charlie Hay explained that the process undertaken to date is prescribed by the MSBA.Existing conditions
analyses (Fire protection/plumbing, electrical, material, structural, ACM investigation) have been conducted
and these reports will be included in the PDP. They largely reiterate information that is already known by the
Town. Existing conditions plans have been developed showing square footage of various areas.
Site plans were shown to the SBC. Charlie explained that topography and utility surveys have been completed.
Charlie discussed the existing site conditions analyses (civil engineer, landscape architects, site survey, geotechnical exploration, geo-environmental exploration). There are three different wetland areas on site. The civil
engineer met with the DPW on site and had discussions around the sewer system and a current flooding issue.
Boring locations from the preliminary geotechnical investigations were shown. Charlie explained that the
ground water table is relatively high at the lower part of the site, which poses challenges during construction
(dewatering), and influences the design footprint. No ledge was observed. There will be some costs associated
with the unsuitable soil that will need to be replaced with structural fill.
Traffic analysis was completed – traffic counts and visual observations. There are no conclusions or
recommendations currently, but they have all the data they need.
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Steve Bartha – Does this preliminary traffic study include potential future recommendations?
Charlie Hay – No, the next step is to project future traffic conditions, and provide future recommendations.
DISTRICT EDUCATIONAL PLANNING
Item
Responsible
Due
Date
2-08.02
Tappe/Lisa + Keith
Record
2.8.18
Charlie thanked the Town for their great work in putting together the educational plan and coordinating the
visioning sessions.
Charlie displayed the preliminary MSBA space template and explained what each column means (current space,
proposed space, MSBA guidelines). Charlie explained that the proposed design is consistent with the MSBA
template in terms of recommended square footages. MSBA template gives recommendations based on number
of students. We are slightly above MSBA guidelines on classrooms; however, this is common practice on MSBA
elementary school projects.
Lisa Dana thanked everyone who was part of the visioning process. Lisa mentioned that Frank Locker did a great
job challenging the staff. Keith Taverna mentioned that Frank Locker’s exercises challenged individuals to think
critically, and it was encouraging that many individuals had similar goals for the future.
Tracey Mara discussed the outcomes of the visioning sessions including a desire for 21st century learning,
student engagement, social emotional learning, and utilization of small learning communities. Tracey
discussed how these goals transformed into planning a conceptual building. Highlights from the educational
program were discussed, including grouping K-2 and 3-5, having flexible learning areas, wet/messy STEM
projects, maker spaces, multimedia projects/presentations, etc.
Keith Taverna discussed how the educational program informs the building design. Specifically, how the K-2
and 3-5 grouping leads to a 2-story building design. Keith also mentioned the desire for oversized corridors
that can be used as flexible learning areas.
Charlie showed the table of contents of the educational program to the SBC.
Charlie showed the district planning map that Tappe is currently developing. He explained that it links to census
data, and it can be used to create flex zones. The capacity of each school has been analyzed, and Tappe is very
comfortable that the future enrollment is accounted for at the Smith School.
PRELIMINARY OPTIONS
Item
Responsible
Due
Date
2-08.03
Tappe
Record
2.8.18
Tappe reviewed all preliminary options (listed below), and discussed the pros and cons of each. Charlie
explained that the MSBA requires the designer to consider alternative sites and leasing space.
The options are the following:
• Option R-1: Renovation Only
• Option AR-1: Add/Reno
• Option N-1: New Construction
• Option N-2: New Construction
• Option N-3: New Construction
• Option N-4: New Construction
Option R-1 is a renovation only. It involves adding walls, which would lower capacity compared to today. Charlie
explained that there is no way to accommodate the 465 students that the MSBA has approved, and there is no
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way to meet the educational goals that the district has set forth. Option R-1 will be further studied in the PSR
phase, per MSBA requirements.
Option AR-1 is an addition/renovation. The location of the addition would be to the west of the existing building.
This option turns the existing gym into a cafeteria, turns the existing art room into a kitchen, and provides
separate mechanical room space. The existing school would be operational while the addition is built, then the
kids would be moved into the addition, and the renovation of the existing Smith School could be performed.
This is majorly disruptive to students, and may leave times where there is no space for administration and the
kitchen. The building footprint will be large, causing site issues. Option AR-1 will be further studied in the PSR
phase, per MSBA requirements.
Option N-1 is the first of four new construction options. All new construction options are located at
approximately the same location on site. Option N-1 is C-shaped, with a centralized entrance. It is located
closely to the existing building, which is a concern during construction as it limits access to the existing school.
It does not accommodate the goals that were determined during the educational visioning.
Option N-2 is compact, less close to the existing building, and zones public spaces to the front. Option N-2 is a
two-story plan, which is ideal per the educational plan. It is a split-level plan. Hallways are oversized, providing
shared pullout spaces for kids. Site circulation needs further development.
Keelin Dawe – I am concerned that the music and gymnasium are right near each other on most options.
Charlie Hay – The rationale behind the adjacency is because the instruments can be staged in the gym.
Keeling Dawe – As long as there is appropriate sound proofing this will work.
Option N-3 is similar to N-2, with a less compact building footprint. It has longer classroom wings, implying there
are less collaboration spaces. Option N-3 is a two-story plan. This option is less flexible than N-2 in terms of
classroom arrangement.
Option N-4 is similar to N-3, but is a three-story plan. This provides a smaller building footprint; however, three
floors does not satisfy educational plan. There are also concerns about a three-story building for young
students.
Tappe displayed an evaluation matrix summarizing all pros and cons and weighing the options against one
another. The matrix is color coded, and out of an 85 point scale. The evaluation matrix considers the following
factors: site, education planning, concept design, construction logistics & phasing.
The renovation and addition/renovation scored the lowest overall. Out of the new construction options, N-2
received the best score and N-1 received the worst score. Options N-3 and N-4 received the same grade, but
for different reasons. Options N-2 and N-3 appear to be the best options, and ultimately may be combined into
one option. As we move into the next phase, Tappe recommends that we rule our options N-1 and N-4.
VOTE: Paul Pawlak made motion, second by Keelin Dawe, to continue studying options R-1, AR-1, N-2, and
N-3 in the next project phase. The motion was approved unanimously. Vote: 9 – 0.
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REVIEW OF PRELIMINARY DESIGN PROGRAM CONTENTS
Item
Responsible
Due
Date
2-08.04
Tappe
Record
2.8.18
Tappe presented the table of contents of the PDP and discussed each item. PMA mentioned that a Dropbox link
will be sent to the SBC containing the final draft of the PDP.
OPM UPDATE
Item
Responsible
Due
Date
2-08.05
PMA
Record
2.8.18
PMA distributed a preliminary project schedule showing high-level, key milestone dates that are upcoming.
PMA also distributed an OPM Status Update Report highlighting the majority of tasks undertaken to date. The
status report also shows the current cash flow, and MSBA grant information. PMA explained that a school
opening date of September 2021.
Keith Taverna mentioned that a January 2019 special town meeting is planned.
VOTE FOR PDP
Item
Responsible
Due
Date
2-08.06
SBC
Record
2.8.18
VOTE: Motion made by Keelin Dawe, and second by Thomas Flannagan, to authorize PMA to submit the PDP
package to MSBA, inclusive of the preliminary work plan, educational plan/accompanying space summary,
preliminary options, local actions and approvals, and all reports contained within. Motion passed
unanimously. Vote: 9-0.
NEW BUSINESS / OTHER TOPICS
Item
Responsible
Due
2-08.07
SBC
Record
No new business was discussed on 2/8/18.

Date
2.8.18

MEETING ADJOURNED: 9:15AM
The date for the next meeting will be determined and communicated to the Building Committee.
PMA Consultants assumes, to the best of our knowledge, that the above content of these Meeting Minutes depict
all that transpired during this Project meeting. All attendees are requested to communicate any omissions, errors
or inconsistencies in the reporting of these Meeting Minutes to the writer.
Prepared By: Joseph DeSantis

Date: 2.9.18
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PLEASE POST
There will be a REGULAR MEETING
of the DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Monday, December 12, 2016 at 7:00 p.m.
In the Francis Mills Communication Center, Danvers High School
Executive Session: 6:00 p.m. in the Danvers High School Conference Room

I.

CALL TO ORDER, PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE AND MISSION STATEMENT

II.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE,
COMMUNITY

III.

INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE ON SEVEN
SCHOOLS

IV.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
A. Danvers Pride – Thorpe School
B. Update on Student Services
C. Update on Safety and the Wellness Committee
D. Updated on the Smith School/MSBA Project

V.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Danvers High School Program of Studies
B. Annual review of the Superintendent’s Evaluation
C. Fundraising Requests

VI.

ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Communications
B. Legislation
C. Subcommittee/Liaison Updates
* DEEP
* DanversCARES
D. Minutes

*SEPAC

VIII.

BUDGET
A. November 2016 Budget Report
B. Review Town of Danvers Budget Policy/Timeline

IX.

PERSONNEL
A. Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence, Retirements and
Appointments

*POLICY

There will be a REGULAR MEETING
of the DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Monday, January 9, 2017 at 7:00 p.m.
In the Francis Mills Communication Center, Danvers High School
Executive Session: 6:30 p.m. in the Danvers High School Conference Room

I.

CALL TO ORDER, PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE AND MISSION STATEMENT

II.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE,
COMMUNITY

III.

INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE ON SEVEN
SCHOOLS

IV.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
A. DPW Electric Division Poster Contest Winners
B. Danvers Pride – HRMS 7th Grade Mathematics
C. Update on New Teacher Mentoring
D. Presentation on K-12 Logic Models

V.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
A. Danvers High School Program of Studies – 2nd reading

VI.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Holten Richmond Middle School Program of Studies
B. Policy – Student Active Accounts
C. Annual review of the Superintendent’s Contract
D. Out of State/Overnight Field Trip Requests
E. Fundraising Requests

VII.

ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Communications
B. Legislation
C. Subcommittee/Liaison Updates
* DEEP
* DanversCARES
D. Minutes

*SEPAC

*POLICY

VIII.

BUDGET
A. December 2016 Budget Report
B. Review Town of Danvers Budget Policy/Timeline

IX.

PERSONNEL
A. Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence, Retirements and
Appointments

To:
From:

School Committee Members
Lisa Dana, Superintendent of Schools

Re:
I.

AGENDA MEMO February 28, 2017 – in the Francis Mills Center, Danvers High School
REGULAR MEETING - CALL TO ORDER, PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE and DPS MISSION
STATEMENT – 7:00 p.m.

II.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE, COMMUNITY

III.

INTRODUCTION AND INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE

IV.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
1. Danvers Pride Presentation – Smith School will do a presentation on Writers Workshop with emphasis
on elaboration and craft.
2. FY17 Technology Update – Director of Technology, Mr. Liberman will update the committee on technology.
3. 16-17 DPS Mid-Year Accomplishments – Dr. Dana will provide the review of Mid-Year accomplishments.
4. Grants Update – Mrs. Ambrozavitch will provide a Grants update.
5. Facilities Update - Mr. Taverna will provide an update on facilities.

V.

PUBLIC HEARING FOR THE DANVERS PUBLIC SCHOOLS 2017-2018 BUDGET - Dr. Dana and Mr.
Taverna will present the 17-18 draft DPS budget.

VI.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
1. Holten - Richmond Middle School 17-18 Program of Studies – The Superintendent recommends the
approval of the HRMS 17-18 Program of Studies, second reading.
2. Policy Updates – The Superintendent recommends the approval of the Student Activity Account Policy,
second reading.

VII.

NEW BUSINESS
1. Out of State/Overnight Field Trips – The Superintendent recommends the approval of the out of state
field trip from the DHS Students to travel to Switzerland, Italy and France, April 13th – 21st of 2018, DHS
students to travel to England, Ireland and Wales, February 17th – 24th of 2018, DHS Ski Club to Bretton
Wood Ski Resort on March 4, 2017 and DHS DECA to travel to Boston Copley Marriott, March 9th - 11th of
2017.
2. Fundraising requests – The Superintendent recommends the approval of the fundraising requested by
the DHS Baseball, DHS Girls Lacrosse and the Great Oak School.

VIII.

ORDER OF BUSINESS
A.
Communications
NEC
B.
Legislation
C.
Subcommittee/Liaison Updates will be given.
DEEP
DanversCARES
SEPAC

POLICY

IX.

MINUTES
(The Secretary) moves to approve and release the regular meeting minutes from January 9, 2017.
(The Secretary) also moves to approve the minutes from the January 9, 2017 Executive Session meeting,
not to be released.

X.

BUDGET
January Budget Report
Mr. Taverna will present the January 2017 budget report and the acceptance of donations.

XI.

PERSONNEL
February Personnel Information
Mrs.Ambrozavitch will notify the School Committee of Resignations, Leaves of Absence and Appointments.
(See Mrs. Ambrozavitch's memo dated February 2017)

To:
From:

School Committee Members
Lisa Dana, Superintendent of Schools

Re:
I.

AGENDA MEMO March 13, 2017 – in the Francis Mills Center, Danvers High School
REGULAR MEETING - CALL TO ORDER, PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE and DPS MISSION
STATEMENT – 7:00 p.m.

II.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE, COMMUNITY

III.

INTRODUCTION AND INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE

IV.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
1. Danvers Pride Presentation – Highlands School will do a presentation on Class Dojo, connecting
teachers with students and parents to create an amazing community.
2. Student Services Update – Director of Student Services, Dr. Tatem will update the committee on Student
Services.

V.

PUBLIC HEARING FOR THE DANVERS PUBLIC SCHOOLS 2017-2018 BUDGET
1. Final adoption of FY18 Budget - The Superintendent recommends the approval of the FY18 Budget.

VI.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
None

VII.

NEW BUSINESS
1. Public Hearing and Vote on School Choice – The Superintendent recommends the School Committee vote not to
accept School Choice students for the 2017-2018 school year.
2. 17-18 School Calendar/Early Release Days – First reading
3. Out of State/Overnight Field Trips – The Superintendent recommends the approval of the out of state
field trip from DHS Ingrid Sound to Memphis Tennessee, April 19-24, 2017 and DHS French Honors to
Quebec City, October 6-9, 2017.
4. Fundraising requests – None

VIII.

ORDER OF BUSINESS
A.
Communications
NEC
B.
Legislation
C.
Subcommittee/Liaison Updates will be given.
DEEP
DanversCARES
SEPAC

IX.

MINUTES
(The Secretary) moves to approve and release the regular meeting minutes from February 28, 2017.

X.

BUDGET
February Budget Report
Mr. Taverna will present the February 2017 budget report and the acceptance of donations.

XI.

PERSONNEL
March Personnel Information
Mrs.Ambrozavitch will notify the School Committee of Resignations, Leaves of Absence and Appointments
(See Mrs. Ambrozavitch's memo dated March 2017).

PLEASE POST
There will be a REGULAR MEETING and BUDGET HEARING
of the DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Monday, April 10, 2017 at 7:00 p.m.
In the Francis Mills Communication Center, Danvers High School

I.

CALL TO ORDER, PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE AND MISSION STATEMENT

II.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE,
COMMUNITY

III.

INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE ON SEVEN
SCHOOLS

IV.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
A. Danvers Pride – Riverside School
B. Community Service Update
C. Facilities Update

V.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
A. 17/18 School Calendar – Second Reading
NEW BUSINESS
A. Substance Use Policy Update
B. Out of State/Overnight Field Trip Requests
C. Fundraising Requests

VI.

ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Communications
B. Legislation
C. Subcommittee/Liaison Updates
* DEEP
* DanversCARES
D. Minutes

*SEPAC

VIII.

BUDGET
A. March 2017 Budget Report

IX.

PERSONNEL
A. Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence, Retirements and
Appointments

PLEASE POST
There will be a REGULAR MEETING and BUDGET HEARING
of the DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Monday, May 8, 2017 at 7:00 p.m.
In the Francis Mills Communication Center, Danvers High School

I.

CALL TO ORDER, PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE AND MISSION STATEMENT

II.

SCHOOL COMMITTEE REORGANIZATION

III.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE,
COMMUNITY

IV.

INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE ON SEVEN
SCHOOLS

V.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
A. Danvers Pride – Great Oak School
B. Administrative Transition Plan
C. Student Service Update
D. Last Day of School Announcement
E. Facilities Update

VI.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
A. Substance Use Policy Update – Second Reading
NEW BUSINESS
A. NEC – Establishment of Capital Funds
B. Fundraising Requests

VII.

ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Communications
B. Legislation
C. Subcommittee/Liaison Updates
* DEEP
* DanversCARES
D. Minutes

*SEPAC

IX.

BUDGET
A. April 2017 Budget Report

X.

PERSONNEL
A. Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence, Retirements and
Appointments

PLEASE POST
There will be a REGULAR MEETING and BUDGET HEARING
of the DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Monday, June 12, 2017 at 7:00 p.m.
In the Francis Mills Communication Center, Danvers High School

I.

CALL TO ORDER, PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE AND MISSION STATEMENT

II.

SCHOOL COMMITTEE REORGANIZATION

III.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE,
COMMUNITY

IV.

INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE ON SEVEN
SCHOOLS

V.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
A. DEEP Teacher Grant Presentation
B. NEASC Report
C. FY17 District Wide Goals
D. School Council Accomplishments
E. Facilities Update

VI.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
A. NONE
NEW BUSINESS
A. K-12 Student/Parent Handbooks
B. Home Schooling Proposal
C. Out of State Field Trips
D. Fund Raising Request

VII.

IX.

ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Communications
B. Legislation
C. Subcommittee/Liaison Updates
* DEEP
* DanversCARES
Minutes

*SEPAC

X.

BUDGET
A. May 2017 Budget Report

XI.

PERSONNEL
A. Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence, Retirements and
Appointments

PLEASE POST
There will be a REGULAR MEETING
of the DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Monday, August 21, 2017 at 7:00 p.m.
In the Francis Mills Communication Center, Danvers High School
Executive Session: 6:15 p.m. in the Danvers High School Conference Room

I.

CALL TO ORDER, PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE AND MISSION STATEMENT

II.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE,
COMMUNITY

III.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
1. School Opening - Updates

IV.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
Danvers High School Program of Studies – 2nd reading

V.

NEW BUSINESS
A. DTA Contract
B. 2017-2018 Danvers Public Schools District Goals , first reading
C. 2017-2018 K-12 School Improvement Plans, first reading
D. Homeschooling Proposals
E. Out of State/Overnight Field Trip Requests
F. Fundraising Requests

VII.

ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Communications
B. Legislation
C. Subcommittee/Liaison Updates
* DEEP
* DanversCARES
D. Minutes

*SEPAC

VIII.

BUDGET

IX.

PERSONNEL
A. Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence, Retirements and
Appointments

*POLICY

PLEASE POST
There will be a REGULAR MEETING
of the DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Monday, September 11, 2017 at 7:00 p.m.
In the Francis Mills Communication Center, Danvers High School

I.

CALL TO ORDER, PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE AND MISSION STATEMENT

II.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE,
COMMUNITY

III.

INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE ON SEVEN
SCHOOLS

IV.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
17-18 Opening of Schools.
New Employee Orientation.
Summer Professional Development
NEASC
Update on Student Services

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
V.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
A. 2017-2018 Danvers Public Schools District Goals –2nd reading
B. 2017-2018 K-12 School Improvement Plans -2nd reading
NEW BUSINESS
A. Fundraising Requests

VI.

ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Communications
B. Legislation
C. Subcommittee/Liaison Updates
* DEEP
* DanversCARES
D. Minutes

*SEPAC

VIII.

BUDGET
A. September 2017 Budget Report

IX.

PERSONNEL
A. Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence, Retirements and
Appointments

PLEASE POST
There will be a REGULAR MEETING
of the DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Monday, October 16, 2017 at 7:00 p.m.
In the Francis Mills Communication Center, Danvers High School

I.
II.

CALL TO ORDER, PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE AND MISSION STATEMENT
ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE,
COMMUNITY
A. Essex North Shore Agricultural & Technical School Committee
Representative

III.

INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE ON SEVEN
SCHOOLS

IV.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
Danvers Pride – Thorpe School
Arson Watch Reward Poster Contest winners
MASS Academic Excellence Award
Curriculum and Instruction Priorities
October 1 Student Enrollment Report
Facilities and Safety Update

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
V.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
A. 2017 Report of the MASC Resolutions

VI.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Homeschooling Request
B. Overnight/Out of State Field Trip Requests
C. Fundraising Requests

VII.

ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Communications
B. Legislation
C. Subcommittee/Liaison Updates
* DEEP
* DanversCARES
*Policy
*Diversity
D. Minutes

*SEPAC- Program Evaluation

VIII.

BUDGET
A. 2016-17 Final Budget, 2017-18 Budget Transfers and September 2017
Budget Report

IX.

PERSONNEL
A. Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence, Retirements and
Appointments

PLEASE POST
There will be a REGULAR MEETING
of the DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Monday, November 13, 2017 at 7:00 p.m.
In the Francis Mills Communication Center, Danvers High School
I.

CALL TO ORDER, PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE AND MISSION STATEMENT

II.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE,
COMMUNITY
A. MASC/MASS Conference
III.
INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE ON SEVEN
SCHOOLS
IV.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
V.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
Danvers Pride – Riverside School
DanversCARES update
Annual Overview of Student Achievement
Superintendent Professional Practice Goals
October 1 Student Enrollment Report
Facilities and Safety Update

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
A. NONE

VI.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Overnight/Out of State Field Trip Requests
B. Fundraising Request

VII.

ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Communications
B. Legislation
C. Subcommittee/Liaison Updates
*DEEP
*DanversCARES
*Policy
*Diversity
D. Minutes

*SEPAC- Program Evaluation

VIII.

BUDGET
A. October 2017 Budget Report & acceptance of donations

IX.

PERSONNEL
A. Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence, Retirements and
Appointments

DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
REGULAR MEETING
December 12, 2016
Francis Mills Communication Center, E115, Danvers High School
School Committee Members Present:

David Thomson, Chair
Jeffrey Kay, Secretary
Eric Crane
Mary Beth Verry

VOTED:

Danvers High School Program of Studies – The Superintendent recommended the Danvers
High School Program of Studies for a 1st reading. Mr. Crane moved to approve a 1st reading.
Mr. Kay seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Fundraising requests – Mr. Crane moved to approve the fundraising requests
from DHS Swimming and Diving teams, Varsity Gymnastics, Boys Basketball and Boys
Lacrosse. Mr. Kay seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Minutes – Mr. Kay moved to accept and release the minutes from the November 14, 2016
regular meeting. Mr. Crane seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Adjournment – Mrs. Verry moved to adjourn the regular meeting at 8:41 p.m. Mr. Kay
seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

I. CALL TO ORDER
Mr. Thomas called the meeting to order at 7:03 p.m. The Pledge of Allegiance and DPS
Mission statement were recited. Mr.Thomson inquired whether the meeting was being
recorded by audience members and announced that the meeting was being broadcast
on DCAT and recorded by the Danvers Herald.
II.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE, COMMUNITY
NONE

III.

INTRODUCTION AND INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
Daisy Powers presented news and events from the seven schools.

IV.
A.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
Danvers Pride Presentation – Third grade teachers Leanne Miraglia and Christine
Proctor introduced their classes to give a presentation on Math Goals and use of technology.
Mr. Kay commented that he was very impressed with the students and they should be proud of
their use and knowledge of technology. Mr. Crane stated that students today are much more
advanced than some adults. Mrs. Verry and Mr. Thomson both congratulated the students on a
great job and thanked them for attending.

B. Dr. Tatem and Kristen Maroncelli gave an update on the preschool program detailing the timeline
for evaluations and processing of an Individual Education Plan (IEP). Ms. Maroncelli explained
the differences between intergrated (peer to peer learning) and intensive (highly structured and
modified learning) preschool program. It was stated that the peer partner enrollment has
increased by 88% over last year. Dr. Tatem noted that with the increase in students there will be
a co-taught model added utilizing a larger classroom. Mr. Thomson asked how the program was
funded. Dr. Tatem explained that peer partners are tuition based while the expense of students
on an IEP are grant funded. Mr. Crane commented that early identification of preschool needs is
critical. Mrs. Verry stated that the District is doing a wonderful job with the preschool program

and feels first time parents are walked through the process. Mr. Kay felt the program to be a
fantastic investment at an early age.
C. Mr. Taverna gave an update on Safety and the Wellness Committee. Mr. Taverna stated that
policies were reviewed in August and safety drill have been held in 6 out of the 7 schools. Go
Kits will be discussed at the next meeting. Mrs. Verry asked about the funding for the Go Kits.
Mr. Taverna responded that the funding would come from the School District. The Wellness
Committee has reviewed the Atlas & Athena program while working with DanversCares and
ParentsCares on Youth Risk Data. SBERT screening has taken place at DHS and is schedule for
HRMS in the spring. The March Wellness Committee agenda will review AEDs, Epi-pens and
concussions while getting an update from DanversCares on the Chemical Health Policy.
D. Dr. Dana and Mr. Taverna updated the committee on MSBA/Smith Project stating that by
January 2017 the request for owners’ project manager will go to bid. A selection committee will
then review and choose 3 finalists for the project. At that time the finalists will be scheduled for
an
interview Mr. Thomson questioned if the expectation was to have interviews by February.
Mr. Taverna answered yes, with early March being the latest date.
E. Mr. St. Pierre shared the Athletic Department has had a great fall with Atlas & Athena and the
Senior mentor program. He noted that further information on Opioid and drug misuse resource
material has been put online and Danvers has taken part in DEC leadership training as well as
MIAA Hazing workshop and student ambassadors program. Mr. St.Pierre also acknowledged
Mr. Morse and the field dedication. Mrs. Verry felt that the programs taking place off the field
made the students more well-rounded and thanked Mr. St.Pierre. Mr. Crane agreed.
Mr. Thomson wanted to share his thanks for the mentoring programs and stated that he was
impressed with Mr. Morse, his family and the field dedication. Mr. Kay noted that these programs
gave good insight and perspective.
V.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
NONE

VI.

NEW BUSINESS
Danvers High School Program of Studies – The Superintendent recommended the Danvers
High School Program of Studies for a 1st reading. Mr.Thomson moved for the reading of the
program of studies. Motion passed.
Mr. Maguire spoke on NEASC and the impact on the Program of Studies. He noted that upon
collaboration with faculty they advise to make few changes until NEASCs’ completion.
Mr. Maguire noted that names of courses have been updated. The discussion led to talk of
expanding offerings for strong core focus. Appreciation of painting and media courses was
expressed.
B.
Annual Review of Superintendent Evaluation – Mr. Thomson noted that Mr. Skarmeas was not
in attendance and would mail Dr. Dana the evaluation.
Mr. Kay appreciates the substance and agrees with Dr. Dana’s self - assessment of proficient in
the 4 main standards, noting that her effort is reflected in the students’ achievement in terms of
writing and college areas that they may choose to go into. He expressed that Dr. Dana’s
management/operation and cultural proficiency are exemplary. The environment that Dr. Dana
has set up within planning, procedure and routines helps the committee to focus. The only
areas of improvement would be an overall commitment to higher standards for each student.

A.
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C.

D.

VII.

Mr. Crane felt similar to Mr. Kay noting Dr. Dana’s proficiency in all areas while he felt she was
exemplary within those criteria. Student learning goals have shown improvement. He expects
that we are above other districts in student assessment and evaluation processes.
Mrs. Verry did not complete the evaluation feeling she has not been on the committee for a
reasonable enough length of time.
Mr. Thomson agreed with others and stated that he found Dr. Dana to be proficient in
standards 1-3 while exemplary in the 4th. Mr. Thomson noted that in his view proficient is
where we want to be. He considers this to be the goal. He continues to be impressed with Dr.
Dana’s leadership.
Dr. Dana shared her appreciation for the input and feedback stating that being able to facilitate
this work for Danvers Public Schools is rewarding.
Fundraising requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of fundraising requests
from DHS Swimming and Diving teams, Varsity Gymnastics, Boys Basketball and Boys
Lacrosse. Motion passed.
Out of State/Late Night Field Trips - NONE

ORDER OF BUSINESS

A.

Communications – Dr. Dana shared the NEC website noting the minutes are available through
it.

B.

Legislation – Mr. Crane stated that Governor Baker’s cuts to be less than expected and will not
directly affect local aid to schools but will affect homeless funding. On the Federal front,
nomination of Betsy Devose for Secretary of Education has some worried that funding to the
Common Core could be cut and people are trying to project what education will look like in the
future.

C.

Subcommittee/Liaison Update
DEEP – Mrs. Verry announced that a coffee hour hosted by DEEP Thanksgiving day before the
field dedication was well received. Keys to success will now be funded through Michaud
Mitsubishi. HRMS will be holding a spelling bee.
DanversCARES – Mr. Kay shared that three other coalitions shared their work and noted that
Wakefield holds a Saturday workshop for parents.
SEPAC – Co-Chair Tom Savage informed the committee that 11 new parents had attended the
November meeting. He asked that SEPAC meeting dates be put onto school calendars and
expressed concern that parents may not know what SEPAC is and does for the community and
asked for suggestions for improvement. Mrs. Verry felt that parents could be better informed
while going through the initial evaluation process with Student Services and possibly using
Cable TV as a vehicle. Mr. Crane asked to arrange a meeting to accomplish this. The topic for
the January SEPAC meeting is “Interactive discussion between parents and children around the
subject of learning differences”.

VIII. MINUTES – As voted
IX.

BUDGET
Mr. Taverna presented the November 2016 budget report along with a Draft for FY18 Budget
Policy update.
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VII.

PERSONNEL
Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence and Appointments – Mrs. Ambrozavitch
presented her memo dated December 2016 and asked the committee to contact her with
questions.
The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, January 9, 2017 at 7 p.m. in the Francis Mills
Communication Center at Danvers High School.
Respectfully submitted,

Jeff Kay, Secretary
Danvers School Committee
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DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
REGULAR MEETING
January 9, 2017
Francis Mills Communication Center, E115, Danvers High School
School Committee Members Present:

David Thomson,Chair
Jeffrey Kay, Secretary
Arthur Skarmeas
Eric Crane
Mary Beth Verry

VOTED:

Danvers High School Program of Studies – The Superintendent recommended the
adoption of Danvers High School Program of Studies. Mr. Crane moved to
approve. Mr. Kay seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Holten Richmond Middle School Program of Studies – The Superintendent recommended
the Holten Richmond Middle School Program of Studies for a 1st reading. Mr. Crane moved
to approve a 1st reading. Mrs. Verry seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Student Activity Account Policy – The Superintendent recommended the Student
Activity Account Policy for a 1st reading. Mr. Crane moved for the reading. Mr. Kay
seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Superintendent Annual Review - Mr. Skarmeas motioned to extend the
Superintendent’s contract for an additional 2 years bring her term to 2022. Mr.
Crane seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous. Mr. Crane motioned to
increase the Superintendent’s salary by 2.9%. Mrs. Verry seconded the motion.
The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Fundraising requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of
fundraising events for DHS Basketball Cheerleading and a Read-a-Thon at
Riverside School. Mr. Crane moved to approve. Mr. Thomson seconded
the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Out of State/Overnight Field Trip Request - The Superintendent recommended the
approval of the field trip requests from the DHS Ski Club on January 21st to
Loon Mountain, February 4th to Cannon and February 11, 2017 to Gunstock.
Also HRMS to Washington DC, June 13 - 16, 2017. Mr. Skarmeas moved to
approve. Mr. Kay seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Minutes – Mr. Kay moved to accept and release the minutes from the December 12,
2016 regular meeting. Mr. Crane seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Adjournment – Mr. Skarmeas moved to adjourn the regular meeting at 8:37 p.m.
Mr. Crane seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Mr. Thomson called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. The Pledge of
Allegiance and DPS Mission statement were recited. Mr. Thomson inquired

whether the meeting was being recorded by audience members and
announced that the meeting was being broadcast on DCAT and recorded
by the Danvers Herald.

II.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE, COMMUNITY
Dr. Dana congratulated DECA on a job well done. Mrs. Verry and Mr. Thomson agreed
sharing that Danvers DECA that will be moving to the State competition.
Mr. Pawlak, acting on behalf of the Diversity Committee, invited the community to come to
DHS on Martin Luther King day from 4-6 p.m. to celebrate Dr. King’s legacy with readings,
music, art from the DPS students school and refreshments.

III.

INTRODUCTION AND INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
Daisy Powers presented news and events from the seven schools.

IV.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
A. DPW Electric Division poster contest- Gail Bernard of the Danvers Electric Department
acknowledged the winners of the annual DPW Electric Division poster contest. HMRS
art teachers Siobhan Mcdonald and Jeff Surrett assisted in presentation of
awards. Gail explained that the students learned to market their ideas as well as being
creative with their drawings. They needed to get the message across with the picture
and they did so wonderfully and should be very proud. She thanked them for their
hard work and presented a framed copy of the calendar cover for DPS.
B. Danvers Pride Presentation – 7th grade Math teachers, Lauren Cali, Laura Larson, Karin
DeRosier & Hala Salhman presented The Growth MindSet. Mrs. DeRosier explained
the two different mindsets. Fixed mindset, when a person believes they are born with a
certain amount of intelligence leading to stress, possible failure and focus on
performance goals (Do I look smart). Growth mind set, when a person believes they
can learn and grow, there are no limits, making mistakes is an opportunity to learn and
are focused on learning goals. Teachers referenced Youcubes.org and “Week of
Inspirational Math” by Joe Boaler. Studies have shown an increase in activity in the
brain while making mistakes. Ms. Cali stated they find students in 3rd grade come in
with the impression they are either “good or bad” at math. This program helps to build
confidence and reassurance that the student can rely on themselves when challenged.
The classes are focusing on changing negative statements to positive. Allowing
students to make mistakes and celebrate multiple ways of learning rather than staying
with just one way. Ms. Larson shared that surveys showed after introducing the Growth
Mindset students felt more comfortable in taking on challenges and felt confident about
their ability. Students are now relying more on themselves and their classmates. They
are learning that mistakes are learning tools and they would rather not make mistakes
but know they are learning from them. Ms. Sahlman showed class discussion where
students are sharing what the Growth Mindset means to them and how it has changed
their outlook. One student stated it is expanding your intelligence to think more, a more
positive way of thinking, makes you more confident and gives a better way of thinking
of math. Everyone has the ability to be good and you can do whatever it is you want to
do. Students feel other schools should be influenced to do this. Mr. Kay asked why the

program was started at the middle school age. Is there a magic number? The answer
was because they can understand the concept at this age but the program could, be
adapted for all different age levels. Mr. Kay also asked what are the expectations? To
learn from the mistakes? He was told yes, just giving things a try, making mistakes
and learning from those mistakes can make you advance. Students are not paralyzed
by thought of failure. With assessments rather than tests the students can figure out
what they did wrong and learn from that. Mr. Skarmeas stated in 10 years of doing this
he has never seen so much enthusiasm. Mr. Crane felt the teachers are creating an
environment where you are learning for the love of learning and stated what the
teachers are doing is wonderful. Mrs. Verry shared that her son doesn’t like math but
came home talking about math so she can see first hand that it is working.
C. New Teacher Mentoring program - Mary Franz, Cindy Grady and David Buckhoff
presented an update on the New Teacher Mentoring program. Mr. Buchkhoff stated
there were 28 new teachers this year. He explained that a survey was conducted and
showed that both mentors and mentees felt they needed to spend more time together.
The past practice had been to have the mentors meet separately from the mentees.
The change has been that they will meet for one hour together and the second hour
they will separately where the new teachers can focus on their specific needs. This
seems to be very successful. Mrs. Grady presented an award for Master Mentor with
this years honoree being Mrs. MacDonald. Statements were made that her
commitment to new teachers throughout the years has been remarkable. She
highlights all the wonderful things that Danvers does for new teachers and she
continues to support the program that she has helped to make a success. Mrs.
MacDonald humbly accepted the recognition and shared that she thinks there are many
variables that make this program a success. She feels that what really makes the
program work is a sense of community and that mentors come back year after year to
continue to mentor. Mrs. MacDonald wanted to acknowledge past mentors such as
Mr. Strout, Mrs. McElhinney, Ms. Oaks, Mr. Lamar and Mr. White to name a few. Mrs.
Verry thanked the mentors for what they give to the program while Mr. Crane felt this
program sets Danvers apart from other districts. Mr. Skarmeas thought the award was
well deserved and felt that by reviewing and updating they are making a great program
even better. Mr. Kay thanked the mentors for making connectedness a priority and Mr.
Thomson said the mentors do an amazing job.
D.

K-12 Logic Models - Mary Wermers gave a presentation on K-12 Logic Models. She
stated this year’s focus is on grades K-8 with grade 5 having a goal to master problem
solving and critical thinking abilities. The elementary grades as well as HRMS are
focusing on ELA - writing goals with projected improvement in the area of development.
Two categories for improvement are elaboration and craft. Mrs. Wermers will implement
tools to accomplish these goals such as analyzing students work as a team, tracking
growth in writing stamina, self and peer assessment, direct instruction and leave the
student with one concrete idea to work on. She noted that Riverside will be working on
the structure that other elementary schools accomplished last year. A meeting is
scheduled in two weeks to refine the models and will analyze student data. Mr. Crane
likes the student’s development and feels it gives them ownership. Mr. Thomson
thanked Mrs. Wermers for a great presentation.

E. Facilities Update - Mr. Taverna gave an update on Smith School/MSBA project stating
we are working with MSBA to have the advertising for bids out between January 19th
and 25th. We are expecting responses by the end of February/early March and will be
conducting interviews in April. Mr. Taverna commented on the lead/copper testing that
was completed last summer. He shared there were 4 locations out of 110 tested with
findings above the acceptable limits. A preventative water flushing program was
implemented. With this program in place all four areas that were previously identified
are now shown safe for consumption. The DPW keeps a water flushing log for the
district showing times and results. Mr. Kay asked what minerals are being tested for
and do we have lead pipes. Mr. Taverna answered we are testing for both lead and
copper and said most of the lead was due to soldering of pipes.
V.
A.

VI.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
Danvers High School Program of Studies – The Superintendent recommended the
adoption
of Danvers High School Program of Studies. Mr. Crane moved to approve. Mr. Kay
seconded the motion. As voted.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Holten Richmond Middle School Program of Studies – The Superintendent
recommended the Holten Richmond Middle School Program of Studies for a 1st
reading. Mr.Crane moved for the reading of the program of studies. Mrs. Verry
seconded the motion. Motion passed. Mr. Federico and Mrs. Feerick presented an
update for science in a 3 year phase. They will be introducing a reading intervention
program and the library description will move away from a tradition library to more of a
learning common model. Mr. Thomson asked that the testing names be changed from
individual test names to “State required testing”. Mr. Skarmeas asked what changes
are being made in science and was informed that each year the children progress and
get deeper. At present the teachers do elements of all model but this will get phased
into models being broken down into grade levels. Mrs. Feerick shared this will be more
difficult on the teaching staff than the student and the change will take place with one
grade per year.

B.

C.

Student Activity Account Policy – The Superintendent recommended the Student
Activity Account Policy for a 1st reading. Mr. Crane moved for the reading. Mr. Kay
seconded the motion. Motion passed. Mr. Taverna explained there will be a few
changes to the Student Activity Account Policy. Using a MASC model, changes will
be made to include “Superintendent or his/her designee” and language to clarify a
limit on time to hold an account.
Superintendent Annual Review - Mr. Skarmeas motioned to extend the
Superintendent’s contract for an additional 2 years bringing her term to 2022. Mr.
Crane seconded the motion. As Voted. Mr. Crane motioned to increase the
Superintendent’s salary by 2.9%. Mrs. Verry seconded the motion. As Voted. Mr.
Skarmeas noted that he feels it is in the best interest of the school system to extend
the contract. Mr. Crane shared Dr. Dana has put the system in a great place with the
team that she has created. Mr. Thomson commented that the Superintendent salary
seems to reflect communities of similar size and enrollment.

D.

Fundraising requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of fundraising
events for DHS Basketball Cheerleading and a Read-a-Thon at Riverside School. As
Voted.

E.

Out of State/Late Night Field Trips - The Superintendent recommends the approval of
the field trip requests from the DHS Ski Club on January 21st to Loon Mountain,
February 4th to Cannon and February 11, 2017 to Gunstock. Also HRMS to Washington
DC,
June 13 - 16, 2017. As Voted.

VII. ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Communications – Dr. Dana shared the NEC website noting the minutes are available on
it.
B. Legislation – Mr. Crane stated he had nothing to report at this time.
C. Subcommittee/Liaison Update
DEEP – Mrs. Verry announced the next DEEP meeting will be held at the Thorpe
Learning Commons and HRMS will be holding a spelling bee on Feb. 9 at 6:00p.m.
Winners will be going to Lynn for the Regionals and then onto Washington.
DanversCARES – Mr. Kay shared DanversCARES is getting ready to start the
Strengthening Families program. Also as a part of the ParentCARES campaign this
month the focus is on social media and working with your student on active listening.
SEPAC – Co-Chair Tom Savage informed the committee that the next meeting will be
on understanding your child’s IEP.
VIII. MINUTES – As voted
IX.

BUDGET
Mr. Taverna presented the December 2016 budget report stating we are on budget.

VII. PERSONNEL
Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence and Appointments – Mrs.
Ambrozavitch presented her memo dated December 2016 and asked the committee to
contact her with questions.
The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, February 13, 2017 at 7 p.m. in the Francis
Mills Communication Center at Danvers High School.
Respectfully submitted,
Jeff Kay, Secretary
Danvers School Committee

DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
REGULAR MEETING
February 28, 2017
Francis Mills Communication Center, E115, Danvers High School
School Committee Members Present:

VOTED:

David Thomson,Chair
Jeffrey Kay, Secretary
Arthur Skarmeas
Eric Crane
Mary Beth Verry

Public Hearing on the Proposed DPS 17-18 Budget – Mr. Crane moved to open the
public hearing on the proposed DPS 17-18 budget. Mr. Skarmeas seconded the
motion. The vote was unanimous.
Mr. Crane moved to adjourn the public hearing for the Proposed DPS 2017-2018
budget. Mr. Kane seconded. The vote was unanimous.
VOTED: Holten Richmond Middle School Program of Studies – The
Superintendent recommended the adoption of the Holten Richmond Middle School
Program of Studies. Mr. Skarmeas moved to approve. Mr. Kay seconded the
motion. The vote was unanimous

VOTED:

Student Activity Account Policy – The Superintendent recommended the approval
of the Student Activity Account Policy. Mr. Skarmeas moved to approve. Mr. Kay
seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Out of State/Overnight Field Trip Request - The Superintendent recommended the
approval of the field trip requests for DHS students to Travel to Switzerland, Italy &
France,April 11th - 21st,2018, DHS students to travel to England, Ireland and Wales,
February 17th - 24th, 2018 and DHS Ski Club to Bretton Wood March 4, 2017. Mr. Skarmeas
moved to approve. Mr. Kay seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Fundraising requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of
fundraising events for DHS Baseball, DHS Girls Lacrosse and the Great Oak School.
Mr. Skarmeas moved to approve. Mr. Kay seconded the motion. The vote was
unanimous.

VOTED:

Minutes – Mr. Kay moved to accept and release the minutes from the January 9, 2017
regular meeting. Mr. Skarmeas seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Adjournment – Mr. Kay moved to adjourn the regular meeting at 9:20 p.m.
Mr. Crane seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Mr. Thomson called the meeting to order at 7:02 p.m. The Pledge of
Allegiance and DPS Mission statement were recited. Mr. Thomson inquired
whether the meeting was being recorded by audience members and
announced that the meeting was being broadcast on DCAT and recorded

II.

III.

by Reena Karasin of the Danvers Herald.
ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE, COMMUNITY
Mr. Thomson acknowledged that he had received an anonymous letter but was unable to
respond due to the anonymity of said letter.

INTRODUCTION AND INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
Daisy Powers presented news and events from the seven schools.

IV.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
A. Danvers Pride Presentation – The Smith School did a presentation on Lucy Calkin’s
Writer’s Workshop with emphasis on Elaboration and Craft. Smith School teachers
Laurie Lawler, Mike Massaro, Cindy Grady, Ellen Walsh, Betsy Marino, Christine
Enegess-Ward and Caitlyn Marshall were thanked by principal Tracy Mara for working
collaboratively to bring this presentation to fruition. Cindy Grady shared that the
students are working on conveying information to their readers in a very interesting
way, focusing on Elaboration and Craft. Students begin with a simple picture and add
information that lead to facts then to definition and explanation. The writer then
progresses to using comparisons and figurative language. In the area of Craft, their
pictures may include drawings with words which become content words then captions.
A video was presented with students ranging from kindergarten to third grade sharing
integration of the arts which will help to enhance their development of Elaboration and
Craft. Kindergarteners worked on “How to Books”. The focus was on steps, “if we do
this, what do we do next?” and drawing pictures to illustrate the steps. Grade one’s
focus was on “The Power of Illustration”. In this session students were read a
paragraph and then asked to illustrate what was in the paragraph. The readers would
be able to tell the context of the paragraph by looking at the picture. Art teacher Mike
Massaro shared that young learners often express their ideas through pictures long
before they can write. Drawing and writing go hand and hand. First graders John
McEnaney and Viola Fazio shared their “teaching books” with the committee. Students
write “teaching books” on subjects that they feel they are experts on and include facts
that teach their readers. They learn how to write introductions, subtopics within a
paragraph and conclusions.
Mr. Thomson and Mr. Skarmeas both congratulated the teachers and students on a job
well done, while Mrs. Verry expressed that she was very impressed with the students
stories and thanked the teachers for all their hard work. Dr. Dana thanked the students
for presenting.
B.

FY17 Technology Update - Mr. Liberman presented Technology in the Classroom. The
idea is to provide each student with the tools that will help them become successful
and reach their learning potential.
Presenters were Erin King from Educational Technology Solutions who works within the
District doing assistive technology assessments and student observations, Courtney
Murphy and Anna Corbett both of Holten Richmond Middle School. Ms. King began
the presentation sharing there are many different types of learners and the range of
disabilities. To support these difference there are tools in our technology such as text

to speech, word predictors, and screen readers. Text to speech tools allow students to
write and then have what they have written read back to them by the computer. This
enables the student to hear if they have used the correct grammar, punctuation and
spelling. Word predictors give the students a choice of words that begin with the
letters they are writing. Screen readers simplify the text. The District has use of IPads
with touch screen access which are helpful for students with motor skills limitations
and find it difficult to maneuver a mouse. This technology supports the teachers as
well. Ms. Murphy stated that the text to speech made for more independent learners
allowing students to edit their own writing and perform at the level of their peers.
The simplify tool can take a website with a lot of content and simplifies the text bringing
to a level for easier understanding and gain the most information. Ms. Corbett feels the
reading component to this app is very impactful. This assists students that are not at a
level of learning that matches the content of the subject. She feels these tools promote
autonomy and independence. These tools are opening avenues for learning that may
have been blocked to them in the past. Mr. Kay said he likes this program a lot and is
always concerned about class size and asked if the teachers have seen technology
help to alleviate some of the stress on the teachers. Mr. Liberman said that these
programs enable the teacher to set up learning stations and this does assist the
teacher. Mr. Kay also asked what the role was for a curriculum director to support this.
Mr. Liberman answered stating each school has paraprofessionals who work with the
teachers. Dr. Dana shared this is a collaborative effort. Teachers and administrators
work together to find the best applications and how they work best in the classroom.
Mr. Kay also asked about the age of Chromebooks and was advised by Mr. Liberman
and Mr. Taverna that they are on a 3 year lease to own basis and then get recycled and
repurposed. The district will entering into an additional 3 year lease to own program
when the first one is complete. Mr. Taverna is hoping to get into a cycle so all students
at all levels will be able to access technology that is not antiquated. Mr. Kay then stated
that he is very interested in how these programs assist in the classroom. Mr. Crane
asked if the teachers were here before the technology was provided. Ms. King stated
she was and has noticed that this program benefits all students rather than just a
student with needs. Both teachers feel that this program opens a whole new world to
the students. Students now have more confidence and mastering the program has
been easy. Learning the program has been a collaborative effort between the teachers.
Mr. Thomson thanked the teachers. Dr. Dana stated Danvers Pride is really the
highlights of the meetings. This is when you can really see what is happening in the
classrooms.
C. Mid Year Accomplishments - Dr. Dana provided the review of the mid year
accomplishments going over the format and thanked the district for all the
accomplishments that are in the report. She stated that she has tried to move as a
District to show the committee the whole picture. She also introduced interim principal
Eric Anderson of Highlands School. Dr. Dana touched on the use of Chromebooks as
a tool and the accessibility to learning this afforded all students. She said the district
standard based units at the elementary school, critical thinking at the middle school
and NEASC visit at the high school were the highlights of the mid year
accomplishments.
Mr. Crane commented it looks like there’s an organized plan
moving forward and gives kudos to everyone for making this happen. He said this was
a great presentation and feels you can see the progress of the District. Ms. Verry

agreed with Mr. Crane’s comments. Mr. Thomson felt having the report in the current
format made it much easier to understand and was more consistent.
D. Grants Update - Mrs. Ambrozavitch gave the committee an update on the school grants
stating that out of the Districts 1.7 million dollars in grants all but $170,000. were
entitlement grants. These are grants such as Title IIA for professional development,
Title I for math and literacy, Special Education grants for staffing and mental health
training while the remainder was from DanversCares. Mr. Thomson asked how this
funded compared to prior years. Mrs. Ambrozavitch explained that the Title I grant
fluctuated form approximately $300,000 to $150,000. Funding has dried up for the
District. Cities with the highest need get most of the entitlement grants now.
E. Facilities Update - Mr. Taverna gave an update on Smith School/MSBA project stating
despite the weather the walk through has been completed. The proposals for the
operation project manager are due in early March gearing up for the MSBA board
meeting in May. The interview process will be completed by working off the MSBA
timeline. They will then proceed into negotiations with the company that has the highest
rating. Mr. Skarmeas asked if there would be anything on Town Meeting regarding this
process. Mr. Taverna answered not this spring, that the allocations for this portion of
the project was on last spring’s Town Meeting agenda. This will lead us into next
spring or possibly a special Town Meeting next fall.

V.

PUBLIC HEARING FOR THE DPS 2017-2018 BUDGET Mr. Crane made a motion to open the public hearing for discussion on the 2017-2018
school budget. Mr. Skarmeas seconded. Dr. Dana and Mr. Taverna presented the
proposed 2017-2018 DPS budget. Dr. Dana provided an outline of the budget process
sharing budget meeting dates of March 4th for Board of Selectmen, April 12th for
FINCOM and May 15th for Town Meeting. She noted the collaboration between the
District and the Town. Mr. Taverna spoke about the specifics to the budget included
contractual obligations, staffing needs, retirement savings, Special Education,
transportation, equipment and other non-salary obligations. He announced that the
proposed budget total of $39,921,552 was a 3.34% increase over FY17, an increase
which has remained consistent with prior years. Mr. Taverna also commented that the
Kindergarten enrollment has increased from 268 students in FY17 to a predicted 324 in
FY18. Mr. Skarmeas had questions regarding the class size and enrollment projects
over the next 10 years. Mr. Taverna addressed his and other board members concerns
by stating there is a plan in place should the need for more space arise. Mr. Taverna
also answered Mr. Crane’s question on busing explaining the contracts are for a 3 year
period with no fuel increase and that management reserve contains provisions for
contract obligations for both union and non-union employees. The committee agreed
that the proposed budget is fiscally responsible and commended the administration for
job well done. Mr. Crane moved to adjourn the Public Hearing for the Proposed DPS
2017-2018 budget. Mr. Kane seconded. The vote was unanimous.

VI.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
A. Holten Richmond Middle School Program of Studies – The Superintendent

recommended the adoption of Holten Richmond School Program of Studies. Mr. Crane
moved to approve. Mr. Kay seconded the motion. As voted.
B. Student Activity Account Policy – The Superintendent recommended the
approval
of the Student Activity Account Policy. Mr. Skarmeas moved to approve. Mr. Kay
seconded the motion. As Voted

VII.

NEW BUSINESS

A. Out of State/Late Night Field Trips - The Superintendent recommends the approval of the
field trip requests for DHS students to Travel to Switzerland, Italy & France,April 11th - 21st,
2018, DHS students to travel to England, Ireland and Wales, February 17th - 24th, 2018 and DHS
Ski Club to Bretton Wood March 4, 2017. As Voted.

B.

VIII.

Fundraising requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of fundraising
events for DHS Baseball, DHS Girls Lacrosse and the Great Oak School. As Voted.
ORDER OF BUSINESS

A.

Communications – Dr. Dana shared the NEC website noting the minutes and budget
subcommittee information are available on it.

B.

Legislation – Mr. Crane stated he spoke with Mr. Speliotis regarding the number of
transitional students in Danvers coming down. While State revenue is lagging, the
economy is good. There is a small increase in the FY18 budget for Chapter 70 and
unrestricted aide. Homeless reimbursement is likely to stay at 70%. Mr. Crane stated
that Danvers is fiscally secure in these uncertain times.

C.

Subcommittee/Liaison Update
DEEP – Mrs. Verry announced the next DEEP meeting will be held at the First Ipswich
Bank on High St on March 8th. HRMS held a spelling bee with 41 students
competing.
DanversCARES – Mr. Kay shared DanversCARES’ focus for this month is on positive
parenting strategies, knowing where your children are and who they are with. Mr. Kay
thanked Danvers Herald for the supportive article on DanversCARES.
SEPAC – Mr. Savage told the committee that SEPAC will hold a resource fair on March
1st at 6:30 in the HRMS multi-purpose room. The fair will have over 25 vendors.

VIII. MINUTES – As voted
IX.

BUDGET
Mr. Taverna presented the January 2017 budget report stating we are on budget. He
also recognized the donations made by Mr. Ted Jordan and Northshore Bank.

VII. PERSONNEL
Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence and Appointments – Mrs.
Ambrozavitch presented her memo dated February 2017 and asked the committee to
contact her with questions.
The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, March 13, 2017 at 7 p.m. in the Francis Mills
Communication Center at Danvers High School.
Respectfully submitted,
Jeff Kay, Secretary
Danvers School Committee

DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
REGULAR MEETING
March 13, 2017
Francis Mills Communication Center, E115, Danvers High School
School Committee Members Present:

David Thomson,Chair
Jeffrey Kay, Secretary
Arthur Skarmeas
Eric Crane
Mary Beth Verry

VOTED:

Public Hearing and Vote on School Choice – The Superintendent recommended the
School Committee vote not to accept School Choice students for the 2017-2018
school year. Mr. Crane moved to approve the non-acceptance of students. Mr.
Kay seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Final Adoption of DPS 17-18 Budget – Mr. Skarmeas moved to adopt the proposed
$39,921,552 DPS 17-18 budget. Mrs. Verry seconded the motion. The vote was
unanimous.

VOTED:

17-18 School Calendar/Early Release – The Superintendent recommended the
proposed 17-18 School Calendar/Early Release Days for a first reading. Mr. Kay
moved. Mrs. Verry seconded. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Out of State/Overnight Field Trip Request – The Superintendent recommended the
approval of the out of state field trip from DHS French Honors to Quebec City,
October 6-9, 2017, DHS Ingrid Sound to Memphis Tennessee, April 19-24, 2017,
DHS Boy’s Lacrosse to Durham, New Hampshire, March 30, 2017 and DHS
Basketball Cheerleaders to Providence, RI on March 18, 2017. Mr. Thomson moved
to approve. Mr. Crane seconded. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Minutes – Mr. Kay moved to accept and release the minutes from the February 28,
2017 regular meeting. Mr. Thomson seconded the motion. The vote was
unanimous.

.

VOTED:

I.

II.

Adjournment – Mr. Crane moved to adjourn the regular meeting at 8:25 p.m.
Mrs. Verry seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

CALL TO ORDER
Mr. Thomson called the meeting to order at 7:03 p.m. The Pledge of
Allegiance and DPS Mission statement were recited. Mr. Thomson inquired
whether the meeting was being recorded by audience members and
announced that the meeting was being broadcast on DCAT and recorded
by the Danvers Herald and Salem News.
ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE, COMMUNITY
Mr. Thomson complemented the administration for an incredible NEASC visit. Mr.
Crane said he was very impressed at the number of teachers that attended. Mrs.

Ambrozavitch stated all teachers of DHS were in attendance.
Mr. Thomson shared the news that DHS would be sending 40 DECA students to the
international competition in California in April. Congratulations to the students and Mrs.
Beaulieau.

III.

INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
The student representative was unable to attend the meeting.

IV.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
A. Danvers Pride Presentation – Mr. Anderson, interim principal of Highlands School did a
presentation on Class Dojo, connecting teachers with students and parents. Fourth
grade teachers Mrs. Doucette, Ms. Catto and Mrs. Bullers also assisted with the
students presenting, Seanna Senn, Cole Waterman, Erica Langlais, Priyani Rawal and
Brendan Gibbons. Class Dojo is a communications app. that helps teachers, students
and parents work as a team. The focus is to create a positive culture, give students
validation and share moments with families. Class Dojo reinforces positive behavior by
allowing the teacher to award Dojo points which the students can then use to purchase
rewards such as “comfy chair for a day”, lunch with the teacher or reading to a K-1
class. Teachers are able to post pictures of daily activities in live time and parents can
log on and see what is happen in their students day. A message feature allows
teachers and parents to communicate. Students seem to respond well to this program
and love to earn Dojo points. Mrs. Verry thanked the students for a great presentation
and feels this program is wonderful for open communication. Mr. Crane inquired about
the ease of use and was told this program is very easy to use and learn. Mr. Anderson
stated he was able to use it with virtually no training. Mr. Kay said he is very
encouraged by the use of this technology. Mr. Thomson asked if the ability to have
constant communication with parents becomes time consuming.
Mrs. Doucette
explained that it works well. Mr. Skarmeas congratulated the students on a great
presentation.
B.

Student Services Update - Dr. Tatem, Director of Student Services, along with Sean
Dunleavy and Bree Jacobsen, both of Holten Richmond Middle School gave a
presentation on Language Based Learning Disabilities. Dr. Tatem stated the LBLD
program has been in place for the 4th and 5th grade. This year they’ve instituted those
techniques and strategies for the 6th grade students.
Ms. Jacobsen spoke on
students taking ownership of their own progress focusing on small positives,
consistency by using common terminology and utilizing many of the same instructional
strategies such as pairing visuals with written/verbal language, using sentence frames
and repetition of skills. Mr. Dunleavy noted the transition from 5th to 6th grade is the
most difficult. This program helps to develop consistency and organization. One way
in doing this is to create a “common binder”. This is one binder used for all subjects.
Developing common cueing strategies and setting expectations at the beginning of the
year is also an important function of this program. Techniques such as Tic-Tac-Toe
vocabulary, 2 column notes, using task and time analysis and Click or Clunk includes
the students in the learning process. Both Mr. Dunleavy and Ms. Jacobsen spoke on
Making Thinking Visible using See-Think-Wonder and Google Read to Write to assist

students to become more successful with their writing. Mr. Skarmeas inquired how
long the professional development course was. Dr. Tatem answered it was taken over
time, 1 professional development day in the spring , 3 days over the summer months
and monthly evaluations. The course was provided by Landmark School. She also
stated that a 7th grade team will be trained in LBLD for next year so the 6th grade
students that are enrolled in the program this year will have that consistency moving
forward. Mr. Kay felt this program fits into the #1 Mid-year Goal and asked if students
can progress out of the program and was told that there is one student that will be
leaving the program at the end of the school year. Mr. Kay also asked if there would be
a full year accomplishment to quantify progress. Ms. Jacobsen said she keeps data on
each student’s progress. Other School Committee members commented that they love
this program and are very happy that the need for such was identified and
implemented.

V.

PUBLIC HEARING AND VOTE ON SCHOOL CHOICE - The Superintendent
recommended the School Committee vote not to accept School Choice students for
the 2017-2018 school year. Dr. Dana stated that each year the committee must revisit
the option to allow or deny school choice students. She explained that at this time the
District does not have the capacity to allow this. Mr. Crane moved to approve the nonacceptance of school choice students. Mr. Kay seconded the motion. The vote was
unanimous.

VI.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - None

VII.

NEW BUSINESS

A. Final Adoption of DPS 17-18 Budget – The Superintendent recommends the approval of
the DPS 17-18 proposed Budget. Discussion was held explaining that the majority of
the $39,921,552 was contractual obligations. Mr. Crane felt this was a responsible
budget and was in line with the Town’s vision. As voted
B. 17-18 School Calendar/Early Release – The Superintendent recommends the approval
of the proposed 17-18 School Calendar/Early Release Days for a first reading. Mr. Kay
commented that he appreciated the professional development days being moved to the
Tuesday after a long weekend. Dr. Dana stated this would make for more consistency
in the classroom, having 3 days at school rather than a broken up week. Mr. Thomson
asked if the professional development days were part of the teacher’s contract and if
one could possibly be moved to Good Friday affording the students one less day off
school. Dr. Dana shared that the District is in negotiations for the next teacher’s
contract and that this idea was worth of a discussion. As voted.
C. Out of State/Late Night Field Trips - The Superintendent recommends the approval of
the field trip requests from DHS French Honors to Quebec City, October 6-9, 2017,
DHS Ingrid Sound to Memphis Tennessee, April 19-24, 2017, DHS Boy’s Lacrosse to
Durham, New Hampshire, March 30, 2017 and DHS Basketball Cheerleaders to
Providence, RI on March 18, 2017. As Voted.

VIII.

ORDER OF BUSINESS

A.

Communications – Dr. Dana shared the NEC website noting the minutes and budget
subcommittee information are available as well as a link to the Annual Report Update.

B.

Legislation – Mr. Crane stated he had nothing new to share since the February 28th
meeting.

C.

Subcommittee/Liaison Update
DEEP – Mrs. Verry commented they have received 26 applications for the DEEP grant
in the requested amount of $29,945.02. These requested were made by 73 teachers
and will be awarded at the June School Committee Meeting. Mrs. Verry shared this
was the largest amount requested to date.
DanversCARES – Mr. Kay shared DanversCARES’ focus remains on positive parenting
strategies, knowing where your children are and who they are with. He asked that
parents view literature on the website. Light the Night walk takes place on May 17th at
6:30 p.m. at the Peabody Institute Library. Other important dates for DanversCARES
events are March 25th, Adolescent Health at Lahey Clinic, April 5th, School Safety
Conference and June 9th, Youths at Risk at Salem State.
SEPAC – Mr. Skarmeas announced Sally Palmer of Revive Mindfulness will present on
Turning Negative to Positive on April 5th at 7:00 p.m. in the HRMS Library. He
shared that the Resource Fair went well and plans are in place to move the date to
September next year.

IX. MINUTES – As voted
X.

BUDGET
In Mr. Taverna’s absence, Dr. Dana presented the February 2017 budget report
stating we are on budget.

XI. PERSONNEL
Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence and Appointments – Mrs.
Ambrozavitch presented her memo dated March 2017 and asked the committee to
contact her with questions.

The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, April 10, 2017 at 7 p.m. in the Francis Mills
Communication Center at Danvers High School.
Respectfully submitted,
Jeff Kay, Secretary
Danvers School Committee

DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
REGULAR MEETING
April 10, 2017
Francis Mills Communication Center, E115, Danvers High School
School Committee Members Present:

David Thomson,Chair
Jeffrey Kay, Secretary
Arthur Skarmeas
Eric Crane
Mary Beth Verry

VOTED:

17-18 School Calendar/Early Release – The Superintendent recommended the
approval of the 17-18 School Calendar/Early Release Days. Mr. Crane moved. Mr.
Kay seconded. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Substance Use Policy Update - The Superintendent recommended the approval of
the Substance Use Policy in Schools Policy, JICH, first reading. Mr. Skarmeas
moved. Mrs. Verry seconded. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Out of State/Overnight Field Trip Request – The Superintendent recommended the
approval of the out of state field trip from DHS DECA to Anaheim, CA from April
25th – May 1st , 2017, Smith School to Rye, NH on June 8, 2017 and DHS Math to
Canobie Lake Park, NH on May 26, 2017. Mr. Thomson moved to approve. Mr.
Crane seconded. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Fundraising Requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of the
fundraising request by SEPAC. Mr. Skarmeas moved. Mr. Crane seconded.
The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Minutes – Mr. Kay moved to accept and release the minutes from the March 13,
2017 regular meeting. Mr. Crane seconded the motion. The vote was
unanimous.

.

VOTED:

I.

Adjournment – Mr. Crane moved to adjourn the regular meeting at 7:45 p.m.
Mrs. Verry seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

CALL TO ORDER
Mr. Thomson called the meeting to order at 7:01 p.m. The Pledge of
Allegiance and DPS Mission statement were recited. Mr. Thomson inquired
whether the meeting was being recorded by audience members and
announced that the meeting was being broadcast on DCAT and recorded
by the Danvers Herald.

II.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE, COMMUNITY
There were no items of interest for the April 10, 2017 meeting.

III.

INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
Daisy Powers presented news and events from the seven schools.

IV.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
A. Danvers Pride Presentation – Ms. Powers, Principal of Riverside School gave a
presentation on “Communication through Technology”.
Kourtney McKallagat,
Riverside’s K-2 Special Education teacher, presented a video showing her students
using their Augmentative Alternative Communication Device (AAC). These devices
assist the students that are unable to communicate verbally by allowing them to select
pictures that coincide with their thoughts and create sentences. Each device is
programmed and altered to the specific student. These devices allow the students to
have a voice in their day. Ms. McKallagat spoke about bringing one of her students,
Desmond, into a 5th grade class to share the technology and the way it enables
students, who may otherwise struggle, be successful. 5th graders Kaitlyn Cicerone,
Avery Maynard and Abby Sher shared their experiences with Desmond and his AAC.
Ms. Powers ended the presentation by thanking technology and Student Services for
making this program available as well as the teachers and students of the 5th grade for
always welcoming other students into their classes. She also read a letter from a
parent regarding the first day her son came home with his AAC device. The mother
shared the excitement her son showed in being able to communicate with his parents.
She finally was able to understand what he had been asking for days. The members of
the school committee felt that the AAC was a life changing device and thanked the
students for assisting in the presentation. Ms. Verry asked if each student was entitled
to a device. Ms. McKallagat answered that each student needed to be evaluated to see
what program and device would work best for that individual. Mr. Kay felt the video
was very informative and would like to see more.
B. Community Service Update - Mr. Federico, Principal of Holten Richmond Middle
School, spoke on Project 351, a program created by former Governor Deval Patrick to
inspire a generation of “community first” citizen leaders. Project 351 honors students
that show personal excellence. Communities in Massachusetts send an ambassador
to the Project 351 launch day held in Boston each year. This year’s ambassador
Leanna O’brien shared her experience in the program. She stated that launch day was
a day of community service. Student were broken up into groups where they would
make blankets for shelters, organize care packages, make card or other services to
benefit people in need. Leanna has continued with her community service and plans to
volunteer even more. 12th grader Joe Distasio returned to share his feelings and
happenings with Project 351 stating that it really made a difference in his life and he
also continues to give his time to others in need. Mr. Skarmeas felt this was a great
program and congratulated the ambassadors. Dr. Dana shared her pride in the
students participating in Project 351.
C. Facilities Update - Mr. Taverna gave an update on the Smith School Project.
In April, interviews for a Project Manager were conducted and a firm has been
selected. Reference are being checked. When that process in complete negotiations
will begin and then be sent to MSBA for their final approval in May for their June board
meeting. Mr. Thomson asked if we were looking for a specific person and Mr. Taverna
answered that we are hiring a firm. Mr. Crane is glad that the project is on track.

VI.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS -

A.

17-18 School Calendar/Early Release – The Superintendent recommended the approval
of the 17-18 School Calendar/Early Release Days for a second reading. Mr. Thomson
asked if there were any changes made from the first reading. Dr. Dana answered that
there were no changes. Attendance before the December break was reviewed and
shown to be of no significant difference from attendance before another break or on a
random Friday. As voted.

VII.

NEW BUSINESS

A.

Substance Use Policy Update - The Superintendent recommended the approval of the
Substance Use Policy in Schools Policy, JICH, first reading. Mr. Thomson spoke on
review of the policy approximately a year ago. He noted that originally there had been 2
policies which seemed unnecessary. Dr. Dana said work had been done with the
attorney to meld the 2 policies into one. The next step is to align this with the handbook
which will take place at the June meeting. Mr. Skarmeas noted there are no changes in
what the intent of the policy is. Mr. Thomson said some of it is just language update,
changing the word “abuse” to “use” things like that. As voted.

B.

Out of State/Late Night Field Trips - The Superintendent recommended the approval of
the field trip requests from DHS DECA to Anaheim, CA from April 25th – May 1st,
2017, Smith School to Rye, NH on June 8, 2017 and DHS Math to Canobie Lake Park,
NH on May 26, 2017. As Voted.

C.
Fundraising Requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of the
fundraising request by SEPAC. As Voted.
VIII.

ORDER OF BUSINESS

A.

Communications – Dr. Dana shared the NEC website link.

B.

Legislation – Mr. Crane stated MASC is encouraging the committee to support the
State fully funding the foundation budget.

C.

Subcommittee/Liaison Update
DEEP – Mrs. Verry said DEEP will hold their monthly meeting on April 12th at 7:45 am.
The grant committee will award teacher grants at the June School Committee meeting.
DanversCARES – Mr. Kay shared DanversCARES focus for this month is on
“Supervised or Unsupervised”, Understanding where your student is. There is a lot of
good information on the website. The Teen Health and Safety guide was sent out in
the Danvers Herald this week. Light the Night Purple, to raise awareness on the
stigma regarding substance abuse, will be on May 17th.
SEPAC – Mr. Savage was not present however, Mrs. Verry attend SEPAC’s
mindfulness meeting with guest speaker Sally Palmer. She felt the mindfulness
approach really helps to alleviate stress and calm your body and mind. Dr. Dana
announced that they are looking to relocate the resource fair to the Riverside School

in the month of September.
IX. MINUTES – As voted

X.

BUDGET
Mr. Taverna presented the March 2017 budget report stating we are on budget.
He also recognized the donations for Light the Night Purple Walk made by Lahey
Health, Recovery Centers for America, East Boston Savings Bank, St. John’s
Preparatory School, Massachusetts Organization for Addiction Recovery, Maple St.
Congregational Church and First Ipswich Bank.

XI. PERSONNEL
Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence and Appointments – Mrs.
Ambrozavitch presented her memo dated April 2017, sharing the appointments of
Paula Jones as the Highland School principal and Jason Colombino as the Danvers
High School principal and asked the committee to contact her with questions.

The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, May 8, 2017 at 7 p.m. in the Francis Mills
Communication Center at Danvers High School.
Respectfully submitted,
Jeff Kay, Secretary
Danvers School Committee

DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
REGULAR MEETING
May 8, 2017
Francis Mills Communication Center, E115, Danvers High School

School Committee Members Present:

David Thomson,Chair
Jeffrey Kay, Secretary
Arthur Skarmeas
Eric Crane
Mary Beth Verry

Dr. Dana, acting as temporary Chairman of the Committee, called the meeting to order at 7:03
p.m. The Pledge of Allegiance and Danvers Public Schools Mission statement was recited. Dr.
Dana announced that the meeting was being broadcast on Danvers Community Access
Television and asked the members of the audience if anyone was recording the proceedings and
was told the Danvers Herald and a parent of a student were recording.

VOTED:

Election of Chairperson – Mr. Thomson nominated Jeff Kay as Chairman of the
committee. Mr. Crane seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Election of Secretary – Mrs. Skarmeas nominated Marybeth Verry as Secretary.
Mr. Crane seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Appointment of School Attorney – Mr. Crane moved to retain the legal services of
Michael Long, Esq. of Long & DiPietro. Mr. Skarmeas seconded the motion. The
vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Substance Use Policy – The Superintendent recommended the adoption for the
Substance Use Policy in School Policy, JICH. Mr. Skarmeas moved, Mr. Thomson
seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

NEC- Establishment of Capital Funds -The Superintendent recommended the
approval of the NEC - Establishment of Capital Funds. Mr. Skarmeas moved to
approve, Mr. Thomson seconded. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Fundraising Requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of fund
raising events from DHS students for the Belize field trip, DHS Girl’s Lacrosse and
DHS Golf Team. Mr. Thomson moved to approve, Mr. Crane seconded the motion.
The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Minutes – Mr. Kay moved to accept and release the minutes from the April10,
2017 regular meeting. Mrs. Verry seconded the motion. The vote was
unanimous.

.

VOTED:

Adjournment – Mr. Thomson moved to adjourn the regular meeting at 8:35 p.m.
Mrs. Verry seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

I.

SCHOOL COMMITTEE REORGANIZATION
Upon being elected Chairman, Mr. Kay asked the Superintendent to
check on the district’s liability insurance. He confirmed that the regular
meetings would continue to be held on the second Monday of the month. Mr.
Kay appointed Mr. Skarmeas as the primary signatory of all bill sheets and Mrs.
Verry as secondary signatory. Mr. Crane was appointed as the legislation
liaison.

II.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE, COMMUNITY
Dr. Dana announced the winner of the Sonia Shreiber Weitz Upstander Award as Angela
Deangelis, an 8th grader at Holten Richmond Middle School. Honorable mentions went to
Milena Aggelikas, Fares Bourote and Melanie Zimmerman, also all middle school students.
Dr. Dana spoke on the GEAP - Traces to Remember program which was part of a
presentation given at the Middle School on April 28, 2017. The presentation revolved
around the Holocaust which aligns with the 8th grade curriculum.
Mrs. Ambrozavitch reported on NEASC’s results for DHS. She shared her pride in the
results, the school and the staff.

III.

INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
Daisy Powers presented news and events from the seven schools.

IV.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
A. Danvers Pride Presentation – Great Oak School Principal Sharon Burrill shared that
Great Oak has spent the year going over and understanding the components for the
DPS Mission Statement. Great Oak teachers Mrs. Kapnis, Mrs. Day and Mrs.
Notargiacomo assisted students in a presentation where each student showed how
what they had learned from the mission statement. Presenting students were first
graders Olivia Hunt and Alyssa Joe, third graders Kaelin Hampe and Dailin Martinez
(who wrote a song about creativity) and fifth grader Mila Shirikyan. Mrs. Verry asked if
this was a school wide endeavor and Mrs. Burrill answered yes. The school committee
members all agreed that the students did a great job. Dr. Dana told the students she
was proud of them.
B.

DHS DECA –Mrs. Beaulieu, DHS DECA coordinator said that she has 200 students in
the DECA program of which 141 moved to State finals and 41 moved on to the
International finals. She stated there were 2,000 students globally. Massachusetts
students place with a total of 7 wins. Danvers took home 3 “pieces of glass” as the
trophies were called. Students Athena Velonis and Sarah Roach did a Buying and
Merchandising operations research on CareAline. Katie Crum, Alyssa Kellard, and
Julie Webster (who was unable to attend the meeting) completed an Entrepreneurship
Independent Business Plan for Fashion Sense. Liam Callahan, Rafaella Tringale, and
Carolyn Curtin did a Learn and Earn Project on the Fly High Foundation in support of

Griffin's Gift. Mr. Thomson told the students that he is a huge fan and complimented
Mrs. Beaulieu on doing and amazing job naming her the “Bill Belichick of DECA”. Mr.
Crane loves the program and noted that the projects seemed to have a personal
meaning to the students. The other members agreed and congratulated the students.
Dr. Dana said the students show a true reflection of the meaning of community and
school.
C.

New Administration Introductions – Dr. Dana introduced new DHS principal Jason
Colombino and new Highlands principal Paula Jones. Both principals shared their
excitement and feel privileged to be part of the DPS Team. Mr. Colombino shared his
first new hire was that of Katrina Esparza as the new DHS Assistant Principal for grades
9 &10. The school committee members welcomed Jason and Paula and said they are
looking forward to working with them.
D. Student Services Update – Dr. Mary Tatem, Karri Isidoro and Ellen Held from Northshore
Educational Consortium spoke on the programs offered through NEC. Dr. Tatem
explained that NEC is used for students that need more services than the public schools
can offer but they also provide professional development for teachers such as “Facilitating
for IEPs” and mental health conferences. Ms. Held gave a presentation on the different
programs and locations that NEC provides allowing assistance for all ages and
disabilities. She also noted that come July 1st the Consortium in Topsfield will be an
additional space for vocational learning. After the presentation Mr. Crane said he was
impressed with the variety of programs and that each student’s individual needs can and
are identified. He asked if NEC tracks the success of the students after “aging out” of the
programs. Ms. Held shared that they are making strides in tracking the student’s
progress. Mr. Kay asked how the student was assessed to insure the appropriate
placement. It was explained that the assessment process is lengthy process consisting of
testing, team meeting and other processes similar to that of creating an IEP.
E. Last Day of School for the 16-17 school year – Dr. Dana officially announced that the last
day of school for the Danvers Public Schools 16-17 school year will be Tuesday, June 27,
2017.
F. Facilities Update – Mr.Taverna updated the committee on the Smith School project stating
the project owner has been selected and they are awaiting approval from MSBA. A formal
announcement will take place in early June. He also gave an update on lead and copper
testing in the district. Initially 4 buildings were shown to have elevated results on the first
draw but all locations showed acceptable levels on the second draw. Flushing the lines
will continue. Mr. Crane asked if there is a permanent fix. Mr. Taverna answered Smith
and Thorpe would have to have piping replaced and DHS would need to undergo an
electricity re-grounding in the science wing which has copper piping.

VI.
A.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
Substance Use Policy – The Superintendent recommended the approval of the
Substance Use Policy in School Policy, JICH for a second reading. As Voted

VII.

NEW BUSINESS

A.

NEC- Establishment of Capital Funds – The Superintendent recommended the approval
of the proposed NEC establishment of Capital Funds. Dr. Dana shared and explained
this will allow the excess funds from this fiscal year to be held over for Capital projects
and proposed expenditures for NEC in the coming fiscal year (front lobby, skylight and
new bus). After reviewing the material Mr. Thomson had questions regarding the excess
funds and how the funding was configured. Dr. Dana explained that the vote would be
on the use of excess funds and that it is based on tuition and the number of students
and that any remaining funds would go back to the Towns. Mr. Kay asked when the
excess money is returned to the Town. Mr. Taverna stated that this vote allows them to
keep an additional 3% (over the state mandated 1%) and NEC has had a surplus in the
past. Dr. Dana shared a refund was given to the Town this past year but not the prior
year. Mr. Crane asked if NEC has the ability to borrow funds and does the committee
need to approve that. Dr. Dana answered she would double check and get back to
him. Mr. Skarmeas moved to approve, Mr. Thomson seconded. As voted

B.

Out of State/Late Night Field Trips - None

C.

Fundraising Requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of fund
raising events from DHS students for the Belize field trip, DHS Girl’s Lacrosse and DHS
Golf Team. Mr. Thomson moved to approve, Mr. Crane seconded. As voted

VIII.

ORDER OF BUSINESS

A.

Communications – Dr. Dana shared the NEC website link.

B.

Legislation – Mr. Crane spoke about this being a fiscally uncertain time. The Ways and
Means Committee suggests a Ch. 70 increase but Medicaid reimbursements may be
cut in the next fiscal year.

C.

Subcommittee/Liaison Update
DEEP – Mrs. Verry reported that DEEP will attend the June school committee meeting
to present the DEEP teacher grants awards.
DanversCARES – Mr. Kay shared DanversCARES focus for this month is on Parents All around access to mental health care. The Light the Night Purple event will be held
on May 17th. He also wanted to thank Mark Strout for 44 years of service to the
school department and all his support of DanversCARES.
SEPAC – Mr. Savage invited the community to Dessert Night on June 7th in the DHS
artium. Mr. Savage also said the annual resource fair will have a date change to
sometim in the fall hoping to coordinate with the school’s open house date. He
thanked the district’s PACs for past support and was proud to say this year SEPAC
will be able to “give back”.

IX. MINUTES – As voted
X.

BUDGET
Mr. Taverna presented the April 2017 budget report stating we are on budget.
He also recognized the donations for the 2017 Teen Health & Safety Guide.

XI. PERSONNEL
Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence and Appointments – Mrs.
Ambrozavitch presented her memo dated May 2017.

The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, June 12, 2017 at 7 p.m. in the Francis Mills
Communication Center at Danvers High School.
Respectfully submitted,
Mary Beth Verry, Secretary
Danvers School Committee

DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
REGULAR MEETING
June 12, 2017
Francis Mills Communication Center, E115, Danvers High School

School Committee Members Present:

Jeffrey Kay, Chair
Mary Beth Verry, Secretary
Arthur Skarmeas
Eric Crane
David Thomson

VOTED:

K-12 Student/Parent Handbooks – The Superintendent recommended the approval
of the proposed 2017-2018 K-12 Student/Parent Handbooks for a first reading. Mr.
Crane moved to approve. Mr. Thomson seconded the motion. The vote was
unanimous.

VOTED:

Homeschooling Proposal – The Superintendent recommended the approval of the
Notice of Intent for Home Education for the 2017-2018 school year. Mr. Skarmeas
moved to approve. Mr. Crane seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Out of State/Overnight Field Trip Request – The Superintendent recommended the
approval of the out of state field trip from the HRMS art department to New York,
April 26th-28th, 2018. Mr. Skarmeas moved to approve. Mr. Thomson seconded
the motion. The vote was unanimous..

VOTED:

Fundraising Requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of fund
raising events from DHS class of 2020 for class events. Mr. Skarmeas moved to
approve, Mr. Thomson seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Minutes – Ms. Verry moved to accept and release the minutes from the May 8,
2017 regular meeting. Mr. Skarmeas seconded the motion. The vote was
unanimous.

.

VOTED:

I.

II.

Adjournment – Mr. Kay moved to adjourn the regular meeting at 8:35 p.m.
Mr. Thomson seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

CALL TO ORDER
Mr.Kay called the meeting to order at 7:04 p.m. The Pledge of
Allegiance and DPS Mission statement were recited. Mr. Kay inquired
whether the meeting was being recorded by audience members and
announced that the meeting was being broadcast on DCAT and recorded
by the Danvers Herald.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE, COMMUNITY
A. Sally Kerns and Bob Gamer as representatives of the Danvers Committee for Diversity

presented their statement on “Safe Community”. The statement reads;

First and foremost, we remain committed to the inherent worth and dignity of every person
at every level: neighborhood, local, state, federal, and the world.
We are committed to ensuring that all persons in our town feel safe and welcome. We are
informed and are mindful that not all people feel welcome and safe. We are mindful that
some single parents, women, lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people, people of
various religious and ethnic backgrounds, immigrants, the economically disadvantaged,
and all who experience some form of marginalization may not always feel safe and
welcome. We cannot tolerate this. Because of this awareness, we embrace and proclaim
our cherished history, by which Danvers welcomes all peoples. We are particularly mindful
that the current controversy sweeping our nation impels us to state that we are, all of us,
immigrants, or descendants of immigrants, and we welcome all who seek peace and a
better life on our shores to become part of the great tapestry that is America and we
reaffirm that all are welcome in Danvers. It is our goal that all people feel safe. We
acknowledge that and appreciate that the Danvers Police Department does not use local
resources to check or report on the immigration status of those they encounter in routine
interactions. The Danvers Police Department has always had the practice of protecting all
persons who fear any form of danger, whether real or perceived, We publish this statement
of a Safe Community as a Resolution of the Danvers Committee for Diversity.
The Committee thanked Mr. Gamer and Ms. Kerns and agreed that this is the right time for
this statement and all students should feel safe.

B. Mr. Kay recommended the members of subcommittees and liaison remain in the roles that
they currently hold.

C. Mr. Kay recommended moving the August 14th meeting to August 21st. This will give
administrators and teachers time to organize their goals for that meeting.

D. Mr. Kay then thanked Sue Ambrozavitch for her many years of service to the Danvers
Public Schools. Mr. Skarmeas spoke on Mrs. Ambrozavitch’s making a profound

difference in the life of his own children and presented her with a plague from the
Committee. Mr. Bill Bates then spoke on behalf of State Representative Ted Spiliotis and
presented her with a Proclamation from the House of Representatives.

E. Mr. Thomson thanked Mark Strout for his years of service and great contribution to Danvers
High School.

III.

INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
Daisy Powers presented news and events from the seven schools.

IV.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
A. DEEP Teacher Grants – Mary Beth Verry, as a representative for DEEP, introduced
incoming DEEP vice president Mari Matt and incoming DEEP secretary Angela Tsiumis
who presented teachers awarded the DEEP grants. She stated that over $20,000.00 in
grants were gifted from DEEP and thanked the business of Danvers and the grant
committee for their support. The Committee thanked DEEP and the teachers for their
great work.
B.

C.

NEASC Report –Mrs. Ambrozavitch report on the NEASC findings. In 2106 a self study
of 7 strands as was recommended by NEASC was conducted. All Danvers High School
participated. The visiting committee from NEASC came out to conduct their study on
March 12th - 15th, 2017. Mr. Maguire presented the highlights of the report, standards
1-7, sharing that several of the recommendations were “continue to” stating this was
the best report he has ever seen. He then fielded questions and accepted accolades
from the Committee.
FY17 District Wide Goals – In Dr. Dana’s stead, Mrs. Ambrozavitch reviewed
accomplishments related to FY17 District Wide Goals stating this was year 4 0f a 5 year
strategic plan. She summarized the accomplishments as: Theme I - Academic
Achievement- Accessibility, social media and digital apps., Theme II - Family and
Community Engagement- parent survey and mobile app, Theme III Human Resources
and Management -Holten Richmond , Off to a Great Start for paraprofessional training
and skillful teaching 3 for administrators, Theme IV -Management and Operations,
building project,direct look initiative at DHS and safety planning. Mary Beth Verry said
this was a testament to the teamwork of Danvers Public Schools. Mr. Crane feels
Danvers is above the curve in technology while Mr. Thomson asked questions about
the success of the therapy dog at Riverside School. Mrs. Powers shared that the dog is
a huge success. Mr. Kay stated he feels our students are well prepared when
graduating.

D. Final School Council Accomplishments – In Dr. Dana’s stead, Mrs. Ambrozavitch
reviewed the final School Council accomplishments sharing DHS had the huge
accomplishment of NEASC and large strides in technology. Holten Richmond Middle

School’s goals were closing the achievement goals and working with project HAWK,
focusing on acceptance at the middle school level, while the elementary schools
increased in writing mini lessons, technology and Math with each school having their own
specific goals.. The Committee applauded the administration and principals on a job well
done. They felt that family participation that was shown to be important and loved the use
of the therapy dog at Riverside School.
E. Facilities Update – Mr. Taverna provided a update on the Smith School project stating
PMA was hired as Project manager and accepted at the June MSBA meeting. A request
for the architect for a feasibility study will be presented in late August/early September.
PMA will be on hand for all to meet at the next building meeting. Mr. Kay asked about
the completion date. Mr. Taverna answered the expected date of completion to be for the
2021 opening of Smith School.

V.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
NONE

VI.

NEW BUSINESS

A.

K-12 Student/Parent Handbooks – Mrs. Ambrozavitch as designee of the
Superintendent recommended the approval of the proposed 2017-2018 K-12
Student/Parent Handbooks for a first reading. As voted

B.

Homeschooling Proposal –Mrs. Ambrozavitch as designee of the Superintendent
recommended the approval of the Notice of Intent for Home Education for the 20172018 school year. As voted

C.

Out of State/Overnight Field Trip Request – Mrs. Ambrozavitch as designee of the
Superintendent recommended the approval of the out of state field trip from the HRMS
art department to New York, April 26th-28th, 2018. As voted.

D.

Fundraising Requests – Mrs. Ambrozavitch as designee of the Superintendent
recommended the approval of fund raising events from DHS class of 2020 for class
events. As voted

VII.

ORDER OF BUSINESS

A.

Communications – Mrs. Ambrozavitch shared the NEC website link.

B.

Legislation – Mr. Crane stated there are no real changes. The future State budget is
still up in the air. The Federal government has earmarked money for Charter schools
possibly taking money from programs already funded.

C.

Subcommittee/Liaison Update

DEEP – Mrs. Verry thanked Michuad Mitzubishi for providing the vehicle for “Keys to
Success” with Jacob Walker winner the car. She then announced upcoming events
such as “Breakfast of Champions” and their monthly meeting.
DanversCARES – Mr. Kay shared DanversCARES annual meeting to focus around
success, reflecting on the work that has been done this past year. He also
announced Sentor Loveley and Alison Bauer will be presenting on the Opioid
challenge.
SEPAC – Mr. Savage thanked Mr. Taverna and the staff for their help in making
“Desert Night” a success. He shared the resource fair will be held at Riverside with the
date being changed to September this year.

VII. MINUTES – As voted
X.

BUDGET
Mr. Taverna presented the May 2017 budget report stating we are on budget.
He also recognized the donations from Lahey for Parent University and Light the Night
Purple.

XI. PERSONNEL
Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence and Appointments – Mrs.
Ambrozavitch presented her memo dated June 2017.

The next regular meeting will be held on August 21,, 2017 at 7 p.m. in the Francis Mills
Communication Center at Danvers High School.
Respectfully submitted,
Mary Beth Verry, Secretary
Danvers School Committee

DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
REGULAR MEETING
October 16, 2017
Francis Mills Communication Center, E115, Danvers High School
School Committee Members Present:

Jeffrey Kay, Chair
Mary Beth Verry, Secretary
Eric Crane
Arthur Skarmeas
David Thomson

VOTED:

Essex North Shore Agricultural and Technical School Committee Vacancy - The Superintendent
presented the appointment of Mr. Marquis to the Essex North Shore Agricultural and Technical School
Committee made by the Town’s moderator Ms. Frazier, to be approved by the School Committee. Mr.
Skarmeas moved to approve the appointment, Mr. Thomson seconded the motion. The vote was
unanimous.

VOTED:

2017-2018 Homeschooling Proposals – The Superintendent recommended the Notice of Intent for
Home Education for the 2017-2018 school year. Mr. Thomson moved to approve. Mrs. Verry
seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Overnight/Out of State Field Trip Requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of
Out of State/Overnight Field Trip requests from DHS DECA officers to Philadelphia, November 9-12,
2017, DHS Ice Hockey to UNH, December 1-3, 2017 and DHS Art Department to New York City,
April 5-6, 2017. Mr. Skarmeas moved to approve. Mr. Thomson seconded the motion. The vote was
unanimous.

VOTED:

Fundraising Requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of fundraising events for the
DHS Class of 2018 and 2020, The DHS Environmental Club and the Thorpe PAC.
Mr. Skarmeas moved to approve. Mr. Crane seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Minutes – Mrs. Verry moved to accept and release the minutes from the September 11, 2017
regular meeting . Mr. Skarmeas seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Adjournment – Mr. Thomson moved to adjourn the regular meeting at 9:12 p.m. Mr. Skarmeas
seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

I. CALL TO ORDER – Mr. Kay called the meeting to order at 7:02 p.m. The Pledge of Allegiance
and DPS Mission statement were recited. Mr. Kay inquired whether the meeting was being
recorded by audience members and announced that the meeting was being broadcast on DCAT
and recorded by the Danvers Herald.
II.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE, COMMUNITY
1. Dr. Dana shared the term of Mr. Wayne Marquis as the Essex North Shore Agricultural and Technical School
Committee Representative will expire on December 21, 2017. Ms. Frazier, as Town Moderator appointed Mr.
Marquis for an additional term. As Voted.
2. Mrs. Verry asked questions regarding the life term of the Chromebooks batteries not lasting as long as they
did in the past. Mr. Taverna addressed her concerns by acknowledging the life of a battery does lessen with age
but that all Chromebooks are in good working condition and there are substantial loaners available should they
be needed.
3. Mrs. Gayla Bartlett announced to the Committee that DCAT is now running birthday parties as well having a
“Nightmare on Elm Street” event on October 27th from 4:30-6:30pm where children can participate in games,
craft and receive treats.

III. INTRODUCTION AND INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
Daisy Powers presented news and events from the seven schools.

IV.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
1. Danvers Pride – Thorpe School – In the absence of Mrs. Ward, Mrs. Wermers introduced Thorpe’s art
teacher Marjorie Almstead to give a presentation on “Assessments for Artists”. Ms. Almstead spoke on
the 4 types of assessments; Participation in VTS (visual thinking strategies) discussions, successful editing,
careful craftsmanship check and participation in group critique. A slide show including some of the
students work was shown. Students Claudia and Isabella Dracos, Sophia Hoctor and Lucas Whitcomb
attended the meeting and shared their thoughts on the program and explained how their artwork related to
their world. Mrs. Verry asked was this program offered to all elementary students, where the answer was
yes, but in a different format. Mr. Thomson asked how things such as sculptures were evaluated. Ms.
Almstead answered they are evaluated in a “yet” or “not yet” format, as in “is it ready YET”?
2. Arson Watch Reward Program Poster Contest 2017 winners – Ms. Shioban MacDonald thanked the Fire
Department for the support they’ve shown for this project. She and Fire Chief Pyburn congratulated Alissa
Philips and Hannah Stone as winners of the 2017 Arson Watch Reward Program Poster Contest. Chief
Pyburn noted over 1000 entries were made with in Massachusetts and Rhode Island. Out of 12 winners, 2
were from Danvers. The theme of this years’ calendar was “Everyone- Every Day”. Mrs. Verry, as the
DEEP representative, then presented Ms. MacDonald with a certificate and congratulated her on her
upcoming retirement.
3. Academic Excellence Award – Dr. Dana along with Dr. Colombino presented the Award of Academic
Excellence to DHS Class of 2017 valedictorian John P. Skarmeas. Both congratulated John and Dr.
Colombino spoke of John’s many accomplishments throughout his school years.
4. Curriculum and Instruction Priorities – Mrs. Wermers, Mrs. Posternack, Mrs. Feerick and Mr. Maguire
spoke and shared a presentation on the current curriculum being utilized throughout the district stressing
the importance of independent learning. Each of the Curriculum Directors shared slides and details
regarding their work with the teachers and students. Mrs. Posternack was very excited while describing
the elementary curriculum of Fundations and Words Their Way and the difference between the two
programs. Mrs. Feerick went over data collection, authentic assessments and working with teachers on
21st century skills utilizing the Hawks Creation Station, the middle school makerspace which allows
students to explore the curriculum in both low-tech and high-tech ways. Mr. Maguire’s said the High
School is working on 21st Century Learning and Interdisciplinary Teaching and Learning. He said this
year’s focus is on Project Based, Experiential Learning Opportunities - Internship, Global Travel,
Interdisciplinary Co-Taught Courses, Project Lead the Way, Writer’s Workshop, Collaborative
Common Planning. The directors then accepted accolades on their work and commitment to the district
from the Committee and answered questions regarding balance and growth within the curriculum.
5.

October 1, 2017 Student Enrollment Report – Dr. Dana present the October 1 Student Enrollment Report
showing the district enrollment for this school year to be 3528. Enrollment is lower than the previous year
partially due to increased enrollment at the Essex North School Vocational and Technical School and a
smaller than expected kindergarten class.

6. Facilities Update – Mr. Taverna shared the exciting news that 2 weeks prior he attended MSBA interviews
and narrowed down the field to 4 finalists. Interviews will be taking place on October 17, 2017 where
hopefully an architect will be chosen and the kick off meeting will be held the end of October/the
beginning of November.
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VI.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
1. 2017 Report of the MASC Resolution –The Committee reviewed and discussed the 2017 Report of the
MASC Resolution and agreed to support them. Mrs. Verry will share this decision speaking as the
Committee’s representative at the MASC conference in November.

V.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

2017-2018 Homeschooling Proposals – The Superintendent recommended the Notice of Intent for
Home Education for the 2017-2018 school year. As voted.

2.

Out of State/Overnight Field Trip Requests - Overnight/Out of State Field Trip Requests – The
Superintendent recommended the approval of Out of State/Overnight Field Trip requests from DHS DECA
officers to Philadelphia, November 9-12, 2017, DHS Ice Hockey to UNH, December 1-3, 2017 and DHS
Art Department to New York City, April 5-6, 2017. As voted.

3.

Fundraising requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of fundraising events for the
DHS Class of 2018 and 2020, The DHS Environmental Club and the Thorpe PAC.. As voted

VII. ORDER OF BUSINESS
A.

Communications – Dr. Dana shared the link to NEC.

B.

Legislation – Mr. Crane stated he spoke with Representative Spiliotis’ office and received an update on
budgetary issues. Circuit Breaker reimbursement will be at 65% this year for the 43 students that qualify.
State aid is up and they are now processing reimbursements on McKinney Vento expenses.

C.

Subcommittee/Liaison Update
DEEP – Mrs. Verry announced the next DEEP meeting will be on November 15th at the First Ipswich
Bank and the annual DEEP wine tasting will be held on October 19th at the Danversport Yacht Club.
Tickets can be purchased on the DEEP website or at Merchants Liquor. You may also become a DEEP
member on their website.
DanversCARES – Mr. Kay said the work on DanversCARES strategic plans continues and wanted to
remind people of the November 4th event “Parent University” from 8-12.
Diversity - Mr. Kay spoke about being asked to the School Committee liaison to the Town’s Diversity
Committee. Mr. Kay nominated himself for this position and announced their next meeting would be on
Thursday,
October
19th.
SEPAC – Mr. Savage said the topic for the November 1st meeting is “Basic Rights”, noting this meeting
is always well attended. SPAN will be holding an “Advocate Night” in January where parents can come
and meet one on one with an advocate to discuss issues they may be having. Mr. Savage then brought up
concerns he and Dr. Jack Billings, as co-chairs had regarding Program Evaluation. He and Dr. Billings
voiced that while surveys had been done in the past they would like a more formalized evaluation process.
After discussion with the Committee, it was decided that the most appropriate next step would be to set up
a meeting with Dr. Dana, Dr. Tatem and the co-chairs to further discuss concerns and solutions.

VIII. MINUTES – As voted
IX.

BUDGET
Mr. Taverna reported on the FY17 Final Budget Report showing and explaining the District’s surplus. He
then explained the 2017-2018 budget transfers sharing that the transfers were due to State and finance code
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changes and collapsing one program because we are now able to fulfill the needs of the students in house.
Mr. Taverna then shared that the September 2017 budget report showed us to be on budget.
VII. PERSONNEL
Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence and Appointments – Mr. Taverna presented his memo
dated October 2017 and said the positions are close to being filled with only a few positions remaining.
Dr. Dana shared a reminder that the Financial Summit would be held on October 26, 2017 at 6:00 p.m. at Town
Hall.
The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, November 13, 2017 at 7 p.m. in the Francis Mills
Communication Center at Danvers High School.
Respectfully submitted,

Mary Beth Verry, Secretary
Danvers School Committee
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DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
REGULAR MEETING
November 13, 2017
Francis Mills Communication Center, E115, Danvers High School
School Committee Members Present:

Jeffrey Kay, Chair
Mary Beth Verry, Secretary
Eric Crane
Arthur Skarmeas
David Thomson

VOTED:

Overnight/Out of State Field Trip Requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of
Out of State/Overnight Field Trip requests from DHS Spanish students to Madrid and Andalusia Spain,
April 12-20, 2019. Mr. Skarmeas moved to approve. Mr. Thomson seconded the motion. The vote was
unanimous.

VOTED:

Fundraising Requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of fundraising events for
DHS Ice Hockey, DHS Girls Basketball and DHS Basketball Cheering.
Mr. Skarmeas moved to approve. Mr. Thomson seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Minutes – Mrs. Verry moved to accept and release the minutes from the October 16, 2017
regular meeting . Mr. Skarmeas seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Adjournment – Mr. Thomson moved to adjourn the regular meeting at 9:45 p.m. Mr. Skarmeas
seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

1. CALL TO ORDER – Mr. Kay called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. The Pledge of Allegiance
and DPS Mission statement were recited. Mr. Kay inquired whether the meeting was being
recorded by audience members and announced that the meeting was being broadcast on DCAT.
2.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE, COMMUNITY
Mrs. Verry attended this year’s MASC/MASS conference and shared her experience with the Committee.
Mrs. Verry stated there were over 1000 attendees including vendors. She gave feedback on the workshops
she attended and her enjoyment with the guest speakers. Mr. Verry felt she came back to the Committee with
great resources and found this a wonderful way of networking.

A.

B.

Mr. Thomson congratulated the DHS Girls Soccer team for their win of the Division 2 North Championship
and moving on to the State finals while Mrs. Verry congratulated the volleyball team on a job well done.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
Daisy Powers presented news and events from the seven schools.

4.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT

A.

B.

Danvers Pride – Riverside School – Mrs. Powers presented on School Wide Read of the book “Wonder”.
Students Ava Seberino, Dodge Roberts, Sam Randall, Giavanna Barrows, Alex Cerat and Lily Patterson
spoke on their feelings on the book and spoke frankly about stereotypes and what they have learned from
“Wonder”. Riverside’s grades 3-5 also planned a field trip for a viewing of the upcoming movie. Mrs.
Powers said they have been working on stereotyping and the effects that has. The Committee commented on
the appropriate timing of this book and discussions on stereotyping as the world and the people in it change.
Mrs. Verry stated her agreement and enjoyment of the book.
DanversCARES - Mrs. Sallade gave an update on DanversCARES. Mr. Harrod presented on the
DanversCARES 2017-2018 focus being coalition capacity and strategic planning. He stated the support of
youth and family to be successful with youth initiatives such as summer learning programs and the First Job
program which has giving teens jobs in Falcon Fun Club and DCAT. They spoke on FalconCARE creating
and strengthening positive behaviors at DHS and the 3rd annual Leadership Retreat taking place in November.

Mrs. Sallade and Mr. Harrod answered questions and accepted congratulations on the success of Parent
University.
C.

Annual Overview of Student Achievement - Mrs. Wermers and Dr. Colombino presented MCAS and
graduation data. Dr. Colombino shared the finding showing that Danvers’ results prove to be in line or above
the state average. He stated PSAT testing participation has a high percentage and it as well as the SAT scoring
is in line with the state average, while AP participation is above the state average. Although the drop-out rate
has increased to 2% the college admission rate has risen. Mrs. Wermers showed the elementary schools to be
focusing on writing. Holten Richmond Middle School’s focus is writing and critical thinking. She noted
75% of all students have mastered the goals set forth for critical thinking skills. She also shared the
implementation of “Next Generation MCAS Testing” in the Spring of 2017 to be a factor in the testing results
and next steps for improving and maintaining scores. Mrs. Wermers, Dr. Colombino and Mr. Federico
fielded questions from the Committee on specifics of the new MCAS tests and the differences in performance.
The Committee agreed they have a clear view of the work they need to do and plans to refocus. They also
thanked the Curriculum Directors for doing a great job.
D. Superintendent Professional Practice Goals - Dr. Dana gave a review of 2017 Practice Goal of 1:1 initiative
with Chromebooks and summarized the 2018 goal for this year of collaborative skills to build relational trust
in effective teams and clarifying expectations for our district goals .
E.

5.

MSBA/Smith School Update - Mr. Taverna gave an update on the progress for the Smith School
Building Project noting TAPPE Architect has been appointed. A meeting was held with Town staff to
discuss the best way to deliver educational programs and instruction during construction.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
None

6.

NEW BUSINESS

A. Out of State/Overnight Field Trip Requests - Overnight/Out of State Field Trip Requests – The
Superintendent recommended the approval of Out of State/Overnight Field Trip requests from DHS
Spanish
students to Madrid and Andalusia Spain, April 12-20, 2019. As voted.
B.

7.

Fundraising requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of fundraising events for
DHS Ice Hockey, DHS Girls Basketball and DHS Basketball Cheering. As voted

ORDER OF BUSINESS

A.

Communications – Dr. Dana shared the link to NEC as well as sharing a clear audit report with more
information on the report coming in December..

B.

Legislation – Mr. Crane stated his fear of the proposed change in the Federal tax cut could impact the
growth and stability of the Town and impact the ability of students to go to college.

C.

Subcommittee/Liaison Update
DEEP – Mrs. Verry announced the next DEEP meeting will be on November 15th at the First Ipswich
Bank and that the annual DEEP wine tasting at the Danversport Yacht Club was a success again this year
noting all proceeds will be distributed to teachers.
DanversCARES – Mr. Kay said the work on DanversCARES strategic plans continues as was stated in
Mrs. Sallade’s presentation earlier in the evening and commented on the great turn out for Parent
University.
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Policy - Dr. Dana said there are no policy updates but work on the DHS handbook will be taking place in
December.
SEPAC – In the absence of Mr. Savage, Dr. Dana updated the Committee on SEPAC’s next meeting on
February. 7, 2018, “Meet the Advocate” presented by SPAN.
Diversity - Mr. Kay shared that a tribute to Martin Luther King Jr. will again be held in January 2018.

8. MINUTES – As voted
9.

BUDGET
Mr. Taverna reported on the October 2017 budget report.

10. PERSONNEL
Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence and Appointments – Mr. Taverna presented his memo
dated November 2017.

Respectfully submitted,

Mary Beth Verry, Secretary
Danvers School Committee
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DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
REGULAR MEETING
December 11, 2017
Francis Mills Communication Center, E115, Danvers High School
School Committee Members Present:

Jeffrey Kay, Chair
Mary Beth Verry, Secretary
Eric Crane
Arthur Skarmeas
David Thomson

VOTED:
Polic
y – The Superintendent recommended a first reading of academic eligibility and chemical health
policies. Mr. Crane moved to approve. Mr. Thomson seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.
VOTED:

Overnight/Out of State Field Trip Requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of
Out of State/Overnight Field Trip requests from DHS to Rome & Athens, February 14 - 23, 2019, DHS
Ski Club to Loon Mountain January 20, 2018 and Bretton Woods January 6, 2018. Mr. Skarmeas
moved to approve. Mr. Thomson seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Fundraising Requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of fundraising events for
DHS Best Buddies, DHS Boys Basketball and DHS Basketball Cheering.
Mr. Thomson moved to approve. Mr. Skarmeas seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Minutes – Mrs. Verry moved to accept and release the minutes from the November 13, 2017
regular meeting . Mr. Skarmeas seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Adjournment – Mr. Thomson moved to adjourn the regular meeting at 8:31 p.m. Mr. Crane seconded
the motion. The vote was unanimous.

1. CALL TO ORDER – Mr. Kay called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. The Pledge of Allegiance
and DPS Mission statement were recited. Mr. Kay inquired whether the meeting was being
recorded by audience members and announced that the meeting was being broadcast on DCAT
and recorded by Danvers Herald.
2.
A.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE, COMMUNITY
Mr. St.Pierre and Coach Hinchion recognized the girls soccer team for winning the State Championship. This
is the first in DHS history. Mr. Kay represented the Committee in congratulating and awarding the team with
an award.

B. Mr. Crane praised the DHS theater group on an excellent production of “Urinetown”.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
Daisy Powers presented news and events from the seven schools.

4.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT

A.

Danvers Pride – Danvers High School – Dr. Colombino introduced Mr. Vecchione and students Daisy
Powers, Kevin Rooney, Ava Daly and Christian Hess who spoke on 21st Century Learning, “Lead the Way Principles of Engineering”, sponsored by Vexx. The students presented their work with robotics, showing
some of their class work and shared their perspective of collaborating as a team and the real world application
that this course brings. Mr. Vecchione noted that the curriculum was created in collaboration with industry
professionals and educators. The Committee felt the program to be beneficial to all students as students with
any level of engineering education could participate on equal footing. Mr. Vecchione and the students

answered question on the types of engineering taught and gave more detail on the programs. Dr. Colombino
said the hope is to add Bio-Engineering as well as Principles to Computer Engineering in the future.
B.
Some

Wellness Committee - Co-chair Mr St.Pierre gave a summary of the Wellness Committee annual report.
of the highlights this year have been condensing the timeline for Atlas & Athena, review of the Wellness and
Opioid Policies, working in collaboration with DanversCARES with events such as Parent University and
Food Services to name a few. The Committee thanked Mr. St. Pierre and appreciated the great work the
Wellness Committee has done.

C.

Facilities Update - Mr. Taverna gave an update on the Smith School project looking forward to the 2 day
visioning session with 35 administrators, employees, community members and students attending as well as
working with Frank Locker who is renowned for this type of work.

5.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
None

6.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Policy - The Superintendent recommended a first reading of academic eligibility and chemical health
policies. Dr. Colombino gave a summary of updated noting no major shift, just language clarification and
fielded a few questions from the Committee. As voted
B. Superintendent’s Evaluation Annual Review - The Committee went in turn giving Dr. Dana feedback and
reviewing their findings of the Superintendent’s Evaluation. As a whole the Committee expressed their
feelings of confidence in Dr. Dana and the accomplishments she has made both with in the schools and the
community. They shared their feelings of Dr. Dana exceeding expectations in the fields of communication
and culture. Dr. Dana thanked the Committee and said she is looking forward to the beginning of the next
Strategic Plan.

C. Out of State/Overnight Field Trip Requests - Overnight/Out of State Field Trip Requests – The
Superintendent recommended the approval of Out of State/Overnight Field Trip requests from DHS to
Rome
& Athens, February 14 - 23, 2019, DHS Ski Club to Loon Mountain January 20, 2018 and Bretton Woods
January 6, 2018.. As voted.
D. Fundraising requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of fundraising events for
DHS Best Buddies, DHS Boys Basketball and DHS Basketball Cheering. As voted

7.

ORDER OF BUSINESS

A.

Communications – Dr. Dana shared the link to NEC and noted that Ipswich has requested to become a
part of the NEC.

B.

Legislation – Mr. Crane stated after a conversation with Representative Spiliotis’ office there is nothing to
report on the legislative front this month.

C.

Subcommittee/Liaison Update
DEEP – Mrs. Verry announced the next DEEP meeting will be on December 13th at 7:45 a.m. at the First
Ipswich Bank with the annual HRMS Spelling Bee being held on February 8th with a snow date of
February 15th.
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DanversCARES – Mr. Kay said the work on DanversCARES strategic plans continues with the data
collection portion being completed. Focusing on underage drinking prevention and screen time for
teenagers is a priority.
SEPAC – In the absence of Mr. Savage, Mr. Skarmeas stated there was no update from SEPAC this
month.
Policy - Dr. Dana said there were policy updates made by MASC and would be reviewed. Also work on
reviewing and updating Policy Manuals will begin soon.
Diversity - Mr. Kay shared the lighting of the Menorah to be held on December 14th at 6:00 p.m. at the
Peabody Institute Library and sent out a reminder of the MLK Tribute on Monday, January 15, 2018.

8. MINUTES – As voted
9.

BUDGET
Mr. Taverna reported on the November 2017 budget report as well as reporting on the FY19 Budget
Policy
Draft being largely unchanged.

10. PERSONNEL
Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence and Appointments – Mr. Taverna presented his memo
dated December 2017.

Respectfully submitted,

Mary Beth Verry, Secretary
Danvers School Committee
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DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE
REGULAR MEETING
January 8, 2018
Francis Mills Communication Center, E115, Danvers High School
School Committee Members Present:

Jeffrey Kay, Chair
Mary Beth Verry, Secretary
Eric Crane
Arthur Skarmeas
David Thomson

VOTED:
Polic
y – The Superintendent recommended a second reading of academic eligibility and chemical health
policies. Mr. Skarmeas moved to approve. Mr. Thomson seconded the motion. The vote was
unanimous.

VOTED: Holten Richmond Middle School Program of Studies – The Superintendent recommended the Holten
Richmond Middle School Program of Studies for a 1st reading. Mr. Skarmeas moved to approve. Mr.
Thomson seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED: DHS Program of Studies - First Reading- The Superintendent recommended the DHS Program of
Studies for a 1st reading. Mr. Skarmeas moved to approve. Mr. Crane seconded the motion. The vote
was unanimous.
VOTED:

NEC – The Superintendent recommended the approval for the addition of Ipswich as a new Member
District to NEC. Mr. Crane moved to approve. Mr. Thomson seconded the motion. The vote was
unanimous.

VOTED: Superintendent Annual Review - Mr. Thomson motioned to extend the Superintendent’s contract for an
additional year bringing her term to 2023. Mr. Skarmeas seconded the motion. The vote was
unanimous. Mr. Crane motioned to increase the Superintendent’s salary by 2.84%. Mr. Thomson
seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.
VOTED: Overnight/Out of State Field Trip Requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of the
overnight/out of state field trip request from DHS Art to Italy April 11- 21, 2018, DHS Ski Club to
Cannon Mountain, NH, February 3, 2018, Gunstock Mountain, NH February 10, 2018 and HRMS 8th
graders to Washington D.C., June 12-15, 2018. Mr. Thomson moved to approve. Ms. Verry seconded
the motion. The vote was unanimous.
VOTED:

Fundraising Requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of fundraising events for
DHS Wrestling team, DHS class of 2021 and Best Buddies. Mr. Crane moved to approve.
Mrs. Verry seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Minutes – Mrs. Verry moved to accept and release the minutes from the December 11, 2017
regular meeting . Mr. Skarmeas seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous.

VOTED:

Adjournment – Mr. Thomson moved to adjourn the regular meeting at 9:00 p.m. Mr. Crane seconded
the motion. The vote was unanimous.

1. CALL TO ORDER – Mr. Kay called the meeting to order at 7:02 p.m. The Pledge of Allegiance
and DPS Mission statement were recited. Mr. Kay inquired whether the meeting was being
recorded by audience members and announced that the meeting was being broadcast on DCAT
and recorded by Danvers Herald.
2.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOL COMMITTEE, COMMUNITY
A. Dr. Dana thanked the DPW for the great job done to clear the roads after the storm.
B. Sally Kerans, representing the Diversity Committee, announced the annual MLK Jr. celebration would be held
on January 15, 2018 from 4-6 in the DHS Atrium. Artwork from the schools and a video produced by SUFA
will be presented. She then thanked the many business that made contributions to the event.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND INFORMATION FROM THE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
Daisy Powers presented news and events from the seven schools.

4.

INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
A.

Electric Light Department Poster Contest Winners - Gail Bernard of the Danvers Electric Department
acknowledged the winners of the annual DPW Electric Division poster contest. HMRS art teachers Siobhan
Mcdonald and Jeff Surrett assisted in presentation of awards. Winners were Molly Godfrey, Jannaya Lopez,
Olivia Ferullo, Bryce Kassiotios, Malan Moy, Charlotte Lee, Luke Giarrantan, Reese Holland, Kailyn
Richards, Bobbi Serino, Shannon Driscoll, Rachel Evans and Gina Palm-Noya.

B.

Community Service – Joy LeBlanc, High School guidance counselor and Stephanie Beilin High School
social worker spoke about community service the students were participating in. The Book Campaign, run
through Mass General Hospital, is a program in which books are collected and donated. The books are
brought to children’s wards and NICUs. The program allows parents to have bonding time with their children
and helps with brain development. With Will Black coordinating the classroom efforts, students collected
427 books and delivered them in December. Students Patrick Quiqley, Vanessa Ronnan and Emma Vardaro
spoke about their experience with the program. The Committee was impressed that students had given their
time and effort because they wanted to help the community rather than because it was mandatory. Mrs.
LeBlanc then shared her recent experience in China exploring their educational system. She visited 15-20
schools, grades 1-12 and was please to have her presentations of the United States educational system
embraced.

C.

New Teacher Mentoring program - Mary Franz, Cindy Grady and David Buckhoff presented an update on the
New Teacher Mentoring program. Mrs. Franz shared that the new model that was put in place last year
continues to be a great success, noting that 2 mentor “pull out” groups where added. Melinda Sheehy was
awarded “Master Mentor” for the 2017-2018 program. Mr. Buchkhoff thanked the many staff and facility
members that assist to make this program a success. The Committee views this as an important program that
not only assists new teachers but helps to build a feeling of community.

D.

K-12 Logic Models - Mrs. Wermers presented on “Coaching High Impact Teaching” with the focus being on
formative assessment. They found that RBT had a model that aligned with work already being done and our
skillful teacher course. Mrs. Wermers spoke use of the FAR cycle being important for formative assessment
and framework for team meetings. She then went through the work being done at each individual school.
Mrs. Wermers fielded questions from the Committee who felt RBT seemed to enhance programs already set in
place.

E.

Facilities Update - Mr. Taverna gave an update on the Smith School project stating the first Educational
Visioning Session went well and the second would be held the following Wednesday with a submission of the
Educational Profile being processed in February. All are excited to see what the new school will look like.

5.
A.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
Policy - The Superintendent recommended the academic eligibility and chemical health policies for a
second reading. As voted

6.

NEW BUSINESS
A.

Holten Richmond Program of Studies First Reading - The Superintendent recommended the HRMS
Program of Studies for a 1st reading. Mr Federico gave an overview of the HRMS Program of Studies
noting changes and updates to the library, extracurricular activities and the addition of the Builder’s Club
As voted

B. DHS Program of Studies - First Reading- The Superintendent recommended the DHS Program of Studies
for a 1st reading. Mr. Maguire gave an overview of the DHS Program of Studies noting changes and
updates highlighting the additions of American Studies and Biomedical Science as well as a double block
English and Social Studies as a co-taught class. As voted
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C. NEC Article of Agreement -The Superintendent recommended the addition of Ipswich as a new Member
District to NEC. As voted
D. Annual Review of the Superintendent’s contract - Mr. Thomson motioned to extend the Superintendent’s
contract for an additional year bringing her term to 2023. As Voted Mr. Crane motioned to
increase the Superintendent’s salary by 2.84%. As Voted. Mr. Kay shared the Committee’s enthusiasm to
have Dr. Dana’s continued service to the District as their leader.
E. Out of State/Overnight Field Trip Requests - Overnight/Out of State Field Trip Requests – The
Superintendent recommended the approval of Out of State/Overnight Field Trip requests from DHS Art to
Italy April 11- 21, 2018, DHS Ski Club to Cannon Mountain, NH, February 3, 2018, Gunstock Mountain,
NH February 10, 2018 and HRMS 8th graders to Washington D.C., June 12-15, 2018 As voted.
F.

7.

Fundraising requests – The Superintendent recommended the approval of fundraising events for
DHS Best Buddies, Class of 2021 and DHS Wrestling team. As voted

ORDER OF BUSINESS
A.

Communications – Dr. Dana shared the link to NEC and reviewed the annual NEC report.

B.

Legislation – Mr. Crane stated Senator Lovely’s office’s highlighted educational bills 456 which ensures
safe drinking water and 295 which prevents the sexual abuse of children and youth and includes training
for school staff.in recognizing the sign and 223, Modernizing Foundation Budget for the 21st Century.

C.

Subcommittee/Liaison Update
DEEP – Mrs. Verry announced the next DEEP meeting will be on January 17th at 7:45 a.m. at the First
Ipswich Bank with the annual HRMS Spelling Bee being held on February 8th with a snow date of
February 15th and winners going to the Regionals in March.
DanversCARES – Mr. Kay said the work on DanversCARES strategic plans continues with the data
collection portion being completed and reviewing the new laws on marijuana.
SEPAC – In the absence of Mr. Savage, Mr. Skarmeas announced SEPAC’s next meeting to be on
February 7th at the HRMS Library where SPAN will present “Meet the Advocate”.
Diversity - Mr. Kay shared the a reminder of the MLK Tribute to be held on Monday, January 15, 2018
from 4-6 in the DHS Atruim.

8. MINUTES – As voted
9.

BUDGET
Mr. Taverna reported on the December 2017 budget as well as reporting changes due to grants, teacher
and technology changes as well as mid-year transfers. He also acknowledged the donation of the
bench to the HRMS made by the class of 1962.

10. PERSONNEL
Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence and Appointments – Mr. Taverna presented his memo
dated January 2018.

Respectfully submitted,

Mary Beth Verry, Secretary
Danvers School Committee
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Weston & Sampson Engineers, Inc. (Weston & Sampson) on behalf of Tappe Associates, has performed
a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) of the property identified as the Ivan G. Smith
Elementary School, 15 Lobao Drive, Danvers, Massachusetts (the Site). The Phase I ESA was performed
as part of the design phase assessment for future Site redevelopment by the Town of Danvers. Pertinent
findings of the Phase I ESA are as follows:


The Site occupies approximately 15-acres of land and is developed with a two-story elementary
school, recreational fields, parking areas and access roads. Undeveloped wooded areas
occupy the southern, western and northern portions of the Site.



Historic documents indicate the Site was undeveloped prior to the construction of the current
school complex in the early 1970s. Historic aerial photographs from the 1960’s depict the
majority of the Site as cleared and disturbed land. The eastern portion of the Site was agricultural
land from the 1930’s to the early 1950’s. The former agriculture use of the Site is considered a
Recognized Environmental Condition (REC).



The Site is listed as a Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP)
release site under release tracking number (RTN) 3-30224. This RTN is associated with 2011
release of approximately 100 gallons of transformer oil from a transformer adjacent to the rear
of school building. The release occurred in 2011 when a subcontractor accidently damaged
electrical lines servicing the transformer. Remedial activities were performed to remove impacted
soil and groundwater from the release area. Post remediation soil and groundwater sampling
was performed and did not identify impacts above cleanup standards. A Permanent Solution
with No Conditions filed as an A-1 Response Action Outcome (RAO) Statement was submitted
for the RTN in support of regulatory closure. The A-1 RAO indicates that the release was
remediated to a condition consistent with background conditions at the Site. Based on results
of post remediation sampling and regulatory status, this previous release is considered a
Controlled REC.



The Site building has a hydraulic elevator with a subsurface piston and an associated sump
located beneath the elevator. Weston & Sampson was not provided access to these structures
for inspection. However, Site contacts indicated that the elevator is serviced on a regular basis
and there have been no releases or issues reported.



Based on the age of the Site building (circa 1973), the building may contain hazardous building
materials such as Asbestos Containing Material (ACM), lead based paint (LBP), Polychlorinated
Biphenyls (PCBs), and mercury. However, the consideration of these hazardous materials is
beyond the scope of a Phase I ESA.

Weston & Sampson recommends a Phase II ESA be completed to assess potential impacts from historic
agriculture use at the Site and to obtain general soil and groundwater data to assist in Site design for
future construction and redevelopment.
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In addition to the Phase II ESA, we also recommend the following:


Due to the age of the Site building there is potential for hazardous building materials. Therefore,
a complete building materials survey should be performed prior to any future building renovation
or demolition.



The hydraulic elevator and subsurface piston and sump should be excavated and removed as
part of potential future building demolition and removal activities. During removal the area
surrounding the elevator shaft/piston should be observed to evaluate for potential environmental
impacts
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Weston & Sampson, on behalf of Tappe Associates has prepared this Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment (ESA) for the Ivan G. Smith Elementary School, 15 Lobao Drive in Danvers, Massachusetts
(the Site). This ESA was performed in accordance with ASTM Standard E1527-13, which is compliant
with the EPA All Appropriate Inquiry (AAI) Rule. Tappe Associates requested the Phase I ESA on behalf
of the Town of Danvers as part of design phase assessment for future redevelopment of the property.
The ESA included environmental database searches; review of local, state, and federal regulatory
agency records; and a limited reconnaissance of the Site and vicinity. This report is subject to the
Limitations described in Section 1.7.
1.1

Site Ownership and Location

Site and Address:

Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
15 Lobao Drive, Danvers, Massachusetts, 01970

Latitude/Longitude:

42° 35’ 15.79’’ North
70° 57’ 14.25’’ West

UTM Coordinates:

Zone 19
339668 meters Easting
4716669.5 meters Northing

Elevation:

74 feet above mean sea level

Site Owner:

Town of Danvers Massachusetts

Site Occupants:

Elementary School

County:

Essex

Parcel ID:

020-019

Size:

Approximately 15 acres

A Locus Map and Site Plan are provided as Figures 1 and 2, respectively. Photographs of the Site taken
during the Phase I ESA are included in Appendix A.
1.2 Purpose
The Phase I ESA was performed to assess the Site with respect to the range of contaminants within the
scope of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) (42
U.S.C. §9601) and petroleum products. This practice is intended to permit the Site owner to satisfy some
of the requirements to qualify for the innocent landowner, contiguous property owner, or bona fide
prospective purchaser limitations on CERCLA liability: that is, the practices that constitute “all
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appropriate inquiry into the previous ownership and uses of the Site consistent with good commercial
or customary practice” as defined in 42 U.S.C. § 9601(35)(B). The Phase I ESA was also performed to
to satisfy some of the requirements of the Massachusetts School Building Authority (MSBA) school
building grant program.
The objective of the Phase I ESA is to identify Recognized Environmental Conditions (RECs) at the Site
at the time of the Site evaluation. The term “Recognized Environmental Condition” referenced in the
E1527-13, refers to “the presence or likely presence of any hazardous substance or petroleum products
in, on, or at a property: (1) due to any release to the environment; (2) under conditions indicative of a
release to the environment; or (3) under conditions that pose a material threat of a future release to the
environment.” The ASTM definition does not include, “de minimis” conditions, which generally do not
present a threat to human health or the environment and would not be the subject of an enforcement
action if brought to the attention of the appropriate governmental agencies; therefore, de minimis
conditions are not considered RECs.
1.3 Scope of Services
This ESA has been conducted utilizing a standard of good commercial and customary practice that is
consistent with ASTM Standard Practice E 1527-13. Any significant scope-of-work additions, deletions
or deviations to ASTM E 1527-13 are noted below or in the corresponding sections of this report. A copy
of the scope of services contract agreement between Weston & Sampson and Tappe Associates,
specifying the work to be performed for this Phase I ESA and user responsibilities of the report is
included in Appendix B of this report.
1.4 Non-ASTM Scope Considerations
The scope of work completed for this assessment did not include any non-ASTM scope considerations.
1.5 User Reliance
This report may be distributed and relied upon by Tappe Associates and the Town of Danvers as Tappe’s
client. Reliance on the information and conclusions in this report by any other person or entity is not
authorized without the written consent of Tappe Associates, or Weston & Sampson.
1.6 Deviations
Except for the limitations and exceptions discussed in Section 1.7, this Phase I ESA complies with the
ASTM Standard E1527-13.
1.7 Limitations
This report was prepared exclusively for Tappe Associates. Information provided by Weston & Sampson
in this report is based solely on the information reported in this document. Future investigations and/or
information that were not available to Weston & Sampson at the time of the investigation may result in a
modification of the findings stated in this report.
Should additional information become available concerning this Site, or neighboring properties that
could directly impact the Site, that information should be made available to Weston & Sampson for
review so that, if necessary, conclusions presented in this report may be modified. The conclusions of
this report are based on conditions observed at the Site by Weston & Sampson personnel at the time of
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the investigation, information provided by Tappe Associates, information provided by Environmental
Data Resources, Inc. (EDR), and information provided by federal, state, and local agencies. This report
has been prepared in accordance with generally accepted engineering and geological practices. No
other warranty, express or implied, is made.
1.8 User Provided Information
An AAI User Questionnaire and a Phase I ESA Site Reconnaissance Questionnaire were provided to the
Town of Danvers to satisfy the user interview requirement. The AAI User Questionnaire was completed
by Mr. Keith Taverna and Mr. Leif Rochna representing Danvers Public Schools and the Town of Danvers.
The information requested in the User Questionnaire is intended to assist in gathering evidence to
identify RECs at the Site and apprise the user of their obligations under the ASTM Phase I ESA standard.
Copies of the completed checklists are provided as Appendix C. Information provided by Mr. Taverna
and Mr. Rochna is discussed below.
1.8.1 Environmental Liens
Mr. Taverna and Mr. Rochna are not aware of any environmental cleanup liens filed against the Site or
recorded under federal, tribal, state, or local law.
1.8.2 Activity and Use Limitations (AULs)
Mr. Taverna and Mr. Rochna are not aware of any AULs implemented at the Site.
1.8.3 Specialized Knowledge
Mr. Taverna and Mr. Rochna did not report specialized knowledge or experience as it relates to the
current or former use of the Site.
1.8.4 Commonly Known or Reasonably Ascertainable Information
Mr. Taverna and Mr. Rochna reported that they are not aware of commonly known or reasonably
ascertainable information about the Site that would help the environmental professional identify releases
and/or threats of releases.
1.8.5 Valuation Reduction for Environmental Issues
Mr. Taverna and Mr. Rochna indicated that the property is not being sold, so no property valuation is
available.
1.8.6 Degree of Obviousness of Contamination
Mr. Taverna and Mr. Rochna were not aware of any obvious indicators that point to the presence or likely
presence of contamination at the Site.
1.9 User Provided Records/Documents
Tappe Associates provided Weston & Sampson with a sketch depicting an approximate footprint for an
addition to the western side of the existing school, and also an approximate footprint for a potential new
school building to the west of the current building. A copy of this sketch plan is provided in Appendix
D.
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2.0

DATA SOURCES

2.1 Electronic Database Search
A review of “standard” environmental databases as specified by ASTM Standard E 1527-13 and
maintained by federal, state, and tribal offices was completed through EDR of Shelton, Connecticut.
Databases were searched for properties with reported environmental conditions located within
approximate minimum search distances as specified by ASTM Standard E 1527-13. The databases use
geocoded information to identify the coordinates of the properties or to check the street addresses of
practically reviewable non-geocoded “orphan” properties located within the same zip code. The detailed
database report including mapping of results and limitations of the search criteria are contained in
Appendix E. Database acronyms that are not explicitly defined in this discussion are also included. The
EDR report identifies the name of the databases that were searched, the date information was last
updated by EDR, and the date information was last updated by the original source.
It should be noted that plotted locations of listed facilities are not always accurate. With regard to listings
that are determined or suspected to be inaccurate, based on information from other sources such as
direct observation or consultation with individuals familiar with the property, Weston & Sampson uses
the best available data when evaluating the location of listed orphan sites.
The table in Section 2.2 below summarizes number of properties reported for each database, within the
appropriate search distance, including the Site. Available records for each of the listings identified in
the databases were reviewed to evaluate the potential to impact the Site. In general, releases with
sources that are proximate to, and hydraulically upgradient of the Site have the greatest potential to
impact the Site. Weston & Sampson reviewed the location of each property and potential contaminant
in the database report. For the purpose of this Phase I ESA, a database listing was excluded from
further consideration because the associated release(s) of hazardous substances and/or petroleum are
not likely to impact the Site if one or more of the following conditions are met:




Hydrogeologically isolated from the Site (e.g., opposite bank of a river);
At such distance from the Site that migration of contaminants to the Site is unlikely; or
Groundwater flow from the listed property is away from the Site.

Exclusion based on the criteria listed above is done with respect to the magnitude of the release,
contaminant type, and current regulatory status of the off-Site source. The remaining properties are
evaluated in more detail to assess if they pose a threat to the Site. A detailed evaluation of the database
results, regulatory file reviews (if performed) and the potential impact of listings that are likely to impact
environmental conditions at the Site are included in Section 4.3 of this report.
2.2 Federal and State Records – EDR Standard Environmental Records Database
The table below summarizes the standard environmental databases searched by EDR, as well as some
additional databases. For a comprehensive list of databases searched, see the EDR report, included
as Appendix E. Also summarized in the table is the assessment of whether additional review is required
and the rationale for such, based on the criteria outlined in Section 2.1. Specific off-Site properties
identified within the database report are further evaluated in the table below. All acronyms in the table
below are defined in Appendix E.
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SUMMARY OF EDR’S FEDERAL/STATE REGULATORY DATABASE SEARCH FINDINGS
Site
Listed

Off-Site
listings
Within
Search
Distance

Federal National Priority List

No

0

0

0

0

0

NPL/delisted NPL (1.0 mile)

No

0

0

0

0

0

Federal CERCLIS (0.5 mile)

No

0

0

0

0

0

Federal CERCLIS NFRAP (0.5
mile)

No

1

0

0

0

0

RCRA CORRACTS (1.0 mile)

No

0

0

0

0

0

RCRA TSD (0.5 mile)

No

0

0

0

0

0

RCRA Generator Site (0.25
mile)

No

0

0

0

0

0

ERNS list (Site)

No

0

0

0

0

0

Engineering & Institutional
Control Registries (Site &
adjoining)

No

0

0

0

0

0

CERCLIS Sites - SHWS (1 mile)

Yes

22

8

14

0

0

No

0

0

0

0

0

No

0

0

0

0

0

No

0

0

0

0

0

No

0

0

0

0

0

No

0

0

0

0

0

No

0

0

0

0

0

No

0

0

0

0

0

Local Landfill Sites (0.5 mile)

No

0

0

0

0

0

Local Haz Waste (Site)

No

0

0

0

0

0

Local Land Records (Site)

No

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

State Emergency Release (Site)

Yes

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Regulatory Database
(Approximate Minimum
Search Distance)

State Landfill & Solid Waste
Disposal Sites (0.5 mile)
State Leaking Storage Tank
Sites (0.5 mile)
State Registered Storage Tank
Sites (UST-0.25 mile)
State Engineering & Institutional
Control Registries (0.5 mile)
State Voluntary Cleanup Sites
(0.5 mile)
State Brownfields Sites (0.5
mile)
Local Brownfield Sites (0.5
mile)

Off-Site Listings Not Requiring Additional
Review
Hydrogeologic
Down
Isolation
Distance
gradient

NR= Not requested in database research
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2.3 Orphan Sites
The EDR database report identified seven orphan site listings. Orphan sites are those sites that could
not be accurately mapped or geocoded due to inadequate location information. Orphan listings
provided by EDR were cross referenced with state and local files to confirm addresses. Weston &
Sampson attempted to locate listed orphan sites and there were no orphan sites identified with potential
to impact the Site.
2.4 Historical Records Review
The objective of developing a history of the previous uses of the property is to help identify the likelihood
of past uses that may have led to RECs. Historical use information was obtained from a variety of
sources as summarized below.
SUMMARY OF HISTORICAL RECORDS SOURCES REVIEWED
SOURCE

LOCATION

Historical Sanborn Report (None Identified, Site is an
Unmapped Property. See Section 5.0 for further discussion)
Historical Topographic Maps
(Dated: 1888, 1893, 1915, 1919, 1943, 1944, 1956, 1970,
1979, 1985, 2005, and 2012)
Historical Aerial Photographs
(Dated: 1938, 1952, 1955, 1965, 1969, 1978, 1986, 1996,
2006, 2008, 2010, and 2012)
Historical City Directories
(Dated; 1965, 1969, 1974, 1979, 1983, 1988, 1992, 1995,
2000, 2005, 2010, and 2014)

Appendix F (Unmapped Property Report)
Appendix G
Appendix H
Appendix I

2.5 Physical Site Setting
This section presents a description of the sources reviewed during the development of the environmental
setting pertaining to the Site and regional features including topography, groundwater, and geology.
The table below summarizes the physical setting sources included in this report.
SUMMARY OF PHYSICAL SITE SETTING SOURCES
SOURCE

LOCATION

USGS Topographic Map, Massachusetts Quadrangle
Surficial Geology & Groundwater Flow

Figure 1
Figure 1 & Appendix E – EDR Report

2.6 Interviews
The purpose of the interview is to obtain information identifying possible RECs at the Site. A concerted
effort was made to interview those knowledgeable about the Site. Weston & Sampson received
information from Mr. Keith Taverna and Mr. Leif Rochna, representing the Town of Danvers. Additionally,
Weston & Sampson performed interviews with municipal officials and conducted the local municipal file
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reviews. A summary of interview sources and location of the documentation of the interview and
questionnaire results is included below.
SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW SOURCES
SOURCE / INTERVIEWEE

LOCATION

Owner/Key Site Manager – Keith Taverna and Leif Rochna

Appendix C - General Questionnaire

User – Keith Taverna and Leif Rochna

Appendix C - AAI User Questionnaire

Danvers Assessors Office
Danvers Clerks Office
Danvers Engineering Department

Appendix J – Municipal Records

Danvers Board of Health
Danvers Inspectional Services
Danvers Fire Prevention Office

2.7 Site Reconnaissance
On November 30, 2017, Mr. Sean Healey, Team Leader and Ms. Christine Ganser, Geologist with
Weston & Sampson performed a walking visual reconnaissance of the Site. Ms. Ganser was
accompanied by Mr. Ken Gothier, Custodian for the Smith Elementary School. The purpose of the Site
reconnaissance was to observe current conditions and assess, based on visual observations, if there
was evidence of RECs (i.e., release(s) of oil and/or hazardous materials (OHM) to the surface or
subsurface at the Site or its surrounding areas.
2.8 Qualifications of Environmental Professional Staff
Ms. Christine Ganser, Geologist with Weston & Sampson performed Site reconnaissance, municipal
historical and database records review and report preparation. Miss. Ganser has a B.S. degree in
Environmental Geoscience from the University of Massachusetts. Miss Ganser’s work and the final
Phase I ESA report was reviewed by Mr. Sean Healey, Team Leader with Weston & Sampson. Mr. Healey
is a Licensed Site Professional (LSP) in Massachusetts, and has over 20 years of experience working
extensively on environmental assessment and remediation projects in Massachusetts. Mr. Healey
received his B.S. degree from the University of Massachusetts. Copies of the Environmental
Professional’s resumes (listed above) are included in Appendix K.
2.9 References
A list of documents referenced in the development of this report is included in Appendix L.
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3.0

SITE CONDITIONS AND USE HISTORY

This section presents a summary of the use, history, and environmental settings of the Site, regional
features including topography, groundwater, geology and field observations based on the information
gathered from the data sources listed in Section 2.
3.1

Current Conditions and Use of the Site

3.1.1 Site Conditions
The Site occupies approximately 15-acres of land which is developed with a two-story elementary
school, recreational fields, parking areas and access roads as shown on Figure 2. A pad mounted
transformer is located to the west of the Site building. Undeveloped wooded areas occupy the southern,
western and northern portions of the Site. A small storm water retention pond is located within the
northeastern portion of the Site. An intermittent stream runs across the center of the Site. A second
intermittent stream is located within the northeastern portion of the Site. Mapped wetland areas are
located within the northeast and southwestern portions of the Site. Topography at the Site slopes
moderately to the northwest.
The two-story Site building was constructed in 1973 and has a concrete slab foundation with no
basement. The building includes a central library area, several individual classrooms, a gymnasium, a
cafeteria, administrative offices, multiple bathrooms/locker rooms, and multiple storage/utility closets.
The building has natural gas heating and cooling systems and has been serviced with municipal water
and sewer since original construction.
The building has a hydraulic elevator with an elevator control room. Mr. Gothier indicated the elevator
has a subsurface piston and an associated sump located beneath the elevator. Weston & Sampson
was not provided access to these structures for inspection. However, Mr. Gothier indicated that the
elevator is serviced on a regular basis and there have been no releases or issues reported.
A boiler room is adjacent to the kitchen and contains two gas boilers which were installed in 2005 when
the building transitioned from electric heat to gas. One 275-gallon fuel oil aboveground storage tank
(AST) is located within the boiler room. The AST is used to store fuel oil for the buildings emergency
generator. The tank appeared to be in good condition with no rust or visible damage and there was no
staining or evidence of previous releases. The boiler room also houses a dry type transformer and an
electric hot water heater. Mr. Gothier indicated that there have been no releases or issues reported
associated with the AST.
On the second floor is a custodial closet containing a dry type transformer, miscellaneous cleaning
supplies, an electric hot water heater. Mounted on the roof are heating and cooling units for the building.
Small quantities of miscellaneous paints and household cleaners were observed within the building,
mainly in the boiler room, custodial closet and art room. However, no evidence of spills or pools of liquid
were observed, and there were no floor drains observed in the storage areas.
General interior building finishes consist of either ceramic or linoleum tile flooring; steel, wood panel and
sheet rock walls; and acoustic ceiling tiles. The gymnasium has a standard wood floor, steel beam
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ceilings and walls composed of an unknown material. The kitchen is located on the first floor and has
a linoleum tile floor with drains that discharge to the sewer system.
3.1.2 Geology and Hydrogeology
Review of Geotechnical Field Data and EDR Soil Layer Information indicates the Site is underlain by up
to 5 feet of fine sandy loam/gravelly fine sandy loam material consisting of fine to coarse gravel and
sand with silt. The fine sandy loam/gravelly fine sandy loam is underlain by till. During previous Site
investigations (Section 3.3), groundwater was identified at depth between 2 to 4 feet below grade
surface.
3.2

Past Use History

The Site’s past use history was established based on information from interviews, review of municipal
records, and review of historic aerial photographs, and city directories. The following table provides a
summary of past use history based on a review of historic atlas maps.
SUMMARY OF HISTORICAL AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS
AERIAL
PHOTOGRAPH
1938,1952 and 1955
Aerials

1965 and1969 Aerials

1978 to 2012 Aerials

DESCRIPTION
Depict portions of agricultural fields within the southern and eastern portions of
the Site and cleared land and wooded areas within the northern and western
portions of the Site. Adjacent properties are depicted as agricultural fields and
wooded areas.
Depict the majority of the Site as cleared land. The photos appear to show
multiple locations with potential standing water within the central portion of the
Site. Adjacent properties are also depicted as cleared with a single family
residential development emerging to the east.
These maps depict the current Site building, parking lots, roads and fields.
Wooded areas are depicted within the southern, western and northern portions of
the Site. North, south and west of the Site is undeveloped woodland. East of the
Site is Lobao Drive and the current single family residential neighborhood.

The historic agricultural use of portions of the Site is considered a REC due to the potential for pesticide
use and impact to Site soils.
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The following table presents summary of past use history based on a review of historic city directories.
SUMMARY OF HISTORICAL CITY DIRECTORIES
DESCRIPTION

CITY DIRECTORY
1965-1988 Directories

Site (15 Lobao Drive) is not yet listed.

1992 Directories

Site occupant is listed as Danvers School District.

1995 Directories

Site occupant is listed as Town of Danvers.

2000 Directory
2005, 2010, 2014
Directory

Site is not listed.
Site occupant is listed as Town of Danvers

Review of adjacent and nearby property directly listings identified residential use and did not reveal any
commercial or industrial uses.
Historical topographic maps depicting the Site from 1888 through 2012 were reviewed. Due to the scale
and detail of the maps, Site specific details cannot be ascertained. However, in general the maps
support the findings of the historic aerial review.
Historical Sanborn atlas maps were requested from EDR, however, the Site is listed an umapped
property and maps were therefore not available for review.
3.3

Previous Site Releases

RTN 3-30224
The Site is listed with the MassDEP under release tracking number (RTN) 3-30224. This RTN is
associated with an August 2011 release of approximately 100 gallons of transformer oil (Mineral Oil
Dielectric Fluid (MODF)) from a transformer located at the rear of the school. The release occurred
when an asphalt recycler accidentally damaged an electrical conduit connecting a buried electrical
service to the school and a nearby pad mounted transformer. The electrical cables wrapped around
the recycler and were pulled from the pad mounted transformer, resulting in a release of MODF to the
transformer pad, asphalt parking surface, adjacent soils, groundwater and three catch basins which
discharge into a nearby storm water retention pond.
Remedial activities were performed and included the removal of 88 cubic yards of soil, removal of
potentially contaminated groundwater during excavation, and cleanout of impacted catch basins and
an associated drain pipe. Analysis of post remediation confirmatory soil and groundwater samples
indicated that remediation was successful and Site conditions were restored to background conditions.
In November 2011, Cushing, Jammallo and Wheeler, Inc. submitted a Class A-1 Response Action
Outcome (RAO) Statement to the MassDEP on behalf of the Town of Danvers to support regulatory
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closure of the RTN. A Class A-1 RAO indicates that the release was cleaned up to background
conditions.
Based on results of the remediation and closed regulatory status, the above release is considered a
controlled REC (CREC).
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4.0

OFF-SITE PROPERTY CONDITIONS AND USE HISTORY

This section presents a descriptive summary of the use, history, and environmental settings pertaining
to off-site properties based upon the information gathered from the data sources listed in Section 2.
4.1 Current Use of Adjoining and Nearby Properties
The Site is located adjacent and west of Lobao Drive, in Danvers Massachusetts. Undeveloped wooded
land borders the Site to the north, south and west. A natural gas pipeline is located within the wooded
area to the north of the Site. Lobao Drive and residential properties are located east of the Site. There
were no concerns identified with current use of adjoining and nearby properties.
4.2 Past Use History
As indicted in Section 3.2 the historic use of adjacent properties included agricultural and residential
use. Based on these historic uses, the potential for impact to the Site is considered minimal.
4.3

Database Listing Discussion

Site Listings: The Site is listed in the database report as a State Hazardous Waste Site (SHWS) and
Recovered Government Archive State Hazardous Waste Facilities Site (RGA HWS). The listings are
associated with one MassDEP RTN 3-30224. As indicated in Section 3.3, this RTN has achieved
regulatory closure and is considered a CREC. See Section 3.3 for further details.
Off-Site Listings: As indicated in Section 2, the database report did not identify any listed properties
which require discussion.
4.4 Vapor Encroachment Screening
In 2010, ASTM International issued its revised Standard E2600-10 entitled “Standard Guide for Vapor
Encroachment (VE) Screening on Property Involved in Real Estate Transactions.” This standard guide
has been adopted into the ASTM 1527-13 Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Standard. The
purpose of the VE standard is to define good commercial and customary practice for real estate
transactions in the United States for conducting a screening assessment directed solely at the likelihood
for migrating vapors to encroach upon a Site (i.e. the Site) creating a vapor encroachment condition
(VEC). Whether or not encroaching vapors result in a vapor intrusion problem requires further
investigation that is beyond the scope of the standard.
A VEC is defined as the presence or likely presence of chemicals of concern (COC) vapors in the
subsurface of the Site caused by the release of vapors from contaminated soil or groundwater on or
near the Site. An area of concern (AOC) as defined in the E2600-10 is measured 0.33-miles from the
Site for known or suspect contaminated sites with VOCs or semi-VOCs; 0.10-mile from the Site for known
or suspect petroleum hydrocarbon releases. The identification of AOCs may be reduced if the
groundwater flow direction is known relative to the Site. Critical distances are taken into account for
contaminated groundwater plumes in any direction for COCs including petroleum LNAPL accumulating
above the water table at a distance of 100 feet from the edge of the plume to the Site and 30 feet for
dissolved volatile petroleum hydrocarbons.
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Using the information evaluated in the Sections above, Weston & Sampson has performed a Vapor
Encroachment Screening (Tier 1) in general accordance with the scope of work and limitations of ASTM
Standard Practice E 2600-10 for the Site. The purpose of this Vapor Encroachment Screening (Tier 1)
was to identify existing or potential VECs (as defined by ASTM Standard E 2600-10) affecting the Site.
Based on the results of this screening, a VEC was not identified at the Site. The EDR VEC report is
provided in Appendix E.
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5.0

DATA GAPS

All AAI reports must include an identification of “significant” data gaps (as defined in § 312.20 of AAI
final rule and § 12.7 of ASTM E1527-13), if any, in the information collected for the inquiry. Significant
data gaps include missing or unattainable information that affects the ability of the environmental
professional to identify conditions indicative of releases or threatened releases of hazardous
substances, and as applicable, pollutants and contaminants, petroleum or petroleum products, or
controlled substances, on, at, in or to the subject property. The documentation of data gaps must
include information regarding the significance of these data gaps. The following is a discussion of
potential data gaps for this assessment:


Weston & Sampson identified a data gap due to the fact that interviews with former owners were
not completed during this Phase I ESA Update. However, this does not represent a significant
data gap as the Site appears to have been undeveloped prior to use by the current owners.



A data gap was encountered relative to historical review. Historical aerials and atlas maps for
the Site were not available to achieve a 5-year interval review. However, this does not represent
a significant data gap, as the historical sources available indicate continuity of Site use.



Weston & Sampson Site reconnaissance included only limited inspection along the northern
exterior wall of the Site building, and the wooded portions of northern, southern and western
portions the Site. Due to thick vegetation and cover, detailed observation in these areas was
limited. However, this does not represent a significant data gap as historic sources indicate
these areas have been undeveloped and vegetated for some time.



The subsurface elevator piston and sump within the building could not be observed. However,
this is not considered a significant data gap as Site contacts indicated that there have been no
known releases from the equipment. Additionally, groundwater sampling performed at the Site
as part of the previous transformer release (Section 3.3) did not identify impacts.

No other data gaps, as defined by ASTM Practice E 1527-13, were noted during the Site reconnaissance
and records review that would significantly affect the ability of Weston & Sampson to identify RECs for
the Site.
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6.0

FINDINGS AND OPINIONS

Based on the work completed during this Phase I ESA, the following pertinent findings and opinions are
offered:


The Site occupies approximately 15-acres of land and is developed with a two-story elementary
school, recreational fields, parking areas and access roads.



Historic documents indicate the Site was undeveloped prior to the construction of the current
school complex in the early 1970s. Prior to development the majority of the Site as cleared and
disturbed land. The southern and eastern portions of Site were utilized as agricultural fields from
the 1930’s to the early 1950’s.



The Site is listed as a MassDEP release site under RTN 3-30224. This RTN is associated with a
2011 release of approximately 100 gallons of transformer oil from a transformer adjacent to the
rear of school building. Remedial activities were performed to remove impacted soil and
groundwater and post remediation soil and groundwater sampling and did not identify
concentrations above cleanup standards. In 2011, a Class A-1 RAO was submitted for the RTN
in support of regulatory closure. Based on results of the remediation and closed regulatory
status, the above release is considered a CREC.



Review of historic aerial photographs and city directories indicate the historic use of properties
adjacent to the Site included residential, agricultural use, and undeveloped woodland. Review
of an environmental database report, did not identify any facilities or releases of concern in the
vicinity of the Site.



Based on the age of the Site building (circa 1973), the building may contain hazardous building
materials such as Asbestos Containing Material (ACM), lead based paint (LBP), Polychlorinated
Biphenyls (PCBs), and mercury. However, the consideration of these hazardous materials is
beyond the scope of an ASTM Phase I ESA. A complete building materials assessment should
be performed prior to any future building renovation or demolition.
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7.0

CONCLUSIONS

Weston & Sampson was contracted by Tappe Associates to perform a Phase I ESA of the Ivan G. Smith
Elementary School, 15 Lobao Drive, Danvers, Massachusetts (the Site). The Phase I ESA in
conformance with the scope and limitations of ASTM Practice E1527-13. Any exceptions to, deletions
from, this practice are described in Sections 1 of this report. The assessment revealed the following
RECs for the Site:


The historic use of the Site for agricultural purposes is considered a REC.

Based on the findings, opinion and conclusions of this Phase I ESA, Weston & Sampson recommends
that a Phase II ESA be completed to address the above REC. Additionally, a Phase II ESA should be
performed to obtain general soil and groundwater data to support design for future construction and
redevelopment of the Site.
In addition to the Phase II ESA, we also recommend the following:


Due to the age of the Site building there is potential for hazardous building materials. Therefore,
a complete building materials survey should be performed prior to any future building renovation
or demolition.



The hydraulic elevator and subsurface piston and sump should be excavated and removed as
part of potential future building demolition and removal activities. During removal the area
surrounding the elevator shaft/piston should be observed to evaluate for potential environmental
impacts
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8.0

SIGNATURE OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROFESSIONALS

We declare that, to the best of our professional knowledge and belief, we meet the definition of
Environmental Professional as defined in §312.10 of 40 CFR 312 and we have the specific qualifications
based on education, training, and experience to assess a property of the nature, history, and setting of
the subject property. We have developed and performed the all appropriate inquiries in conformance
with the standards and practices set forth in 40 CFR Part 312.
Authored by:

Christine Ganser
Geologist
Reviewed by:

Sean Healey
Team Leader, LSP
Environmental Professional
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APPENDIX A
Photograph Log
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15 LOBAO DRIVE
PHASE I ENVIRONMENTAL SITE ASSESSMENT PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo #1
View of front (East side) of
school

Photo #2
View of south side of school.

Photo #3
View of back (west side) of
school and pond.
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TAPPE ASSOCIATES
15 LOBAO DRIVE
PHASE I ENVIRONMENTAL SITE ASSESSMENT PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo #4
View of back lot/playground
and athletic field.

Photo #5
View of the 275 gallon fuel oil
AST in Custodial Room used to
fuel generator.

Photo #6
View of Dry Type Electrical
Transformer (Left) and
Generator (Right).
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TAPPE ASSOCIATES
15 LOBAO DRIVE
PHASE I ENVIRONMENTAL SITE ASSESSMENT PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG

Photo #7
View of Boiler Room. Hot
water heaters below insulated
pipe.

Photo #8
Floor Drain in Kitchen

Photo #9
Elevator Mechanical Closet.
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TAPPE ASSOCIATES
15 LOBAO DRIVE
PHASE I ENVIRONMENTAL SITE ASSESSMENT PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG

Photo #10
Exterior Pad Mounted
Transformer (Replaced in
2011).

Photo #11
View of dry-type transformer in
Custodial Closet.

Photo #12
View of vegetation which
prevented investigation of
portion of site (See Data Gaps
in Report).
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APPENDIX B
Scope of Services
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5 Centennial Drive, Peabody, MA 01960 (HQ)
Tel: 978.532.1900

Tappe Associates, Inc.
Weston & Sampson Proposal No. 76216
October 26, 2017
Mr. Charles Hay, Principal
Tappe Associates, Inc.
Six Edgerly Place
Boston, MA 02116
Re:

Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation and Environmental Assessment
Proposed Ivan G. Smith Elementary School – Danvers, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Hay:
In accordance with your request, Weston & Sampson Engineers, Inc. (Weston & Sampson) is pleased to
provide you with this proposal for consulting engineering services to conduct a preliminary geotechnical
investigation and environmental assessment for the proposed addition to, or replacement of, the Ivan G.
Smith Elementary School at 15 Lobao Drive in Danvers, Massachusetts.
Based on preliminary information provided by Tappe Associates (Tappe), an addition to the southwest
side of the existing school or a new school building in existing athletic fields and wooded areas is
proposed. A sketch showing the approximate proposed footprints was provided by Tappe. No additional
information regarding the existing building, site, or proposed structures was provided at the time of this
proposal.
A feasibility study is proposed to evaluate geotechnical and environmental considerations associated with
design and construction of an addition or new school building. Specific information including building
locations and elevations, site grading, and utility depths were not available at the time of this proposal. We
anticipate, however, that the proposed school addition or new building will be a one- to two-story structure
and associated site improvements may include access roadways and parking areas, retaining walls, and
underground utilities.
A Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) is required for the project to comply with the requirements
of the Massachusetts School Building Authority (MSBA) school building grant program. Since
geotechnical investigations will include advancement of soil borings, soil samples will be collected to
evaluate general soil quality at the site.
The proposed locations, depths and types of sampling for the subsurface investigations described below
are intended to allow a preliminary evaluation of subsurface conditions relative to geotechnical feasibility
including potential foundation alternatives and environmental considerations for site development.
Additional borings and environmental investigations will be required during conceptual and final design
once project details are developed. Our proposed scopes of services for the preliminary environmental
assessment and geotechnical investigation are described below.
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SCOPE OF SERVICES
Geotechnical Assessment
Our geotechnical assessment will include a subsurface investigation program (coordinated with the
requirements of the Environmental Assessment), geotechnical analyses, and a report containing
preliminary conclusions and geotechnical recommendations related to site development and foundation
design and construction. Our specific scope will include the following items:
1. Review available subsurface and geologic information as indicators of subsurface conditions at the
site.
2. Visit the site to observe existing features exposed at ground surface and the condition of the existing
school structure to assess site access for subsurface explorations, and to mark proposed subsurface
exploration locations in the field.
3. Conduct a program of test borings to explore subsurface conditions in the vicinity of the proposed
addition and new building footprints. Up to eight borings are proposed to depths up to 30 ft. or refusal.
We anticipate the test boring program will require three days. Adjustment of the number of borings or
depths may be required to limit the drilling program to two days.
The borings will be advanced using hollow stem auger and/or drive-and-wash drilling methods with
standard split-spoon sampling conducted at two- to five-foot intervals of depth. The borings will be
advanced through any surficial fill and organic soils and will be terminated between ten and fifteen feet
into naturally deposited inorganic soils or refusal. A track rig (or all-terrain vehicle) will be used to
reduce ground disturbance, but some disturbance to grass and topsoil should be anticipated. Boring
locations are proposed at locations that will not require access preparation including clearing of brush
and small trees. Clearing to access boring locations closer to the proposed new building footprint will
require an additional day of field work and if authorized, will result in additional costs as described
below.
Groundwater monitoring wells will be installed to depths up to 20 ft. in two (2) borings. The wells will be
finished at the ground surface with a flush-mount road box. The remaining boreholes will be backfilled
with soil cuttings and the drilling sites will be restored to as near to pre-drilling condition as practicable.
Borings completed in existing pavement areas will be cold patched with asphalt. We assume that
excess drill cuttings can be spread at the ground surface in an area of the site designated by school
personnel. We also assume that special drilling procedures, personal protective equipment, drumming
and disposal of drill cuttings, equipment decontamination, etc. are not required. Such measures, if
required, will result in additional scope and costs.
We assume that there will be no restrictions on drilling during normal work days due to school being in
session. We also assume the Building Committee and/or School District will assist with coordinating site
access for explorations and provide any permission needed for drilling during school hours. Snow
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removal for access to boring locations and landscaping services to repair minor ground disturbance at
boring locations are not included in our scope and will need to be provided by the Town if required. No
permitting associated with wetland resources or other environmental/historic conditions is required.
We will arrange for the test borings to be completed by a qualified test boring contractor. If authorized,
we will arrange for a subcontractor to clear brush and small trees to provide access to boring locations
closer to the proposed new building footprint. We assume that permits and special permission is not
required for clearing. The drilling subcontractor will contact DIGSAFE to mark below-grade utilities in
public streets near the project area prior to drilling. We will need someone from the Town and School to
identify below-grade utility locations on the site since DIGSAFE does not clear utilities outside of
roadway right-of-ways.
Weston & Sampson staff will monitor the explorations in the field, prepare test boring logs and
measure the drilling locations relative to existing site features. We will need an electronic version of the
site plan to add the drilling locations for inclusion in our report.
4. Prepare a summary letter report documenting the information obtained from Tasks 1 through 3, above,
related to foundation design and construction issues at the site. The report will include an exploration
location plan, logs of explorations prepared by Weston & Sampson, description of the exploration
program and discussion of subsurface conditions encountered with comments on technical feasibility
of shallow versus deep foundation systems, and comments on foundation construction and site
preparation.
Environmental Assessment
Our environmental assessment will consist of an ASTM Phase I ESA, as well as limited soil and
groundwater sampling and analyses.
Our Phase I ESA will be conducted in general accordance with the United State Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA’s) All Appropriate Inquiries (AAI) Final Rule and the standards set forth in the ASTM E152713 process. Weston & Sampson has performed due diligence assessments for Phase I ESAs using the
principles of the AAI at multiple sites throughout New England. The AAI standard, which incorporates the
ASTM standard, is the current standard of care for Phase I ESAs in the industry. Weston & Sampson
personnel are well versed on AAI’s Final Rule, and our staff includes many Environmental Professionals, as
defined under the AAI Final Rule. The Phase I ESA will be performed in compliance with all other
associated laws, professional standards, and industry practices.
The Phase I ESA will identify Recognized Environmental Conditions (RECs) at the site and evaluate the
potential for a release of oil and/or hazardous materials (OHM) to the environment. This scope of services
does not include a radon, hazardous building material survey, or a chain-of-title search. We propose to
complete the following tasks 5 through 9:
5. Historical, Environmental Site Review, Interviews:
Weston & Sampson will review existing files pertaining to historical site use and regulatory issues from
various sources including:
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State and Federal environmental files and databases;
Local records and plans, including those of the Fire Department for underground storage tank
(UST) records;
Previous environmental reports, where available;
Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps and municipal directories where available;
Aerial photographs, if available at local offices;
Local topographic, surficial and bedrock geologic, and hydrologic maps, if available; and
Interviews with individuals knowledgeable of the site.

Weston & Sampson will obtain a standard ASTM Phase I database search report to obtain additional
information about potential documented releases at the property and surrounding areas.
6. Site Reconnaissance:
Weston & Sampson will perform an area reconnaissance of the property and surroundings. We will
document evidence of RECs such as releases of OHM, dumped solid and/or hazardous waste,
stressed vegetation, and evaluate potential impacts to the site identified in the records review.
Photographs will be taken of the site to provide further documentation of site conditions. Please note
that AAI requires that a qualified “Environmental Professional” perform the Site
Inspection/Reconnaissance.
7. Questionnaires:
Per AAI requirements, Weston & Sampson will provide representatives of the existing property owner
(Town representatives) who are familiar with the existing facility and the site history with a User
Questionnaire to provide the following information. To receive CERCLA liability protection the user
must provide the identified information, if available. The information included in the User Questionnaire
includes the following: Environmental Liens, Activity and Use Limitations, Specialized Knowledge (e.g.,
specialized knowledge of RECs, historical RECs, or other potential environmental concerns in
connection with the Site), Commonly Known or Reasonably Ascertainable Information (i.e., any
commonly known or reasonably ascertainable information about the Site that would be indicative of
releases or threatened releases), Valuation Reduction for Environmental Issues, and Degree of
Obviousness of Contamination.
In addition to the User Questionnaire, Weston & Sampson will provide the representatives of existing
property owner with an Environmental Questionnaire for completion. The information in the
Environmental Questionnaire will generally include information regarding the environmental condition
of the property including but not limited to: current use of the property, age of structures, use of
abutting property, liens, property limitations, previous assessments, potential presence of
contamination, etc.
The information from these questionnaires will be incorporated into the report and the completed
forms will be attached as appendices to the Phase I report.
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8. Phase I ESA Report:
Weston & Sampson will prepare a Phase I ESA Report summarizing the information collected above.
The report will include a summary of the work scope, narrative descriptions of the completed tasks,
findings and conclusions, figures, and images as necessary to support the information. The report will
include a history of the site and an evaluation of RECs. Our Phase I ESA does not include a Chain-ofTitle search at the Registry of Deeds.
9. Soil and Groundwater Sampling and Analyses:
Weston & Sampson proposes to collect soil samples during the geotechnical explorations described
above. Soil samples from the borings will be screened in the field with a photoionization detector (PID),
and for visual and olfactory signs of potential contamination.
Up to three soil samples will be placed in appropriate sample containers, labeled and shipped to a
qualified analytical laboratory under appropriate chain-of-custody. For purposes of developing this
scope of services and related costs, the selected soil samples will be analyzed for disposal
characterization analyses consistent with Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
(MassDEP) Policy# COMM-97-001 including total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH), volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), semivolatile organic compounds (SVOCs), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs),
RCRA-5 metals, and conductivity. Our proposed sample screening may suggest that other types of
analyses should be conducted. We will contact Tappe Associates as the work progresses if different
(or more) testing is considered appropriate for the currently proposed effort.
Weston & Sampson will also collect a groundwater sample from the monitoring well installed within the
approximate area of the proposed building footprint during the geotechnical explorations. The sample
will be collected via low flow sampling techniques and submitted for laboratory analysis of extractable
and volatile petroleum hydrocarbons (EPH/VPH) and VOCs. A duplicate sample will also be submitted
for these analyses.
The results of the soil and groundwater sampling and analyses will be summarized and presented in a
brief letter report or as an appendix to the Phase I ESA report. Recommendations for additional
sampling and analyses to be completed during the design phase of the project will be based on the
results of the analyses proposed herein.
ESTIMATED PROJECT COST
We propose to conduct the Geotechnical Assessment as described in Tasks 1 through 4, above, on a
lump sum basis. The estimated fee for this work is $16,950, which includes $7,100 in drilling subcontractor
fees. The drilling subcontractor costs assume prevailing wage rates are not required.
We propose to conduct the Environmental Assessment as described in Tasks 5 through 9, above, on a
lump sum basis. The estimated fee for this work is $9,300, which includes approximately $2,400 for
analytical laboratory services and $700 for expenses including sample shipment, environmental database
searches, equipment rental and travel.
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The total estimated cost to complete both assessments is $26,250. We will not exceed this value without
prior written authorization from Tappe Associates.
If authorized, clearing of brush and access preparation to boring locations closer to the proposed new
building footprint will increase the above total cost by $2,000 to $28,250.
SCHEDULE
We anticipate that our field work can be scheduled within approximately two weeks of receiving
authorization. We anticipate that the geotechnical report and the Phase I ESA report can be submitted
within three to four weeks of completing our field work. We will accelerate this schedule if possible based
on subcontractor availability and can provide preliminary recommendations to the design team as they are
developed.
ITEMS REQUIRED FROM TAPPE ASSOCIATES
We will need the following from Tappe Associates to complete our Environmental Services:



Names and contact information for appropriate representatives of the property owners (Town
representatives) who could assist with the Questionnaires described in Task 7, above.
Confirmation of the Town Assessor’s parcel numbers for the parcels to be included in the Phase I ESA.

We will need the following from Tappe Associates to complete our Geotechnical Services:





Electronic version of a site plan showing the existing buildings and site development features of the site
as well as the proposed building footprint.
A description of the proposed construction including such things as anticipated size of structures, use,
number of levels of below-grade construction and other items that may impact foundation design and
construction.
Any drawings or information depicting the foundations for the existing buildings on the site.
Any available subsurface information at the site.

AUTHORIZATION
Consulting engineering services as described above will be provided in accordance with the attached
Weston & Sampson General Terms and Conditions dated July 1, 2016, which is an integral part of this
proposal. When accepted by you, this proposal and the attached General Terms and Conditions will
constitute our Agreement. Please indicate your acceptance by signing and returning one copy of this letter
proposal. Also, please sign, date, and return the enclosed Terms and Conditions that are hereby
incorporated by reference.
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Thank you for inviting us to submit this proposal. We look forward to assisting you with this project. If you
have any questions, please contact us at (978) 532-1900 (ext. 2324).
Very truly yours,
WESTON & SAMPSON ENGINEERS, INC.

ACCEPTED FOR TAPPE ASSOCIATES, INC.

Frank Ricciardi, PE, LSP
Vice President

By:
Date:

Attachment: July 1, 2016 Terms and Conditions
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Questionnaire / Checklist
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Weston & Sampson Phase I ESA Questionnaire
for Property Owner, Occupants, and Site Reconnaissance Staff
Occupants (if
applicable)

Observed During Site Visit If yes,
provide description

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Question

Owner

1a. Is the property used for an
industrial use?

Yes

1b. Is any adjoining property used
for an industrial use?

Yes

2a. Did you observe evidence or do
you have any prior knowledge that
the property has been used for an
industrial use in the past?

Yes

2b. Did you observe evidence or do
you have any prior knowledge that
any adjoining property has been
used for an industrial use in the
past?

Yes

3a. Is the property used as a
gasoline station, motor repair facility,
commercial printing facility, dry
cleaners, photo developing
laboratory,
junkyard or landfill, or as a waste
treatment, storage, disposal,
processing, or recycling facility (if
applicable, identify which)?

Yes

3b. Is any adjoining property used
as a gasoline station, motor repair
facility, commercial printing facility,
dry cleaners, photo developing
laboratory, junkyard or landfill, or as
a waste treatment, storage,
disposal, processing, or recycling
facility (if applicable, identify which)?

Yes

4a. Did you observe evidence or do
you have any prior knowledge that
the property has been used as a
gasoline station, motor repair facility,
commercial printing facility, dry
cleaners, photo developing
laboratory, junkyard or landfill, or as
a waste treatment, storage,
disposal, processing, or recycling
facility (if applicable, identify which)?

Yes

No

✔
No

✔
No

✔

✔

✔

No

✔

No Unk

✔
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Weston & Sampson Phase I ESA Questionnaire
for Property Owner, Occupants, and Site Reconnaissance Staff
Question

Owner

4b. Did you observe evidence or do
you have any prior knowledge that
any adjoining property has been
used as a gasoline station, motor
repair facility, commercial printing
facility, dry cleaners, photo
developing laboratory, junkyard or
landfill, or as a waste treatment,
storage, disposal, processing, or
recycling facility (if applicable,
identify which)?

Yes

5a. Are there currently any damaged
or discarded automotive or industrial
batteries, pesticides, paints, or other
chemicals in individual containers of
>5 gal (19 L) in volume or 50 gal
(190 L) in the aggregate, stored on
or used at the property or at the
facility?

Yes

5b. Did you observe evidence or do
you have any prior knowledge that
there have been previously any
damaged or discarded automotive
or industrial batteries, or pesticides,
paints, or other chemicals in
individual containers of >5 gal (19 L)
in volume or 50 gal (190 L) in the
aggregate, stored on or used at the
property or at the facility?

Yes

6a. Are there currently any industrial
drums (typically 55 gal (208 L)) or
sacks of chemicals located on the
property or at the facility?

Yes

6b. Did you observe evidence or do
you have any prior knowledge that
there have been previously any
industrial drums (typically 55 gal
(208 L)) or sacks of chemicals
located on the property or at the
facility?

Yes

7a. Did you observe evidence or do
you have any prior knowledge that fil
dirt has been brought onto the
property that originated from a
contaminated site?

Yes

7b. Did you observe evidence or do
you have any prior knowledge that
fill dirt has been brought onto the
property that is of an unknown
origin?

Yes

No

Occupants (if
applicable)

Observed During Site Visit If yes,
provide description

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

✔

No

✔

No

✔

No

✔
No

✔

No

✔

No

✔
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Weston & Sampson Phase I ESA Questionnaire
for Property Owner, Occupants, and Site Reconnaissance Staff
Question

Owner

Occupants (if
applicable)

Observed During Site Visit If yes,
provide description

8a. Are there currently any pits,
ponds, or lagoons located on the
property in connection with waste
treatment or waste disposal?

Yes

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

8b. Did you observe evidence or do
you have any prior knowledge that
there have been previously, any
pits, ponds, or lagoons located on
the property in connection with
waste treatment or waste disposal?

Yes

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

9a. Is there currently any stained
soil on the property?

Yes

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

9b. Did you observe evidence or do
you have any prior knowledge that
there has been previously, any
stained soil on the property?

Yes

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

10a. Are there currently any
registered or unregistered storage
tanks (above or underground)
located on the property?

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

10b. Did you observe evidence or
do you have any prior knowledge
that there have been previously, any
registered or unregistered storage
tanks (above or underground)
located on the property?

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

11a. Are there currently any vent
pipes, fill pipes, or access ways
indicating a fill pipe protruding from
the ground on the property or
adjacent to any structure located on
the property?

Yes

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

11b. Did you observe evidence or
do you have any prior knowledge
that there have been previously, any
vent pipes, fill pipes, or access ways
indicating a fill pipe protruding from
the ground on the property or
adjacent to any structure located on
the property?

Yes

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

12a. Is there currently evidence of
leaks, spills or staining by
substances other than water, or foul
odors, associated with any flooring,
drains, walls, ceilings, or exposed
grounds on the property?

Yes

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

No

✔
No

✔

No

✔
No

✔

✔

✔

No

✔

No

✔

No

✔
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Weston & Sampson Phase I ESA Questionnaire
for Property Owner, Occupants, and Site Reconnaissance Staff
Question

Owner

13a. If the property is served by a
private well or non-public water
system, is there evidence or do you
have prior knowledge that
contaminants have been identified in
the well or system that exceed
guidelines applicable to the water
system?

Yes

13b. If the property is served by a
private well or non-public water
system, is there evidence or do you
have prior knowledge that the well
has been designated as
contaminated by any government
environmental/health agency?

Yes

14. Does the owner or occupant of
the property have any knowledge of
environmental liens or governmental
notification relating to past or
recurrent violations of environmental
laws with respect to the property or
any facility located on the property?

Yes

15a. Has the owner or occupant of
the property been informed of the
past existence of hazardous
substances or petroleum products
with respect to the property or any
facility located on the property?

Yes

15b. Has the owner or occupant of
the property been informed of the
current existence of hazardous
substances or petroleum products
with respect to the property or any
facility located on the property?

Yes

15c. Has the owner or occupant of
the property been informed of the
past existence of environmental
violations with respect to the
property or any facility located on
the property?

Yes

15d. Has the owner or occupant of
the property been informed of the
current existence of environmental
violations with respect to the
property or any facility located on
the property?

Yes

No

Occupants (if
applicable)

Observed During Site Visit If yes,
provide description

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

✔

No

✔

No

✔

No

✔

No

✔

No

✔

No

✔
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Weston & Sampson Phase I ESA Questionnaire
for Property Owner, Occupants, and Site Reconnaissance Staff
Question

Owner

16. Does the owner or occupant of
the property have any knowledge of
any environmental site assessment
of the property or facility that
indicated the presence of hazardous
substances or petroleum products
on, or contamination of, the property
or recommended further
assessment of the property?

Yes

17. Does the owner or occupant of
the property know of any past,
threatened, or pending lawsuits or
administrative proceedings
concerning a release or threatened
release of any hazardous substance
or petroleum products involving the
property by any owner or occupant
of the property?

Yes

18a. Does the property discharge
waste-water (not including sanitary
waste or storm water) onto or
adjacent to the property and/or into
a storm water system?

Yes

18b. Does the property discharge
waste water (not including sanitary
waste or storm water) onto or
adjacent to the property and/or into
a sanitary sewer system?

Yes

19. Did you observe evidence or do
you have any prior knowledge that
any hazardous substances or
petroleum products, unidentified
waste materials, tires, automotive or
industrial batteries, or any other
waste materials have been dumped
above grade, buried and/or burned
on the property ?

Yes

20. Is there a transformer, capacitor,
or any hydraulic equipment for
which there are any records
indicating the presence of PCBs?

Yes

No

Occupants (if
applicable)

Observed During Site Visit If yes,
provide description

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

✔

✔

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

Unk

Yes

No

✔

No

✔

✔

✔

No

✔

The Owner questionnaire answers were provided was completed by:
Name: Keith Taverna and Leif Rochna
Title: Business Manager and Director of Buildings
Firm: Danvers Public Schools and Town of Danvers
Address: 64 Cabot Rd and Sylvan Street, Danvers MA 01923
Phone number: 978-774-4800 and 978-777-0001
Date: 12/11/17
Role(s) at the site: Admin and Operations
5

Number of years at the site:
Relationship to user (for example, principal, employee, agent, consultant):
The Occupant questionnaire answers were provided by:
Name:
Title:
Firm:
Address:
Phone number:
Date:
Role(s) at the site:
Number of years at the site:
Relationship to user (for example, principal, employee, agent, consultant):

The Site Visit questionnaire was completed by:
Name:
Title:
Firm:
Address:
Phone number:
Date:
Relationship to site:
Relationship to user (for example, principal, employee, agent, consultant):

6

Initials:

AAI – USER QUESTIONNAIRE
FOR
Lobao Drive, Danvers MA 01923

In order to qualify for one of the Landowner Liability Protections (LLPs), the user1 must conduct
the following inquiries required by 40 CFR 312.25, 312.28, 312.29, 312.30 and 312.31. Failure
to conduct these inquiries could result in the determination that “all appropriate inquiries” is not
complete.

1.Environmental liens that are filed or recorded against the property (40 CFR
312.25).
Did a search of recorded land title records (or judicial records where appropriate) identify
any environmental liens filed or recorded against the property under federal, tribal, state
or local law?
Yes
No
Unknown

2.Activity and use limitations (AULs) that are in place on the property or that have
been filed or recorded against the property (40 CFR 312.26(a)(1)(v) and (vi)).
Did a search of recorded land title records (or judicial records where appropriate) identify
any AULs, such as engineering controls, land use restrictions or institutional controls that
are in place at the property and/or have been filed or recorded against the property under
federal, tribal, state or local law?
Yes
No
Unknown

3.Specialized knowledge or experience of the person seeking to qualify for the LLP
(40 CFR 312.28).
Do you have any specialized knowledge or experience related to the property or nearby
properties? For example, are you involved in the same line of business as the current or
former occupants of the property or an adjoining property so that you would have
specialized knowledge of the chemicals and processes used by this type of business?
Yes
No
Unknown
1

The party seeking to complete an AAI to receive CERCLA liability protection

1

Initials:
4.Relationship of the purchase price to the fair market value of the property if it were
not contaminated (40 CFR 312.29).
Does the purchase price being paid for this property reasonably reflect the fair market
value of the property? If you conclude there is a difference, have you considered whether
the lower purchase price is because contamination is known or believed to be present at
the property?
Yes
No
Unknown

5. Commonly known or reasonably ascertainable information about the property (40
CFR 312.30).
Are you aware of commonly known or reasonably ascertainable information about the
property that would help the environmental professional to identify conditions indicative
of releases or threatened releases? For example, (a.) Do you know the past uses of the
property? (b.) Do you know of specific chemicals that are present or once were present at
the property? (c.) Do you know of any spills or other chemical releases that have taken
place at the property? (d.) Do you know of any environmental cleanups that have taken
place at the property?
Yes
No
Unknown

6. The degree of obviousness of the presence or likely presence of contamination at
the property, and the ability to detect the contamination by appropriate
investigation (40 CFR 312.31).
Based on your knowledge and experience related to the property are there any obvious
indicators that point to the presence or likely presence of releases at the property?
Yes
No
Unknown

12/11/17

Keith Taverna and Leif Rochna
Signature

Date

2

PHASE I ESA

Tappe Associates LLC

APPENDIX D
User Provided Documents
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APPENDIX

8.5 PHASE 2 ESA REPORT

TAPPÉ ARCHITECTS

MSBA PRELIMINARY DESIGN PROGRAM

IVAN G. SMITH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

January 19, 2018

5 Centennial Drive, Peabody, MA 01960 (HQ)
Tel: 978.532.1900

Mr. Charles Hay
Principal
Tappe Associates, Inc.
Six Edgerly Place
Boston, Massachusetts 02116
Re:

Phase II Environmental Site Assessment
Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
15 Lobao Drive, Danvers, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Hay:
Weston & Sampson Engineers, Inc. (Weston & Sampson) is pleased to provide this letter report
summarizing the results of our Phase II Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) performed at 15 Lobao
Drive in Danvers, Massachusetts (the “Site”). The Site is a 15-acre parcel of land occupied by the Ivan
G. Smith Elementary School. The parcel is developed with a two-story elementary school building,
recreational fields, parking areas and access roads. Undeveloped wooded land borders the Site to the
north, south and west. Lobao Drive and residential properties are located east of the Site.
Weston & Sampson performed a Phase I ESA of the Site in December 2017. The Phase I ESA was
performed on behalf of Tappe Associates, Inc. and the Town of Danvers as part of a feasibility study for
the design and construction of an addition or new school building. The Phase I ESA identified the eastern
and southern portions of the Site were historically used for agricultural purposes. A Phase II ESA was
recommended to assess soil and groundwater conditions in the area of proposed future construction
and to assess potential soil impacts from historic agricultural use.
PHASE II ENVIRONMENTAL SITE ASSESSMENT
Weston & Sampson performed a Phase II ESA at the Site in December 2017 and January 2018 to obtain
soil and groundwater data to assist in Site design for future construction. The Phase II ESA was
performed in general accordance with our October 26, 2017 proposal to the Tappe Associates, Inc. and
included the following:







The collection of soil samples from Weston & Sampson geotechnical borings (advanced under
a separate scope of work);
Field screening soil samples for the presence of total organic volatiles (TOVs);
Analysis of selected soil samples for disposal characterization parameters and pesticides;
The collection of a groundwater sample from a previously installed monitoring well at the Site;
Analysis of the groundwater sample for petroleum hydrocarbons and volatile organic
compounds (VOCs); and
Preparation of a Phase II ESA letter report.

A summary of the Phase II ESA is provided below. See Figure 1 for sampling locations.

westonandsampson.com
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Soil Boring Installation
On December 13 and 14, 2017, eight (8) soil borings (B-1 through B-8) were advanced at the Site for
geo-environmental evaluation. The borings were advanced by Technical Drilling Services, Inc. of
Sterling, Massachusetts to depths between 10 and 30 feet below grade surface (bgs) via hollow stem
auger techniques. The borings were located to assess subsurface conditions in the vicinity of the
proposed addition and new building footprints. Soil samples were collected at continuous intervals
within the borings. The samples were logged by a Weston & Sampson geo-environmental engineer. Soil
boring logs are included as Attachment A.
In general, soils encountered during drilling consisted of the following:
Fill material: Fill was encountered within the borings to maximum depths of approximately 6 feet bgs.
The fill observed consisted of fine to coarse sand with silt and fine gravel. There was no debris observed
within the fill material.
Silt and Sand: Soils beneath the fill consisted of silt and fine to coarse sand with gravel to maximum
depths of 22 feet bgs.
Till: Soils beneath the silt and sand in borings B-3, B-4 and B-5 consisted of till to maximum depths of
29.8 feet bgs.
Varved Silt, Sand and Clay: Soils beneath the silt and sand in borings B-2, B-6 and B-7 consisted of
varved silt, sand and clay to maximum depths of 22 feet bgs.
Soil Sample Field Screening and Analysis
Soil samples were field screened for visual and olfactory evidence of impacts. Each soil sample was
also field screened with a photoionization detector (PID) for TOVs. Field screening did not identify visual
or olfactory impacts and PID screening also did not identify evidence of impact to soil. Concentrations
of TOVs detected ranged from 0.1 to 0.8 part per million by volume (ppmv).
Composite soil samples were prepared from 0-6 feet bgs in soil borings B-1, B-4 and B-7, to evaluate
soils that may be excavated and removed during construction. The samples (B-1 (0-6’), B-4 (0-6’) and
B-7 (0-6’)) were submitted to Contest Analytical Laboratory in East Longmeadow, Massachusetts for
disposal characterization analysis including Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH, VOCs, Semi-volatile
Organic Compounds (SVOCs), Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs), RCRA 5 Metals and conductivity. A
soil sample from boring B-8, advanced within the southeastern portion of the Site in the area of former
agricultural use, was also collected and submitted for laboratory analysis of pesticides. See Table 1 for
summary of soil analytical results. Laboratory analytical reports are included as Attachment B. As shown
in Table 1, analysis of the soil samples identified the following:





Analysis of sample B-1 (0-6’), B-4 (0-6’), and B-7 (0-6’) identified petroleum hydrocarbons and
metals (arsenic, cadmium, chromium and lead) at concentrations well below applicable
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) Reportable Concentration
(RC) S-1 standards.
SVOC compounds fluoranthene, phenanthrene and pyrene were detected in sample B-7 (0-6’)
at concentrations well below RCS-1 standards.
Pesticides were not detected above laboratory reporting limits in soil sample B-8 (0-4’).
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Groundwater Sampling and Analysis
On January 3, 2018, Weston & Sampson collected a groundwater sample from a previously installed
monitoring well at the Site. The monitoring well (MW-1) is a shallow well located to the west of the Site
building adjacent to a current pad mounted transformer. As detailed in our Phase I ESA for the Site, the
well was installed in 2011 as part of assessment for a historic transformer release which has achieved
regulatory closure.
Prior to sampling groundwater was measured at a depth of 3.34 feet below grade in the well. A
groundwater sample was then collected using low flow sampling techniques. Parameters including pH,
temperature, specific conductivity, dissolved oxygen, oxidation reduction potential (ORP) and turbidity
were recorded using a groundwater quality meter. A groundwater sample was collected from the
monitoring well upon parameter stabilization and submitted to a Contest for the analyses of Extractable
Petroleum Hydrocarbons (EPH), Volatile Petroleum Hydrocarbons (VPH) and VOCs. A duplicate sample
was also submitted for quality assurance and control purposes. See Table 2 for summary of
groundwater analytical results. As shown in Table 2, analysis did not identify detectable concentrations
of EPH, VPH or VOCs in the sample.
SUMMARY
In summary, analysis of soil samples identified petroleum hydrocarbons, SVOCs and metals at
concentrations well below MassDEP RCS-1 standards. Based on the concentrations identified, soil can
be reused on Site as part of future redevelopment. If soil export is planned, it appears likely that the
export could be reused at permitted Less than RCS-1 receiving facilities. However, additional soil
characterization of potential export is required to evaluate appropriate receiving facilities for the material.
Pesticides were not detected in the soil from sample B-8. Based on this result, it appears that former
agricultural use did not impact the property.
Groundwater analysis did not identify concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons or VOCs. This
groundwater data can be utilized to support future permitting for potential groundwater dewatering
discharge during construction.
If you have any questions regarding this letter report, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned
at (978) 532-1900.
WESTON & SAMPSON ENGINEERS, INC.

Sean F. Healey, LSP
Team Leader
Attachments: Figures, Table, Attachment A and B
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Frank Ricciardi, PE, LSP
Vice President, EGE Program Manager

FIGURE

TABLES

Table 1
Soil Analytical Results
15 Lobao Drive
Danvers, MA

Reportable
Concentrations
Parameter

Sample Identification

Units
RCS-1
Sample Date

B-1 (0-6')

B-4 (0-6')

B-7 (0-6')

B-8 (0-4')

12/13/2017

12/14/2017

12/14/2017

12/14/2017

TPH

mg/kg

1,000

37

12

25

NA

VOCs

mg/kg

***

ND

ND

ND

NA

SVOCs
Fluroranthene
Phenanthrene
Pyrene

mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg

1,000
10
1,000

<0.20
<0.20
<0.20

<0.20
<0.20
<0.20

0.26
0.20
0.20

NA
NA
NA

METALS
Arsenic
Cadmium
Chromium
Lead

mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg

20
70
100
200

6.8
0.45
22
9.6

7.3
0.45
13
6.8

9.1
0.56
26
14

NA
NA
NA
NA

Organochloride Pesticides

mg/kg

***

NA

NA

NA

ND

PCBs

mg/kg

1

<0.096

<0.094

<0.086

NA

μmhos/cm

NS

11

4.6

3.0

NA

Specific Conductance

Abbreviations:
mg/Kg= milligrams per kilogram

μmhos/cm = micromhos per centimeter
< = Parameter not detected above laboratory
reporting limit shown.

Notes:
BOLD
= Exceeds laboratory reporting limit.
BOLD
= Equal to or Exceeds applicable Reportable Concentrations.
Analytical results compared to the Massachusetts Contingency Plan (MCP) Reportable
Concentrations 310 CMR 40.0000, revised April 2014

*** = Standard varies with compound.
NA = Not Analyzed
ND = Not detected above laboratory reporting limit. Reporting limit varies with compound.

Table 2
Groundwater Analytical Results
15 Lobao Drive
Danvers, MA

Parameters

Units

Sample Date

Reportable
Concentrations

Sample Identification

RCGW-2

MW-1
1/3/2018

MW-1 (DUP)
1/3/2018

EPH
C9-C18 Aliphatics
C19-C36 Aliphatics
C11-C22 Aromatics

ug/L
ug/L
ug/L

3,000
5,000
3,000

<100
<100
<100

<100
<100
<100

VPH
C5-C8 Aliphatics
C9-C12 Aliphatics
C9-C10 Aromatics

ug/L
ug/L
ug/L

500
3,000
500

<100
<100
<100

<100
<100
<100

VOCs

ug/L

***

ND

ND

Abbreviations:
ug/L= micrograms per liter
NS= No Standard
*** = Standard varies with compound.
ND = Not detected above laboratory
reporting limit. Reporting limit varies
with compound.
< = parameters not detected above
laboratory method
detection limit shown.

Notes:
BOLD
= Exceeds laboratory reporting limit.
BOLD
= Equal to or Exceeds applicable Reportable Concentrations.
Analytical results compared to the MCP Reportable Concentrations 310 CMR 40.0000, rev. April 2014

ATTACHMENT A
Soil Boring Logs

BORING NUMBER: B-1

0

STRATA NAME

GRAPHIC LOG

SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

BORING LOCATION: See attached plan.
GROUND ELEVATION: 63.1 ft. +/DATUM: NAVD88
DRILLING START DATE: 12/13/17
END DATE: 12/13/17
GROUNDWATER OBSERVATIONS

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

DRILLER: Brett Balyk - Technical Drilling Services
LOGGED / CHECKED BY: M. Zanchi / C. Palmer, PE
RIG TYPE / DRILLING METHODS: ATV / hollow-stem auger (HSA)
BOREHOLE DIAMETER: 4-1/4" ID / 7-5/8" OD HSA
SAMPLING METHODS: Standard penetration test (SPT)
SAMPLER TYPE: Standard 24" long x 2" OD (1-3/8" ID) split-spoon
SAMPLER HAMMER: 140-lb. automatic hammer
OTHER:

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

SAMPLE
NUMBER

CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
5

58.1

S-1

0.4-2.4 12/24

10-13-17
-15
(30)

S-2

2.4-4.4 21/24

10-6-9-9
(15)

S-3

S-4
A/B

4-6

6-8

19/24

5-7-7-10
(14)

19/24

10-12-12
-14
(24)

FILL

63.1

DATE

12/13/2017

DEPTH

3.3 ft. +/-

COMMENTS

Adjacent existing monitoring well.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

5" Asphalt
Top 4" - Broken up asphalt pieces
Bottom 8" - Dense, brown, gravelly fine to coarse SAND, trace silt; moist, well-graded. [FILL]
Top 5" - Medium dense, brown, gravelly fine to coarse SAND, trace silt; moist, well-graded.
[FILL]
Bottom 16" - Very stiff, brown, SILT, little fine to medium sand, trace fine gravel; moist.

SILT

W&S BORING LOG - GINT STD US.GDT - 1/25/18 09:07 - P:\MA\TAPPE ASSOCIATES\DANVERS - SMITH ELEMENTARY\GEOTECHNICAL\FIELD\BORING LOGS\SMITH SCHOOL - DANVERS GINT BORING LOGS.GPJ
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16/24

- Comm 97 analytical
sample collected from
composited soil from 0.4
to 6.0 feet bgs.
P.I.D. - 0.4 ppm
P.I.D. - 0.4 ppm

Stiff, brown, SILT with trace clay, little fine to medium sand; moist, low plasticity.

P.I.D. - 0.3 ppm

Top 13" - Very stiff, brown, SILT, little fine sand; moist, low plasticity.
- Ferric oxide staining in top 13" of sample
Bottom 6" - Very stiff, gray, SILT with little clay, little fine sand; moist, low plasticity.

P.I.D. - 0.2 ppm

Very stiff, gray, SILT with some clay, little fine sand; wet, low plasticity.
S-5

COMMENTS

P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm
P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm

9-11-13-15
(24)

10

53.1

Test boring terminated at 10.0 feet bgs. Backfilled with cuttings and patched with cold patch
asphalt upon completion.

SAMPLE TYPE
S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-1
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-2

19/24

S-2
A/B

2-4

18/24

7-8-10-12
(18)

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)
0-2

SAMPLE
NUMBER
S-1

4-4-6-6
(10)

0

STRATA NAME

BORING LOCATION: See attached plan.
GROUND ELEVATION: 65.3 ft. +/DATUM: NAVD88
DRILLING START DATE: 12/14/17
END DATE: 12/14/17
GROUNDWATER OBSERVATIONS

GRAPHIC LOG

DRILLER: Brett Balyk - Technical Drilling Services
LOGGED / CHECKED BY: M. Zanchi / C. Palmer, PE
RIG TYPE / DRILLING METHODS: ATV / hollow-stem auger (HSA)
BOREHOLE DIAMETER: 4-1/4" ID / 7-5/8" OD HSA
SAMPLING METHODS: Standard penetration test (SPT)
SAMPLER TYPE: Standard 24" long x 2" OD (1-3/8" ID) split-spoon
SAMPLER HAMMER: 140-lb. automatic hammer
OTHER:
SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
60.3

S-3

S-4

4-6

6-8

11/24

8-9-10-12
(19)

16/24

11-9-12-10
(21)

GRAVEL

5

FILL

65.3

DATE

12/14/2017

DEPTH

3.5 ft. +/-

COMMENTS

Borehole caved to 3.0 ft bgs.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Top 3" - Topsoil
Bottom 16" - Medium dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, little fine gravel, trace silt; moist,
well-graded. [FILL]
Top 13" (A) - Medium dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, little fine gravel, little silt; moist,
poorly-graded. [FILL]

COMMENTS

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Bottom 5" (B) - Medium dense, brown, gravelly fine to coarse SAND, trace silt; moist,
well-graded.
Medium dense, brown, sandy fine to coarse GRAVEL, trace silt; wet, well-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Top 12" - Medium dense, brown, sandy fine to coarse GRAVEL, trace silt; wet, well-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Bottom 4" - Medium dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, little fine gravel, trace silt; wet,
poorly-graded.

10

S-5

10-12

12/24

6-8-10-10
(18)

20/24

5-7-11-16
(18)

16/24

7-8-14-15
(22)

Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, trace silt; wet, uniformly-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.2 ppm

Top 9" - Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, little silt; wet, uniformly-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

SAND

55.3

15

50.3

S-6

15-17

Bottom 11" - Very stiff, gray, clayey SILT, some fine sand; wet.
- Interbedded varves of clay, silt and fine sand.

SILT
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20

45.3

S-7

20-22

Very stiff, gray, clayey SILT, some fine sand; wet.
- Interbedded varves of clay, silt and fine sand.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Test boring terminated at 22.0 feet bgs. Backfilled with cuttings upon completion.

SAMPLE TYPE
S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-2
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-3

12/24

S-2

2-4

7/24

5-6-9-12
(15)

S-3

4-6

19/24

10-12-12
-13
(24)

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)
0-2

SAMPLE
NUMBER
S-1

6-6-6-7
(12)

0

STRATA NAME

BORING LOCATION: See attached plan.
GROUND ELEVATION: 75.4 ft. +/DATUM: NAVD88
DRILLING START DATE: 12/13/17
END DATE: 12/13/17
GROUNDWATER OBSERVATIONS

GRAPHIC LOG

DRILLER: Brett Balyk - Technical Drilling Services
LOGGED / CHECKED BY: M. Zanchi / C. Palmer, PE
RIG TYPE / DRILLING METHODS: ATV / hollow-stem auger (HSA)
BOREHOLE DIAMETER: 4-1/4" ID / 7-5/8" OD HSA
SAMPLING METHODS: Standard penetration test (SPT)
SAMPLER TYPE: Standard 24" long x 2" OD (1-3/8" ID) split-spoon
SAMPLER HAMMER: 140-lb. automatic hammer
OTHER:
SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
75.4

70.4

S-4

6-8

18/24

10-11-13
-13
(24)

S-5

10-12

6/24

7-8-12-11
(20)

16/24

27-36-38
-44
(74)

7/8

32-120/2"

DEPTH

7.4 ft. +/-

COMMENTS

Water level reading from MW-3.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

FILL

Top 6" - Topsoil
Medium dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, little fine gravel, little silt; moist, well-graded.
[FILL]

SAND

5

DATE

1/21/2018

P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm

Top 4" - Medium dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, some silt, little fine gravel; wet,
well-graded. [FILL]
Bottom 15" - Medium dense, gray-brown, silty fine SAND; wet, uniformly-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm
- 3" of fine to medium
SAND 1" from tip of
spoon

Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, little silt; wet, uniformly-graded.

- top of spoon is silty
SAND; P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Very stiff, brown, SILT, some fine to coarse sand, little fine to coarse gravel, little clay; wet.

- coarse gravel-sized
cobble or boulder
fragment in tip of spoon;
P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm

Top 4.5" - Fine to coarse gravel-sized cobble or boulder fragments.
Bottom 11.5" - Very dense, brown, sandy fine to coarse GRAVEL, little silt; wet, well-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Very dense, red-brown, sandy fine to coarse GRAVEL, little silt; wet, well-graded.
- Ferric Oxide staining

P.I.D. - 0.8 ppm

SILT

15

60.4

S-6

15-17

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Medium dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, some silt, little fine gravel; wet, well-graded.
[FILL]

10

65.4

COMMENTS

TILL
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20

55.4

S-7 20-20.7

- SPT Refusal

- Heavy rig chatter
approximately 23.0 to
24.0 feet bgs.
25

50.4

SAMPLE TYPE

S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-3
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-3
PAGE 2 OF 2

25

50.4

STRATA NAME

GRAPHIC LOG

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Very dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, some fine to coarse gravel, little silt; wet,
well-graded.

34-48-50
-120/1"
(98)

S-9 28-29.8 21/21

30-64-86
-60/3"
(150)

Very dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, some fine to coarse gravel, little silt; wet,
well-graded.
Test boring terminated at approximately 29.8 feet bgs. Monitoring well MW-3 installed upon
completion.

SAMPLE TYPE
S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

COMMENTS

- top 3" are primarily fine
to coarse GRAVEL; P.I.D.
- 0.5 ppm
- SPT Refusal

TILL

S-8 25-26.6 12/19

SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)

SAMPLE
NUMBER

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
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CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

- Auger refusal at 28.0
feet bgs. P.I.D. - 0.2 ppm
- SPT Refusal

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-3
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-4

BORING LOCATION: See attached plan.
GROUND ELEVATION: 68.6 ft. +/DATUM: NAVD88
DRILLING START DATE: 12/14/17
END DATE: 12/14/17
GROUNDWATER OBSERVATIONS

S-2

2-4

19/24

4-4-5-4
(9)

S-3

4-6

19/24

5-7-7-8
(14)

S-4

10-12

21/24

8-10-12-14
(22)

68.6

DATE

12/14/2017

STRATA NAME

18/24

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)
0-2

SAMPLE
NUMBER
S-1

2-3-4-6
(7)

0

GRAPHIC LOG

DRILLER: Brett Balyk - Technical Drilling Services
LOGGED / CHECKED BY: M. Zanchi / C. Palmer, PE
RIG TYPE / DRILLING METHODS: ATV / hollow-stem auger (HSA)
BOREHOLE DIAMETER: 4-1/4" ID / 7-5/8" OD HSA
SAMPLING METHODS: Standard penetration test (SPT)
SAMPLER TYPE: Standard 24" long x 2" OD (1-3/8" ID) split-spoon
SAMPLER HAMMER: 140-lb. automatic hammer
OTHER:
SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation

DEPTH

6 ft. +/-

COMMENTS

Borehole caved to 9.0 feet bgs at end of drilling.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Top 3" - Topsoil
Bottom 15" - Loose, brown, fine to medium SAND, little silt, trace fine gravel; moist,
uniformly-graded.

5

63.6

SAND

Loose, brown, fine to medium SAND, little silt, trace fine gravel; moist, uniformly-graded.

COMMENTS

- decomposed leaves and
organic matter in top 3"
- Comm 97 analytical
sample collected from
composited soil from 0.0
to 6.0 feet bgs. P.I.D. 0.0 ppm
P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, little silt; moist to wet, uniformly-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Very stiff, brown, SILT, trace clay, little fine sand; wet, non-plastic.
- Ferric Oxide staining

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Top 9" - Hard, brown, clayey SILT, little fine sand; wet, medium plasticity.
- Ferric Oxide staining

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

10

SILT

58.6

15

53.6

S-5 15-16.6 11/19

34-48-62
-120/1"
(110)

Bottom 2" with trace fine gravel.

- Auger grinding at 16.0
feet bgs.
- SPT Refusal

Very dense, brown, gravelly fine to coarse SAND, some silt; wet, well-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

20

48.6

S-6

20-22

16/24

19-22-28
-36
(50)

TILL
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25

43.6

SAMPLE TYPE

S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-4
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-4
PAGE 2 OF 2

S-7 25-25.8

STRATA NAME

37-120/3"

TILL

SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

8/9

25

43.6

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

GRAPHIC LOG

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)

SAMPLE
NUMBER

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
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CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Very dense, brown, sandy fine to coarse GRAVEL, some silt; wet.
Test boring terminated at 25.8 feet bgs. Backfilled with cuttings upon completion.

SAMPLE TYPE
S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

COMMENTS

P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm
- SPT Refusal

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-4
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-5

18/24

S-2

2-4

15/24

4-11-18-14
(29)

S-3

4-6

13/24

15-29-22
-30
(51)

S-4

10-12

9/24

28-27-18
-15
(45)

22/24

14-28-37
-30
(65)

7/7

28-120/1"

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)
0-2

SAMPLE
NUMBER
S-1

2-2-6-8
(8)

0

STRATA NAME

BORING LOCATION: See attached plan.
GROUND ELEVATION: 73.2 ft. +/DATUM: NAVD88
DRILLING START DATE: 12/15/17
END DATE: 12/15/17
GROUNDWATER OBSERVATIONS

GRAPHIC LOG

DRILLER: Brett Balyk - Technical Drilling Services
LOGGED / CHECKED BY: M. Zanchi / C. Palmer, PE
RIG TYPE / DRILLING METHODS: ATV / hollow-stem auger (HSA)
BOREHOLE DIAMETER: 4-1/4" ID / 7-5/8" OD HSA
SAMPLING METHODS: Standard penetration test (SPT)
SAMPLER TYPE: Standard 24" long x 2" OD (1-3/8" ID) split-spoon
SAMPLER HAMMER: 140-lb. automatic hammer
OTHER:
SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
5

68.2

FILL

73.2

DATE

12/15/2017

DEPTH

4 ft. +/-

COMMENTS

Interpreted from sample condition.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Top 2" - Topsoil
Loose, brown, fine to medium SAND, trace silt; dry, uniformly-graded. [FILL]

P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm

Top 9" - Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, little silt; moist, uniformly-graded.
[FILL]
- Ferric Oxide staining
Bottom 6" - Fine to coarse gravel-sized rock fragments
Very dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, some fine to coarse gravel, little silt; wet,
well-graded.

- Top 9" grades into
primarily silt
approximately 2" above
gravel; P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm
- Auger grinding at
approximately 3.0 feet
bgs.
- Augers advancing very
slowly below
approximately 4.0 feet
bgs. P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Dense, brown, sandy fine to coarse GRAVEL, little silt; wet, well-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.3 ppm

10

63.2

COMMENTS

- Rig chatter and auger
grinding at approximately
11.0 feet bgs.

TILL
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15

58.2

S-5

15-17

Hard, gray, clayey SILT, some fine gravel, little fine to medium sand; wet, medium plasticity.

P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm

Top 5" - Hard, gray, clayey SILT, little fine gravel, little fine to coarse sand; wet, medium
plasticity.
Bottom 3" - Fine to coarse gravel-sized cobble or boulder fragments

P.I.D. - 0.2 ppm
- SPT Refusal

20

53.2

S-6 20-20.6

25

48.2

SAMPLE TYPE

S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-5
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-5
PAGE 2 OF 2

S-7 25-25.3

120/4"

SAMPLE TYPE
S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

STRATA NAME

SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

2/4

25

48.2

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

GRAPHIC LOG

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)

SAMPLE
NUMBER

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
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CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Hard, gray, clayey SILT, little fine gravel, little fine to medium sand; wet, low plasticity.
Test boring terminated at 25.3 feet bgs. Backfilled with cuttings upon completion.

COMMENTS

- piece of fine gravel in tip
of spoon; P.I.D. - 0.1
ppm

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-5
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-6

15/24

S-2

2-4

22/24

6-6-8-8
(14)

S-3

4-6

0/24

8-13-15-17
(28)

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)
0-2

SAMPLE
NUMBER
S-1

3-3-4-4
(7)

0

STRATA NAME

BORING LOCATION: See attached plan.
GROUND ELEVATION: 65.3 ft. +/DATUM: NAVD88
DRILLING START DATE: 12/15/17
END DATE: 12/15/17
GROUNDWATER OBSERVATIONS

GRAPHIC LOG

DRILLER: Brett Balyk - Technical Drilling Services
LOGGED / CHECKED BY: M. Zanchi / C. Palmer, PE
RIG TYPE / DRILLING METHODS: ATV / hollow-stem auger (HSA)
BOREHOLE DIAMETER: 4-1/4" ID / 7-5/8" OD HSA
SAMPLING METHODS: Standard penetration test (SPT)
SAMPLER TYPE: Standard 24" long x 2" OD (1-3/8" ID) split-spoon
SAMPLER HAMMER: 140-lb. automatic hammer
OTHER:
SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
65.3

DATE

12/15/2017

DEPTH

4 ft. +/-

COMMENTS

End of drilling.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

COMMENTS

Top 4" - Topsoil
Bottom 11" - Loose, brown, fine to medium SAND, little silt; moist, uniformly-graded.

- Roots in top 4" of
sample
P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, trace silt; moist, uniformly-graded.
- Ferric Oxide staining
- some silt from approximately 2.5 to 2.8 feet bgs

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

60.3

S-4

6-8

24/24

10-14-12
-13
(26)

S-5

10-12

18/24

9-10-12-12
(22)

S-6

15-17

0/24

7-11-12-12
(23)

SAND

No Recovery
5

Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, little silt, trace fine gravel; wet,
uniformly-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.3 ppm

Medium dense, gray, silty fine SAND; wet, poorly-graded.
- Interbedded varves of clay and silt in tip of spoon.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

10

55.3

15

50.3

20

45.3

No Recovery

S-7

17-19

24/24

10-10-13
-16
(23)

S-8

19-21

21/24

10-11-14
-14
(25)

SILT
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Very stiff, gray, SILT with some clay, some fine sand, trace fine gravel; wet, low plasticity.
- Interbedded varves of clay, silt and fine sand.

- piece of fine
gravel-sized quartz in tip
of spoon; P.I.D. - 0.0
ppm

Very stiff, gray, SILT with some clay, some fine sand; wet, low plasticity.
- Interbedded varves of clay, silt and fine sand.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Test boring terminated at 21.0 feet bgs. Backfilled with cuttings upon completion.

SAMPLE TYPE
S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-6
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-7

13/24

S-2

2-4

16/24

7-8-15-14
(23)

S-3

4-6

12/24

7-41-17-25
(58)

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)
0-2

SAMPLE
NUMBER
S-1

4-4-4-4
(8)

0

STRATA NAME

BORING LOCATION: See attached plan.
GROUND ELEVATION: 63.8 ft. +/DATUM: NAVD88
DRILLING START DATE: 12/14/17
END DATE: 12/14/17
GROUNDWATER OBSERVATIONS

GRAPHIC LOG

DRILLER: Brett Balyk - Technical Drilling Services
LOGGED / CHECKED BY: M. Zanchi / C. Palmer, PE
RIG TYPE / DRILLING METHODS: ATV / hollow-stem auger (HSA)
BOREHOLE DIAMETER: 4-1/4" ID / 7-5/8" OD HSA
SAMPLING METHODS: Standard penetration test (SPT)
SAMPLER TYPE: Standard 24" long x 2" OD (1-3/8" ID) split-spoon
SAMPLER HAMMER: 140-lb. automatic hammer
OTHER:
SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
63.8

58.8

DEPTH

4 ft. +/-

COMMENTS

Interpreted from sample condition.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Medium dense, light brown, gravelly fine to coarse SAND, trace silt; moist to wet,
well-graded. [FILL]
FILL

5

DATE

12/14/2017

Stiff, dark brown, sandy SILT with some clay, little fine gravel; moist. [TOPSOIL FILL]

Top 11" - Very dense, light brown, fine to coarse GRAVEL, some fine to coarse sand, little
silt; wet, well-graded. [FILL]

S-4

6-8

16/24

6-10-13-13
(23)

S-5

10-12

13/24

7-7-9-8
(16)

21/24

8-8-11-11
(19)

19/24

8-10-14-14
(24)

SAND

Medium dense, brown to gray, silty fine SAND; wet, uniformly-graded.

10

53.8

S-6

15-17

S-7

20-22

- roots in sample; P.I.D. 0.0 ppm
- Comm 97 analytical
sample collected from
composited soil from 0.0
to 6.0 feet bgs.
P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm
P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

- Auger grinding at
approximately 5.5 feet
bgs.
- Top 9" are brown;
bottom 7" are gray; P.I.D.
- 0.0 ppm

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Very stiff, gray, SILT with some fine sand, trace clay; wet, non-plastic.
- Interbedded varves of clay, silt and fine sand.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Very stiff, gray, sandy SILT; wet, uniformly-graded.
- Interbedded varves of clay, silt and fine sand.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

20

43.8

COMMENTS

Very stiff, gray, SILT, some fine sand; wet, non-plastic.
- Interbedded varves of silt and fine sand.

15

48.8

SILT
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Test boring terminated at 22.0 feet bgs. Backfilled with cuttings upon completion.

SAMPLE TYPE
S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-7
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-8

15/24

S-2

2-4

16/24

6-6-6-7
(12)

S-3

4-6

9/24

6-9-4-4
(13)

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)
0-2

SAMPLE
NUMBER
S-1

3-2-3-3
(5)

0

STRATA NAME

BORING LOCATION: See attached plan.
GROUND ELEVATION: 76.9 ft. +/DATUM: NAVD88
DRILLING START DATE: 12/14/17
END DATE: 12/14/17
GROUNDWATER OBSERVATIONS

GRAPHIC LOG

DRILLER: Brett Balyk - Technical Drilling Services
LOGGED / CHECKED BY: M. Zanchi / C. Palmer, PE
RIG TYPE / DRILLING METHODS: ATV / hollow-stem auger (HSA)
BOREHOLE DIAMETER: 4-1/4" ID / 7-5/8" OD HSA
SAMPLING METHODS: Standard penetration test (SPT)
SAMPLER TYPE: Standard 24" long x 2" OD (1-3/8" ID) split-spoon
SAMPLER HAMMER: 140-lb. automatic hammer
OTHER:
SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
76.9

71.9

S-4

6-8

16/24

6-6-7-8
(13)

S-5

8-10

24/24

6-8-9-11
(17)

DEPTH

5.8 ft. +/-

COMMENTS

From sample condition and water in borehole.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Medium dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, some fine gravel, trace silt; moist, well-graded.
[FILL]
FILL

5

DATE

12/14/2017

Medium stiff, dark brown, SILT with some clay, some fine sand, trace fine gravel; moist.
[TOPSOIL]

SAND
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COMMENTS

- leaves and roots in top
7" of sample
- Pesticide analytical
sample collected from
composited soil from 0.0
to 4.0 feet bgs. P.I.D. 0.0 ppm
P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Medium dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, little fine gravel, little silt; moist to wet,
well-graded. [FILL]

- Bottom 2" of sample is
wet. P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, some silt; wet, uniformly-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm

Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, some silt; wet, uniformly-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

10

66.9

Test boring terminated at 10.0 feet bgs. Backfilled with cuttings upon completion.

SAMPLE TYPE
S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-8
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

APPENDIX

8.6 GEOTECHNICAL REPORT

TAPPÉ ARCHITECTS

MSBA PRELIMINARY DESIGN PROGRAM

IVAN G. SMITH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

5 Centennial Drive, Peabody, MA 01960 (HQ)
Tel: 978.532.1900

Tappe Associates, Inc.
Weston & Sampson Project No. 2170907
January 25, 2018
Mr. Charles Hay, Principal
Tappe Associates, Inc.
Six Edgerly Place
Boston, MA 02116
Re:

Preliminary Geotechnical Evaluation
Proposed Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
Danvers, Massachusetts

INTRODUCTION
Weston & Sampson Engineers, Inc. (Weston & Sampson) is pleased to present our preliminary
geotechnical evaluation for the proposed Ivan G. Smith Elementary School (Smith School) located
at 15 Lobao Drive in Danvers, Massachusetts. The purpose of our preliminary geotechnical
evaluation was to complete preliminary subsurface investigations and geotechnical analyses and
provide a discussion of geotechnical considerations for the proposed project. Our services were
completed in accordance with our October 26, 2017 agreement.
Our services included a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) as required by the
Massachusetts School Building Authority (MSBA) school building grant program. Select soil
samples obtained from the geotechnical borings were screened in the field for the presence of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) with a photoionization detector (PID). Samples were also
submitted to a testing laboratory for preliminary soil disposal characterization analyses. Our Phase
I ESA and a limited Phase II ESA with details on environmental sampling and testing, laboratory test
results, and related environmental considerations for the proposed project are provided under
separate cover.
We understand that the project currently includes either an addition to the southwest side of the
existing school or a new school building west of the existing school as shown in Figure 1. The
information provided in this and other preliminary studies will be used to evaluate proposed building
locations, potential site layouts, and other considerations for design and construction. Accordingly,
specific information including building elevations, structural loads, site grading, associated
structures, and utility depths were not available at the time of this report. We anticipate, however,
that the proposed school building improvements will be a one- to two-story structure and associated
site improvements may include access roadways and parking areas, retaining walls, and
underground utilities.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
General
The school property (the Site) is generally bordered to the southeast by Lobao Drive and residential
properties and on all other sides by undeveloped forested areas. A wetland area is located
immediately north of the school building as shown in Figure 1.
Existing site features include the existing school building, paved parking and driveway areas, lawn
and landscape areas with mature trees, and asphalt and concrete sidewalks. An asphalt paved play
area, playground, and natural turf (grass) athletic fields are present west of the school building.
An undeveloped forested area is present south of the playground and northwest of Lobao Drive as
shown in Figure 1. Boulders are present on the ground surface at various locations in this area
including along the west side of the drainage swale described below. An area of boulders mixed
with possible debris was observed at one location south of the playground.
A storm drain outfall is present on the west side of Lobao Drive south of the school parking areas.
The outfall empties into a drainage swale in the forested area south of the playground. The swale
extends north along the east side of the west athletic field to a 36-inch diameter reinforced concrete
pipe (RCP) that conveys flow beneath an asphalt paved footpath and into a forested area to the
north.
Site Topography
Site topography generally includes areas of higher elevations along Lobao Drive and areas south
and east of the existing school building. From these areas, the ground slopes gently to moderately
downward to the north to lower areas including the existing paved play area, playground, and athletic
fields. We understand that lower elevations at the Site experience poor drainage and flooding during
large storm events.
Based on a topographic survey completed by Nitsch Engineering (dated January 11, 2018),
elevations in the upper areas of the Site range from approximately El. 84 along the east property line
to El. 76 along the north side of Lobao Drive. Ground surface elevations in lower areas generally
range from El. 65 at the playground to El. 62 near the northwest corner of the athletic field to the
north. Slopes between the upper and lower elevations generally range from approximately 10H:1V
(horizontal:vertical) to 4H:1V, though localized steeper slopes are present in a lawn area immediately
west of the school building and at the storm drain outfall described above. Elevations are in feet and
reference the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD88).
Existing Building
The existing two-story school building has a footprint of approximately 32,000 square feet and was
reportedly constructed in 1973. The building footprint appears unchanged since the original
construction. The upper floor has a finished floor elevation (FFE) of El. 77.6 to meet grades along
Lobao Drive. The lower floor has a FFE of El. 64.3.
The first floor of the building is partially embedded. The location of the embedded wall within the
building footprint was not reviewed as part of our geotechnical evaluation. An exterior retaining wall
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with an exposed height of up to approximately 14 ft. extends west perpendicularly from the west
building wall and retains grades south of the paved play area and loading dock areas near the
northwest building corner.
SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
Geologic Setting
Surficial geology information available from the Massachusetts Office of Geographic Information
(Mass GIS) indicates the Site is in an area of coarse glacial stratified sand and gravel deposits
overlying glacial till and bedrock at depths less than 50 feet. Bedrock geology is mapped as diorite
and gabbro with intrusive granite and granodiorite. Shallow bedrock and outcrops are not mapped
in the immediate site vicinity.
Subsurface Explorations
Subsurface conditions were explored on December 13 through 15, 2017 by advancing eight borings
(B-1 through B-8) to depths up to 29.8 feet below the existing ground surface (bgs) at the
approximate locations shown in the attached Site Plan (Figure 1). A groundwater monitoring well
(MW-3) was installed in B-3. The borings and well installation were completed by Technical Drilling
Services of Sterling, Massachusetts using an ATV-mounted drill rig and hollow stem auger drilling
methods.
Standard penetration tests (SPTs) and soil sampling were conducted at 2- to 5-ft. intervals in each
boring by driving a 24-inch long by 1-1/2 inch inside diameter (2 inch outside diameter) split spoon
sampler with blows from a 140-pound automatic hammer falling freely 30 inches per blow. Hammer
blows per 6 inches of sampler penetration were recorded for 24 inches. The blow counts for the
middle 12 inches are combined and designated as the SPT N-value, which can be correlated to soil
consistencies and engineering soil properties. SPT refusal, where noted in the boring logs, is defined
as 100 hammer blows for less than 6 inches of sampler penetration.
Weston & Sampson geotechnical engineering staff monitored drilling activities in the field and
prepared logs for each boring. Subsurface conditions encountered in the explorations are described
in the following section and the boring logs provided in Attachment A. A groundwater installation log
for MW-3 is provided in Attachment B.
Soil Conditions
Shallow subsurface conditions encountered in our explorations included a surficial layer of asphalt
concrete (AC) pavement (5 inches at B-1) or topsoil. All borings except B-1 encountered between 2
inches and 2 feet of topsoil at the ground surface.
Fill was encountered beneath the asphalt and topsoil to depths ranging from 2.9 to 6.0 ft. bgs in all
borings except B-4 and B-6, which were completed in undeveloped areas. The fill generally
consisted of SAND with variable amounts of gravel (little to gravelly) and trace to some silt. Gravel
FILL with some sand and little silt was encountered from 4 to 6 ft. in B-7. The fill was generally
medium dense based on SPT blow counts and was underlain by native soils as described below.
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Native soil conditions encountered in the borings at lower elevations (B-1, B-2, B-6, and B-7)
generally consisted of strata of SAND and SILT to the depths explored. A 4-foot-thick stratum of
medium dense, native sandy GRAVEL with trace silt was encountered immediately beneath the fill
in B-2. Borings at higher elevations and further to the south and east (B-3, B-4, B-5, and B-8),
generally encountered strata of native SAND and SILT over GLACAL TILL to the depths explored.
The native SAND stratum encountered in B-2, B-3, B-4, B-6, B-7, and B-8 was generally medium
dense and contained up to little gravel and variable amounts of silt (trace to silty). The SILT stratum
encountered in B-1, B-2, B-3, B-4, B-6, B-7 was generally very stiff and contained variable amounts
of clay (up to clayey), little to some sand, and up to trace gravel. The silt stratum also contained
seams of clay, silt, and fine sand.
Glacial TILL was encountered in B-3, B-4, and B-5 at depths between 4.0 and 16.5 ft. The till was
generally a very dense to hard mixture of clay, silt, sand, and gravel as noted in the boring logs. SPT
refusal was encountered at several sample depths in the till as noted in the boring logs.
Groundwater
Groundwater was observed in all borings at depths ranging from 3.3 ft. to 7.4 ft. bgs. Observations
were based on wet samples, observed levels prior to backfilling the boreholes, and measurements
from groundwater monitoring wells. Groundwater was measured at 3.3 ft. bgs in an existing
monitoring well (installed by others) adjacent to B-1 on December 13, 2017. Groundwater was
measured at 7.4 ft. bgs in MW-3 on January 21, 2018.
We anticipate that groundwater levels will fluctuate with season, variations in precipitation,
construction in the area, and other factors. Based on the history of poor drainage and flooding at
lower site elevations, we recommend assuming seasonal high groundwater in these areas is at or
very close to the existing ground surface for the purpose of preliminary design.
GEOTECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
General
Based on the subsurface conditions encountered in our explorations and preliminary geotechnical
analyses, the primary geotechnical considerations for the proposed project are the presence of
undocumented (non-engineered) fill and shallow ground water, especially at lower site elevations.
Geotechnical considerations associated with the existing fill, support of foundations and slabs,
permanent drainage, and temporary excavation and dewatering are discussed in the following
sections.
Additional geotechnical explorations, analyses, and laboratory testing will be required to provide
geotechnical recommendations for design and construction once specific project details such as
building location(s), floor elevations, and grading are developed. We recommend that additional
explorations include test pits to assess seasonal high groundwater levels; the extent, composition,
and thickness of the existing fill; and to obtain bulk samples to further evaluate re-use of the existing
fill. Test pits generally allow for better visual observation of shallow subsurface conditions and
collection of bulk samples than borings.
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Existing Fill
Undocumented (non-engineered) fill was encountered in six borings (B-1, B-2, B-3, B-5, B-7, and B8) to depths up to 6 feet. The existing fill was likely placed during development of the school, fields,
and Lobao Drive and is generally well compacted. The fill observed in the borings was predominantly
sand and gravel and did not contain trash, debris or organics. Though not encountered in the
borings, boulders and cobbles should be expected in the fill and underlying native soils.
The existing non-engineered fill is not suitable (or allowed by the Massachusetts Building Code) for
support of foundations or other rigid structural site improvements that could be adversely affected
by differential settlement. Existing fill should be completely removed from within the zone-ofinfluence beneath proposed foundations and other structural elements. The ‘zone-of-influence’ is
defined by a plane extending horizontally away from the bottom outside edges of footings and other
structural site improvements a horizontal distance of two feet in all directions, then down and away
at 1H:1V (horizontal:vertical) slopes to the intersection with undisturbed native soils.
Based on the consistency and composition of the fill observed in the preliminary borings, the existing
fill can likely remain in place beneath proposed floor slabs, sidewalks, and flexible asphalt concrete
pavements provided the fill is not underlain by unsuitable materials (such as loose or fine grained fill
materials, debris, organics, topsoil, etc.) and subgrades are adequately prepared (re-compacted)
and evaluated by a geotechnical engineer prior to placement of overlying materials. Additional
explorations are recommended to investigate whether unsuitable materials may be present beneath
the existing fill in other areas. Recommendations for site and subgrade preparation will be provided
in our design-level geotechnical report.
Foundations and Slabs
Provided non-engineered fill is removed from the zone-of-influence beneath footings as described
above and structural loads are typical for one- to two-story structures, proposed structures can be
supported on conventional, shallow spread footings bearing on native, undisturbed, inorganic,
medium dense (or denser) sand and gravel, stiff to very stiff silt, or on properly constructed structural
fill directly overlying these materials. Removal of existing fill from within the zone of influence beneath
proposed foundations in lower elevations of the site will likely require temporary excavation support
and/or dewatering as described below.
Lowest level floors can be supported on conventional slabs on-grade once topsoil and other
unsuitable materials are removed and replaced with structural fill. It may be feasible for all or a portion
of the existing fill to remain in place provided the fill is not underlain by unsuitable materials and
subgrades are properly prepared and evaluated by a geotechnical engineer. Recommendations for
design and construction of foundations and slabs will be provided in our design-level geotechnical
report.
Drainage
Permanent drainage will be required for retaining walls, embedded building walls, and other belowgrade structures unless they are designed to resist hydrostatic pressures. Foundation drains and
sub-slab drainage may be required depending on proposed finished floor elevations relative to
existing grades and groundwater levels. Any below grade structures such as vaults, pits, or tanks
should be watertight and designed to resist buoyancy forces.
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Exterior grades should slope away from all structures. Depending on the proposed building footprint
location and associated site improvements, flows from the existing storm drain beneath Lobao Drive
will need to be re-routed or tight-lined to a suitable discharge.
Excavation Considerations
Excavation will be required for site preparation, grading, foundation construction, utility construction,
etc. Temporary excavation support will be required for excavation depths greater than four feet and
where groundwater seepage is present.
Excavations below groundwater levels will likely encounter moderate to severe caving and flowing
conditions where granular materials are present. Dewatering and management of groundwater,
including seepage from temporary slopes, will be required during construction.
Boulders and possible debris were observed at the ground surface in the forested area south of the
existing playground. We recommend that the preliminary construction budget include contingencies
for boulder and debris removal.
Fill Materials
Well graded sand and gravel fill with less than approximately 10 percent fines (such as MassDOT
M1.03.0-type B Gravel Borrow or M2.01.7 Dense-graded Crushed Stone) is recommended for use
as Structural Fill in foundation, slab, and other structural areas. On-site materials meeting the
gradation requirements for the aforementioned MassDOT materials may be acceptable for use as
Structural Fill if approved by the geotechnical engineer. Based on the subsurface conditions
observed in the preliminary borings, some of the existing granular fill materials may be suitable for
use as Structural Fill provided the materials can be adequately moisture conditioned (i.e. dried) and
compacted to minimum required densities.
On-site granular soils containing less than approximately 20 percent fines and free of organics,
contamination (including metals, VOCs, SVOCs, etc.), and other deleterious materials may be
suitable for use as fill in areas outside proposed structures (i.e. Common Fill) if properly moisture
conditioned. The native soils (sand and silt) encountered in the borings generally contained more
than 10 percent fines and should not be considered suitable for re-use as Structural Fill. It may be
feasible to re-use these materials as Common Fill if properly moisture conditioned and compacted
to minimum required densities.
Additional recommendations for fill materials, placement, and compaction will be provided in our
design-level geotechnical report. Additional explorations and geotechnical laboratory testing are
recommended to further evaluate the variability and composition of on-site materials and their
suitability for re-use as fill.
LIMITATIONS
We have prepared this preliminary feasibility study for use by Tappe Associates, Inc. and the design and
construction teams for this project only. The information herein may be used for preliminary cost
estimating and/or alternative analyses but is not considered sufficient for design or bidding and should
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not be construed as a warranty of subsurface conditions. Additional geotechnical explorations, analyses,
and recommendations will be required for final design once project details including, but not limited to,
site layout, grading, and proposed structure type(s), configurations, and elevations are determined.
We have made observations only at the aforementioned locations and only to the stated depths. These
observations do not reflect soil types, strata thicknesses, water levels or seepage that may exist between
observations. Within the limitations of scope, schedule and budget, our services have been executed in
accordance with the generally accepted practices in this area at the time this report was prepared. No
warranty, expressed or implied, is given.
It has been a pleasure assisting you with this project and we look forward to our continued involvement.
Please call if you have any questions.
Very truly yours,
WESTON & SAMPSON, INC.

Matthew J. Zanchi, EIT
Engineer II

Christopher J. Palmer, PE
Geotechnical Team Leader
Attachments:
 Figure 1 – Site Plan
 Attachment A - Boring Logs (11 pages)
 Attachment B – Monitoring Well Installation Log (1 page)
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Attachment A – Boring Logs

BORING NUMBER: B-1

0

STRATA NAME

GRAPHIC LOG

SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

BORING LOCATION: See attached plan.
GROUND ELEVATION: 63.1 ft. +/DATUM: NAVD88
DRILLING START DATE: 12/13/17
END DATE: 12/13/17
GROUNDWATER OBSERVATIONS

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

DRILLER: Brett Balyk - Technical Drilling Services
LOGGED / CHECKED BY: M. Zanchi / C. Palmer, PE
RIG TYPE / DRILLING METHODS: ATV / hollow-stem auger (HSA)
BOREHOLE DIAMETER: 4-1/4" ID / 7-5/8" OD HSA
SAMPLING METHODS: Standard penetration test (SPT)
SAMPLER TYPE: Standard 24" long x 2" OD (1-3/8" ID) split-spoon
SAMPLER HAMMER: 140-lb. automatic hammer
OTHER:

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

SAMPLE
NUMBER

CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
5

58.1

S-1

0.4-2.4 12/24

10-13-17
-15
(30)

S-2

2.4-4.4 21/24

10-6-9-9
(15)

S-3

S-4
A/B

4-6

6-8

19/24

5-7-7-10
(14)

19/24

10-12-12
-14
(24)

FILL

63.1

DATE

12/13/2017

DEPTH

3.3 ft. +/-

COMMENTS

Adjacent existing monitoring well.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

5" Asphalt
Top 4" - Broken up asphalt pieces
Bottom 8" - Dense, brown, gravelly fine to coarse SAND, trace silt; moist, well-graded. [FILL]
Top 5" - Medium dense, brown, gravelly fine to coarse SAND, trace silt; moist, well-graded.
[FILL]
Bottom 16" - Very stiff, brown, SILT, little fine to medium sand, trace fine gravel; moist.

SILT
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8-10

16/24

- Comm 97 analytical
sample collected from
composited soil from 0.4
to 6.0 feet bgs.
P.I.D. - 0.4 ppm
P.I.D. - 0.4 ppm

Stiff, brown, SILT with trace clay, little fine to medium sand; moist, low plasticity.

P.I.D. - 0.3 ppm

Top 13" - Very stiff, brown, SILT, little fine sand; moist, low plasticity.
- Ferric oxide staining in top 13" of sample
Bottom 6" - Very stiff, gray, SILT with little clay, little fine sand; moist, low plasticity.

P.I.D. - 0.2 ppm

Very stiff, gray, SILT with some clay, little fine sand; wet, low plasticity.
S-5

COMMENTS

P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm
P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm

9-11-13-15
(24)

10

53.1

Test boring terminated at 10.0 feet bgs. Backfilled with cuttings and patched with cold patch
asphalt upon completion.

SAMPLE TYPE
S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-1
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-2

19/24

S-2
A/B

2-4

18/24

7-8-10-12
(18)

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)
0-2

SAMPLE
NUMBER
S-1

4-4-6-6
(10)

0

STRATA NAME

BORING LOCATION: See attached plan.
GROUND ELEVATION: 65.3 ft. +/DATUM: NAVD88
DRILLING START DATE: 12/14/17
END DATE: 12/14/17
GROUNDWATER OBSERVATIONS

GRAPHIC LOG

DRILLER: Brett Balyk - Technical Drilling Services
LOGGED / CHECKED BY: M. Zanchi / C. Palmer, PE
RIG TYPE / DRILLING METHODS: ATV / hollow-stem auger (HSA)
BOREHOLE DIAMETER: 4-1/4" ID / 7-5/8" OD HSA
SAMPLING METHODS: Standard penetration test (SPT)
SAMPLER TYPE: Standard 24" long x 2" OD (1-3/8" ID) split-spoon
SAMPLER HAMMER: 140-lb. automatic hammer
OTHER:
SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
60.3

S-3

S-4

4-6

6-8

11/24

8-9-10-12
(19)

16/24

11-9-12-10
(21)

GRAVEL

5

FILL

65.3

DATE

12/14/2017

DEPTH

3.5 ft. +/-

COMMENTS

Borehole caved to 3.0 ft bgs.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Top 3" - Topsoil
Bottom 16" - Medium dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, little fine gravel, trace silt; moist,
well-graded. [FILL]
Top 13" (A) - Medium dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, little fine gravel, little silt; moist,
poorly-graded. [FILL]

COMMENTS

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Bottom 5" (B) - Medium dense, brown, gravelly fine to coarse SAND, trace silt; moist,
well-graded.
Medium dense, brown, sandy fine to coarse GRAVEL, trace silt; wet, well-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Top 12" - Medium dense, brown, sandy fine to coarse GRAVEL, trace silt; wet, well-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Bottom 4" - Medium dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, little fine gravel, trace silt; wet,
poorly-graded.

10

S-5

10-12

12/24

6-8-10-10
(18)

20/24

5-7-11-16
(18)

16/24

7-8-14-15
(22)

Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, trace silt; wet, uniformly-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.2 ppm

Top 9" - Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, little silt; wet, uniformly-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

SAND

55.3

15

50.3

S-6

15-17

Bottom 11" - Very stiff, gray, clayey SILT, some fine sand; wet.
- Interbedded varves of clay, silt and fine sand.

SILT
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20

45.3

S-7

20-22

Very stiff, gray, clayey SILT, some fine sand; wet.
- Interbedded varves of clay, silt and fine sand.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Test boring terminated at 22.0 feet bgs. Backfilled with cuttings upon completion.

SAMPLE TYPE
S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-2
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-3

12/24

S-2

2-4

7/24

5-6-9-12
(15)

S-3

4-6

19/24

10-12-12
-13
(24)

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)
0-2

SAMPLE
NUMBER
S-1

6-6-6-7
(12)

0

STRATA NAME

BORING LOCATION: See attached plan.
GROUND ELEVATION: 75.4 ft. +/DATUM: NAVD88
DRILLING START DATE: 12/13/17
END DATE: 12/13/17
GROUNDWATER OBSERVATIONS

GRAPHIC LOG

DRILLER: Brett Balyk - Technical Drilling Services
LOGGED / CHECKED BY: M. Zanchi / C. Palmer, PE
RIG TYPE / DRILLING METHODS: ATV / hollow-stem auger (HSA)
BOREHOLE DIAMETER: 4-1/4" ID / 7-5/8" OD HSA
SAMPLING METHODS: Standard penetration test (SPT)
SAMPLER TYPE: Standard 24" long x 2" OD (1-3/8" ID) split-spoon
SAMPLER HAMMER: 140-lb. automatic hammer
OTHER:
SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
75.4

70.4

S-4

6-8

18/24

10-11-13
-13
(24)

S-5

10-12

6/24

7-8-12-11
(20)

16/24

27-36-38
-44
(74)

7/8

32-120/2"

DEPTH

7.4 ft. +/-

COMMENTS

Water level reading from MW-3.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

FILL

Top 6" - Topsoil
Medium dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, little fine gravel, little silt; moist, well-graded.
[FILL]

SAND

5

DATE

1/21/2018

P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm

Top 4" - Medium dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, some silt, little fine gravel; wet,
well-graded. [FILL]
Bottom 15" - Medium dense, gray-brown, silty fine SAND; wet, uniformly-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm
- 3" of fine to medium
SAND 1" from tip of
spoon

Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, little silt; wet, uniformly-graded.

- top of spoon is silty
SAND; P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Very stiff, brown, SILT, some fine to coarse sand, little fine to coarse gravel, little clay; wet.

- coarse gravel-sized
cobble or boulder
fragment in tip of spoon;
P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm

Top 4.5" - Fine to coarse gravel-sized cobble or boulder fragments.
Bottom 11.5" - Very dense, brown, sandy fine to coarse GRAVEL, little silt; wet, well-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Very dense, red-brown, sandy fine to coarse GRAVEL, little silt; wet, well-graded.
- Ferric Oxide staining

P.I.D. - 0.8 ppm

SILT

15

60.4

S-6

15-17

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Medium dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, some silt, little fine gravel; wet, well-graded.
[FILL]

10

65.4

COMMENTS

TILL
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20

55.4

S-7 20-20.7

- SPT Refusal

- Heavy rig chatter
approximately 23.0 to
24.0 feet bgs.
25

50.4

SAMPLE TYPE

S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-3
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-3
PAGE 2 OF 2

25

50.4

STRATA NAME

GRAPHIC LOG

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Very dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, some fine to coarse gravel, little silt; wet,
well-graded.

34-48-50
-120/1"
(98)

S-9 28-29.8 21/21

30-64-86
-60/3"
(150)

Very dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, some fine to coarse gravel, little silt; wet,
well-graded.
Test boring terminated at approximately 29.8 feet bgs. Monitoring well MW-3 installed upon
completion.

SAMPLE TYPE
S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

COMMENTS

- top 3" are primarily fine
to coarse GRAVEL; P.I.D.
- 0.5 ppm
- SPT Refusal

TILL

S-8 25-26.6 12/19

SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)

SAMPLE
NUMBER

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
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CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

- Auger refusal at 28.0
feet bgs. P.I.D. - 0.2 ppm
- SPT Refusal

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-3
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-4

BORING LOCATION: See attached plan.
GROUND ELEVATION: 68.6 ft. +/DATUM: NAVD88
DRILLING START DATE: 12/14/17
END DATE: 12/14/17
GROUNDWATER OBSERVATIONS

S-2

2-4

19/24

4-4-5-4
(9)

S-3

4-6

19/24

5-7-7-8
(14)

S-4

10-12

21/24

8-10-12-14
(22)

68.6

DATE

12/14/2017

STRATA NAME

18/24

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)
0-2

SAMPLE
NUMBER
S-1

2-3-4-6
(7)

0

GRAPHIC LOG

DRILLER: Brett Balyk - Technical Drilling Services
LOGGED / CHECKED BY: M. Zanchi / C. Palmer, PE
RIG TYPE / DRILLING METHODS: ATV / hollow-stem auger (HSA)
BOREHOLE DIAMETER: 4-1/4" ID / 7-5/8" OD HSA
SAMPLING METHODS: Standard penetration test (SPT)
SAMPLER TYPE: Standard 24" long x 2" OD (1-3/8" ID) split-spoon
SAMPLER HAMMER: 140-lb. automatic hammer
OTHER:
SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation

DEPTH

6 ft. +/-

COMMENTS

Borehole caved to 9.0 feet bgs at end of drilling.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Top 3" - Topsoil
Bottom 15" - Loose, brown, fine to medium SAND, little silt, trace fine gravel; moist,
uniformly-graded.

5

63.6

SAND

Loose, brown, fine to medium SAND, little silt, trace fine gravel; moist, uniformly-graded.

COMMENTS

- decomposed leaves and
organic matter in top 3"
- Comm 97 analytical
sample collected from
composited soil from 0.0
to 6.0 feet bgs. P.I.D. 0.0 ppm
P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, little silt; moist to wet, uniformly-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Very stiff, brown, SILT, trace clay, little fine sand; wet, non-plastic.
- Ferric Oxide staining

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Top 9" - Hard, brown, clayey SILT, little fine sand; wet, medium plasticity.
- Ferric Oxide staining

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

10

SILT

58.6

15

53.6

S-5 15-16.6 11/19

34-48-62
-120/1"
(110)

Bottom 2" with trace fine gravel.

- Auger grinding at 16.0
feet bgs.
- SPT Refusal

Very dense, brown, gravelly fine to coarse SAND, some silt; wet, well-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

20

48.6

S-6

20-22

16/24

19-22-28
-36
(50)

TILL
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25

43.6

SAMPLE TYPE

S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-4
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-4
PAGE 2 OF 2

S-7 25-25.8

STRATA NAME

37-120/3"

TILL

SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

8/9

25

43.6

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

GRAPHIC LOG

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)

SAMPLE
NUMBER

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
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CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Very dense, brown, sandy fine to coarse GRAVEL, some silt; wet.
Test boring terminated at 25.8 feet bgs. Backfilled with cuttings upon completion.

SAMPLE TYPE
S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

COMMENTS

P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm
- SPT Refusal

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-4
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-5

18/24

S-2

2-4

15/24

4-11-18-14
(29)

S-3

4-6

13/24

15-29-22
-30
(51)

S-4

10-12

9/24

28-27-18
-15
(45)

22/24

14-28-37
-30
(65)

7/7

28-120/1"

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)
0-2

SAMPLE
NUMBER
S-1

2-2-6-8
(8)

0

STRATA NAME

BORING LOCATION: See attached plan.
GROUND ELEVATION: 73.2 ft. +/DATUM: NAVD88
DRILLING START DATE: 12/15/17
END DATE: 12/15/17
GROUNDWATER OBSERVATIONS

GRAPHIC LOG

DRILLER: Brett Balyk - Technical Drilling Services
LOGGED / CHECKED BY: M. Zanchi / C. Palmer, PE
RIG TYPE / DRILLING METHODS: ATV / hollow-stem auger (HSA)
BOREHOLE DIAMETER: 4-1/4" ID / 7-5/8" OD HSA
SAMPLING METHODS: Standard penetration test (SPT)
SAMPLER TYPE: Standard 24" long x 2" OD (1-3/8" ID) split-spoon
SAMPLER HAMMER: 140-lb. automatic hammer
OTHER:
SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
5

68.2

FILL

73.2

DATE

12/15/2017

DEPTH

4 ft. +/-

COMMENTS

Interpreted from sample condition.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Top 2" - Topsoil
Loose, brown, fine to medium SAND, trace silt; dry, uniformly-graded. [FILL]

P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm

Top 9" - Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, little silt; moist, uniformly-graded.
[FILL]
- Ferric Oxide staining
Bottom 6" - Fine to coarse gravel-sized rock fragments
Very dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, some fine to coarse gravel, little silt; wet,
well-graded.

- Top 9" grades into
primarily silt
approximately 2" above
gravel; P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm
- Auger grinding at
approximately 3.0 feet
bgs.
- Augers advancing very
slowly below
approximately 4.0 feet
bgs. P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Dense, brown, sandy fine to coarse GRAVEL, little silt; wet, well-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.3 ppm

10

63.2

COMMENTS

- Rig chatter and auger
grinding at approximately
11.0 feet bgs.

TILL
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15

58.2

S-5

15-17

Hard, gray, clayey SILT, some fine gravel, little fine to medium sand; wet, medium plasticity.

P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm

Top 5" - Hard, gray, clayey SILT, little fine gravel, little fine to coarse sand; wet, medium
plasticity.
Bottom 3" - Fine to coarse gravel-sized cobble or boulder fragments

P.I.D. - 0.2 ppm
- SPT Refusal

20

53.2

S-6 20-20.6

25

48.2

SAMPLE TYPE

S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-5
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-5
PAGE 2 OF 2

S-7 25-25.3

120/4"

SAMPLE TYPE
S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

STRATA NAME

SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

2/4

25

48.2

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

GRAPHIC LOG

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)

SAMPLE
NUMBER

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
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CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Hard, gray, clayey SILT, little fine gravel, little fine to medium sand; wet, low plasticity.
Test boring terminated at 25.3 feet bgs. Backfilled with cuttings upon completion.

COMMENTS

- piece of fine gravel in tip
of spoon; P.I.D. - 0.1
ppm

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-5
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-6

15/24

S-2

2-4

22/24

6-6-8-8
(14)

S-3

4-6

0/24

8-13-15-17
(28)

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)
0-2

SAMPLE
NUMBER
S-1

3-3-4-4
(7)

0

STRATA NAME

BORING LOCATION: See attached plan.
GROUND ELEVATION: 65.3 ft. +/DATUM: NAVD88
DRILLING START DATE: 12/15/17
END DATE: 12/15/17
GROUNDWATER OBSERVATIONS

GRAPHIC LOG

DRILLER: Brett Balyk - Technical Drilling Services
LOGGED / CHECKED BY: M. Zanchi / C. Palmer, PE
RIG TYPE / DRILLING METHODS: ATV / hollow-stem auger (HSA)
BOREHOLE DIAMETER: 4-1/4" ID / 7-5/8" OD HSA
SAMPLING METHODS: Standard penetration test (SPT)
SAMPLER TYPE: Standard 24" long x 2" OD (1-3/8" ID) split-spoon
SAMPLER HAMMER: 140-lb. automatic hammer
OTHER:
SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
65.3

DATE

12/15/2017

DEPTH

4 ft. +/-

COMMENTS

End of drilling.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

COMMENTS

Top 4" - Topsoil
Bottom 11" - Loose, brown, fine to medium SAND, little silt; moist, uniformly-graded.

- Roots in top 4" of
sample
P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, trace silt; moist, uniformly-graded.
- Ferric Oxide staining
- some silt from approximately 2.5 to 2.8 feet bgs

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

60.3

S-4

6-8

24/24

10-14-12
-13
(26)

S-5

10-12

18/24

9-10-12-12
(22)

S-6

15-17

0/24

7-11-12-12
(23)

SAND

No Recovery
5

Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, little silt, trace fine gravel; wet,
uniformly-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.3 ppm

Medium dense, gray, silty fine SAND; wet, poorly-graded.
- Interbedded varves of clay and silt in tip of spoon.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

10

55.3

15

50.3

20

45.3

No Recovery

S-7

17-19

24/24

10-10-13
-16
(23)

S-8

19-21

21/24

10-11-14
-14
(25)

SILT
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Very stiff, gray, SILT with some clay, some fine sand, trace fine gravel; wet, low plasticity.
- Interbedded varves of clay, silt and fine sand.

- piece of fine
gravel-sized quartz in tip
of spoon; P.I.D. - 0.0
ppm

Very stiff, gray, SILT with some clay, some fine sand; wet, low plasticity.
- Interbedded varves of clay, silt and fine sand.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Test boring terminated at 21.0 feet bgs. Backfilled with cuttings upon completion.

SAMPLE TYPE
S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-6
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-7

13/24

S-2

2-4

16/24

7-8-15-14
(23)

S-3

4-6

12/24

7-41-17-25
(58)

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)
0-2

SAMPLE
NUMBER
S-1

4-4-4-4
(8)

0

STRATA NAME

BORING LOCATION: See attached plan.
GROUND ELEVATION: 63.8 ft. +/DATUM: NAVD88
DRILLING START DATE: 12/14/17
END DATE: 12/14/17
GROUNDWATER OBSERVATIONS

GRAPHIC LOG

DRILLER: Brett Balyk - Technical Drilling Services
LOGGED / CHECKED BY: M. Zanchi / C. Palmer, PE
RIG TYPE / DRILLING METHODS: ATV / hollow-stem auger (HSA)
BOREHOLE DIAMETER: 4-1/4" ID / 7-5/8" OD HSA
SAMPLING METHODS: Standard penetration test (SPT)
SAMPLER TYPE: Standard 24" long x 2" OD (1-3/8" ID) split-spoon
SAMPLER HAMMER: 140-lb. automatic hammer
OTHER:
SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
63.8

58.8

DEPTH

4 ft. +/-

COMMENTS

Interpreted from sample condition.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Medium dense, light brown, gravelly fine to coarse SAND, trace silt; moist to wet,
well-graded. [FILL]
FILL

5

DATE

12/14/2017

Stiff, dark brown, sandy SILT with some clay, little fine gravel; moist. [TOPSOIL FILL]

Top 11" - Very dense, light brown, fine to coarse GRAVEL, some fine to coarse sand, little
silt; wet, well-graded. [FILL]

S-4

6-8

16/24

6-10-13-13
(23)

S-5

10-12

13/24

7-7-9-8
(16)

21/24

8-8-11-11
(19)

19/24

8-10-14-14
(24)

SAND

Medium dense, brown to gray, silty fine SAND; wet, uniformly-graded.

10

53.8

S-6

15-17

S-7

20-22

- roots in sample; P.I.D. 0.0 ppm
- Comm 97 analytical
sample collected from
composited soil from 0.0
to 6.0 feet bgs.
P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm
P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

- Auger grinding at
approximately 5.5 feet
bgs.
- Top 9" are brown;
bottom 7" are gray; P.I.D.
- 0.0 ppm

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Very stiff, gray, SILT with some fine sand, trace clay; wet, non-plastic.
- Interbedded varves of clay, silt and fine sand.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Very stiff, gray, sandy SILT; wet, uniformly-graded.
- Interbedded varves of clay, silt and fine sand.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

20

43.8

COMMENTS

Very stiff, gray, SILT, some fine sand; wet, non-plastic.
- Interbedded varves of silt and fine sand.

15

48.8

SILT
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Test boring terminated at 22.0 feet bgs. Backfilled with cuttings upon completion.

SAMPLE TYPE
S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-7
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

BORING NUMBER: B-8

15/24

S-2

2-4

16/24

6-6-6-7
(12)

S-3

4-6

9/24

6-9-4-4
(13)

SAMPLE
DEPTH (ft.)
0-2

SAMPLE
NUMBER
S-1

3-2-3-3
(5)

0

STRATA NAME

BORING LOCATION: See attached plan.
GROUND ELEVATION: 76.9 ft. +/DATUM: NAVD88
DRILLING START DATE: 12/14/17
END DATE: 12/14/17
GROUNDWATER OBSERVATIONS

GRAPHIC LOG

DRILLER: Brett Balyk - Technical Drilling Services
LOGGED / CHECKED BY: M. Zanchi / C. Palmer, PE
RIG TYPE / DRILLING METHODS: ATV / hollow-stem auger (HSA)
BOREHOLE DIAMETER: 4-1/4" ID / 7-5/8" OD HSA
SAMPLING METHODS: Standard penetration test (SPT)
SAMPLER TYPE: Standard 24" long x 2" OD (1-3/8" ID) split-spoon
SAMPLER HAMMER: 140-lb. automatic hammer
OTHER:
SPT BLOWS / 6"
(N-Value)

PROJECT NAME: Ivan G. Smith Elementary School
PROJECT LOCATION: Danvers, MA

SAMPLE
REC. / PEN. (in.)

CLIENT: Tappe Associates
PROJECT NUMBER: 2170907

DEPTH (ft.)
Elevation
76.9

71.9

S-4

6-8

16/24

6-6-7-8
(13)

S-5

8-10

24/24

6-8-9-11
(17)

DEPTH

5.8 ft. +/-

COMMENTS

From sample condition and water in borehole.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Medium dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, some fine gravel, trace silt; moist, well-graded.
[FILL]
FILL

5

DATE

12/14/2017

Medium stiff, dark brown, SILT with some clay, some fine sand, trace fine gravel; moist.
[TOPSOIL]

SAND
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COMMENTS

- leaves and roots in top
7" of sample
- Pesticide analytical
sample collected from
composited soil from 0.0
to 4.0 feet bgs. P.I.D. 0.0 ppm
P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Medium dense, brown, fine to coarse SAND, little fine gravel, little silt; moist to wet,
well-graded. [FILL]

- Bottom 2" of sample is
wet. P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, some silt; wet, uniformly-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.1 ppm

Medium dense, brown, fine to medium SAND, some silt; wet, uniformly-graded.

P.I.D. - 0.0 ppm

10

66.9

Test boring terminated at 10.0 feet bgs. Backfilled with cuttings upon completion.

SAMPLE TYPE
S
ST
AS
NX
GP

Split Spoon
Shelby Tube
Auger/Grab Sample
2" Rock Core
Geoprobe

SOIL CLASSIFICATION GENERAL NOTES:
GRANULAR SOILS
COHESIVE SOILS
1) The stratification lines represent the approximate boundary between soil
-y, -ly, -ey 35-50%
BLOWS/FT
DENSITY
BLOWS/FT CONSISTENCY
types; actual transitions may be gradual.
some
20-35%
0-4
Very Loose
2
Very Soft
little
10-20%
2) Water level readings have been made in the drill holes at the times and
4-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
conditions stated on the boring log. Fluctuations in the level of groundwater
trace
<10%
10-30
Medium Dense
4-8
Medium Stiff
may occur due to other factors than those presented at the time
30-50
Dense
8-15
Stiff
ORGANIC SOILS
measurements are made.
organic (soil)
>50
Very Dense
15-30
Very Stiff
15-50%
BORING NUMBER: B-8
(soil)
with
some
organics
>30
Hard
5-15%

Attachment B – Monitoring Well Installation Log

GROUNDWATER MONITORING WELL INSTALLATION REPORT
PROJECT NAME/NO.
LOCATION
CLIENT
CONTRACTOR
OBSERVED BY
CHECKED BY

Smith Elementary School/ 2170907
Danvers, MA
Tappé Associates
Technical Drilling Services DRILLER Brett Balyk
M. Zanchi
DATE
12/13/17
C. Palmer, PE
DATE
1/24/18

GROUND
ELEVATION

<---------

MONITORING WELL NO.
MW- 3
ELEVATION
TOP OF PVC
75.4
DEPTH TO GROUNDWATER FROM
TOP OF PVC
68.0

FLUSH-MOUNTED ROADBOX

(GROUND SURFACE)

GENERAL SOIL CONDITIONS
(NOT TO SCALE)

<---------

THICKNESS OF SURFACE SEAL(S)

6 inches

TYPE OF SURFACE SEAL(S)

Cement

TYPE OF SURFACE CASING

Steel

<---------

ID OF SURFACE CASING

4 inches

<---------

DEPTH BOTTOM OF CASING

6 inches

ID OF RISER PIPE

2 inches

<---------

TYPE OF RISER PIPE

<---------

TYPE OF BACKFILL AROUND RISER PIPE

PVC
Sand/Bentonite

DEPTH TOP OF SEAL
<---------

6 inches

TYPE OF SEAL

Bentonite Chips

DEPTH BOTTOM OF SEAL/TOP OF SAND COLUMN
<---------

DEPTH TOP OF SCREEN

12 inches
2 feet

----------

TYPE OF SCREEN
<---------

----

PVC

SIZE OPENINGS

10 slot

ID OF SCREEN

2 inch

-------

<---------

TYPE OF BACKFILL AROUND SCREEN

2S Filter Sand

<---------

DEPTH BOTTOM OF SCREEN

12 feet

<---------

DEPTH BOTTOM OF SAND COLUMN

28 feet

<---------

TYPE OF BACKFILL BELOW SCREEN

2S Filter Sand

<---------

DIAMETER OF BOREHOLE

<---------

DEPTH BOTTOM OF BOREHOLE

-------

~ 8 inches
28 feet

NOTES:
MONITORING WELL NO.
MW- 3

WESTON & SAMPSON
ENGINEERS, INC.
P:\MA\Tappe Associates\Danvers - Smith Elementary\Geotechnical\Field\Boring Logs\[Monitoring Well MW-3 Log.xls]MW
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

Charles Hay, Tappe Architects

TO:

Elizabeth Peart
Melissa Restrepo

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DATE:

February 6, 2018

HSH PROJECT NO.:

2017242

Ivan G. Smith Elementary School – Existing Transportation Conditions

Introduction
As part of the design team led by Tappe Architects, Howard Stein Hudson (HSH) has prepared this
technical memorandum summarizing existing transportation conditions at the Ivan G. Smith
Elementary School (Smith School) at 15 Lobao Drive in Danvers, Massachusetts.
As the Feasibility Study phase continues, HSH will study proposed future conditions at the Smith
School and ultimately prepare a comprehensive technical memo addressing existing and future
transportation issues.

Existing Condition
Smith School Overview
The Smith School, one of five elementary schools in Danvers, is nestled in a residential neighborhood
west of Summer Street, between Lima Street and Lobao Drive. The school has approximately 41 staff
and 280 students in Kindergarten through Grade 5.
The normal school day begins at 8:20 a.m. and ends at 2:30 p.m. Students in Grades 4 and 5 have
extended hours from 7:30 a.m. to 8:20 a.m. On occasional early-release days, dismissal is at 1:15 p.m.
The Fun Club After-School Program is a licensed childcare program for school-age children that
operates at the Smith School from 2:30 p.m. to 6:30 pm.

Study Area
For the transportation assessment of the Smith School, the study area encompasses the school site and
four key intersections, listed below and shown in Figure 1.


Summer Street/Lima Street/Strawberry Hill Lane;



Summer Street/Lobao Drive/Kenmore Drive;



Lobao Drive/Orrantia Circle; and



Lima Street/Orrantia Circle.
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Figure 1.
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Data Collection
TURNING MOVEMENT COUNTS
Manual Turning Movement Counts (TMCs) were recorded during the morning peak period (7:00 –
9:00 a.m.) and the afternoon peak period (2:00 – 4:00 p.m.) on Tuesday, November 28, 2017 at the study
intersections and include counts of vehicles, pedestrians, and bicycles. Vehicle TMCs during the
morning and afternoon peak hour are shown in Figure 2.

AUTOMATIC TUBE RECORDERS
An automatic traffic recorder (ATR) is a device that continuously records the passage and speed of
vehicles on a roadway for a given period of time. Automatic Tube Recorder (ATR) counts on Lima Street
and Lobao Drive (locations shown in Figure 1) were collected for a 48-hour period on November 28-29,
2017.
Figure 3 presents a graph of the hourly traffic volumes on Lima Street, reflecting a daily count of 622
vehicles on Tuesday, November 28 and 607 vehicles on Wednesday, November 29. Most vehicles travels
westbound (toward Orrantia Circle) during the morning peak hour (7:00 – 8:00 a.m.) and afternoon
peak hour (2:00 – 3:00 p.m.), reflecting the Smith School’s drop-off and pick-up activity.
The traffic volumes on Lobao Drive, shown in Figure 4, are much lower on Lima Street, with a daily
count of 306 vehicles on Tuesday, November 28 and 348 vehicles Wednesday, November 29. The
predominant direction of travel on Lobao Drive is eastbound (toward Summer Street) reflecting exiting
traffic from the Smith School. The peak hours of travel on Lobao Drive are the same as on Lima Street.
In general, vehicles arriving at the Smith School use Lima Street and turn right onto Orrantia Circle
toward the school. Vehicles leaving the school disperse onto two routes by 1) continuing straight onto
Lobao Drive toward Summer Street or 2) turning left onto the continuation of Orrantia Circle to Lima
Street toward Summer Street. All Smith School traffic arrives and departs via Summer Street.

School Activity Observations
The Smith School main entrance is located on Orrantia Circle, a one-way southbound roadway, and is
classified as a local road under the Town of Danvers jurisdiction. HSH conducted field site visits and
observed morning school activity on Tuesday, November 20, 2017 and afternoon school activity on
Thursday, January 25, 2018.
On school mornings, most staff members arrive before 7:30 a.m. All parent vehicle drop-off occurs at
the school’s main entrance, where vehicles arrive and queue up as a designated school employee
receives the students. Three school bus routes, Route 2, Route 3, and Route 8, serve the school.
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Figure 2.
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Figure 4.
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During the afternoon pick-up period, parent pick-up occurs at two locations: 1) the cafeteria exit near
the lower lot (“back door”) for students in Kindergarten or Grade 1 and 2) at the intersection of Lima
Street/Orrantia Circle for the older students. (An older student with a sibling in Kindergarten or Grade
1 uses the cafeteria exit.) This procedure creates a safer environment near the school during the
dismissal process by reducing vehicle-pedestrian conflict points.
It was noted that many parent vehicles (for the older grade students) arrive via Lima Street travelling
westbound and then make a U-turn in the middle of the Lima Street/Orrantia Circle intersection to
wait along Lima Street, heading eastbound. Parent vehicles start arriving about 2:00 p.m. and
park/idle along both sides of Lima Street and Orrantia Circle. At school dismissal time (2:30 p.m.)
students who will be picked-up by parents walk with teachers to the intersection of Lima
Street/Orrantia Circle and are discharged to parents. Any student who was not picked-up is taken back
to the school. While this activity creates some congestion along Lima Street and at the Lima
Street/Orrantia Circle intersection, it is short-lived. Because almost all of the vehicles on these streets
are related to the school pick-up, the process is orderly and relatively safe.
At the school main entrance, three school buses and two school vans arrive between 2:00 – 2:20 p.m.
and park awaiting school dismissal. By approximately 2:45 p.m., most vehicle activity associated with
the school has dissipated in the neighborhood.

Existing Parking
Smith School staff members drive and park in the on-site spaces located along Orrantia Circle. Because
an adequate parking supply for staff members exists on site, staff do not park in the adjacent
residential neighborhood. The school’s parking area has approximately 45 marked spaces with four
reserved for the school’s principal, assistant principal, nurse, and secretary. There is a “No Parking”
sign along the south side of the school’s roadway on Orrantia Circle, between the intersection with Lima
Street and the school entrance. However, vehicles were observed parked in this area during both the
morning and afternoon peak hours. On both sides of the roadway in front of the school’s main entrance,
the pavement is marked as “No Parking”.
On Tuesday, November 20, 2017, approximately 32 vehicles were parked in the lots and seven vehicles
were parked along the “No Parking” zone after 8:30 a.m. On Thursday, January 25, 2018,
approximately 34 vehicles were parked in the lots and nine vehicles were parked along the “No
Parking” zone at 2:00 p.m. The observed parking occupancy of about 40 vehicles corresponds to the
school staff count of 41, indicating that most staff members likely drive alone to the school.
For this school site, which is in Zoning District: Residential III, the required parking for “Educational
elementary/middle school” is designated as one space per each faculty plus one space for every 5
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students. To meet the existing zoning requirement, the Smith School today should have about 86
spaces (1 space/5 students x 227 students + 1 space/staff x 41 staff = 86)

Existing Pedestrian and Bicycle Conditions
The study area is provided with satisfactory pedestrian accommodations. Sidewalks of sufficient width
are generally provided along both sides of each study area roadway. Crosswalks are typically provided
across all approaches of the study area intersections with the exception of Lobao Drive/Orrantia Circle,
which does not have crosswalks. Bike lanes and/or bike accommodations are not provided within the
study area.
Pedestrian and bicycle counts were conducted concurrent with the TMCs. Figure 5 shows pedestrian
volumes during peak hours. No bike activity was observed during the morning and afternoon peak
hours.
Based on the counts and field observations, pedestrian activity was very low (generally 0 -2 pedestrians
per hour) during the morning peak hour. During the afternoon peak hour, pedestrian volumes are
higher (up to about 26 pedestrians per hour) through the intersection of Summer Street/Strawberry Hill
Lane/Lima Street.
A crossing guard assists students at the intersection of Summer Street/Strawberry Hill Lane/Lima
Street during the morning arrival and afternoon dismissal periods at the Smith School.

Existing (2017) Operation Analysis
The key intersections in the Smith School area were evaluated to quantify the associated delays
experienced by drivers. The criterion for evaluating traffic operations is level of service (LOS), which is
determined by assessing average delay incurred by vehicles at intersections and along intersection
approaches. Trafficware’s Synchro (version 9) software package was used to calculate average delay and
associated LOS at the study area intersections. This software is based on the traffic operational
analysis methodology of the Transportation Research Board’s 2000 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM).
LOS designations are based on average delay per vehicle for all vehicles entering an intersection.
Table 1 displays the intersection LOS criteria for unsignalized intersections (there are no signalized
intersections in the designated study area).
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Figure 5.
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Table 1.

Vehicle Level of Service Criteria, Unsignalized Intersections

Level of Service

Average Stopped Delay (sec.)

A
B
C
D
E
F

≤10
>10 and ≤15
>15 and ≤25
>25 and ≤35
>35 and ≤50
>50

Source: 2000 Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board

LOS A indicates the most favorable condition, with minimum traffic delay, while LOS F represents the
worst condition, with significant traffic delay. LOS D or better is typically considered acceptable.
However, LOS E or F is often typical for a stop controlled minor street that intersects a major roadway.
In addition to delay and LOS, the operational capacity and vehicular queues are calculated and used to
further quantify traffic operations at intersections. The following describes these other calculated
measures.


The volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratio is a measure of congestion at an intersection approach. A v/c
ratio below one indicates that the intersection approach has adequate capacity to process the
arriving traffic volumes over the course of an hour. A v/c ratio of one or greater indicates that
the traffic volume on the intersection approach exceeds capacity.



The 95th percentile queue length, measured in feet, represents the farthest extent of the vehicle
queue (to the last stopped vehicle) upstream from the stop line during five percent of all signal
cycles. The 95th percentile queue will not be seen during each cycle. The queue would be this
long only five percent of the time and would typically not occur during off-peak hours. Since
volumes fluctuate throughout the hour, the 95th percentile queue represents what can be
considered a “worst case” scenario. Queues at the intersection are generally below the 95th
percentile queue throughout the course of the peak hour. It is also unlikely that the 95th
percentile queues for each approach to the intersection will occur simultaneously.

Table 2 and Table 3 summarize the Existing (2017) Condition capacity analysis for the study area
intersections during the weekday morning and afternoon peak hours, respectively. Complete Synchro
reports are provided in the Appendix.
The four study area intersections operate at an acceptable level of service, LOS C or better, during both
the morning and afternoon peak hours under the Existing (2017) Condition.
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Summary
Because the neighborhood adjacent to the Smith School is residential and the street network does not
allow through travel to other areas, background traffic volumes are very low. Even though the school is
the primary generator of traffic volumes along Lima Street, Lobao Drive, and Orrantia Circle, the
vehicle activity associated with the school is still relatively low and concentrated during the morning
drop-off and afternoon pick-up periods.
During the morning drop-off period, parent vehicles drop off students at the school’s main entrance. In
the afternoon, most of the student pick-up occurs at the intersection of Lima Street/Orrantia Circle and
not at the school. While this pick-up activity is removed from the existing school building to maximize
student safety, it is not ideal to walk the students off of school property.
The results of the intersection analysis show that all each location operates with satisfactory delays and
level of service.
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Table 2.

Existing (2017) Condition Capacity Analysis Summary, Morning Peak Hour

Intersection/Movement
Summer Street/Lima Street/Strawberry Hill Lane
EB Lima Street left/thru/right
WB Strawberry Hill Lane left/thru/right
NB Summer Street left/thru/right
SB Summer Street left/thru/right
Summer Street/Lobao Drive/Kenmore Drive
EB Lobao Drive left/thru/right
WB Kenmore Drive left/thru/right
NB Summer Street left/thru/right
SB Summer Street left/thru/right
Lobao Drive/Orrantia Circle
WB Orrantia Circle left
NB Lobao Drive right
SB Orrantia Circle left/thru
Orrantia Circle/Lima Street
WB Lima Street left/right
NB Orrantia Circle thru/right

Table 3.

LOS

Delay
(sec.)

V/C ratio

95th
Percentile
Queue (ft.)

C
C
A
A
B
C
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

22.1
16.8
2.6
0.2
14.2
17.2
0.3
0.1
7.5
6.5
8.0
9.3
0.0

0.23
0.17
0.06
0.01
0.25
0.08
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.19
0.19
0.04

22
15
4
1
25
6
0
0
17
0

Existing (2017) Condition Capacity Analysis Summary, Afternoon Peak Hour

Intersection/Movement
Summer Street/Lima Street/Strawberry Hill Lane
EB Lima Street left/thru/right
WB Strawberry Hill Lane left/thru/right
NB Summer Street left/thru/right
SB Summer Street left/thru/right
Summer Street/Lobao Drive/Kenmore Drive
EB Lobao Drive left/thru/right
WB Kenmore Drive left/thru/right
NB Summer Street left/thru/right
SB Summer Street left/thru/right
Lobao Drive/Orrantia Circle
WB Orrantia Circle left
NB Lobao Drive right
SB Orrantia Circle left/thru
Orrantia Circle/Lima Street
WB Lima Street left/right
NB Orrantia Circle thru/right
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LOS

Delay
(sec.)

V/C ratio

95th
Percentile
Queue (ft.)

C
B
A
A
B
B
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

15.0
12.2
0.8
1.2
12.4
14.4
0.2
0.2
7.4
6.5
7.6
8.8
0.0

0.18
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.20
0.04
0.01
0.00
0.03
0.01
0.10
0.09
0.03

16
3
2
1
19
3
0
0
7
0
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OVERARCHING PRINCIPLES
 This future-oriented Educational Vision articulates of innovative
best and next educational practices, some of which are already
in operation in classrooms in the Smith School.
 Extend those practices to other Danvers elementary schools,
and to the middle and high schools, as appropriate, and with
proper process
 Create a common understanding of this Educational Vision
among administrators, faculty, parents, and students to continue
shifting the educational model from one that is fairly traditional
to one that is more transformed
 Prepare students for success in the 21st century, an emerging
world of global competition, uncertain employment prospects

The Guiding Principles presented here were created to express the
values, beliefs, and concepts developed by the educator and community
Visioning Teams which examined educational trends, best practices,
st
and issues affecting the delivery of 21 century education. These
Guiding Principles present the essence of that inquiry. They are not
policy but they address the overarching themes identified by
participants. They may serve as a foundation for the future school. As
such, they are intended to form the basis of future educational delivery
and facilities planning. Staff professional development is crucial to the
successful implementation of the educational concepts outlined here.

Guiding Principles

EDUCATIONAL VISION

This Educational Vision reflects the work of a Visioning Team;
approximately 35 teachers, district and school administrators (including
those from all of the other Danvers elementary schools), students,
parents, community, town administrators and leaders, school committee
members, with the owner’s project manager and architects. Created in
two days of intense facilitated workshops it is intended to guide the longterm development of both education and facilities for the future Ivan
Smith Elementary School.

INTRODUCTION

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

Executive
Summary

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning

Ch 2 Executive Summary

Integrate Arts in Core

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning
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For a full description of the most appropriate and least appropriate
exemplars, with illustrations, see Ch 4 Facility Concepts.

Essential characteristics of desired core learning spaces are:
 Learning spaces arranged as Small Learning Communities
 Classrooms are components of “suites of spaces,” supported by
other spaces immediately adjacent
 Circulation to be used for learning
 Classrooms are to be flexible, interconnected, and supported by
auxiliary spaces including Collaboration/Breakout/Commons
Spaces
 Interdisciplinary possibilities
 Open presentation areas
 Variety of furnishings, offering students and teachers more
choices in supporting learning
 Possibility of student groups working in multiple places under
the guidance of the teacher
 Teacher collaboration supported by the facilities, through
connections between the rooms and strategic placement of
related functions
 Teacher Planning Centers to support teacher collaboration and
sense of community

The Visioning Team reviewed 16 exemplar schools from the USA, the
United Kingdom, and Australia. Working in Table Teams they ranked
the schools for appropriateness for the future teaching and learning at
Ivan Smith School.

Places for Learning

FACILITY CONCEPTS

See Educational Vision Ch 3 for details.

These most favored organizational structures call for the nature of
school and role of teachers to be significantly changed.

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

These are the most favored ways for students to learn:
 Ideally teachers would be paired, working in adjacent, linked
classrooms, sometimes teaching alone, other times swapping
specialties and at other times teaching simultaneously
 In some cases:
o Teachers synchronously teaming, sharing students in
real time
o Looping by some teachers
o Teachers “teaming,” sharing students but separately
teaching curriculum specialties
o Multi-age classroom groupings

School Structure



The Visioning Team members identified these as the most effective
ways for students to learn:
 Small Group Work/Student Collaboration
 Social/Emotional Learning
 Teacher Teams/ Synchronous Collaboration
 Project-Based Learning

Learning Modalities

The full Guiding Principles are expressed in full in Ch 3, Educational
Vision.








simultaneous with unheralded workplace opportunities, infinite
access to information, and rapid change in technology
Teach 21st century skills at the same time as traditional content
Build relationships with students, families, and communities
through school structure and programs
Aspire beyond the Common Core and beyond the
Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary
Education guidelines to do what is best for student learning, and
to instill a life-long sense of wonder and purpose. Create
independent, life-long learners
Establish a program of staff Professional Development to
support the educational deliveries outlined here

Ch 2 Executive Summary

They identified these additional considerations:
 Toilets in Kindergarten Classrooms are required for
accreditation
 Flexibility for enrollment variations is desired
 Want sense of community
 Many liked Option B – early K-2/Upper 3-5
 Include Kindergarten – adds flexibility
 Plan for 4 classrooms/grade

Among their most favored selections are stand-up desks and a variety
of furniture in classrooms, supporting different students learning in
different modalities, simultaneously:

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning

COLLABORATION BOOTHS

Workshop participants guided Frank Locker in drawing an
overall school organization diagram. Major functions were drawn
as bubbles, in relative size, and in relative positioning.

A breakout group of the Visioning Team participants reviewed and
ranked Classroom and Extended Learning Area/ Breakout/ Commons
furniture options for the future.

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA
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WHOLE SCHOOL CONCEPT
 Create a Community Zone with most common community uses,
perhaps able to be joined with one another:
o Gymnasium
o Presentation/Assembly space
o Cafeteria
o After school and community uses

The Visioning Team’s plan concept featured these essential
characteristics:
 Two Media Center/Learning Commons at the center of the
school
o One for grades K-2
o One for grades 3-5
o Probably stacked on one another
 Small Learning Communities (SLCs), for core
learning spaces immediately adjacent to and surrounding the
Learning Commons
o In each SLC:
 Extended Learning Area (ELA)/ Common zone
at the heart of each
 Teacher Planning Center
 Small Group rooms
 Special Education spaces
 STEM and STEAM Maker Space labs at the joint between the
Learning Commons and the SLCs
 Access to outdoor spaces for recess and learning

Overall School Organization Diagram

Future Furniture

Ch 2 Executive Summary

o Access to outdoor spaces for recess and learning
Create a Secure Zone for all learning spaces
Locate on the joint between the Community Zone and the
Secure Zone:
o Gatekeeper for secure access
o Administration
o Nurse
o Art
o Music
o Music

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning
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An outline of all characteristics valued and desired by the Visioning
Team is in Ch 4, Facility Concepts.




Ch 2 Executive Summary
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The Educational Vision for the Smith School is described here through
several components:
 Guiding Principles establish broad parameters for educational
delivery, school structure, and facilities
 Key Words for Education, describes the future learning
experience at the Smith School
 School Transformation + Development Map (ST+DM © 2018
Frank Locker Inc) relates educational delivery and facilities to
national practices, both today and projected into the future
 Most Important Concepts for the Future identifies the best
and next practices most important for future teaching and
learning
 Learning Modalities identifies the most effective and
appropriate ways for teachers to reach students with curriculum
delivery
 Innovative Educational Deliveries focuses on the
appropriateness of adopting new and challenging educational
practices
 School Structure defines preferred approaches to the overall
relationships of people and programs

VISION COMPONENTS

Much of the work was conducted by Table Teams, small groupings of
six participants each. They brainstormed, debated, and attempted to
reach consensus on most of the defining issues. Each Table Team had
educators, students, parents, and municipal representatives evenly
distributed to the greatest extent possible.

This Educational Vision reflects the work of a Visioning Team;
approximately 35 teachers, district and school administrators (including
those from all of the other Danvers elementary schools), students,
parents, community, town administrators and leaders, school committee
members, with the owner’s project manager and architects. Created in
two days of intense facilitated workshops it is intended to guide the longterm development of both education and facilities for the future Ivan
Smith Elementary School.

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

Educational
Vision

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning
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TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION
Our world is dependent on technology implementation in all aspects of
life. Students must be provided with the technological skills and
knowledge which will enable them to function successfully in a global
context. Technology should include:
 Recognize computer technology can be more effective than a
teacher in recognizing individual students’ learning patterns and

INSTRUCTIONAL MODELS
 Develop a social/emotional learning initiative
 Employ project-based learning on a regular basis
 Extend and refine current Science-technology-EngineeringMath programs. Add the Arts to this interdisciplinary mix to offer
STEAM to students
 Shift the typical teaching model to increase student engagement
 Group students in small learning teams to differentiate
instruction and foster communication, collaboration, and
improved social skills, and foster differentiated instruction
 Organize classroom teachers in teaching teams in a variety of
ways:
o Synchronous team teaching, sharing larger cohorts of
students full time, real time
o Multi-age classrooms
o Teachers sharing students but separately teaching
curriculum specialties, “swapping” students through the
course of the day
o Co-teaching with specialists in Classrooms
 Create a school and community culture that values flexibility for
change
st
 Position students to learn 21 century skills, especially the “four
C’s”, collaboration, communication, creativity, and critical
thinking, while simultaneously meeting standard curriculum
goals
 Pilot innovative deliveries such as making things to learn for
planned future large scale implementation

Educational Delivery addresses overarching themes required to provide
a 21st century high-performing educational experience for all students,
at the Smith School.

Educational Delivery
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This future-oriented Educational Vision articulates of innovative
best and next educational practices, some of which are already
in operation in classrooms in the Smith School.
Extend those practices to other Danvers elementary schools,
and to the middle and high schools, as appropriate, and with
proper process
Create a common understanding of this Educational Vision
among administrators, faculty, parents, and students to continue
shifting the educational model from one that is fairly traditional
to one that is more transformed
Prepare students for success in the 21st century, an emerging
world of global competition, uncertain employment prospects
simultaneous with unheralded workplace opportunities, infinite
access to information, and rapid change in technology
Teach 21st century skills at the same time as traditional content
Build relationships with students, families, and communities
through school structure and programs
Aspire beyond the Common Core and beyond the
Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary
Education guidelines to do what is best for student learning, and
to instill a life-long sense of wonder and purpose. Create
independent, life-long learners
Establish a program of staff Professional Development to
support the educational deliveries outlined here

Overarching Principles

The Guiding Principles are:

The Guiding Principles presented here were created to express the
values, beliefs, and concepts developed by the educator and community
Visioning Teams which examined educational trends, best practices,
st
and issues affecting the delivery of 21 century education. These
Guiding Principles present the essence of that inquiry. They are not
policy but they address the overarching themes identified by
participants. They may serve as a foundation for the future schools. As
such, they are intended to form the basis of future educational delivery
and facilities planning. Staff professional development is crucial to the
successful implementation of the educational concepts outlined here.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Ch 3 Educational Vision
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SCHEDULES
 Create common planning time for all teachers

Design facilities to be flexible, able to support multiple learning
modalities, teaching styles, and program change over time
Empower the possibility of team teaching with shared larger
cohorts of students through connections between Classrooms
Develop Small Learning Communities, learning spaces
arranged in clusters
Select furniture that supports collaboration, different learning
modalities, and is substantiated by brain research
Create Teacher Planning Centers to foster collaboration,
interdisciplinary teaching, and greater knowing of students by
teachers
Create building plans that offer security and safety despite
constant visitors, many of whom will be active participants in
student learning
Create spaces that support more “hands-on” learning,
especially STEM and STEAM labs and Maker Spaces
Integrate outdoor learning, recess and recreation spaces in the
building and site designs
Create presentation spaces to honor and encourage frequent
student and expert visitor presentations
Minimize circulation spaces that do not also offer opportunities
for learning, such as Extended Learning Areas, Breakout/
Collaboration small group spaces
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The ST+DM expresses the evolutionary shift in education in great detail,
chronicling educational practices and facility design. Schools today are
in different points of evolution, and many schools expect to be in
different points of evolution in the long-term future. The ST+DM

Workshop participants, working in three-person Micro Teams, used the
School Transformation + Development Map to evaluate current
educational delivery and facilities, and to project the desired future for
both.

SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION +
DEVELOPMENT MAP





















Facility Implications
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CURRICULUM
st
 Build 21 century skills while meeting traditional curriculum
goals
 Create regular opportunities for students to improve their oral
communication skills

RELATIONSHIPS
 Organize school as Small Learning Communities to support
formation of relationships
 Support teachers who wish to loop with their students
 Foster student collaboration to build social and communication
skills, and the ability to work with others
 Create opportunities for students to grow socially and
emotionally while working with others in classroom assignments

ORGANIZATION
 Position educators to better know their students through the
size and strategic placement of learning spaces

Educational Structure establishes the organizational patterns necessary
to group students and teachers in the most effective ways.

Educational Structure

Technology must not be viewed as a curriculum add-on, but, rather as
an effective tool to be utilized in meaningful instruction that is relevant
and rigorous.






style preferences; utilize computers as part of a strategic
initiative to personalize learning
Wireless capability in all spaces in the new/renovated school
building
Deploy mobile devices in lieu of desktop devices
Create places and learning goals for students to learn using
new technology, including documentation of oral presentations,
and the production of videos, story boards, and apps
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For education this means that a program of staff professional
development needs to be implemented, starting soon. For facilities, it
means that the building will not look like traditional school. In both
cases dialogue with the community needs to be engaged in order to
share and receive comment and guidance on the exciting concepts
proposed for the future schools.

The most important lessons from the ST+DM for the immediate future
come from the difference between today’s situation and the desired
future. Overall, the Visioning Team desires significant changes for
education, almost 2 columns out of five. Desired facilities changes are
even greater, 2-1/2 columns.

consensus among workshop participants.

The overall scoring of all Micro Teams was relatively close for Education
and Facilities, both Now and the Future, indicating a high degree of
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This average score gives a general understanding of current and
desired future practices and facilities. The average overall score of all
Micro Teams was:

Workshop participants worked in Micro Teams to review the multiple
educational practices and facilities concepts in the School Transformation
+ Development Map. They scored their school in the following
categories:
 Educational
Delivery
Workshop
participants
workedToday
in Micro Teams to review the multiple
 Facilities
Today
educational
practices
and facilities concepts in the School
 Future Educational
Delivery
Transformation
+ Development
Map. They scored their school in the

Future
Facilities
following categories:
 Educational Delivery Today
Thisaverage
score
gives a general understanding of current and desired
Facilities
Today
future
and facilities.
The average overall score of all Micro
 practices
Future Educational
Delivery
Teams
 was:
Future Facilities

characterizes school practices and facilities on a 1 through 5 basis, with
1 as the most traditional category, and 5 as the most transformed.
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Project Based Learning
Creating innovators
Design thinking; making things to learn
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Dialogues among Smith teachers need to start soon, correlated with allelementary and all-grade discussions as soon as possible, extending to
parents and students, to explore, share, and deploy these concepts

All preferred organizations would have teachers sharing daily deliveries
to a much greater degree than today

These most favored organizational structures call for the nature of
school and role of teachers to be significantly changed.

Least favored:
 Thematic vertical/ multi-grade Small Learning Communities

The Table Teams reflected on model school organizational structures,
and determined these to be the most and least appropriate structures
for all grade groupings. They are shown here in rank order.
Most appropriate:
 Ideally teachers would be paired, working in adjacent, linked
classrooms, sometimes teaching alone, other times swapping
specialties and at other times teaching simultaneously
 In some cases:
o Teachers synchronously teaming, sharing students in
real time
o Looping by some teachers
o Teachers “teaming,” sharing students but separately
teaching curriculum specialties
o Multi-age classroom groupings

SCHOOL STRUCTURE
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The most commonly cited most effective modalities, in order of
importance, are:
 Small Group Work/Student Collaboration

Visioning Team members each individually considered 21 learning
modalities, ranging from traditional lecturing and direct teaching to
independent study, and ranked them in order of appropriateness.

LEARNING MODALITIES

Note that these concepts, collectively, call for a major shift in both
educational deliveries and the facilities that support them. Curriculum
requirements and standards will remain, but the nature of teacher roles
and student activities will change.

FACILITIES
 Safety and security
 Small Learning Communities
 Flexible, variable, brain based furniture
st
 21 century learning studios (formerly known as Classrooms)
 Teacher planning centers





Integrate Arts in Core

Social/Emotional Learning
Teacher Teams/ Synchronous Collaboration
Project-Based Learning

The most commonly cited as least effective modalities were:
 Lecture
 Seminar instruction



Visioning Team members were asked to identify the most important
issues for education and facilities in future Smith School.

The results are outlined here, in order of importance based on
frequency of citing by individuals and Table Team discussions:
EDUCATION
 Student engagement
 Social/ emotional intelligence
st
 21 century skills
 STEM/ STEAM programs





MOST IMPORTANT CONCEPTS FOR THE
FUTURE
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The Visioning Team reviewed 16 exemplar schools from the USA, the
United Kingdom, and Australia. Working in Table Teams they ranked
the schools for appropriateness for the future teaching and learning at
the Ivan Smith Elementary School.

PLACES FOR LEARNING

For the full listing, see Appendix Ch 5.2.

Their most commonly cited key words are:
 Flexible and variations on the word
 (cited 18 times)
 Functional (2)
 Inspiring (2)
 Inviting (2)

As closure to the two days of workshops, participants were asked to
identify one word or a two-word phrase that best represented their
personal thoughts about the future Ivan Smith School facility.

KEY WORDS FOR FACILITIES

The Visioning Team developed concepts for the Ivan Smith School’s
future school facilities. The concepts are defined through:
 Key Words for Facilities, characterizing the desired future
school building in tiny “sound bites”
 Places for Learning, detailed descriptions of the learning
environments
 Defined Spaces, expressing desired characteristics of the most
important non-classroom spaces
 Future Furniture showing favored furniture selections
 Overall School Organization Diagram, capturing essential
concepts of an ideal elementary school organization

INTRODUCTION
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Facility
Concepts

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning
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OLD TOWN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Cited by 4 of 6 Table Teams
Featuring:
 Classrooms arranged as a cluster around a central Commons
 The number of classrooms in a cluster intentionally does not
match the number of classrooms needed for each grade level
 6 FT wide openings between adjacent classrooms
 Commons Area has presentation area, alcoves for breakout/
tutorials, mini-Library area
 Accessible through Commons are Teacher Planning Center,
Student Toilets, Storage, Specialist Offices

Cited for:

Here are representative photos, descriptions, and Table Team
comments for the most commonly cited exemplar schools.
FOREST AVENUE K-2 CENTER
Cited by 5 of 6 Table Teams
Featuring:
 Classrooms arranged around a shared
Breakout/Commons/Tutorial/project space
 Stage in this space
 Barn door connections between classrooms
 Teacher Panning Center
 Glass between rooms gives teachers overview and control no
matter where students are learning

Most Appropriate Planning Concepts
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ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS
Most of the schools cited as most appropriate shared these
characteristics:
 Learning spaces arranged as Small Learning Communities
 Classrooms are components of “suites of spaces,” supported by
other spaces immediately adjacent
 Circulation to be used for learning
 Classrooms are to be flexible, interconnected, and supported by
auxiliary spaces including Collaboration/Breakout/Commons
Spaces
 Interdisciplinary possibilities
 Open presentation areas
 Variety of furnishings, offering students and teachers more
choices in supporting learning
 Possibility of student groups working in multiple places under
the guidance of the teacher
 Teacher collaboration supported by the facilities, through
connections between the rooms and strategic placement of
related functions
 Teacher Planning Centers to support teacher collaboration and
sense of community

These schools exemplify 20 century school planning, with:
 Isolated classrooms arranged along single-purpose corridors
 No support spaces for classrooms
 Grade-based and curriculum-based planning, with no
consideration for building relationships
 No sense of learning communities within the buildings

th

LEAST APPROPRIATE
They had strong opinions on the least appropriate exemplars. Minges
Brook Elementary School, the most traditional of the choices, was cited
as least appropriate by all of the Table Teams.

The results were:
MOST APPROPRIATE
 L Forest Avenue K-2 Center (cited by 5 of 6 Table Teams)
 G Old Town Elementary School (cited by 4 of 6)
 I Concord Elementary Schools (cited by 4 of 6)
 K New Albany Grade 1-8 School (cited by 3 of 6)
 J West Muskingum Elementary School (cited by 2 of 6)
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Cited for:
 Shared media/resource space is a pathway to the classrooms
 Accessibility to resources
 Work pods
 Media center is woven in large central area – multiple uses
 Glass into classrooms
 Welcoming
 Presentations
 Close proximity to library
 Connection between classroom
 Common space – STEM/STEAM
 Stages at ends – STEM/STEAM

CONCORD ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
Cited by 4 of 6 Table Teams
Featuring:
 Library/Media Center organized as the access to all classrooms
 Shared spaces for hands-on learning, presentations, and
computer uses all contained within the Learning Corridor
 Small Group Rooms interspersed between classrooms
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Table Team comments:
 Small pods
 Barn doors/garage doors
 Presentation space
 Flex area
 Outdoor space for STEM/STEAM
 Flexible spaces/alcoves
 Garage doors
 Multiage learning possibilities
 Rooms could adapt and change
 Flexibility for grades/classrooms
 Central area for # of classrooms
 Centralized teacher space and break out areas
 All support STEAM
 Flexible space with kits/bins
 Use of outside
o Bridge in-out
 Varied work spaces
o Presentation area and central “hub” area (*with
relocated entrance to building)
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Table Team comments:
 Grouping of classrooms around central area
 Flexibility
 Small groups
 Teacher planning center
 Small pods
 Barn doors/garage doors
 Presentation space
 Flex area
 Café/flex space =community area in central spot
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NEW ALBANY GRADE 1-8 SCHOOL
Cited by 3 of 6 Table Teams
Featuring:
 Large number of Classrooms (12) arranged in Small Learning
Communities (SLCs)
 Classrooms arranged around a Breakout/Commons space
 Classrooms are not identical
o Varieties of folding walls between some of them
o Many have garage doors to the Breakout/Commons
space
 Classroom positioning is not identical
o Some are central and highly connected to the
Breakout/Commons space
o Others are at the edges, less connected
 Teacher Planning Center located in a strategic position at the
center of each SLC
 Small, low Stage located in a paramount position in each SLC
 Conference/Small Group Room located between the Stage and
Teacher Planning Center

Ch 4 Facility Concepts
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Resources central
Bathrooms
STEM area
Windows
Break-out spaces (Title 1, RTI)
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Full details of all Table Team responses are in Appendix Ch 5.2.

Table Team comments:
 Traditional
 Limited flexibility
 Not student-empowered space
 Lacks space for collaboration and integration
 Isolating
 Traditional
 Does not support collaboration
 Traditional
 Too traditional

MINGES CREEK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Unanimous, cited by 6 of 6 Table Teams
Featuring:
 Challenging separations between learning spaces
 Isolated classrooms
 No central focus

Least Appropriate Planning Concepts
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Table Team comments:
 Pod per grade
 “You get a lot and you SHARE”
 Common space/learning studios/small group rooms/Science
studios (project) STEM/STEAM
 Media center
o Traditional 1970’s facility
 Library

WEST MUSKINGUM ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Cited by 4 of 6 Table Teams
Featuring:
 Library/Media Center located in each Small learning
Community, plus a small one in a central location
 Grade level based Small Learning Communities, each with:
 Variety of sizes types and sizes of learning spaces
 Extended Learning Area with stage
 Teacher Collaboration Center

Ch 4 Facility Concepts
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3-5 Flex space with movable furniture
o Tables
o Chairs
o Shelves
K-2 Flex space with movable furniture
o Tables
o Chairs

st

o Shelves
Learning Commons (3-5)
o Books/media
Primary (K-2) Learning Commons
o Books/media
Floor pointing projector
2 Story
Flexible seating
2 Stages each with projector and screen
Maker space






Outdoor patio w/seating
Lots of plugs
French doors to outside
Picnic/rug/reading area
o Flexible seating
o Beanbag
o Smartboard

21 CENTURY DINING/FOOD SERVICE
Essential concepts:
 Big, tall windows
 Food lines and food distribution alongside
 Tables of various heights
o With no more than 5 chairs per table
o Scattered about open space
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21 CENTURY LIBRARY/MEDIA CENTER/LEARNING COMMONS
Essential concepts:
 Blue – Concept for learning commons
 White board walls
 Classrooms in each corner
 Teacher space on each end

st

Essential non-classroom spaces were given consideration by the Table
Teams. The outlines below represent the most salient concepts.

DEFINED SPACES
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o Books/exchange
Roses are red, violets are blue, kids like to eat and study, too..
If necessary a stage – if not – stage goes to gym
Task lighting
Lighting for stage/tables
Acoustical ceiling (very high) for sound diminishment

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning
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Large project tables
Standing tables
Learning studio
o Flexible furniture to support PBL and collaboration
o Green screen
Teacher center
Stage with some screen
Supply area
o For STEAM and other projects
Low bookshelves
Repeat in each learning studio

SUPPORTING STEM AND ESPECIALLY STEAM
Essential concepts:
 Passion
 Problem solving
 Student driven
 Flexible physical structure
 Visibility
 Community
 Teamwork
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SUPPORTING APPLIED/ACTIVE LEARNING, SUCH AS
PROJECT-BASED LEARNING AND MAKING THINGS TO LEARN
Essential concepts:
 Learning studios
 Barn doors
 Glass barn doors w/student work areas
 Tech nook

ALL FORMS OF PRESENTATION: STUDENTS PRESENTING THEIR
WORK, SMALL GROUP PRESENTATIONS, BIGGER GROUP
PRESENTATIONS, WHOLE BUILDING ASSEMBLY
Essential concepts:
 Strategically located cafeteria or Gymnasium
 Stage attached
 Readily assessable from Art, Music, and STEM
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VARIETY OF FURNITURE IN EACH ROOM
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Their selections determined by the breakout group, and shared with the
Visioning Team are shown here:

A breakout group of the Visioning Team participants reviewed and
ranked Classroom and Breakout/Commons furniture options for the
future.

FUTURE FURNITURE
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OUTDOOR LEARNING
Essential concepts:
 Understanding and utilizing
 Trying new things
 Dreaming and durable
 Observation
 Opportunity
 Resource and recreation
 Access/exterior door in each Pod
 Shift school building to allow for more safe play areas
 Variety of play/exploratory spaces
o Gardens/science observation; peer skill-building
activities; music/art/reading “stage”)
 Creative and durable resources
 Community connection = boardwalk/story walk, etc

Ch 4 Facility Concepts
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INSTRUCTION MODULES

COLLABORATION BOOTHS
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WHOLE SCHOOL CONCEPT
 Create a Community Zone with most common community uses,
perhaps able to be joined with one another:
o Gymnasium
o Presentation/Assembly space

The Visioning Team’s plan concept featured these essential
characteristics:
 Two Media Center/Learning Commons at the center of the
school
o One for grades K-2
o One for grades 3-5
o Probably stacked on one another
 Small Learning Communities (SLCs), for core
learning spaces immediately adjacent to and surrounding the
Learning Commons
o In each SLC:
 Extended Learning Area (ELA)/ Common zone
at the heart of each
 Teacher Planning Center
 Small Group rooms
 Special Education spaces
 STEM and STEAM Maker Space labs at the joint between the
Learning Commons and the SLCs
 Access to outdoor spaces for recess and learning

They identified these additional considerations:
 Toilets in Kindergarten Classrooms are required for
accreditation
 Flexibility for enrollment variations is desired
 Want sense of community
 Many liked Option B – early K-2/Upper 3-5
 Include Kindergarten – adds flexibility
 Plan for 4 classrooms/grade

Workshop participants guided Frank Locker in drawing an
overall school organization diagram. Major functions were drawn
as bubbles, in relative size, and in relative positioning.

OVERALL SCHOOL ORGANIZATION
DIAGRAM
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o Cafeteria
o After school and community uses
o Access to outdoor spaces for recess and learning
Create a Secure Zone for all learning spaces
Locate on the joint between the Community Zone and the
Secure Zone:
o Gatekeeper for secure access
o Administration
o Nurse
o Art
o Music
o Music

Ch 4 Facility Concepts
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Comments from the Visioning Team included:
▪ Current schools not prepping kids for future
▪ Stuck 100 years ago
▪ Collaboration!!
▪ Importance of failure
o This is learning
o Perseverance
▪ Austin
o Ability to receive criticism
▪ Student driven
o Choose subject
▪ Fostering curiosity
▪ TED Talk - Robinson
1
January 2018

Workshop participants had watched three videos and read one article
before coming together, in the spirit of blended learning. The videos
were:
▪ Tony Wagner: Creating innovators
▪ Ron Berger: Austin’s Butterfly
▪ The Future of Learning
▪ Wired Magazine article: How a Radical New Teaching Method
Could Unleash a Generation of Geniuses

DISCUSSION OF PRE-WORKSHOP VIDEOS

The first Visioning Workshop was held on 13 December 2017. Notes
of all activities follow:
▪ Discussion of Pre-Workshop Videos
▪ Snapshot of Our Schools
st
▪ 21 Century Schools Presentation
st
▪ 21 Century Learning Most Important Issues
▪ Defining Student Success in Life
▪ Randy Nelson: Living + Working in the Collaborative Age
▪ What Works at Our School? What Could Be Better?
▪ School Structure: Internal Organization
▪ Learning Modalities

AGENDA
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Workshop
Workshop Notes
Notes
Day
Day 11
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o Creativity
Typically we have been passive about future
Have to be activists

CENTURY SCHOOLS PRESENTATION
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▪
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▪
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21st Century Skills Framework offers a clear concept of skills
students need for success in our rapidly changing global
economy. It establishes:
o Core, subject-based learning is not sufficient any more
o Learning relevant 21st century survival skills is just as
important, perhaps more important. These include:
✓ Learning and innovation skills
✓ Life and career skills
✓ Information, media, and technology skills
Craig Jerald was cited as researching the most important traits
that business and industry really want – professionalism/work
ethic
Learning should be interdisciplinary, bridging the gaps between
subject areas
Learning should be infused with 21st century themes. These
include:
o Global awareness
o Financial, economic, business and entrepreneurial
literacy
o Civic literacy
o Health literacy
Learning is a social activity. Students learn better when they
are in strong relationships with teachers and peers
The Relevance and Rigor Framework of the International
Center for Leadership in Education correlated Bloom’s
Taxonomy with application, offering a concise understanding of
effective learning
Google’s Futurist has identified future new job titles
o University Dismantler
o Wireless Electrician
o Urban Agriculturalist
Teachers’ work is supported through strong relationships with
other professionals
Schools are looking for more community connections to improve
student learning
Flexible furniture is needed to bring the student the support to
learn in a variety of modalities
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Frank Locker presented on the changing values, goals, and deliveries
that characterize the most progressive thinking about schools in the
United States, and worldwide, today. Key points included:
▪ The world is rapidly changing. Futurists predict both a
significant drop in available jobs worldwide due to robotization,
and a shift to many more jobs in sequence, many of which have
not been invented
th
st
▪ 20 vs 21 century schools:
o The 20th century was a century of creating efficient
schools; the 21st century has been a century of looking
for effectiveness in schools
o 20th century was the century of the teacher; 21st
century is the century of the learner
o The teacher used to hold all the information; now the
teacher is the guide
▪ Research in learning informs us of many effective educational
practices
o Some are gaining popularity
o Others are not yet in general practice
▪ Learning is more effective when students apply their learning
immediately
▪ The Multiple Intelligence Theory explains why different students
learn best in different ways

21st

Superintendent Lisa Dana and Julie Posternack, Elementary Curriculum
Director, outlined key characteristics of learning and teaching at
Danvers Public Schools. The presentation is included in full in Appendix
Ch 5.8.

SNAPSHOT OF OUR SCHOOLS

▪
▪
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Comments from individual Visioning Team members in response to the
presentation issues are as follows:
ISSUE
1 History Work + School
 Huge shift in structure of education
 Schools’ structures – little change despite change in world
 Need to understand evolution of education
 Know your history to not make same mistakes
 We need our schools to reflect unknown world – not factories
 Necessary to prepare students for workforce
 Past shouldn’t restrict future. Move out of industrial teaching
model
 History can always teach us something, but we should also look
toward future
 Our schooling needs to reflect society work place today

Individual Comments
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Visioning Team members scored the importance of the different issues
outlined while Frank was presenting. Here is a compilation of their
scores. Individual comments follow:

Individual Responses

Ch 5.1 Workshop Notes Day 1

Learn from past, not copy it
Preparing students for current + future world
Times have changed/needs have changed
Makes you see how we need to change
Student should know the history of school
Helps us see connection to goals for learning
To know where education has been
Education approach has to change to meet today’s needs
Someone still needs to design, build + program the robots =
where?
History needs to change

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning

th

st
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+ 21 Century Learning
Need the resources/time to make this happen
It has taken too long to make the shift
Teacher is facilitator – project based – need space
Student centered!
Important to think about
Learning relevant to current times
Very different
Students need to learn all years
Understanding the difference
Student-driven, project based learning
Northeastern co-op model at HS now…bring lower to ES + MS
Not sure on this one

Teachers need training on new technologies
Thinkers + problem-solvers will help with any job
Not as important as #4
Exact jobs are relevant but skill set to allow for those jobs is more
important
Though hard to imagine, we have to prepare students for what we
don’t know yet
Collaboration
Preparing for future demands/changes
How do you “train” for what you don’t know
Realizing we are preparing for future jobs that don’t exist
It can help students get jobs
Demonstrates the importance of facilitating problem-solving skills
Schools are preparing these students
We must prepare students for their future, not our present
If students aren’t engaged they are not learning to their highest
level
Encourages “out of the box” thinking
Wow!
Future is important because it’s our future

5 Student Talk at Dinner
 Motivation + passion drives success
 Motivated to learn
 Coleman “what did you say in school today?”
 This needs to be K-12

4 20
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3 Futurist Thoughts
 Don’t know what those jobs will be. How do we prepare them for
those jobs?
 Need to provide students with opportunity to develop skills for new
jobs
 60% of 10 year jobs don’t exist now
 We’ll be building a new school too soon

2 Student Engagement
 But for what reason? Depends on the reason
 “If they are engaged/interested, you’re good to go – they will love
learning
 Intrinsic motivation matters
 Tough to quantify
 Engagement a key to learning
 Students need to own learning
 Sustainable learning
 Motivation
 Engagement can determine success
 Engagement helps students work better
 See the value in + take ownership for
 Involvement in their learning
 A must for success
 More likely to understand
 Fosters discussion, curiosity, experimentation + learning
 Reward = paycheck
 #1 factor
 Student’s won’t learn if they don’t want to
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Direct result of above issues
Kids are different. When I was a kid I told my parents I’d get all
A’s if they promised not to constantly ask me about school
Engagement! Breeds success
Possibly linked to student engagement
Ownership!
Communicating experiences could be more individualized
Excitement -> motivation
Passion! Social skills
It can help students share feelings of school
Assumes intact family structure
Brings parents to the “table” of child’s learning
Would indicate an excitement for learning
Students will want to learn
Shows interest + mindfulness about learning
Critical
Never thought of how powerful this is
Students hold “in” events – perspective taking crucial – social
media – reacting
Students should want to talk about school

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning

In collaborative environment all MI are needed for success
Yes – we know this
Teaching to multiple intelligences=key
Meet all student needs in a differentiated manner
Linked to UDL approach to teach all learners
Fostering learning styles
Curriculum doesn’t account for MI
Realizing kids learn different ways
Students should be smart in all places
Current statewide test focuses on academic
Not all students learn in the same way
People learn in different ways
How do we reach all types of learners?
Acknowledging if…but still need to get basics
Doesn’t align well with standardized testing
Reach each person – develop full potential
Not everyone learns the same

5
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8 Social/ Emotional Learning
 Need more professional development
 Skills more valuable than how much you know
 Life-long skill
 To take risks – kids must feel safe
 Huge – EQ very important
 Very important in professional setting – but hard to quantify
 We need to provide experiences to learn how to collaborate +
handle themselves socially/emotionally
 Interpersonal skills, collaborations
 Have to get along to collaborate
 Students need to learn different ways
 Can’t learn if your needs aren’t met
 EQ huge factor in students’ ability to learn
 Key for success
 Kids have to feel safe and nurtured in order to be ready to learn
 Critical life skills
 HUGE – got to be comfortable with oneself and how to interact
with others else cannot work in teams
 Absolutely critical to success and a fulfilling life
 Emotions play a big role
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7 Gardner: Multiple Intelligences
 Love this!! Leads to student driven learning
th
 Whole child vs. value students who function well in 20 century
school

6 Learning Pyramid
 Must flip pyramid/shift thinking
 Need to shift teacher’s beliefs
 Student centered!
 Reading is not as important as applying learning
 Learning by doing
 Retention of learned material
 Elementary level does flip the pyramid
 Subject + lesson specific
 Numbers % tell the story
 Utilize best practices for learning
 Needs to be flipped!
 Good intel/visual chart
 Too old and useless
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11 STEM/STEAM/Engineering
 Need more professional development + resources
 Fosters problem-solving
 Skills needed for their future
 Good for some students, not all
 Future – we need in elementary!
 Is there a K-2 space and a 3-5 space?

Good – but shouldn’t be forced at a non-technical school
Innovative/problem solving skills/collaboration
Engineering can be a job people want
Integrates content areas
To increase interest in math/science + engineering
Hands-on learning -> important
Hands-on critical thinking for today’s world + beyond
Learning to type
Engineering at elementary
Not sure

13 Creating Innovators
 Need support of state leaders
 Motivation + focus =innovation
 From videos/reading we know this is future
 Develop social skills + collaboration skills
 Very important
 Experience matters most
 Independent thinking –> collaboration
 From knowers -> doers
 “What you know is not important. What you do is.”
 If you are an inventor you can make things to help
6
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12 Computers for Learning
 Student-driven learning
 Access to information + collaboration
 Personalization
 Computers are future
 I want tech to be a tool, not the focus
 Project-based/hands-on still important
 Reliability of technology/consistency. Isolating
 What does it look like for our youngest learners?
 Important but there needs to be a balance
 If kids can use a computer it can help in life
 Scary – interpersonal skills
 More personalized, more independent
 Access followed by group discussion is good
 We are all lifelong learners…if learning at home kids learn too!
 Personalization
 Sometimes computers…
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10 Integrated Arts + Academics
 Increased student motivation
 Supports Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences
 Different ways of learning
 Make learning more interesting to students
 Great at an arts school. Shouldn’t be forced. Kind of goes
directly against Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences
 Integrated not only with art but cross core academics
 Foster creativity/expression
 Multiple means of learning + expression
 Important but not necessarily something I always think of
 School House Rock
 Meet the learning needs of all students
 Art, Music, PE should be integrated daily with learning
 Learning improves when there’s art
 Involves safety w/risk component
 Philosophy of open classroom at Smith…still good/exists?
 Been good in the past here…not sure culture still exists. Jumping
jacks, dance jam
 Build upon strengths to grow/guide people + brains

9 Relationships: Dunbar’s Law, Magic of 150
 This works + is in place
 Collaboration between educators is big
 Create + maintain relationships with staff + students
 Relationships – collaboration
 Relationships are key to success
 Students need to feel good + safe at school
 Significance?
 Who/how will students be grouped?
 Build upon strengths
 Important
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What you do is important
Students still need to know how to find info
Doing, not just knowing
Skills only work if they’re applied
We need more innovators
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16 Jerald’s Research on 21 Century Education
 Humanities + arts are part of our culture
 Creativity + innovation – how are we teaching this?

st

15 21 Century Skills
st
 2017 – almost 20 years into 21 century
nd
 Begin to look at 22 Century skills
 Skills to succeed in “real world”
 Yes!!
 Collaboration + grit
 Success in the workplace
 These are the skills that our kids need above all else
 People need to be educated in every year
 Yay! Amplify science
 Have kids work in groups

st

Preparation for working in real world
Collaboration
Our focus on 4 C’s relevant

7
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18 Design Thinking, Making Things to Learn
 Collaboration + problem solving
 Experiential learning
 So cool!
 Hands-on is key for the future of teaching + learning
 Thinking outside the box to teach “curriculum” – shift to providing
opportunities for kids to investigate + learn the “curriculum”
 Trial and error/learn from mistakes, relates to content
 Hands-on
 Hands-on learning promotes engagement
 Students should be able to know how to make stuff
 Time?
 Fosters creativity
 Minimally guided, student driven learning + sharing
th
th
 Loved wood shop + metal shop + sewing class in 7 + 8 grade –
will only get that now at Boy Scout + Girl Scout camp
 People create new things

17 Project Based Learning, Africa Project
 On subjects students are interested in
st
 Reinforce 21 Century skills
 Yes! K-12+
 Photo on slide – shows culture!
 Our new science program
 Relatable hands-on = engagement
 Analytical thinking, collaboration combined with content
 Not trained/skilled in PBL
 Projects help kids get creative
 Learner driven
 Need more focus on oral communication
 Minimally guided, student driven learning + sharing
 50 Nifty States…presentation skills, defending their info
 Feasible at elementary? How will we teach teachers how to do
this? What resources do we have?
 Showed good teamwork
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14 Daggett: Relevance + Rigor Framework
 Need more knowledge on subject
 We know/have this research for many years but still struggle to
change instruction
 Tough at an E.S.
 Application > knowledge
 Amplify science
 Rigorous learning projects
 Students memorize, then forget
 More interesting + meaningful learning
 Real world adaptability
 Acoustics – presentation
o Public speaking
o Shaking hands
o That’s why plays @ a microphone presented @ each
grade level is HUGE. Not done anymore at
Smith…very sad i.e. 50 Nifty United States
 Seems useless
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21 Safety + Security in 21 Century Schools
 Safety is priority
 Legacy issue in Danvers/National Endowment
 Welcoming while secure – important balance
 #1 priority
 People need to be and feel safe in school
 Safety is the # 1 priority
 Feeling safe is important

st

Reality of today
Safety is important

8
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23 21 Century Learning Studios
 Structure/design can change instruction
 Yes!
 Making work public – building community through showing what’s
happening
 Environment should match expectations (set up for success)
inside
 Innovative/promotes collaboration
 Promotes collaboration
 Love display + inspire
 Foster collaboration
 Cultivates collaboration + communication
 Inspires students
 Displaying kids art + writing work is huge – everyone sees
everyone’s work
 Varied ways to allow for movement and learning
 Look useful

st

22 Flexible, Varied, Brain Based Furniture
 Room for “wiggle”
 Flexibility + ergonomics
 Love my standing desk
 I’d love to design my classroom – no desks + lots of white boards
 Wheels! Move it! Stand up desks
 Danvers recently got 21s century furniture at Thorpe ES. I will
bring this up with Charlie + Chris
 Collaboration
 Big believer in this!
 Flexible seating, accommodating
 For wiggly children
 Comfortable with wobble
 Their seats can help students work
 Teachers buy themselves
 Does everyone need this? Pilot productivity – especially learning
studio?
 Jiggle furniture – stand up!
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20 21 Century Schools
st
 Design for 21 Century skills – 4C’s
 Collaborative + community space
 Yay!
 Lighting/windows are important
 Yes!!!!!
 Cultivate collaboration through our design
 Shifts with learning
 The direction education is moving
 Flexible learning areas
 Collaboration + integration
 Already sort of like Smith now – already in pods
 How to transfer between grades or get rid of grades
 VERY CONCERNED w/too much undefined space which will then
never be used. Ex. Smith “Science Lab” is a storage room
th
 This is a lot better than 20

st

19 20 Century Schools
st
 Need transition to 21 Century
 Understanding what has/not worked
 Learn from mistakes
 Perspective
 We don’t want that
 Outdated
 What we know
 Thinking about importance of structure
 $$
 Outdated
 Maybe not – other than to change from
 Wouldn’t want more of this design
 This doesn’t help

th
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27 End of the Library as We Know It Today
 Collaboration space
 DPS already focusing on C.C.’s
 Very awesome idea
 Yes! Bookshop keeper

26 Flexible Platform for Change
 Cool but all school needs to be on board
 Need outdoor work places
 Keeps school connected
 Love
 Idealistic but necessary?

Smith ES library is already open
Easily accessible/utilized more
Library “time” is part of teacher planning time
Learning community – more access
Resource materials need to always be accessible
Idealistic but necessary?
“Media Center”, “Learning Center”…like Smith now. Need to
make 2-3 mini learning centers
o Like recording studio + green screen access
o Like commons + stages

30 End of Isolated Teaching: Forest Ave
 Different classrooms accommodate different activities
 Built in movement
 Footprint? Land availability
 Better meet student needs
 Worth consideration –
o Collaboration
o Movement

29 End of Isolated Teaching: Blue Point
 Wow, this would be a shift. I’d love it
 Flexibility
 Relationship building/collaboration/movement
 Classes should work together
 Movement is important
 Collaboration is key

9
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28 End of the Cafeteria as We Know It Today
 Connect to life outside of school
 Re-think everything when we have opportunity for change
 Help with bullying
 Lunch needs to be interactive, social, welcoming + fluid
 Not sure with elementary school students
 Empowers kids, easy clean up
 Messy place that needs to be easily cleaned
 Efficient clean up, health codes
 Space can be better utilized for a variety of purposes
 More seating choices
 Not sure
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25 Small Learning Communities
 All teachers need to be on the same page
 I like the interconnected space to preserve sense of community
we have at Smith
 Independent student work
 Different kids have abilities to learn
 Possibilities for existing schools
 Idealistic but necessary?
 Important for 1 on 1

24 Teacher Planning Centers
 Design for collaboration
 Good role modeling for students + collaboration
 Teachers need space to learn + collaborate also
 OMG!
 Promote collaboration/key for relationship building
 Collaboration
 We are isolated from colleagues
 A comfortable place to work
 Teachers need to plan lessons for kids
 Requires planning time – I plan at home on weekend in my
basement – my tinkering station
 Promotes collaboration among teachers
 Is designated space the important thing?
 Big enough for all elementary teachers in district to meet and for
P.D. Comfortable seating
 Strong opportunities to collaborate – easily accessed
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o Behavior
Co-taught models

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning

Their thoughts are:
TABLE TEAM 1
Three Most Important
#2 Student Engagement
o 7- Multiple intelligences
o 8 - Social/Emotional learning
st
#15 21 Century Skills
o 11 - STEM/STEAM/Eng.
o 12 - Computers for learning
#25 Small Learning Communities
o 21 – Safety and security
o 22 – Flexible, varied, brain based furniture

TABLE TEAM 6
Three Most important
#2 Student engagement
o Learner driven learning

TABLE TEAM 5
Three Most important
#18 Design thinking, making things to learn
o Hands on
o Student thinking
st
#23 21 Century learning studios
o Collaboration
o Engagement
#8 Social/Emotional Learning
o Engagement
o Whole child

10
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TABLE TEAM 4
Three Most important
#2 Student Engagement
o Student talk at dinner, personal growth/SEL
#25 Small Learning Communities
o End of isolated teaching and planning
#13 Creating Innovators
st
o 21 Century learning skills + prepares for future

TABLE TEAM 2
Three Most important
#26 Flexible platform for change!
o Promotes small learning comm.
o Allows for future adaptations
o End of library/caf/classroom (as we know it)
#8 Social emotional learning
o Integrated arts
o Student engagement
#13 Creating innovators
o Integrated arts
o Student engagement
o Project-based learning
o Design thinking

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

Workshop participants, working as Table Teams, were asked to reach
consensus on the three most important (effective) ideas for future
schools, and identify why they believed as they did.

21ST CENTURY LEARNING MOST
IMPORTANT ISSUES

Comments not connected to questions:
 Small learning communities end isolated teaching/learning
 Five dangerous things your kids should do – TED talk

32 End of the Classroom as We Know it Today
 Takes a lot of planning + thinking ahead – all teachers on board +
supported
 Changing the toolbox = appealing to a variety of learners +
learning styles
 Fosters creativity/flexible work spaces
 All classes should be somewhat different
 Start the classroom as we know it today
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DEFINE STUDENT SUCCESS IN LIFE
A. Define success in life for our students

Workshop participants were given this challenge:

DEFINING STUDENT SUCCESS IN LIFE

MOST COMMONLY CITED
#2 Student engagement (4 of 6 Table Teams)
#8 Social-Emotional Learning (4 of 6 Table Teams)
st
#15 21 Century Skills (2 of 6)
#25 Small Learning Communities (2 of 6)
st
#23 21 Century Learning Studios (2 of 6)

TABLE TEAM 7
Three Most important
#2 Student engagement, related to:
th
st
o #4 20 and 21 Century Learning
▪ Interested, invested
o #6 Learning Pyramid
▪ Challenged and growing
#8 Social /Emotional
o #4 Safe, nurtured, supported
o #6 Using failure to learn
st
#15 21 Century Skills
o Collaboration
o Creativity
o Communication
o Critical thinking and problem solving
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Their responses were:
TABLE TEAM 1
Success
A Define success in life for our students
o Fulfillment
o Purpose
o Love of learning
o Grit
o Communication
B What do our students need from us to be successful in
xxlife?
o Role-model
o Challenges
o Encouragement
o Support
C Identify what educators should be doing
o Facilitator
o Feedback
o Collaboration
o Learning
o Encouraging
D Identify what students should be doing in school
o Engaging
o Working
o Playing
o Participating
o Making mistakes
o Questioning
o Exploring

F. What should parents be doing?

B. What do our students need from us to be successful
in life?
Define the kind of place our future schools should be
C. Identify what educators should be doing
D. Identify what students should be doing in school
E. And out of school

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

o Students owning their own thinking
st
#23 21 Century Learning Studios
o Promotes collaboration, communication, creativity and
critical thinking to better meet the needs of students and
educators
#8 Social-Emotional Learning
o Allows students to be available to learn and work
collaboratively
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TABLE TEAM 3
Success
A Define success in life for our students
o Empowered to find/pursue passion.
o Setting + achieving goals
o Social/communication skills to collaborate with others
o Personal fulfillment
B What do our students need from us to be successful in
xxlife?
o Guidance/modeling
o Foster growth mindset
o Safety to be creative and make mistakes
C Identify what educators should be doing
o Collaborating
✓ Students
✓ Teachers
o Model growth mindset
o Shift to learner-driven classrooms
o Effective feedback
o Challenging students
o Focus on what they can do not what they know
D Identify what students should be doing in school
o Collaborate
o Problem solve
o Give/receive feedback
o Empowered to take charge of their own learning
E And out of school
o Exploring individual passions/interests
o Apply/practice learning in real world situations
o Not doing worksheet/mundane homework
F What should parents be doing?
o Engaging their kids
o Talking
o Asking questions
o Reading to/with
o Supporting
o Providing as much “real world” experience as they can

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

TABLE TEAM 2
Success
A Define success in life for our students
o Responsible citizens
o Passionate about what they do
B What do our students need from us to be successful in
xxlife?
o Role model
o Growth mindset
o Independence/problem-solving
o Life-long learner
C Identify what educators should be doing
o Facilitate whole child
o Encourage their passions
o Help student reach full potential
D Identify what students should be doing in school
o Students own their learning
o Value of interdisciplinary knowledge
E And out of school
o Utilize social/emotional skills in a different environment
o Keep learning/sharing learning
o Positive leaders
F What should parents be doing?
o Talk and listen to your kids
o Support and encourage passions of your sentiments
o Let them be themselves

E And out of school
o Diversifying
o Finding your passion
o Making connections
F What should parents be doing?
o Communicating
o Involvement
o Let them make mistakes
o Role-model
o Support passions
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TABLE TEAM 6
Success
A Define success in life for our students
o Healthy relationships
o Purpose
o Healthy mind + body
o Independence
o Confidence
o Part of a community
B What do our students need from us to be successful in
xxlife?
o Perseverance
o Tenacity
o Problem solving + coping skills
o Self-advocacy

o Guidance
o Exposure
o Coaching
o Flexibility
C Identify what educators should be doing
o Collaborating
o Reflecting
o Exploring
o Cultivating project based learning opportunities
D Identify what students should be doing in school
o Having fun
o Playing + exploring
o Engaging in complex thinking
o Taking risks
o Communicating + collaborating
E And out of school
o Pursuing passions
o Opportunities for unstructured activities
o Family time/friend time
F What should parents be doing?
o Talking w/child
o Setting limits
o Fostering independence
o Encouragement

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

TABLE TEAM 5
Success
A Define success in life for our students
o Pursuing their passion
o Happiness
B What do our students need from us to be successful in
xxlife?
o Patience

TABLE TEAM 4
Success
A Define success in life for our students
st
o Having the social-emotional and 21 century skills to
pursue their passion/what makes them happy, and
meet their definition of success
B What do our students need from us to be successful in
xxlife?
o An adaptable learning environment with guidance and
support to meet the needs (academic, social/emotional)
of all learners
C Identify what educators should be doing
o Facilitating + inspiring student self-learning
D Identify what students should be doing in school
o Being active + engaged
o Asking questions
o Making mistakes/growth mindset
o Collaborating
o Hands-on
o Having fun
E And out of school
o Having fun
o Being active
o Making connections – transfer of skills from school to
home
o Well-rested and ready to learn
F What should parents be doing?
o Asking guided questions to spark conversations about
school + making time for “student talk at dinner”
o Being present
o Finding a balance of screen time
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▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Inconsistent
Inflexible furniture
No couches
Specials separated from core
o Gym
o Art
o Music-Chorus
o Computer
Not enough collaboration planning time
14
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Some classrooms shifted from desks to tables/grouped
Some beanbags
Some Hokki stools
Teacher collaboration
o Sharing students
▪ IEPS
Curriculum set up to foster student driven learning
PAC – Parent Advisory Committee
o High involvement
District content teams good
o Monthly team meetings
o Regular visits

Could be Better

▪

▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Works

Frank Locker led a whole-group discussion brainstorming what currently
works at the Ivan Smith Elementary School, and what needs
improvement. Here are the Visioning Team’s thoughts:

WHAT WORKS AT OUR SCHOOL? WHAT
COULD BE BETTER?

▪

o Plussing
o Amplifying
o Making your partner look good
Portfolio vs. resume
o Proof of portfolio better than promise/resume

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

Visioning Team members discussed how this applies to the Ivan Smith
School:
▪ Key skill innovators
o Failure recovery is more important not risk avoidance
▪ Collaboration

In this video, Randy Nelson, former Dean of Pixar University, outlined
some ideas his company has adopted as a part of its search for creating
a highly collaborative workplace.

RANDY NELSON: LIVING + WORKING IN
THE COLLABORATIVE AGE

o Collaboration
o Effective, articulate communication skills
C Identify what educators should be doing
o Coach/facilitate/role model
o Read the room + respond
o Flexibility (teaching skills + concepts in the student’s
“arena”)
o Fostering rapport + relationships
D Identify what students should be doing in school
o Demonstrating a variety of skills
o Effective effort
o Working collaboratively
E And out of school
o Engaged in activities
o Down time
o Family + friend time
o Involved in community
F What should parents be doing?
o Real parenting
o Supporting child + teachers
o Know their friends
o Communication with the “village”
o Consistency
o Good role models
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Technology at elementary
o Limited access to computer
o Not enough
We want the end of the computer lab
SPLED – too much pull out
How we group students
o Based on need
o Not grade based

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning
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Responses were:
TABLE TEAM 1
School Structure: Internal
 Rank the following, from (1=) most appropriate to least
appropriate
o A Grade level classroom groupings
✓ 1
o B Multi-age classroom groupings
✓ 3
o C Multi-grade classrooms
✓ 3
o D Teachers “teaming,” sharing students but
separately teaching curriculum specialties
✓ 2
o E Thematic Vertical/Multi-grade SLCs
✓ 4
o F Any of above with teachers looping
✓ 1
o G Any of above with synchronous teacher teaming,
sharing students in real time
✓ 2
o H Other
✓ 1
 Analyze your most appropriate one:
o Elaborate on the structure to give it more definition
✓ Team of teachers that loop by grade level (K/1, 2/3,
4/5)
✓ Whole cohort teaching
✓ Break out into skill level groups
o Combine possibilities if desired
o Identify the Pros and Cons
✓ Pros
 Get to know students
 Foster collaboration
 Target skills more effectively
 Supportive
 Engaging
 Build on teachers passions
 Inclusion
 Flexible groups
Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

SCHOOL STRUCTURE
CREATE THE MOST APPROPRIATE CONCEPT FOR
THE FUTURE FROM AN EDUCATIONAL POINT OF VIEW
1. Rank the following, from most appropriate (designate
with a 1) to least appropriate
2. Analyze your most appropriate one:
a. Elaborate on the structure to give it more
definition
b. Combine possibilities if desired
c. Identify the Pros and Cons
d. What would you do to mitigate the Cons

The Visioning Team was given this challenge:

SCHOOL STRUCTURE: INTERNAL
ORGANIZATION

▪
▪
▪

▪
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Combine possibilities if desired
Identify the Pros and Cons
✓ Pros
 Flexible groupings
 You have a buddy to plan with –
collaboration
 Opportunities for sharing materials
 Easier for intervention support
 Larger range of instruction
✓ Cons
 Scheduling – ahh!!!!!!
 Still based on grade levels
 Neighborhoods/school identity
What would you do to mitigate the Cons?
✓ Movement of students between grade levels for
instruction
✓ Can we utilize Powerschool to schedule?

Synchronous schedules to allow collaboration
within grade + beyond grade level
Collaboration space – small group spaces
 4, 4 – Math/science
 4, 4 – ELA, SS
 5, 5 – ELA, SS
 5, 5 – Math/science
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TABLE TEAM 3
School Structure: Internal
 Rank the following, from (1=) most appropriate to least
appropriate
o A Grade level classroom groupings

o

o
o

✓

✓

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

TABLE TEAM 2
School Structure: Internal
 Rank the following, from (1=) most appropriate to least
appropriate
o A Grade level classroom groupings
✓ 7
o B Multi-age classroom groupings
✓ 1
o C Multi-grade classrooms
✓ 6
o D Teachers “teaming,” sharing students but
separately teaching curriculum specialties
✓ 1
o E Thematic Vertical/Multi-grade SLCs
✓ 5
o F Any of above with teachers looping
✓ 8
o G Any of above with synchronous teacher teaming,
sharing students in real time
✓ 1
o H Other
✓ 1 (B, D + G)
 Analyze your most appropriate one:
o Elaborate on the structure to give it more definition
✓ K-5

o

Shared responsibility
Accountability
Common learning area
Pooling resources

Cons
 Managing a larger group
 Managing student materials

What would you do to mitigate the Cons?
✓ Flexible spaces
✓ Teacher planning time
✓ Specialist groupings
✓ Students are self-assessing

✓
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o

What would you do to mitigate the Cons?
✓ Start populating school slowly…start w/adding
kindergarten
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TABLE TEAM 4
School Structure: Internal
 Rank the following, from (1=) most appropriate to least
appropriate
o A Grade level classroom groupings
✓ 2
o B Multi-age classroom groupings
✓ 3
o C Multi-grade classrooms
✓ 5
o D Teachers “teaming,” sharing students but
separately teaching curriculum specialties
✓ 6
o E Thematic Vertical/Multi-grade SLCs
✓ 8
o F Any of above with teachers looping
✓ 7
o G Any of above with synchronous teacher teaming,
sharing students in real time
✓ 4
o H Other
✓ 1 (A/G)
 Analyze your most appropriate one:
o Elaborate on the structure to give it more definition
✓ Classrooms grouped by grade level, but with
collaboration + co-teaching
o Combine possibilities if desired
o Identify the Pros and Cons
✓ Pros
 Currently works (grade level rooms)
 More individualized & focused instruction
✓ Cons
 Will it work in the future?
o What would you do to mitigate the Cons?
✓ Build flexibility into school design

o
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✓ 3
B Multi-age classroom groupings
✓ 2
o C Multi-grade classrooms
✓ 6
o D Teachers “teaming,” sharing students but
separately teaching curriculum specialties
✓ 4
o E Thematic Vertical/Multi-grade SLCs
✓ 7
o F Any of above with teachers looping
✓ 4
o G Any of above with synchronous teacher teaming,
sharing students in real time
✓ 1
o H Other
✓ 1 Co-taught
Analyze your most appropriate one:
o Elaborate on the structure to give it more definition
✓ Synchronous teacher teaming with co-teaching
✓ Co-teachers  Special educators
 Interveners
 SW
 Specialist
 Coaches
✓ Can group students by grade level or multi-age
classroom groupings
o Combine possibilities if desired
o Identify the Pros and Cons
✓ Pros
 More adults to target student needs
 More differentiation in curriculum/instruction
 Inclusion will help close gaps – more
immediate interventions
✓ Cons
 Additional planning time to make model
work
 Perhaps – adding more staff especially for
inclusion
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✓ Team B – Gr 1, Gr 2, Gr 3
Combine possibilities if desired
Identify the Pros and Cons
✓ Pros
 Differentiation
 Movement
 Promotes collaboration, flexibility +
community
 Promotes deeper understanding of each
child
✓ Cons
 Scheduling
 Time for teacher collaboration, including the
analyzing of data for grouping
What would you do to mitigate the Cons?
✓ Add time into the day
✓ Add daily teacher prep
✓ Eliminate separate computer lab
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TABLE TEAM 6
School Structure: Internal
 Rank the following, from (1=) most appropriate to least
appropriate
o A Grade level classroom groupings
✓ 5
o B Multi-age classroom groupings
✓ 4
o C Multi-grade classrooms
✓ 2
o D Teachers “teaming,” sharing students but
separately teaching curriculum specialties
✓ 1
o E Thematic Vertical/Multi-grade SLCs
✓ 6
o F Any of above with teachers looping
✓ 3
o G Any of above with synchronous teacher teaming,
sharing students in real time
✓ 8
o H Other

o

o
o
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Analyze your most appropriate one:
o Elaborate on the structure to give it more definition
✓ Multi-age classroom groupings while teachers
“team” sharing groupings (A combo of models B/D)
 Multi-Grade pods
✓ K is its own pod
✓ Team A – Gr 1, Gr 2, Gr 3

TABLE TEAM 5
School Structure: Internal
 Rank the following, from (1=) most appropriate to least
appropriate
o A Grade level classroom groupings
✓ 4
o B Multi-age classroom groupings
✓ 2
o C Multi-grade classrooms
✓ 6
o D Teachers “teaming,” sharing students but
separately teaching curriculum specialties
✓ 3
o E Thematic Vertical/Multi-grade SLCs
✓ 5
o F Any of above with teachers looping
✓ 8
o G Any of above with synchronous teacher teaming,
sharing students in real time
✓ 7
o H Other
✓ 1
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✓ 7
Analyze your most appropriate one:
o Elaborate on the structure to give it more definition
✓ Teachers “teaming” sharing students but
separately teaching curriculum
o Combine possibilities if desired
o Identify the Pros and Cons
✓ Pros
 Collaborate with peer models to problem
solve and build skills
✓ Cons
 Increased prep + planning necessary
o What would you do to mitigate the Cons?
✓ Designate morning time before official start of
school to reflect + plan

1
1

3
2

8
5

3
1
4

C. Multi-grade classrooms

F. Any of above with teachers looping
E. Thematic Vertical/Multi-grade SLCs
7

4

6

1

3

8

7

5

4

2

6

3
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6

1

2

G. Teachers synchronously teaming, sharing
students in real time

7

1

A. Grade level classroom groupings

4

2

1

1

4

5

8

6

7

4

3

5.8

5.2

4.7

3.8

3.7

2.8

2.5

2.0

OV'ALL
RANK

_____ _____

2
Least

_____ _____

_____ _____
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F. Small group work/student collaboration
_____ _____

E. Independent study

D. Teacher team/synchronous collaboration
_____ ____

C. Seminar instruction

B. Lecture (sustained direct teaching)
_____ _____

A. Direct teaching

4
Most

LEARNING MODALITIES
Here is a list of learning modalities. Which are most
appropriate? Which ones should we be using most at our
future school? Which ones the least?
Personal reflection:
▪ Personally rank them in order of appropriateness for
learning
▪ Focus on the 4 most and the 2 least appropriate
o Appropriateness implies extensive application
Group consensus discussion:
▪ Then debate with your Table Team members.
Persuade them if you can
Then vote with your dots as an individual:
▪ Vote your personal opinion. No need to pay attention
to your table mates
▪ Green dots for the top 4. Red for the bottom 2

This was the challenge:

LEARNING MODALITIES

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

6

3

2

8

5

1

4

7

1

2

6

5

Table Team

B, D + G

3
Co-taught

1

B. Multi-age classroom groupings
D. Teachers “teaming,” sharing students but
separately teaching curriculum specialties

2

1

1

H. Other

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS

SCHOOL STRUCTURE: ELEMENTARY

SUMMARY
A chart showing participant overall ranking of School Structure choices
is shown here:
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A/G

_____ _____

J. Project-based learning

▪

_____ _____
_____ _____

O. Social/emotional learning

P. Student presentations

Q. Computer-based: adaptive learning, games
_____ _____

_____ _____

▪

▪

▪

▪
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▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

E Independent study
o Most appropriate: 2
F Small group work/student collaboration
o Most appropriate: 27 
G Peer tutoring/teaching
o No responses
H Internships
o Least appropriate: 9
I Service learning
o No responses
J Project-based learning
o Most appropriate: 12 
K Making Things, prototyping, STEM, STEAM
o Most appropriate: 6
L Interdisciplinary learning
o Most appropriate: 2
M Thematic/integrated learning
o No responses
N Integrated arts learning
o Most appropriate: 3
O Social/emotional learning
o Most appropriate: 24 
P Student presentation
o Most appropriate: 4
o Least appropriate: 1
Q Computer-based: adaptive learning, games
o No responses
R Blended learning/flipped classroom
o No responses
S Distance learning
o Most appropriate: 1
T Technology with mobile devices
o Most appropriate: 2
o Least appropriate: 3
U Technology with desktop devices
o Least appropriate: 5
V Other
o No responses
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_____ _____

A Direct teaching
o Most appropriate: 8
o Least appropriate: 0
B Lecture (sustained direct teaching)
o Least appropriate: 26 
C Seminar instruction
o Least appropriate: 12 
D Teacher team/synchronous collaboration
o Most appropriate: 21 

The responses were:

V. Other

U. Technology with desktop devices _____ _____

T. Technology with mobile devices _____ _____

S. Distance learning

R. Blended learning/flipped classroom
_____ _____

▪

_____ _____

N. Integrated arts learning

▪

_____ _____

M. Thematic/integrated learning

▪

_____ _____

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

L. Interdisciplinary learning

K. Making things, prototyping, STEM, STEAM
_____ _____

_____ _____

_____ _____

I. Service learning

H. Internships

G. Peer tutoring/teaching
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Answer as many of these questions as needed to create
your concept of future school:
1. What will students at our schools be doing in 20
years?
a. What is “a day in the life of a student?”

WILL CLAYTON CHRISTENSON BE RIGHT? DEFINE
SCHOOL IN 2038

The Visioning Team participants had looked into the long-term future as
homework. This was the challenge:

WILL CLAYTON CHRISTENSON BE RIGHT?
SCHOOL IN 2038

Frank Locker gave a short presentation on current STEM and STEAM
practices. The presentation is included in Ch 5.6.

STEM + STEAM

The second Visioning Workshop was held on 10 January 2018. Notes
of all activities follow:
 STEM + STEAM
 Will Clayton Christenson be Right? School in 2038
 School Transformation + Development Map
 Places for Learning
 Larry Rosenstock on High Tech High
 Defining Spaces
 Future Furniture
 Overall School Organization Diagram/Plan
 Key Words
 Next Steps

INTRODUCTION

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

Workshop Notes
Day 2
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Frank Locker Educational Planning

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

Their Individual responses were:
 What will students at our school(s) be doing in 20 years?
o What is “a day in the life of a student?”
✓ Lecture, group sessions, individual research
✓ Students will learn + share knowledge + skills
collaboratively in small groups

Visioning Team members shared their thoughts about school today and
in 20 years in a whole group discussion.
2038
 Inclusive
o Work with all students
 Immersed in technology
 Longer school day
o Shorter year
 Family time
 Why come to school?
o What you do, not what you know
 Daily life – expert instruction
 Elementary – get basis of learning
 Social/emotional skills
 Make sense of information together
 Creativity: need base of knowledge
 Teachers no longer isolated by grade in classroom
 Cannot build social capital on internet

b. If they can learn content through the
internet, why come to school?
2. What will faculty/staff at our school(s) be doing in
20 years?
a. What is “a day in the life of a teacher?”
b. What is the teacher role?
3. Community?
a. How will the community be involved in the
school?
b. How will our schools be involved in the
community?
4. Facilities: What does this imply for facilities?
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Ideally they’ll be working on many hands-on
problem solving + project based activities within
multi-grade classrooms and communicating
globally via technology with other students,
advisors + mentors
Our students will be immersed in technology
and working on skills that will prepare them for
jobs that don’t even exist today
Students will be coming to school to engage in
real-world tasks that require them to use their
st
21 century skills
Being part of a classroom and school
community learning skills – both academic,
social/emotional; learning through hands-on
doing and collaboration
More of a focus on personal interests, but still
within the confines of structure
Practice – lower levels
Problem solving real-world challenges
Exploration/creativity
Depends what age – foundation skills
Tech based work
Project based learning
Interacting with teachers, peers, adults, and
technology within a structured school day
Learning through a variety of technological
mediums
Morning spent at home “virtual learning”
Afternoon spent at school – instruction,
collaboration, classes in the arts
Students will spend time developing skills and
strategies both online and in teams.
Students will also be part of community service
projects and take part in
emotional/social/physical activities
Students will arrive aware of expectations set
by educators and work collaboratively with
peers on innovative projects fueled by curiosity
and creativity
Interdisciplinary
Applying knowledge to real-world situations

✓
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Attend school for the majority of the day/shorter
school year.
✓ Comprised of small group/individualized
learning – facilitated by a highly skilled teacher
✓ They are learning in a project-based manner
where content is integrated manner not in
separate silos as we are now pg. 24
✓ Students will be collaborating with peers to
solve problems, receiving feedback from
teachers, and using technology to enhance +
support their learning while preparing for the
“real world”.
✓ Projects!
✓ The basics of reading – the developmental
pieces/progressions will presumably be
present! But the modality of learning might be
very different
✓ Solving real world problems through math,
reading, writing – facilitated by teacher, but
student centered work
✓ I imagine the day will be longer, infused
w/technology. In elementary school (k-5)
students will continue to need to learn how to
read, write and understand math concepts
a. If they can learn content through the internet,
why come to school?
✓ Internet is a tool – need to understand what is
true and what is false
✓ Students will be part of the school community,
have opportunities to develop friendships with
peers, benefit from exposure to diverse social
situations while developing social skills and
emotional coping skills
✓ School is much more than learning content. It
is important as a way of learning social skills,
how to work together in teams, and access to
extracurricular activities (sports, music, theater)
✓ School is a place to gather, form a community,
collaborate, communicate and develop interpersonal skills

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

Use collaboration and communication to
explore passions, interests, and phenomena
Be life-long learners motivated and driven by
creativity
Key words:
Designers/architects
Creative problem-solvers
Kid-powered learning
Students will be engaged in project based
collaborative learning activities. These
activities will include various layers of problem
solving. Students will be given options in
regards to projects and the projects will
incorporate various types of technology
Organizing themselves + schedule + being
responsible …learning, playing, interacting with
friends + the public
Technology will be everywhere, there will be no
books all resources will be available
electronically. Students will work more on
projects and items that interest them
individually instead of following the same
outline year after year
Using learning management systems, students
will be able to work at their own pace and level.
Students will need to learn problem solving
techniques that matches their cognitive level
A student’s day will look like coming into a new
week – picking up on projects from last week or
starting something new. Meeting and working
with peers to problem solve and figure things
out. Meeting with teachers/specialists as
needed throughout the day. Teachers
facilitating and asking questions to prompt
deeper thinking and understanding. Kids will be
more independent and take more responsibility
for their own learning
Inclusive, welcoming environment where
students learn through interdisciplinary
projects/problem solving about their world

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning
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Social interaction and growth, to learn how to
collaborate and be part of a team, to get
support and guidance from adults
More structure, more social
School is important for community building and
team work. It supports collaboration, tolerance,
and empathy
Still need social skills
Know how to safely use technology
Team work/collaboration skills
The internet lacks the ability to tailor content to
specific student needs, does not allow students
to interact with one another, and allow content
to be discussed and elaborated upon
Build relationships, develop social skills, oneon-one teaching
Delivery of special ed services
Personal instruction, socialization, team
building, group thinking
Access to technology not available at home
To be part of a musical band, a team, a squad,
to be part of a community.
To nourish and grow the human spirit which can
drive thinking and innovation, creativity,
collaboration and problem solving
School provides much more than content
Students have the chance to interact with a
variety of peers and adults in a multitude of
situations
Educators also provide guidance, challenges,
and feedback
The internet provides information vs. educators
who provide facilitation, guidance, and
feedback
Educators can coach students in effective
strategies for gathering and assessing
information
Elementary students will still require direct and
personalized instruction to learn and read and
write effectively. They will also learn
collaboration skills

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning
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In schools, as mathematician they can expand
their knowledge + strategies by working with
their peers
Social interaction, hands on learning, speaking
skills. They can’t learn everything through
internet
The internet does provide resources to help in
learning but going to school gives you the
opportunity to work with other kids your age and
grade level. Students need the interaction with
their teachers to clarify assignments and ask
questions on assignments. Being at school
helps build friendships and teaches you how to
interact with others
The internet can provide information and data,
but can’t problem solve. Building social capital
and learning to collaborate requires face to face
encounters. We don’t want students to be
“Bowling Alone”
Students need to come to school to collaborate
– to be exposed to and to try to understand
other people’s perspectives. Students can
experiment and investigate concepts with peers
and teachers to have a deeper understanding
than they could from just reading. They will
have the advantage of learning through first
hand experiences and with others
st
21 Century skills – collaboration,
communication practice with direct in person
experience
School will provide an opportunity for
socialization – learning how to communicate
effectively and be part of a group/team.
Engage in physical activity.
Develop critical thinking skills/collaborate – be
mentored by a skilled educator
For social interaction and collaboration. It is
also really important to work together to make
sense of information to genes pg 24
Socialization and learning to work with/problem
solve with classmates is essential

School provides face-to-face interaction and
real life experiences to work collaboratively,
build social skills, problem solve, and
give/receive feedback and grow from it,
students benefit from opportunities to fail and
keep trying/working with others to improve.
Also benefit from witnessing growth mindset in
others
It’s not what you know, it’s what you can do with
what you know
Social emotional learning – how to
work/collaborate with peers to solve problems
For social + emotional development; learning to
work + get along with others

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

2. What will faculty/staff at our school(s) be doing in 20
years?
a. What is “a day in the life of a teacher?”
✓ Introducing subject matters
✓ Teaching research
✓ Knowledge of medical information,
understand and ability to recognize students
with mental health and at home medical
issues
✓ The teacher guides + listens, conferences
with students while proposing questions +
challenges to build their critical thinking +
communication skills
✓ The teacher encourages collaborative work
while “modeling + fostering healthy, openminded, flexible thinking, caring learning +
sharing in a safe environment
✓ Ideally teachers will work as a team
✓ It will vary based on grade. At the younger
grades they will build upon what they are
currently doing and as students age they will
act more as facilitators/coaches
✓ Working as a coach to help facilitate learning
and engage students

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Collaborating with other teachers and staff,
planning lessons, teaching, collaborating with
students and families
More facilitating, less instruction
Facilitate group interactions, provide
resources
Create a safe environment, offer feedback,
role-playing, modeling, team teaching
Provide learning opportunities based on
passions (multiple intel)
Collaboration among adults, examining data
to further instruction, learning and
implementing new technology
Collaborative teaching, integrated teaching,
co-teaching
Work to create an environment in which
children learn how to think (learn).
Work with each child to the level needed for
the individual child
Working with children and families
Checking in with children on projects both
online and in person
Working with teams of teachers, children,
school community, families, community both
in and out of the country
Teachers will guide and facilitate studentcentered learning while utilizing multiple
resources including team members and other
educators
Flexible scheduling, space and teaching,
interdisciplinary
Designing and providing opportunities for
students to explore
Create a culture of inclusion
Teachers will work more closely w/multiple
other teachers to support a wide range of
learners.
They will work with a range of ages in order
to provide personalized instruction
Still lesson planning…engaging
students…fostering their strengths + helping

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

their weaknesses…listening, sharing,
showing
✓ Teachers will be more of a guide to students
rather than teaching the exact same thing to
the whole class at the same time. They will
have objectives for their students, but will
work with them at their own pace
✓ Teachers will be the facilitator – teachers will
pose problems or questions and supply
resources to learn from and experiment with.
Teachers will model when needed – teachers
can guide by asking questions and posing
ideas that could inspire and evoke
conservation, ideas and solutions
✓ Facilitating, setting up opportunities to
practice, problem solve, collaborate
✓ Collaborating with team members (role model
for students)
✓ LASW – adjusting/modifying instruction
✓ Planning instruction based on curriculum that
is standards based
✓ Team teaching in an integrated manner, they
will plan together and work together
✓ Nurturing the educational and
social/emotional needs of his/her students.
✓ Even more small group, focused instruction,
possibly taping lessons to be shown in small
groups at specific times for various learners,
hopefully more co-teaching and collaboration,
using face time to present true project based
learning opportunities
✓ Facilitate groups who may be working on
different things. Sharing cohorts of students
– not working in isolation
✓ Facilitate student learning – what next
learning do students need – guide student
learning
✓ Longer day with more time built in for
collaboration and planning
a. What is the teacher role?
✓ Teaching
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Well versed in technology
The role of the teacher will vary based on the
age/grade/skill level of the students.
Some will serve as “coaches” or facilitators
while challenging students to stretch their limits.
Others will provide direct teaching until students
have reached a skill level that allows them to
problem solve + communicate effectively
enough to be active participants/contributors in
their learning communities
The teacher should be working to make sure all
students have adequate support to address
weaknesses and challenge them in areas they
are strong. It is a very difficult job to ensure
students with a variety of skill levels that learn
differently are all working to their greatest
potential
To work as a coach, or facilitator
Present/teach academic + social/emotional
lessons, provide targeted feedback, encourage
challenging task while modeling growth mindset
Facilitator, supporter, coach
Guide, coach, encourage
Teach how to use knowledge
Problem solving skills
Holding students accountable
Provide multiple intel. varied classroom
To foster student academic, personal and social
growth
Guiding discussions
Teaching concepts
Providing structure for diverse learning styles
Foster an open learning environment
Creativity, innovation
Teach the child, not to the test
To guide students on projects
Monitor students well being
Provide feedback to support academic and
emotional growth
Have a voice in curriculum and decision making

✓

✓

✓

✓

Meet students needs in small groups, facilitate
+ lead student learning experiences but step
back to offer feedback as students take charge
of their learning, create engaging learning
experiences that allow kids to work
collaboratively
Coach the students. Model how to problemsolve and collaborate. Work with colleagues
collaboratively
Provide students with appropriate materials,
help guide their work
To guide students’ learning, to structure
learning – direct teaching
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3. Community?
a. How will the community be involved in the
school?
✓ Guest lecture
✓ Provide internships
✓ Students should be encouraged to volunteer in
community for ownership + pride
✓ Collaboration between students, teachers, staff
and community members to improve, expand
and enrich the lives of others through initiatives
✓ Schools should be open for community
members that are interested in sharing their
expertise, passions, and knowledge to students
✓ Parents can be invited in to facilitate groups
and listen to presentations
✓ We will collaborate with the community to use
the available resources to strengthen our
school, provide support to families and promote
learning
✓ Perhaps more co-op opportunities for younger
students
✓ Extended school day would help
✓ I would love us to tap into their areas of
expertise and invite them to be a part of school
explorations
✓ Parents will be encouraged to be active
participants in their child’s learning
Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

Continue to shape the best practices that
support optimal learning communities for all
students
Communication with families
The teachers role is to set expectations, create
a safe learning environment where students are
ready to learn and make mistakes
Teachers provide opportunities for students to
use creativity and learn in a meaningful way
Coach to empower students
Guide for creative and exploratory projects
Help students to problem-solve collaboratively
Support curiosity and questioning
The teacher will be a coach – providing
strategies and feedback but letting the students
own their work. The teacher will help to
develop community and collaboration
Asking, driving the curious mind
Asking the kids “what would you do…” first
rather than telling them “this is what you do!”
Faculty will be helping students develop more
personalized lessons/projects to help them to
be successful. The teacher’s role will be more
of a mentor to each student rather than
following a specific lesson plan
The teacher’s role will be to teach students how
to work with non-rational knowledge (intuition
and subsequent deductive reasoning), and how
to design solutions and solve problems
Not sage on the stage. Not imparter of
knowledge, content
Facilitate the learning for every student
Modeling the traits of a continuous learner
Collaborating w/support staff and coaches to
enhance learning experiences for all students
As a facilitator of learning. Planning will be
more important because teachers need to put in
a lot of up front design work so that learning
can be student driven
Facilitator – guide

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
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Keeping kids safe + providing opportunities to
experience/connect to real world
Be present – participate in school
experiences/share their expertise. Teach the
students about how a group of people
collectively work for the greater good
It should be a center of community, much like
HS are in a town. There should be spaces that
community wants to use
Schools will continue to be a place that all
groups in a town come together. A welcoming,
collaborative place
Hopefully the community and schools will join
together to provide real world experiences for
students such as internships. Also younger
children could rely on community to be their
audience for writing, speaking + presentations
I’m guessing there may even be “live” cameras
in the classrooms
Community members will come into schools to
engage in work with the students
At the elementary level, perhaps as volunteers.
In middle/HS, perhaps as hosts for internships
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b. How will the school be involved in the
community?
✓ Provide entertainment
✓ Provide assistance to seniors
✓ Schools can work with community members,
organizations + corporations in charitable
initiatives, mentoring, sharing skills, interests,
expertise
✓ The schools (depending on grade) should be
supporting the community based on its needs at
the time – from collecting food + clothing to onsite learning opportunities
✓ Students should work on real-world authentic
tasks that involve the community
✓ Community service projects, involvement in
community events

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

Resource for parents
There should be collaboration between the
community + the schools in order to increase
access to multiple types of learning
environments – technology,
environmental/outdoors, hands on activities
The community will support the educational
environment in various ways – financial –
resources, time-adjusting medical &
recreational appointments so that students can
be in school
Offer vacations that support students staying in
school
Community involvement will be common
Students, faculty and community will work
collaboratively to benefit both the community
and schools
Partner in education
Connect students to members with varied
backgrounds, ages, and experiences
Possibly provide resources and/or technology
for student use/exploration
Community members will work with teachers
and students to enhance project based learning
projects within their specific areas of teaching
Parent involvement is critical..communication
with them…sharing in our town’s history + all
local outlets + wonders we have to
offer…history, Endi Park, Outward Bound, etc
The community will continue to support schools
financially
Hopefully the community will be involved in a
variety of ways. Engineers coming in to work
with students on projects that could help better
community/world (river clean-up using Legorobotics; creating ways to purify water/use less
water; engineering ways to stop erosion). All
types of community members could come into
get the kids involved and inspired to be active
members of society

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning
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need for building collaborative work
relationships
After community members come in – students
can get involved in the community with their
new areas of expertise
Community service, real life projects
Actively participate in town/city events.
Fundraisers, etc to develop a sense of purpose
and being part of something bigger
Multigenerational work both during school time
and after school time
Schools are central to a community and should
be used by all stakeholders
It would be great to provide kids real
opportunities to utilize skills they’re
learning/improving in the community (ex:
reading to nursing homes, writing for the paper,
presenting at town meetings, etc)
Hopefully, maybe…giving kids real-world
community problems to collaborate on and
solve
Schools serve to create engaged, creative
problem solvers who can help solve problems
in the world they will enter
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4. Facilities: What does this imply for facilities?
✓ Need to be equipped with equipment for flexible
and evolving topics
✓ Variety of equipment ex: both standard chair
and bouncy ball
✓ Facilities that inspire learning through “curiosity
fueled exploration” for each student once their
fundamental skills are established.
✓ Space is utilized to foster collaborative projects,
problem solving + presentations.
✓ Space to create, explore + present artistic
interests
✓ Our facilities should be welcoming to the
community with space that adapts to a wide
variety of needs

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

Further develop internships at the high school
level
Extended school day would help
Pair up students with a member in the
community with similar interests
Community service
Internships
Schools will foster a relationship between home
and school to create a trusting relationship
Developing community partnerships
Community service opportunities
Community service, especially for the elderly
population
Schools will be involved in environmental
projects and gardens/hydroponics and
conservation
There will be internships for students
Schools will participate in community events,
community service, and create/maintain a
positive relationship in which schools and the
local community supports one another
Schools will be more active in the local and
global community. This can happen through
service-learning experiences and with
teacher/staff modeling
Some of the project based learning activities
can be geared to addressing issues in the
community, improving areas in the community
and supporting its residents
STEM huge!
Schools will continue to be a place where
parents can meet to visit with teachers and see
work or project that their children have
completed
More of our students will participate in off-site
assistantships and internships to provide them
with the ability to see how the knowledge they
have learned in school will translate into “real
world” work and problem solving. Positive
experiences in a workplace will reinforce the
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Facilities need to be inviting, organized and
conducive to collaboration. There should be a
variety of places to work
Open areas so that students can see the
collaboration that happens between teachers,
families and other community members so they
can learn from and practice those skills
More flexibility + adaptability
Easy access to resources
Flexible seating
Accessibility
Larger more diverse classroom/libraries
Different technologies in the classroom
Consistent access to technology
Break out space
Computers for each child
A facility should be adaptable to such changes,
not only in 20 years, but also for the future
Flexible arrangements of furniture + building
components
Focus on technology, the arts, creativity,
athletics, STEM + the facilities required to
successfully implement this type of crossdisciplinary learning
A facility that welcomes and hosts various types
of learning environments
Workshops and classrooms for hands-on
projects – collaboration corners
An area for indoor/outdoor gardens
An area for quiet work
Area for team work
Food service and social area
An area for emotional and physical growth
A facility that has power/energy that supports
many electronic devices at once
Conference areas
A facility that could be open 24/7 – e.g. to
support online international projects
Our facilities need to be equipped with spaces
flexible enough to accommodate students, staff,
and community engagement
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Facilities also need to be equipped with a
variety of resources, i.e. auditorium, meeting
spaces, technology, library, etc
School environment would have flexible
learning spaces (tables, seating, space use),
access to technology (computers, databases,
reference materials), and project/maker
materials
Playground and outdoor spaces will support
curiosity and problem-solving (science/nature
play ground, peace path, buddy benches, and
story walks)
The facilities must be flexible and adaptable.
The design/structure of the school and its
contents must be adaptable to maximize
collaboration at all levels. Furniture must be
moveable + flexible.
No wasted space such as a typical cafeteria
that is only occupied by students two hours a
day and get rid of today’s version of a computer
lab
Access to outside…engaging locals to come
into our facility to share + show about the
wonders right here in our own backyard.
Support STEAM = hands on experiments +
experiences. Engineering lab. STEM!! Huge!
Must have
Each student should be provided with
technology like a chrome book to help prepare
them for middle and high school. The most
significant long term item for school facilities
would be to be certain that there is room to
provide for advances in technology so that
advances can be easily implemented. The
facility should provide a more relaxed
classroom and cafeteria setting. The gym
should be state of the art with more current
equipment options. The teachers classroom
should be less structured, a more
casual/comfortable environment than a
standard classroom

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

No additional comments

First priority is safety – classrooms equipped
w/technology / energy efficient / well
maintained/ spaces for collaboration and
physical activity / areas for research / maker
spaces – with a schedule that allows for all
students to access / pods/multi-grades
The facilities need to have a lot of flexible
space. It also has to be an inviting environment
for students to learn in
Modern – accessible – large open spaces for
multi-purposes
We need a school that will allow for both big
classrooms and multiple small group break out
areas. We need to support our kids with
flexible seating options, create spaces for
teachers to co-teach + plan accordingly
Flexible elements that can be changed/adjusted
as needed
Flexible spaces that can be transformed easily
as time goes on
Spaces for teacher collaboration; flexible
spaces for co-teaching; if longer day, climate
controlled (a/c)
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The ST+DM expresses the evolutionary shift in education in great detail,
chronicling educational practices and facility design. Schools today are
in different points of evolution, and many schools expect to be in

Workshop participants used the School Transformation + Development
Map (ST+DM © 2018 Frank Locker Inc) to evaluate the Ivan Smith
School’s current educational deliveries and facilities, and to project the
desired future for both.

SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION +
DEVELOPMENT MAP

COMMENTS

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

To meet the goals outlined above the facility will
need several sized gathering spaces for
meeting and building social capital, as well as
rooms for students to do hands on work
together. The library should follow the learning
commons design to have spaces for small and
medium size groups to use for working on
innovative and problem solving projects.
The school facilities would need to lend itself to
allowing students to collaborate with their peers
and other schoolmates. There would be places
where students can meet with each other and
teachers in a quieter setting, as well as larger
places where there can be multiple groups
meeting at one time. There is always the fear
or noise or activities being distracting to others
– so there will need to be ways to
accommodate students of all needs – and
hopefully kids won’t be distracted by others as
much if they are excited about what they are
doing. I am a person who needs to have no
distractions when I am reading something –
otherwise I can’t comprehend when I am
reading – so there needs to be noise cancelling
headphones – or quiet areas I can go. If kids
want to do a book club and need a quiet place
to read – there needs to be these options too.
Having said this – the whole school community
needs to be on the same page. Each team of
teachers needs to be a TEAM that can take on
the whole grade level(s) and be extremely
flexible in the format of teaching/noise
levels/etc. To me this seems like a somewhat
large obstacle – there are many different
teaching philosophies/perspectives/attitudes.
All teachers would need to commit to this way
of community teaching and work as a true team
– highlighting each other’s strengths and
supporting each other’s weaknesses.
Flexibility as change in education takes a long
time

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
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Identify the one least appropriate
Explain why
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Images for these contenders are shown starting here and on the
following pages:

The contenders were:
A Minges Brook Elementary School
B Grand Rapids Middle Schools
C Ideal Math Classroom
D Blue Point School
E Springfield Literacy Center
th
F Slate Magazine 5 Grade Exploratory Classroom
G Old Town Elementary School
H Cristo Rey High School
I Concord Elementary Schools
J West Muskingum Elementary School
K New Albany Grade 1-8 School
L Forest Avenue K-2 Center
M Wooranna Park Primary School

Each of the exemplars reviewed by the workshop participants supports
a range of learning modalities, and can best support different teaching
deliveries and student activities. No single exemplar supports every
possible delivery and activity.

The physical places shown in the challenge were proxy for educational
deliveries. While reviewing these physical places, participants were
actually projecting the future of learning, and how to best support it.




Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

Workshop participants were asked to:
 Rank the choices
 Identify the three most appropriate for their future school(s)

The workshop participants analyzed places for learning and established
preferences for future schools. Options were reviewed, ranked, and
evaluated by Table Teams.

PLACES FOR LEARNING

SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION + DEVELOPMENT MAP
EDUCATION
FACILITIES
Micro Team
Now
Future
Now
Future
KD + SH (Table #1)
2.28
4.07
2.02
4.38
MW, TC + TM (Table #4)
2.86
4.82
2.40
4.97
LD, RE, KD RW, AC (#3)
2.62
4.50
2.14
5.00
CC, KT, SN (#2)
2.71
4.33
1.75
4.66
KS, TS (#2)
2.40
4.69
1.43
4.08
JP, TS, JL (#1)
2.71
4.18
1.93
4.07
CB, MT, GS (#5)
3.02
4.59
0.00
0.00
PP, PB, MG, MR, CC (#6)
2.53
4.59
0.00
0.00
KB, LA, RS #2
2.51
4.34
1.80
4.43
CG, DL, DH (#5)
2.37
4.50
1.66
4.43
AVERAGE
2.60
4.46
1.89
4.50
diffrence = 1.86 diffrence = 2.61

The scores were:

Workshop participants worked in three-person Micro Teams to review
the multiple educational practices and facilities concepts in the School
Transformation + Development Map. The Ivan Smith Eelementary
School was scored in the following categories:
▪ Educational Delivery Now
▪ Facilities Now
▪ Future Educational Delivery
▪ Future Facilities

different points of evolution in the long term future. The ST+DM
characterizes schools and facilities on a 1 through 5 basis, with 1 as the
most traditional category, and 5 as the most transformed.
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lknm

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning
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Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning

TABLE TEAM 4
Places
Three Most Appropriate
 J West Muskingum Elementary School
o Media center
o Library

Least Appropriate
 A Minges Brook Elementary School
o Traditional
o Does not support collaboration

15
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TABLE TEAM 3
Places
Three Most Appropriate
 G Old Town Elementary School
o Flexibility for grades/classrooms
o Central area for # of classrooms
o Centralized teacher space and break out areas
o All support STEAM
o Flexible space with kits/bins
o Use of outside
 Bridge in-out
 I Concord Elementary Schools
o Media center is woven in large central area – multiple
uses
o Glass into classrooms
o Welcoming
o Presentations
 K New Albany Grade 1-8 School Center
o Grouping of classrooms around central area
o Flexibility
o Small groups

o Work pods
Least Appropriate
 A Minges Brook Elementary School
o Limited flexibility
o Not student-empowered space
o Lacks space for collaboration + integration
o Isolating

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

TABLE TEAM 2
Places
Three Most Appropriate
 L Forest Avenue K-2 Center
o Intimate
o Flexible learning space
o Multipurpose
o Collaborative areas
o Centralized teacher area
o Space fosters creative/interactive learning - sharing
 G Old Town Elementary School
o Flexible spaces/alcoves
o Garage doors
o Multiage learning possibilities
o Rooms could adapt + change
 I Concord Elementary Schools
o Shared media/resource space is a pathway to the
classrooms
o Accessibility to resources

Table Team responses were:
TABLE TEAM 1
Places
Three Most Appropriate
 G Old Town Elementary School
o Small pods
o Barn doors/garage doors
o Presentation space
o Flex area
o Outdoor space for STEM/STEAM
 K+L Forest Avenue K-2 Center + New Albany Grade 1-8 School
o Teacher planning center
o Small pods
o Barn doors/garage doors
o Presentation space
o Flex area
 E Springfield Literacy Center
o Contained small group area
Least Appropriate
 A Minges Brook Elementary School
o Traditional

Ch 5.2 Notes Workshop Day 2
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Least Appropriate
 A Minges Brook Elementary School (unanimous, cited by 6 of 6
Table Teams)

DISCUSSION
The Visioning Team identified several exemplars that were cited
multiple times:
Most Appropriate
 L Forest Avenue K-2 Center (cited by 5 of 6 Table Teams)
 G Old Town Elementary School (cited by 4 of 6)
 I Concord Elementary Schools (cited by 4 of 6)
 K New Albany Grade 1-8 School (cited by 3 of 6)
 J West Muskingum Elementary School (cited by 2 of 6)

TABLE TEAM 6
Places
Three Most Appropriate
 L Forest Avenue K-2 Center
o Fosters collaboration
o Designated work spaces for students + teachers
o Common area + presentation space
o STEM/STEAM
 K New Albany Grade 1-8 School Center
o Café/flex space =community area in central spot
 G Old Town Elementary School
o Varied work spaces
o Presentation area + central “hub” area (*with relocated
entrance to building)
Least Appropriate
 A Minges Brook Elementary School
o Traditional 1970’s facility

o Barn doors
o All allow for future and current changes
Least Appropriate
 A Minges Brook Elementary School
o Too traditional

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

TABLE TEAM 5
Places
Three Most Appropriate
 J West Muskingum Elementary School
o Pod per grade
o “You get a lot and you SHARE”
o Common space/learning studios/small group
rooms/Science studios (project) STEM/STEAM
 L Forest Avenue K-2 Center
o Stage (STEM/STEAM)
o Large common area
o Lots of places to break out
 I Concord Elementary Schools
o Close proximity to library
o Connection between classroom
o Common space – STEM/STEAM
o Stages at ends – STEM/STEAM
 All
o Flexible seating
o Garage doors

Least






o Resources central
o Bathrooms
o STEM area
o Windows
o Break-out spaces (Title 1, RTI)
L Forest Avenue K-2 Center
o Common spaces
o Gathering space
o Teacher center
o Connected rooms
o Windows
o Could make space for STEM
I Concord Elementary Schools
o HUB is the media center
o Easy access to HUB from all rooms
o Maker spaces
o *Like to see larger openings to HUB
Appropriate
A Minges Brook Elementary School (6/6)
o Traditional

Ch 5.2 Notes Workshop Day 2
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A 21 CENTURY LIBRARY/MEDIA CENTER/LEARNING COMMONS
Table Team 1
 Blue – Concept for learning commons

st

Their responses were:

CHOOSE TWO.
Discuss in your small group Table Teams.
Use drawings, bullets, narratives, or poems, as appropriate
Report out.

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

Workshop participants were asked “What from this video applies to your
future school?”
Their responses were:
 Glass at classrooms:
o Kids not distracted
o Sounds right for ES
o You feel a part of, not separate
o Lends itself to community
 Curators of student work
o The work is engaging
o Multi-disciplinary
 STEM + STEAM
o Almost everything applies
 Kids do produce reports
 Kids present to judges
 Do you know your rights?
 This is a place where:
o Students come to find out who they are
o Students act like writers, scientists
 Applies to ES too
o Edward Land said “Innovation is the intersection of art
and science.”
 Encourage teachers to bring passions into classrooms
o Definition of rigor: passion…
 Social change
o Engage in real-life problems
 STEM + STEAM

The workshop participants were given this challenge:

Larry Rosenstock, Chief Executive Officer of High Tech High (HTH),
st
San Diego, shared concepts and images of this highly successful 21
century school, one of the Deeper Learning schools cited in the Deeper
Learning research by the Hewlett Foundation.

DEFINING SPACES
Table Team discussion and report out
DEVELOP CONCEPTS FOR SPACES TO SUPPORT ONE
OF THE FOLLOWING:
A. 21st century Library/Media
Center/Learning Commons
B. 21st century Dining/Food Service
C. All forms of presentation: students presenting their
work, small group presentations, bigger group
presentations, whole building assembly
D. Supporting applied/active learning, such as projectbased learning and Making Things to Learn, etc
E. Supporting STEM and especially STEAM
F. Student collaboration
G. Movement as part of the daily cycle
H. Student life before, during and after school
I. Teacher support including collaboration
J. Community in building; family + community support
K. Outdoor learning
L. Other

DEFINING SPACES

LARRY ROSENSTOCK ON HIGH TECH HIGH
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Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
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White board walls
Classrooms in each corner
Teacher space on each end
3-5 Flex space with movable furniture
o Tables
o Chairs
o Shelves
K-2 Flex space with movable furniture
o Tables
o Chairs
o Shelves
Learning Commons (3-5)
o Books/media
Primary (K-2) Learning Commons
o Books/media
Floor pointing projector
2 Story
Flexible seating
2 Stages each with projector + screen
Maker space

Ch 5.2 Notes Workshop Day 2
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st
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B 21 CENTURY DINING/FOOD SERVICE
Table Team 5
 Big, tall windows
 Food lines + food dist along side
 Tables of various heights
o With no more than 5 chairs per table
o Scattered about open space
 Lots of plugs for didn’t finish phrase – top right
 Outdoor patio w/seating
 French doors to outside
 Picnic/rug/reading area
o Flexible seating
o Beanbag
o Smartboard
o Books/exchange
 Roses are red, violets are blue, kids like to eat and study, too..
 If necessary a stage – if not – stage goes to gym
 Task lighting
 Wove for a DCAT thing
 Lighting for stage/tables
 Acoustical ceiling (very high) for sound diminishment

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning

Stage with some screen
Supply area
o For STEAM and other projects
Low bookshelves
Repeat in each learning studio

E SUPPORTING STEM AND ESPECIALLY STEAM
Table Team 3
 Passion
 Problem solving
 Student driven
 Flexible physical structure
 Visibility
 Community
 Teamwork







Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

D SUPPORTING APPLIED/ACTIVE LEARNING, SUCH AS
PROJECT-BASED LEARNING AND MAKING THINGS TO LEARN
Table Team 6
 Learning studios
 Barn doors
 Glass barn doors w/student work areas
 Tech nook
 Large project tables
 Standing tables
 Learning studio
o Flexible furniture to support PBL and collaboration
o Green screen
 Teacher center

C ALL FORMS OF PRESENTATION: STUDENTS PRESENTING
THEIR WORK, SMALL GROUP PRESENTATIONS, BIGGER GROUP
PRESENTATIONS, WHOLE BUILDING ASSEMBLY
Table Team 4
 Strategically located cafeteria or Gymnasium
 Stage attached
 Readily assessable from Art, Music, and STEM

Ch 5.2 Notes Workshop Day 2
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Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning

K OUTDOOR LEARNING
Table Team 2
 Outdoor
 Understanding + utilizing
 Trying new things
 Dreaming + durable

J

Observation
Opportunity
Resource + recreation
Access/exterior door in each Pod
Shift school building to allow for more safe play areas
Variety of play/exploratory spaces
o Gardens/science observation; peer skill-building
activities; music/art/reading “stage”)
Creative and durable resources
Community connection = boardwalk/story walk, etc

20
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FUTURE FURNITURE
Record your quick responses to the slide show in the three
columns below:

A breakout group of the Visioning Team reviewed 30 slides showing
th
both 20 century and 2st century furniture selections for Classrooms,
Breakout Spaces, and Maker Spaces. They scored each choice for its
appropriateness for the future Ivan Smith Elementary School. The
scoring sheet looked like this:

FUTURE FURNITURE











Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

COMMUNITY IN BUILDING; FAMILY + COMMUNITY SUPPORT
Not selected.

I

TEACHER SUPPORT INCLUDING COLLABORATION
Not selected.

H STUDENT LIFE BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER SCHOOL
Not selected.

G MOVEMENT AS PART OF THE DAILY CYCLE
Not selected.

F STUDENT COLLABORATION
Not selected.
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Classrooms
Classrooms Step 1
Classrooms Step 2
Classrooms Step 3
FKa Classrooms Step 4
FKa Classrooms Step 5
FKa Classrooms: Wheels
FKa Classrooms: Modular
FKa Classrooms: Variety
FKa Classrooms: Rounds
FKa Classrooms: Stand Up
FKa Classrooms: Node
FKa Classrooms: Bean Bags
Breakout Spaces: Booths
Breakout Spaces: Modules
Breakout Spaces: Sprawl
Breakout Spaces: Student
Breakout Spaces: Electronic
Breakout Spaces: Informal
Breakout Spaces: Group
Breakout Spaces: D School
Breakout Spaces: D School

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning

See Appendix Ch 5.6 for the Future Furniture presentation.

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

The responses of the six participating Table Team members were:
























Appro- Mostly Don’t Maybe Not
priate
Know
Appropriate_ _______
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Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning
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WHOLE SCHOOL CONCEPT
 Create a Community Zone with most common community uses,
perhaps able to be joined with one another:







o One for grades K-2
o One for grades 3-5
o Probably stacked on one another
Small Learning Communities (SLCs), for core
learning spaces immediately adjacent to and surrounding the
Learning Commons
o In each SLC:
 Extended Learning Area (ELA)/Common zone
at the heart of each
 Teacher Planning Center
 Small Group rooms
 Special Education spaces
STEM and STEAM Maker Space labs at the joint between the
Learning Commons and the SLCs
Access to outdoor spaces for recess and learning

Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

The Visioning Team’s plan concept featured these essential
characteristics:
 Two Media Center/Learning Commons at the center of the
school

They identified these additional considerations:
 Toilets in Kindergarten Classrooms are required for
accreditation
 Flexibility for enrollment variations is desired
 Want sense of community
 Many liked Option B – early K-2/Upper 3-5
 Include Kindergathen – adds flexibility
 Plan for 4 classrooms/grade

Option A would require a three story building if stacked, or a larger two
story building if not. Options B and C both require the same footprint,
and if designed as a two story building, will fit on the site. The Visioning
team accepted B and C as possibilities.

As a prelude the Visioning Team discussed Grade Options. Architect
Charlie Hay led the group through an understanding of the relationship
between desired grade adjacencies, numbers of floors, and the overall
footprint required for the building. Here are those Options:

Workshop participants guided Frank Locker in drawing an
overall school organization diagram. Major functions were drawn
as bubbles, in relative size, and in relative positioning.

OVERALL SCHOOL ORGANIZATION
DIAGRAM
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Educational Visioning Ivan Smith Elementary School
Frank Locker Educational Planning

Student-focused
Support learning
Team-teaching
Universal

Adaptable
Advanced technology
Different
Flowing
Fluid
Good following
Happy + safe
Iterable
Multi-use
Safe + welcome
Student-driven
Supports collaboration
Transforming
Variety
Warm
Welcoming
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Business Manager Keith Taverna and architect Charlie Hay outlined the
next steps in the process:
 Keith noted:
o The town has saved money over years
o Danvers has never had a debt exclusion
o Town vote will be held:
 If a special election vote, in January 2019
 If a regular election vote, in May 2019

NEXT STEPS


















FACILITIES
 Flexible, flexible community, flexible exploration, flexible parts
(design, rooms, furniture), flexible spaces (cited 18 times)
 Functional (2)
 Inspiring (2)
 Inviting (2)






Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

EDUCATION
 Collaborate (collaboration, collaborative) (cited 16 times)
 Engaging (2)
 Student-driven (ownership) (2)
 Advanced learning
 Co-learning
 Consultation
 Creative problem-solving
 Dynamic’
 Flexible
 Future
 Hands-on
 Meaningful learning
 Passionate students
 Student-centered

Their key words are:

As closure to the two days of workshops, participants were asked to
identify one word or a two-word phrase that best represented their
individual thoughts about the Educational Deliveries and Facilities for
the future school. These words could be the basis of the “elevator
speech” describing them.

KEY WORDS




o Gymnasium
o Presentation/Assembly space
o Cafeteria
o After school and community uses
o Access to outdoor spaces for recess and learning
Create a Secure Zone for all learning spaces
Locate on the joint between the Community Zone and the
Secure Zone:
o Gatekeeper for secure access
o Administration
o Nurse
o Art
o Music

Ch 5.2 Notes Workshop Day 2
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Danvers Public Schools Danvers, MA

o Visioning Team will be keep in loop
o The School Building Committee has open meetings
Charlie noted:
o Start of construction is planned for mid-2019
o School will open September 2021

Ch 5.2 Notes Workshop Day 2
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100 YEARS AGO

The History of Work + School

© 2017 Frank Locker Inc

Frank Locker PhD
fl@franklocker.com

21st Century Schools
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The History of Work + School

50 YEARS AGO

100 YEARS AGO

The History of Work + School

TODAY

TODAY

75 YEARS AGO

1

1

1

Student Engagement

The History of Work + School
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Attleboro Public Schools research 2015

TODAY

1

2

3

As a rule of thumb, 60% of the jobs 10 years from now haven’t been
invented yet.

2030 Jobs
1. Augmented Reality Architects
2. Alternative Currency Bankers
3. Seed Capitalists
7. Urban Agriculturalists
12. 3D Printing Engineers
13. 3D Food-Printer Engineers
17. Wind Turbine Repair Techs
19. Smart Dust Programmers
26. Elevated Tube Transport Engineers
32. College and University Dismantlers

THOMAS FREY, FORMER GOOGLE FUTURIST

Futurist Thoughts

Gallup Poll 2015

ENGAGEMENT:
The involvement in and enthusiasm for school.
Engaged students are excited about what’s happening at their school and what
they’re learning.
These students contribute to the learning environment, and they are
psychologically committed to their school.

Student Engagement

2

• What should we do?

• Shift thinking makes decisions about the
future based on the future

3

3

Shift Ed

• Legacy thinking makes decisions about the
future based on the past

DAVID HOULE: SHIFT THINKING

Futurist Thoughts

2030
Over 2 billion jobs will disappear by 2030

THOMAS FREY, FORMER GOOGLE FUTURIST

Futurist Thoughts
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The Future of School

Nine jobs humans may lose to robots:
• Pharmacists
• Lawyers and paralegals
• Drivers
• Astronauts
• Store clerks
• Soldiers
• Babysitters
• Rescuers
• Sports writers and
other reporters

MARSHALL BRAIN, ROBOTIC NATION

Futurist Thoughts

3

3

TODAY TODAY

TODAY TODAY

Course failure rates
Attendance rates
Graduation rates
Student behavior
Parent involvement
College/postsecondary admission
• College/postsecondary graduation
• Others?

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Standardized testing

HOW DO WE KNOW WE ARE DOING THE RIGHT THING?

Measures of Success?

The Future of School
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5
What do students want to talk about
at the dinner table every night?

HOW DO WE KNOW WE ARE DOING THE RIGHT THING?

Measures of Success?

•Mostly direct instruction + papers

•Content is relevant
•Teacher is a guide
•Teacher collaboration + teams
•Integrated/interdisciplinary
learning
•Project-based learning

•Content is abstracted
•Teacher is holder of knowledge
•Teacher works alone
•Subjects taught separately

4

•Focus on learning effectiveness
•Producing citizens for the digital
age
•Relationships + skills
•Personalized learning
•Collaborative learning

EARLY
CENTURY
STUDENT CENTERED

21st

•Focus on teaching efficiency
•Producing workers for the
industrial age
•Content knowledge
•“Broadcast” teaching
•Students work alone

20 CENTURY
TEACHER CENTERED

20thth + 21st Century Learning

4

Darleen Fabio Graduate Student, Educational Technology,SDSU

strengths, so they can develop others

Howard • People are strong in some, not in others
Gardner • Every student’s education should engage natural

Darleen Fabio Graduate Student, Educational Technology,SDSU

strengths, so they can develop others

• There are eight or more intelligences

Howard • People are strong in some, not in others
Gardner • Every student’s education should engage natural

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES

Learning Research

7

7

7

strengths, so they can develop others

• There are eight or more intelligences

Howard • People are strong in some, not in others
Gardner • Every student’s education should engage natural

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES

Learning Research

Darleen Fabio Graduate Student, Educational Technology,SDSU

6

NTL Institute for Applied Behavioral Science

• There are eight or more intelligences

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES

Learning Research

ACTIVE LEARNING
+ RESPONSIBILITY
CREATES MORE
RETENTION THAN
PASSIVE
LEARNING

Rate of
retention of
different
modes of
learning

Learning Pyramid
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“Give me a classroom
big enough to dance
in.”

10

8

Frank Locker Educational Planning

Core learning goes up when arts are integrated
in core classrooms, especially for English
language learners

Integrated Arts + Academics

“85% of success is based on your EQ, not your IQ”

Daniel
Goleman
Emotional
Intelligence

Emotional Intelligences

SUCCESS IN LIFE

Social/ Emotional Learning
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STEM/ STEAM

11

Hanover High School, Hanover, MA
Frank Locker Educational Planning

STEM Program, Newton North High School

GOOGLE THE
“MAGIC OF 150”

The theoretical cognitive limit to the number of
people with whom one can maintain stable social
relationships. These are relationships in which an
individual knows who each person is, and how each
person relates to every other person.
150 is really 100 to 225

Dunbar’s Number

MAGIC OF 150

Relationships

6

12

DISRUPTING CLASS
Clayton Christensen
•By 2014, 25% of HS courses will be on line
•By 2019, 50% of HS courses will be on line

Computers for Learning

11

High Tech Elementary, San Remos, CA

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ENGINEERING CLASSROOM

STEM/ STEAM
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BLENDED LEARNING; FLIP THE CLASSROOM

Computers for Learning

Barnes Sustainable Living ES, Burlington, VT
Frank Locker Educational Planning

Theodore Judah ES, Sacramento, CA

12

…And great math scores

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES/SUSTAINABLE LIVING
Environmental sciences schools have higher levels
of parental contact than typical schools…

Learning Research

7

12

“What you know is not important.
What you do is.”

Tony Wagner
Creating Innovators

Creating Innovators

13

The Knewton platform can also provide concept-level analytics for
students and teachers, pinpoint student proficiency measurement, content
efficacy measurement, student engagement optimization, and
more.

The Knewton Adaptive Learning Platform consolidates data science,
statistics, psychometrics, content graphing, machine learning, tagging,
and infrastructure in one place in order to enable personalization at
massive scale.

ADAPTIVE LEARNING

Computers for Learning
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4
3
2
1

SYNTHESIS
ANALYSIS
APPLICATION
COMPREHENSION
AWARENESS

1

2

A

Acquisition

C

Assimilation

3

4

B

Application

D

Adaptation

5

14

Source: International Center for Leadership in Education

APPLICATION

WWW.LeaderEd.com

APPLY
KNOWLEDGE
APPLY TO
ACROSS
REAL-WORLD
IN ONE
UNPREDICABLE
DISCIPLINES
DISCIPLINE
SITUATIONS
APPLY
APPLY TO
REAL-WORLD
IN ONE
PREDICABLE
DISCIPLINE
SITUATIONS

6
5

EVALUATION

RIGOR + RELEVANCE

Learning Research

“When a student can learn everything they need to
know from the internet, the curriculum is no
longer important.
The school experience is.”

Tony Wagner
Creating Innovators

Creating Innovators

BLOOM’S TAXONOMY
STATES OF KNOWLEDGE

8

D

15

WWW.LeaderEd.com

• Creativity + innovation
• Critical thinking +
problem solving
• Communication
• Collaboration

PARTNERSHIP FOR 21ST CENTURY LEARNING
THE FOUR ‘Cs”

21st Century Skills

14

• Publish a brochure
• Collect data on an event and
compare it to expected results,
such as the number of faulty
parts manufactured
• Design a candy dispenser that
works without gravity
• Research a location in the U.S.
and explain why it is a good
place to live

Adaptation

International Center for Leadership in Education

• Put words together in
sentence format
• Memorize
multiplication tables
• Demonstrate phases
of the moon
• Memorize names,
locations, and capital
cities of U.S. states

Acquisition

A

RIGOR + RELEVANCE
Elementary
School

Learning Research
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RESEARCH

PARTNERSHIP FOR

21st Century Skills
21ST

Craig Jerald: Defining a 21st Century Education

16

CENTURY LEARNING

15

9

RESEARCH

RESEARCH

16

Craig Jerald: Defining a 21st Century Education

16

Craig Jerald: Defining a 21st Century Education
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Craig Jerald: Defining a 21st Century Education

16

A REVIEW OF RESEARCH ON PROJECT-BASED LEARNING John W. Thomas, Ph. D, 2000

There is some evidence that PBL, in comparison to
other instructional methods, has value for enhancing
the quality of students' learning in subject matter
areas, leading to the tentative claim that learning
higher-level cognitive skills via PBL is associated
with increased capability on the part of students for
applying that learning in novel, problem solving
contexts.

There is ample evidence that PBL is an effective
method for teaching students complex processes
and procedures such as planning, communicating,
problem solving, and decision making.

Project Based Learning

RESEARCH
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BRIGHTWORKS SCHOOL, San Francisco, CA

Design Thinking
Making Things to Learn
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Massachusetts Dept Education 21st Century Skills Task Force

MANCHESTER, MA, MEMORIAL SCHOOL

Africa Discovery
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NU VU STUDIO, Cambridge, MA

Design Thinking
Making Things to Learn
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BRIGHTWORKS SCHOOL, San Francisco, CA

Design Thinking
Making Things to Learn
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• What is and where is a classroom?

NEW CLASSROOM CONCEPTS

21st Century Schools

NU VU STUDIO, Cambridge, MA

Design Thinking
Making Things to Learn
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PLACE-BASED
LEARNING

INTERNSHIPS +
SERVICE LEARNING
IN THE COMMUNITY

INTEGRATED CURRICULUM
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SETTINGS
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INTEGRATED CURRICULUM
DELIVERED BY
COLLABORATIVE TEACHERS IN
A RELATIONSHIP-BASED
SETTING

21st Century Schools
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NO ENTRY PROTECTION
NO OBSERVATION OF CORRIDORS
LOCKDOWN BY CLASSROOM
NO ESCAPE

20th + 21st Century Furniture

•
•
•
•
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Gym,
Café,
etc

Safety + Security in 20th Century Schools
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VS Furniture
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VISTA OVER ENTRY + SITE
CONTROLLED ENTRY: GATEKEEPER
OBSERVATION OF CORRIDORS
LOCKDOWN BY SUITES OF SPACES
PLANNED ESCAPE ROUTES

Admin

Safety + Security in 21st Century Schools
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STUDIOS NOT CLASSROOMS

21st Century Learning Studios

STAND UP DESKS

21st Century Furniture
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MAKE LEARNING VISIBLE

High Tech High, David Stephen, Designer

23

21st Century Learning Studios
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Kilworth Edunova

“IDEAL” MATH CLASSROOM

DARTMOUTH, UK

21st Century Learning Studios

Safco AlphaBetter
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BetaDesign Architects

• Small School Culture

• Variety of Learning
Styles

EXTENDED
LEARNING/
COMMONS
TEACHER
PLANNING
CENTER

Frank Locker educational planner PDT Architects

• Authentic Assessments

• Community of Learners

• Teacher Collaboration

OlLD TOWN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, Old Town ME

Small Learning Communities

Frank Locker DeJONG Educational Planners

LIBRARY

CEDAR SPRINGS MIDDLE SCHOOL, Cedar Springs, MI

Teacher Planning Centers
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MATH
TCHRS
SCIENCE
SCIENCE

MATH

ENGLISH
COMMONS SPL ED

ENGLISH

SOC STUD

IPSWICH MS/HS, Ipswich, MA

Small Learning Communities
SOC STUD

25

Flansburgh Associates Architects

Grand Rapids Christian High School, Frank Locker Educational Planning/ AMDG Architects

MULTILE LEARNING MODALITIES

Small Learning Communities

16

VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA DEPT EDUCATION

CONCORD, NH ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

End of the Library as We Know it Today

HMFH Architects
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MAKE LEARNING VISIBLE

Small Learning Communities

Moody Nolan Architects

24

Moody Nolan Architects

End of the Library as We Know it Today

LEARNING IS A SOCIAL ACTIVITY

Small Learning Communities
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27

The End of Isolated Teaching

PDT Architects

“How can we teach children collaboration if
every adult they see in the building is working
alone?”

K-2 MULTI-AGE CLASSROOMS

BLUE POINT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, Scarborough, ME

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

K-2 CENTER, FOREST AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
Middletown, RI

30

The End of Isolated Teaching
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Fairfield, OH Freshman School
SHP Leading Design Architects

28

Frank Locker Educational Planning

STAGE

Glacier High School, Kalispell, MT
CTA Architects

End of the Cafeteria as We Know it Today

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Frank
Educational
LockerPlanners
Educational
Litman
Planner/Fanning/Howey
Architects
Architects Engineers

TEACHER
CENTER

COMMONS

WEST MUSKINGUM ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, Zanesville, OH

End of the Library as We Know it Today
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30

4 Core
Teachers +
2 Spl Ed
Teachers +
Specialists
with
85 Students

2

TEACHER
CENTER
STAGE

COMMONS

4

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

1

PROJECT/
TUTORIAL
AREA

3

K-2 CENTER, FOREST AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
Middletown, RI

30

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

The End of Isolated Teaching

Teacher Teams,
Multi-Age,
Flexible
Student Groups

K-2 CENTER, FOREST AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
Middletown, RI

The End of Isolated Teaching
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30

AFTER

• High Poverty
• Test Scores at
36% - 73% vs
12% Expected
per Student
Family Occupation

BEFORE

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
• Year 5 + 6
• 110 Students
• Teacher Teams
• Activity Zones
• Project-Based
Learning

Wooranna Park Primary School

Mary Featherston Designer

32

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

The End of the Classroom as We Know it Today

Teacher
Teams,
Multi-Age,
Flexible
Student
Groups

K-2 CENTER, FOREST AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
Middletown, RI

The End of Isolated Teaching
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30

STAGE

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

TEACHER
CENTER

COMMONS

K-2 CENTER, FOREST AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
Middletown, RI

The End of Isolated Teaching

Mary Featherston Designer

WOORANNA PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL, Melbourne, AU

End of the Classroom as We Know it Today 32
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Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

K-2 CENTER, FOREST AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
Middletown, RI

The End of Isolated Teaching
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A TYPOLOGY

Places for Learning

•Project where + how STEM/STEAM could be a part
of these core places for learning (if that is
appropriate)

BONUS

• Why? What qualities did you dislike?

•The 1 least appropriate.

• Why? What qualities did you admire?

•The 3 most appropriate exemplars.

•Work with your table team mates. Identify:

RANK

YOUR ASSIGNMENT

Places for Learning- A Typology

Ch 5.4 Places for Learning

Most innovative
Teachers work together
Personalized learning
Integrated curriculum
Project-based learning
Students + teachers
control time

To:

•No visibility
between spaces

•Few adjacent
support spaces

•Teachers work
alone

•Separate
Classrooms

A

MEDIA
CTR
SCIENCE

PE

ART
PERF ARTS

Minges Brook Elementary School
BATTLE CREEK, MI

Most traditional
Teachers work alone
Students learn in class
Isolated subjects
Teach + test learning
Schedule controls time

ORGANIZATION
From:

Places for Learning- A Typology

1

D

SCARBOUOUGH, ME

Blue Point Primary School

B

MIDDLE SCHOOLS

•Toilets in rooms

•Arranged along Corridor

•Barn doors

•Paired Classrooms

Frank Locker/DeJONG Inc

Blue Point Primary School PDT Architects

STUDIO SPACE
Grand Rapids Public Schools
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E

SPRINGFIELD, PA

Springfield Literacy Center

INTERSTITUAL + BREAKOUT SPACES

C

DARTMOUTH, UK

“IDEAL” MATH CLASSROOM

Stantec Architects

Kilworth Edunova

2

Stantec Architects

Greg Stack NER Architects

FLOWING STUDIOS WITH COMMON SPACE F
Slate Magazine 5th Grade Exploratory Classrm

E

Springfield, PA

Springfield Literacy Center
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G

OLD TOWN, ME

SPRINGFIELD, PA

Stantec Architects

Frank Locker Educational Planner/PDT Architects

Old Town Elementary School

E

Springfield Literacy Center

3

CONCORD, NH ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

HMFH Architects

I

Fielding Nair International

COMMON SPACE HOLDS OTHER USES
End of the Library as We Know it Today

H

MINNEAPOLIS, MN

COMMON SPACE OTHER USES/FLEX WALLS
Cristo Rey High School
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STAGE

J

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International
Frank
Educational
Locker Educational
PlannersPlanner/Fanning/Howey
Litman Architects
Associates Architects

TEACHER
CENTER

COMMONS

I

HMFH Architects

End of the Library as We Know it Today
West Muskingum Elementary School
ZANESVILLE, OH

CONCORD, NH ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

COMMON SPACE HOLDS OTHER USES
End of the Library as We Know it Today

4

NEW ALBANY, OH

Grade 1-8 School

SMALL
LEARNING
COMMUNITY

12 CLASSROOMS

T.P.C.

CAFÉ/ FLEX
SPACE

K

Moody Nolan Architects

K

Moody Nolan Architects

12 CLASSROOMS

T.P.C.

SMALL
LEARNING
COMMUNITY

NEW ALBANY-PLAIN LOCAL SCHOOLS, New Albany

Grades 1-8 School
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NEW ALBANY, OH

Grade 1-8 School

NEW ALBANY, OH

Grade 1-8 School

K

Moody Nolan Architects

LIBRARY

K

Moody Nolan Architects

FLEXIBLE TEACHER + STUDENT CONTROLLED SPACES
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2

TEACHER
CENTER
STAGE

COMMONS

4

L

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

MIDDLETOWN, RI

L

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

1

PROJECT/
TUTORIAL
AREA

3

SHARED STUDIOS + RESPONSIBILITY
Forest Avenue School K-2 Center

4 Core
Teachers +
2 Spl Ed
Teachers +
Specialists
with
85 Students

Teacher
Teams,
Multi-Age,
Flexible
Student
Groups

MIDDLETOWN, RI

SHARED STUDIOS + RESPONSIBILITY
Forest Avenue School K-2 Center
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STAGE

AFTER

• High Poverty
• Test Scores at
36% - 73% vs
12% Expected
per Student
Family Occupation

BEFORE

Year 5 + 6
110 Students
Teacher Teams
Activity Zones
Project-Based
Learning

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

DIFFERENTIATED STUDIOS
Wooranna Park Primary School
•
•
•
•
•

L

Mary Featherston Designer

M

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

TEACHER
CENTER

COMMONS

MIDDLETOWN, RI

SHARED STUDIOS + RESPONSIBILITY
Forest Avenue School K-2 Center

6

Mary Featherston Designer

M

M

MILAN MI
Project-Based Learning

Fanning Howey Associates Architects

Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies

THE END OF THE CLASSSROOM AS WE KNOW IT TODAY

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

DIFFERENTIATED STUDIOS
Wooranna Park Primary School
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Fanning Howey Associates Architects

M

MILAN MI
Project-Based Learning

Fanning Howey Associates Architects

Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies

MILAN MI
Project-Based Learning

THE END OF THE CLASSSROOM AS WE KNOW IT TODAY

M

Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies

THE END OF THE CLASSSROOM AS WE KNOW IT TODAY
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Safco AlphaBetter

Frank Locker Educational Planning

STAND UP DESKS
Research shows student behavior improves when students can
move while learning.

(formerly known as) Classrooms

Frank Locker Educational Planning

Future Furniture
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12

1

Frank Locker Educational Planning

Breakout Spaces

COLLABORATION BOOTHS

Frank Locker Educational Planning

(formerly known as) Classrooms

VARIETY OF FURNITURE IN EACH ROOM
Creating multiple learning centers.

15

10

1

1/28/2018

Frank Locker Educational Planning

GROUP DISCUSSION AREAS

Frank Locker Educational Planning

Breakout Spaces

INSTRUCTIONAL MODULES

Breakout Spaces
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16

Frank Locker Educational Planning

Maker Space

D SCHOOL, STANFORD UNIVERSITY, PALO ALTO, CA
Probably the most famous university-level school in USA for PBL and Making
Things to Learn

Frank Locker Educational Planning

Breakout Spaces

INFORMAL SITTING/STUDY AREAS

22

20

2
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• Who controls the scheduling?
• Timetabled
• As appropriate
• What are the activities of engagement?
• Drawing, sculpting
• Reading, writing
• Making, fabricating
• Logistics
• How expansive are they?
• Fits on desks
• Needs a fieldhouse
• What kind of tools are needed?
• Do they have to be put away

CURRICULAR QUESTIONS

STEM + STEAM Delivery Concepts

© 2018 Frank Locker Inc

Frank Locker PhD
fl@franklocker.com

STEM + STEAM Planning
Concepts

Ch 5.6 STEM + STEAM Presentation

High Tech Elementary, San Remos, CA

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ENGINEERING CLASSROOM

STEM/ STEAM

• Who teaches it?
• Classroom teacher
• Classroom team teacher with passion
• Specialist(s) serving the whole school
• Any of the above with art teacher
• What curricular areas are integrated?
• Arts
• Science
• Languages
• What grade levels?
• How many students at any one time?
• How often is it taught?
• How do we share limited resources?

CURRICULAR QUESTIONS

STEM + STEAM Delivery Concepts

1

BRIGHTWORKS SCHOOL, San Francisco, CA

Design Thinking
Making Things to Learn

Barnes Sustainable Living ES, Burlington, VT
Frank Locker Educational Planning

Theodore Judah ES, Sacramento, CA

…And great math scores

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES/SUSTAINABLE LIVING
Environmental sciences schools have higher levels
of parental contact than typical schools…

Learning Research

Ch 5.6 STEM + STEAM Presentation
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STEM + STEAM Delivery Concepts

TEACHER
OFFICE

BRIGHTWORKS SCHOOL, San Francisco, CA

Design Thinking
Making Things to Learn

2

D

F
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E

E

Cafeteria

Learning
Commons

ALCOVES IN CAFETERIAS OR MEDIA CENTERS

STEM + STEAM Delivery Concepts
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C C C

KITS + BINS ON CARTS OR IN CABINETS

STEM + STEAM Delivery Concepts
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ALCOVES IN BREAKOUT/EXTENDED LEARNING AREAS

STEM + STEAM Delivery Concepts
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INTEGRATED CURRICULUM
DELIVERED BY
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RELATIONSHIP-BASED
SETTINGS
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21st Century Schools
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A

K-5 Classroom Configurations
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INTEGRATED CURRICULUM
DELIVERED BY
COLLABORATIVE TEACHERS IN
A RELATIONSHIP-BASED
SETTING

21st Century Schools
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PROGRESSIVE

Occasional 2 person teams

Common planning to coordinate
curriculum/know students

Teachers share "own" Classrooms with
specialist teachers
Students aware of other Classrooms
through occasional sharing
Computers seen as sophisticated
writing/math tools

Learning visible through occasional
(mostly arts) entertainment/events

CURRICULUM/ ASSESSMENT

Students informed about standards for
tests, papers, worksheets

Students learn alone

Self contained classroom teaching
exclusively

Most teachers have "own" classrooms;
others on carts
Students know very little about activities
in neighboring classrooms

Core instruction subject based; not all
"exploratories" taught

Learning exclusively in Classrooms,
Labs

Teacher does the teaching

No attempt to make learning visible;
hidden behind corridor walls

CURRICULUM/ ASSESSMENT

Students poorly informed about
standards for tests, papers, worksheets

DIFFERENCES

PERSONAL
LEARNING

COLLABORATION

TEACHER
TEAMS

OWNERSHIP

AWARENESS

TECH- NOLOGY

DISPLAY

DELIVERY

INTEGRA- TION

LEARNING
LOCATION

WHO TEACHES

MAKING
LEARNING
VISIBLE

ASSESSMENTS

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Computers also used for learning
programs +/or web research

Teacher with aides do teaching

Students know rubrics for exhibitions,
performances, displays + exams

CURRICULUM/ ASSESSMENT

Celebratory events focusing on learning

Students also teach in paired
groups/study teams

Learning exclusively in Classrooms with some field trips

Exploratory coordination with core
learning mostly in extracurricular

Direct instruction with regular group
discussion

Authentic teaching and learning: teach
the "whole" child; 21st Cent Skills

CURRICULUM/ ASSESSMENT

Occasional internships/service learning
for some students
Students teach each other in project
based environment
Learning visible through authentic
evaluations, educational "trophies"

Occasional integration of core learning
+/or exploratories

Direct instruction, group discussion, +
some problem solving

Each student's work is presented +
critiqued

Computers are common in learning

Learning spans several classrooms and related spaces

All student work on bulletin boards, but trumped by sports in Lobbies

Predominantly direct instruction w/
some discussion
Exploratories (Art, Music, PE, Family)
taught separate from non-integrated
core

Frank Locker Educational Planning www.franklocker.com fl@franklocker.com 617.412.7444

Almost exclusive direct instruction

Best student work is displayed on
bulletin boards

Virtually no computer use

Teachers regularly teach synchronously
in coordinated teams

Teachers occasionally integrate
curriculum by teaching together in same
place + same time

Outside "experts" + students also assess
with rubrics

CURRICULUM/ ASSESSMENT

Regular internships/service learning are
integral to learning
Students regularly teach others; outside
"experts" for projects
Learning highly visible through all aspects
of school life

Regular integrated learning includes core
+ exploratories

Project-based learning, discussions, +
"just-in-time" direct instruction

Teachers control suite of spaces with
corollary teachers
Learning takes place in coordinated
manner in variety of shared spaces
Learning programs, web, virtual access
are inseparable from learning
Building is rich with 2D + 3D display of
student projects

Students learn 75% in teams

Personalized learning plans; student
initiated projects

Mult int+ learning styles used as a basis
of student social learning

Exhibitions recorded for portfolios +
resource

Choice thematic, magnet school

ALL GRADES
INSTRUCTION

Students regularly work in larger teams

Small groups of teachers share small # of Classrooms based on schedule

Teachers swap classes for sharing
instruction but do not teach together

Occasional larger teams

Differentiated instruction as basic approach

Occasional differentiated instruction in
assignments, assessments

Exhibitions feature outside "experts"

Multiple intelligences + learning styles honored thru differentiated instruction; no tracking

Students present work in regular
exhibitions

ALL GRADES
INSTRUCTION
Thematic curricular component w/i
school

As Column 1, but multiple
intelligences/learning styles recognized

Student work occasionally expressed in
Corridors etc

3

Student work is rarely actively
expressed outside Classroom
Little or no recognition of learning
differences among students except
"tracking"
"Broadcast" teaching: same to all
students in the classroom

EXHIBITIONS

ALL GRADES
INSTRUCTION

Themes to designate internal sub-schools w/ little impact on instruction

2

No focused learning theme/expression

LEARNING
THEME

ALL GRADES
INSTRUCTION

1

ALL GRADES
INSTRUCTION

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW
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TRANSFORMED
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TRANSFORMING
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INITIATING CHANGE

MAINTAINING TRADITION

School (District)__________________________

SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION + DEVELOPMENT MAP 3.1.7
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0.00

0.00
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NOW FUTURE

TOTALS

Col 1 = 1 point
Col 2 = 2 points
Col 3 = 3 points
Col 4 = 4 points
Col 5 = 5 points
Average point value for
multi-column issues

DISTRIBU- TION

SCHEDUL- ING

Central admin & state reqmts determine
PROF DEVELOPschool wide prof. development,
MENT
uncoordinated

26

27

28

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

Group discussions led by guidance
counselors

Students known individually by
individual teachers; sharing of
knowledge of students among teachers
is circumstantial

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

Guidance counselors believed sufficient
to advise students

Principal does not now names of all
students

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Teachers lead frequent Advisor-Advisee
programs w/ vague curriculum

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

CONNECTIONS

CONNECTIONS
Community members sought as experts
and mentors

Student known by teacher team focused on relationship building

Teachers lead occasional AdvisorAdvisee programs w/ vague curriculum

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

Teacher team planning time

Teachers lead school in prof. development with district/state guidance

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Room scheduling done by Distributed
Administration

LEADERSHIP

Feedback on tests is quick + formative
LEADERSHIP

Parents sought as volunteers for program support

CONNECTIONS

Departmental planning time

CONNECTIONS
PTO lends valued support to school;
community members not sought out

Students have some determination in
learning vehicles

Variety of curricular approaches, largely
district determined

Grades established by team of teachers at exhibitions

Teacher teams determine what
students learn + what learning vehicles
will be

Variety of curricular approaches, largely
teacher determined

Occasional indeterminate answer assignments

Central Guidance but distributed Admin (VP/AP at learning areas)

Coordinated state/district PD program

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Full integration of skills in all aspects of
curriculum

Skills integrated in curiculum in random
manner subject to teacher initiative

CONNECTIONS
Multi generation community members
sought as experts, tutors, role models

Student known by teacher team focused
on relationship building + personalizing
learning

Teachers lead frequent Advisor-Advisee
programs with consistent curriculum

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

Teachers develop research projects to
inform their own instruction

Teachers actively reflect on classroom
practices, direct prof development within
school vision/mission

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Room scheduling done by affected
teachers

Admin + Guid at learning areas

Grades established by teachers, peers,
outside experts + student self
assessment
Students receive frequent, immediate
formative + summative feedback
LEADERSHIP

Students determine own personalized
learning plan within a rubric

Textbooks used only as data resource
support local delivery decisions

Objectives: inquiry based, social skills,
project learning, critical thinking
Issues that have no single answers;
problem solving is the focus

Teachers share data as part of regular
school improvement
Advisor-advisee + wellness courses for all
students

Teachers team to review data, create
units + lessons, + evaluate success
Social/emotional learning a regular part
of curriculum

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

5

TRANSFORMED
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TRANSFORMING

Curriculum mostly standards-based with occasional inquiry + social skills; 21st Cent Skills

Central room scheduling but occasional teacher discretion

LEADERSHIP

No common planning time

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Room scheduling done by Central
Administration

Central Admin + Guidance at front door

Lag time between testing + feedback

School determines policy; teachers
determine student grades

Individual teacher responsible for
determining policy + grades

Occasional testing seen as record
keeping
LEADERSHIP

Teacher determines what all students
learn + what learning vehicles will be

Textbooks supplemented with original
materials

Curriculum objectives traditional and/or
standards driven

District/state determine what all
students learn + what learning vehicles
will be

Curriculum oriented to teachers
teaching known answers
"Textbook is the curriculum", few or no
connections among subjects/disciplines,
sequential

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

Some skills acknowledged but taught as separate content area, like advisor-advisee
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ADULTS

FRE- QUENCY

25

32

GRADING

24

KNOWING

PACE +
VEHICLES

23

31

TEXT BOOKS

22

ADVISORS

KNOW- LEDGE

21

30

CURRIC- ULUM

20

COMMON
PLANNING

21st CENT
SKILLS

19

29

No recognition of 21st Century Skills

SOCIAL/
EMOTIONL

18

Teaching objectives determined by items to
be tested

Focus on academic learning exclusively

CURRIC FLEX

17

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

3

PROGRESSIVE

Teachers have high discretion over
Teachers team to review assessment
delivery in Classrm w/ little oversight
data
Guidance counselor responsible for any social-emotional learning disconnected from
Classroom

2

1

Delivery method and curriculum is rigid
and uniform
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Col 5 = 5 points
Average point value for
multi-column issues

Students ability tracked w/ G+T

Departmental w/ special program
(Senior Project)

Tech Ed, Vocational, Career-Tech present but unrelated to core academics

Variety in class sized based also on exclusiveness of subject area

Students are ability tracked

Departmental organizational structure +
facility plan

Limited or no elective courses

Content areas are not intentionally
linked

No applied learning in school

Class size based on equity; teaching
alone; available # students

GROUPING

EXPLRA- TORY

TRACKING

SCHOOL
CONCEPT

TRACKING

SCHOOL
ORGANIZATN

ELECTIVES

INTERDISCIPLINARY

APPLIED
LEARNING

CLASS SIZE

TIME TABLE

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

Middle School without consistent
Houses
HIGH SCHOOL

Junior High format even though may be
called "Middle School"
HIGH SCHOOL
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Students heterogeneously grouped

Students heterogeneously grouped

HIGH SCHOOL

Variety in class sizes based on project
teams
No uniform schedule; determined by
teachers (students)

Academics imbedded in Career-Tech

Small learning communities: virtual
departments to maintain curriculum
standards
Thematic learning; career clusters;
magnet schools
Core content areas and exploratory areas
linked

All students on personal learning plans

Perhaps K-8 for developmental + family
reasons
HIGH SCHOOL

All students on personal learning plans

MIDDLE YEARS

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY AVERAGE OVERALL SCORE #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

Mega-blocks within schedule

Academics related to Career-Tech
programs
Variety in class size based on team
teaching

Core content areas linked: Science-Math, English-Soc Studies

Goal: wide range of unrelated electives

Mixed school organization: i.e. departmental w/9th grade house

HIGH SCHOOL
Students ability tracked w/G+T + learng
ctrs

School subdivided into houses sized for creating relationships

MIDDLE YEARS

Exploratory learning inherent in all
curricular areas

STEM/STEAM added as exploratory
program

MIDDLE YEARS

0.00

Multi grade instruction for developmental
reasons

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Regularly virtual learning

Community users during school day
embraced as learning opportunity for
students
ELEMENTARY

PK-16 educational delivery highly
articulated; dual degree programs

TOTALS

Col 1 = 1 point
Col 2 = 2 points
Col 3 = 3 points
Col 4 = 4 points
Col 5 = 5 points
Average point value for
multi-column issues

ELEMENTARY
Students show teachers use of
technology
Age/year groupings, RTIs; teachers
loop with students

Students ability tracked w/G+T + learng
ctrs

Science added as exploratory program

Block schedule, 90 minute class periods

Occasional teacher driven
interdisciplinary links

Students ability tracked w/ G+T

MIDDLE YEARS

MIDDLE YEARS

Students are ability tracked

Art added as exploratory

45 to 60 minute class period

ELEMENTARY
Students regularly make electronic
presentations

Students grouped by age/year level; regrouped for RTIs

Phys Ed, Music are exploratory

Students grouped by age/year level

Computer keyboarding

36

No computer use

TECHNOL- OGY

ELEMENTARY

ELEMENTARY

Community use of limited spaces

35

Evening/weekend community use of
limited spaces

Community uses seen as detrimental to
student safety

K-12 educational delivery highly
articulated

Occasional educational delivery +
guidance connections to schools with
lower or higher grade levels

COMMUN- ITY

Occasional curricular connections to
sending/receiving school

K-12 educational delivery not highly
articulated

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW
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TRANSFORMING

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

34

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

3

ARTICULA- TION

2

1

PROGRESSIVE

33
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FACILITIES

FACILITIES

Building plan: highly separate, unrelated
functional areas; zoned for public
access to community spaces

Student movement controlled by
teachers; hall passes

Self contained school with all
appropriate functions
Gym, Café, Auditorium occasional
community use
School shares site with other public
uses: Library, Recreation

Building plan: highly separate, unrelated
functional areas; does not facilitate
public access to community uses

Student movement expected to be
across entire building; hall passes

Self-contained school but missing some
functional spaces

Admin + Guid central but hard to find

No spaces oriented to parents

INTERDISCIPLINARY

MOVEMENT

AUTONOMY

COMMUNITY

MIXED USE

LEADERSHIP

PARENTS/
VOLUNTRS

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Parents access Library or Admin

Central Admin + Guid at front door
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Single use school building

No spaces for community use

Traditional planning but allows mixed
grade levels

Plan based on single idea traditional of
school organization: departmental,
grade level, etc

SCHOOL
ORGANIZATION

8

Special effort made at Main Entry;
school colors prevail

School colors are primary school
signature

No intentional building expression

EXPRES- SION

7

Circulation centers on social gathering
space(s) as focus of school

SOCIAL
SETTING

6

Functional circulation with notable
public expression at Lobbies

Circulation conceived in minimal terms
of moving people: Corridors + lobbies
only

Building guides student movement
within intentional focused subzones

Building plan links different program
areas to facilitate interdisciplinary
learning within core; zoned public uses

Community uses co-habitate building:
Elderly Center, Clinic, Public Lib
School shares site synergistically with
business/residential

Parent Room

Volunteer Room

Central Admin; distributed Guidance spaces

Community access well planned +
zoned
School shares site with
business/residential

Intended as self-contained but relies occasionally on nearby institutions for program use

Building guides student movement
within non-autonomous subzones

Building plan strategically relates
functional areas; zoned for public
access to community spaces

Flexible/agile school plan allows several school organizations; 9th grade house

School signature expressed in
occasional places

Central gathering space(s) + "hang out"
spaces

Many spaces are flexible for multiple
uses

Flexibility in folding partitions; often
used

Flexibility only in some folding
partitions; never used

Spaces rigid in design; no flexibility

FLEXIBIL- ITY

5

Bulletin boards, display cases, windows
to classrooms, video monitors

Spaces/furniture allow several current
educational deliveries with ease

Efficient school size/capacity, semiautonomous schools within school

ALL GRADES
OVERALL PLANNING

FACILITIES

Bulletin boards, display cases for
academics

N F

Bulletin boards in corridors

No attempt to make learning visible

VISIBLE
LEARNING

4

Spaces/furniture allow several current
educational deliveries with difficulty

Efficient school size/capacity, nonautonomous schools within school

ALL GRADES
OVERALL PLANNING

FACILITIES
N F

Parent Room + Volunteer Room

Distributed Guid + Admin

Intentionally not self-contained: relies
heavily on neighboring institutions
Public + private community spaces used
regularly by students
School planned to partly convert to other
uses when enrollments drop

Small school or movement only within
relationship zones; hall passes are passe

Building plan links program areas for
interdisciplinary learning among core +
specials; zoned public uses

Relationship-based plan to best support
Column 5 educational delivery

Spaces flexible w/ minimal effort; agile for
reuse w/o physical change
Central social gathering space(s), "hang
out" spaces + student centric social/work
spaces
School signature widely expressed
throughout building

Learning highly visible through
transparency, display, activities

Facility supports teacher collaboration +
control of schedule + space

Spaces/furniture flexible/agile to
anticipate future educational trends

ALL GRADES
OVERALL PLANNING
Intentional building size/capacity to foster
relationships; autonomous small
schools/teacher teams within

FACILITIES

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW
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TRANSFORMING

Facility supports regular/synchronous
teacher collaboration

Facility supports occasional/nonsynchronous teacher collaboration

Facility makes it almost impossible for
teachers to collaborate

COLLABORATION

3

N F

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

3

PROGRESSIVE

Facility supports regular/nonsynchronous teacher collaboration

Spaces/furniture rigid: conceived to
serve one concept of current
educational models

Spaces/furniture inappropriate for
current educational methods: wrong
sizes, locations, services, equipment

FUTURE PROOF

2

Circumstantial overall building
size/capacity

SIZE/ CAPACITY

1

ALL GRADES
OVERALL PLANNING
School size set for
administrative/operational efficiency; no
small schools within

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

ALL GRADES
OVERALL PLANNING

2

1

N F
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Conf Rooms for teacher use

Folding walls between few classrooms,
always closed

No Tech Ed or "hands on" applied
learning spaces

None in Elementary; marginal in Middle
and High

Irregular Classroom sizes seen as
inequitable

Insufficient Computer Labs

Assembly needs not served by facilities

No common teacher spaces except
Lounge or Dining

Self contained classrooms with no
connecting doors/walls

SMALL GROUPS

ARTS

SPECIAL ED

PE/ ATHLETICS

TECH ED

SCIENCE/
STEM/ STEAM

CLASS- ROOM
SIZES

COMPUTER
LABS

MEDIA CTR

ASSEMBLY

TEACHER
PLANNING

CONNEC- TIONS

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

Sufficient Computer Labs

Media Ctr contains print + electronic
media
Assembly needs served poorly: in Gym
or Café; no Stage

Classroom sizes vary to match size of
student groups

STEM/ STEAM Lab added but in
unrelated location

Tech Ed spaces easy access from core
spaces

Media Ctr rethought as collaborative
work/meeting/information place
Auditorium sized for occasional peak
use

Doors/barn doors between classrooms

Variety of doors, folding walls, windows
to adjacent spaces allow flexibility

Teacher "hotels" + Conf Rms for common planning time

Cafetorium with adequate Stage

Media Ctr demand reduced by
classrooms contain electronic media

Computer/Dry Labs flexible for future conversion to other uses

Multi-purpose, flexible Science Labs

Uniform Classroom size: equitable

Science Labs specific to sub-science:
chemistry, physics etc. Not flexible

Tech Ed spaces, unrelated to core spaces

Multipurpose Gym designed with good acoustics for assembly use

Spl Ed '"pull out" model; Resource Rooms + Self Contained

Spl Ed in ad hoc spaces converted from
other uses, too big/too small

Gym for Phys Ed/Intramurals/Athletics

Spaces adequate, related to other "specials" but not related to core spaces

Few small group learning spaces irregularly located

Suites of flexible spaces for varied uses

Teacher Planning Ctrs with Conf + Food

Media Ctr partly virtual, distributed in
several locations
Auditorium stage sized for teaching &
learning, seating as few as possible

Laptop computers; no Labs needed

Variety of learning spaces supporting
teachers collaborating with varied groups

STEM/ STEAM Lab integrated with
Science and/or Arts

SPECIFIC SPACES
Abundant windows connecting all spaces,
including Teacher + Admin
Building conceived as suites of flexible
learning spaces
Variety of small learning spaces closely
related to core spaces + Med Ctr
Adequate arts spaces located to integrate
w/ core learning
Inclusion model; minimal exclusive Spl
Ed spaces
Gym/PE/Atlhetics facilities used by
community
Tech Ed spaces integrated with core
curriculum + spaces

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW
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TRANSFORMING

SPECIFIC SPACES
SPECIFIC SPACES
Windows to Commons spaces, other Classrooms allow teachers to observe students
working separately/independently
Separate Classrooms arranged with others of different use to support interdisciplinary, multi
age/grade learning

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

3

PROGRESSIVE

Inadequate Visual/Perf Arts spaces
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Media Ctr contains print media only

Inadequate space for Phys Ed

Separate Spl Ed spaces

No Visual/Perf Arts spaces

No small learning spaces

Classrooms related to others of
similar use

Building conceived as unrelated
Classrooms along Corridors

18

View panels at doors

No windows to corridors

GROUPING

SPECIFIC SPACES

SPECIFIC SPACES

17

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

TRANSPARENCY

2

1

16
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ENVIRON
IMPACT

TECH INTEGRATION

STUDENT
FURNITURE

CABINETRY

COMPUTER
RATIO

31

32

33

34

35

Building design incorporates energy
savings, day lighting and low impact
building materials

Building design focused on energy
savings

10:1 student: computer ratio

FURN + EQUIP
Virtually no technology; no phones in
classrooms
Single purpose connected desk/seats
designed for lectures
Little or no cabinets/shelving in teaching
spaces
Fixed cabinetry sufficient for basic
needs
4:1 student: computer ratio; selective
use of laptops

Basic fixed cabinetry; not enough to
serve needs

6:1 student: computer ratio

Flexible desks + chairs, groupable

FURN + EQUIP
Partial integrated technology; classroom
phones

Desks w/ movable seats, not groupable

FURN + EQUIP
Basic, non-integrated technology;
intercom; no classroom phones

Building seeks carbon neutral impact,
integrates design, construction and
operation of building into curriculum

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

No sustainable design focus

Building design minimizes impact on
environment, integrates design,
construction and operation of building
into curriculum

Menu includes fresh, locally grown
food, multiple menu options, breakfast
+ after school meals offered

Menu includes no fresh food, multiple
menu options offered, breakfast & after
school meals offered

Menu includes no fresh food, one menu
choice each day
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FOOD CHOICES
+ PREP

30

FOOD SERVICE
Menu includes fresh, locally grown food,
multiple menu options. Grown and
prepared by staff and learners, breakfast
+ after school meals offered
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

FOOD SERVICE
Menu includes fresh, locally grown food,
multiple menu options prepared by staff
and learners, breakfast + after school
meals offered
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

FOOD SERVICE

FOOD SERVICE

2:1 student: computer ratio; laptops on
carts

Fixed cabinetry meets all storage needs

FURN + EQUIP
Integrated tech. including interactive
bds, doc proj; controls for all to use
Flexible adjustable height ergonomic
desks, chairs, bean bags

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW
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Average point value for
multi-column issues

FACILITIES AVERAGE OVERALL SCORE #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

Flexible, adjustable cabinetry on wheels;
groupable to change space
1:1 student: computer ratio; laptops,
PDAs, tablets for all

Students work in personal workspaces

FURN + EQUIP
Integrated technology; students use
PDAs, cell phones, notebooks, Kindles

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW
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FOOD SERVICE
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● They are skilled communicators and problem-solvers
who engage in collaborative inquiry, make effective use
of technology and apply their learning in real-life
situations.

● They demonstrate personal responsibility and are
achieving to their maximum capability.

● All students are fully engaged and invested in their
learning.

Strategic Plan Vision Statement:

December 13, 2017

Snapshot of our Schools:
Developing 21st Century Skills
Pre-K through 12th Grade

Ch 5.8 Snapshot of Our Schools

Elementary - Instruction

Danvers Public Schools is a dynamic
community of independent learners
dedicated to respect, responsibility,
creativity and the pursuit of academic
and personal excellence.

Strategic Plan Mission Statement:
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High School - Curriculum/Instruction

Middle School - Curriculum

Hawks Creation Station

Secondary - Instruction

Elementary - Curriculum

Ch 5.8 Snapshot of Our Schools
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High School
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